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'This project builds upon three previous studies of historic agriculture
at Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshote (SBDNL). These have
l settlement histow
focused on: (1)
. . an overview of the a-~ c u l t u r aand
of the two-county SBDNL r q o n ; (2) an assessment of the agricultural landscapes and cultural resources at Port Oneida, an impoaant
part of the lakeshore's mainIan unit; and (3) an assessment o i agricultural and cultural resources on South Manitou Island. This report
examioes agricultural and cultural resources on North Manitou
Island.
Like nearby South Manitou Island, Euro-American settlement
on North Manitou preceded such activities on the mainland. Agriculture was evident on the island as early as the 1850s, and additional
agriculturists arrived during the 1870s and 1880s after the cessation of
logging for cordwood. A distinctive facet of North Manitou's early
agricultural history is the &h proportion of Scandinavian immigrants in the population. ~lthoughlittle remains of the ongmal
buildings and field patterns from the nineteenth century, homestead
records and the manusuipt schedules for the agricultural and population censuses served to document previous activities.
Few structures remain in the backcountry areas of North
Manitou, although a number of extant structures are located in the
island's principal village. Several of these structures have been documented in previous efforts. Whenever possible and necessary, accounts
of the historic villages, and their buildings, were incorporated into
and discussed as part of the overall agricultural and settlement
history. The project comprised the following objectives:
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(1) To trace the evolution and determine the over all s w cance of agricultur& settlement, and ethnic patterns on North
Manitou Island.

(2) To make detailed assessments of the homestead claims
and, when documentation permits, trace the evolution of these
homestead properties through time.

(3) To undextake a detailed and thorough study of North
Manitou's orchard operations, e s p e d y those associated with the
Manitou Island Association, since this facet of corporate agriculture
may have been most repsonsible for shaping the island's cultural
landscape.
(4) To documenf to the extent possible, the extant agricultural
features that still remain or are discernable on North Manitou Island.

(5) To l
d
,
whenever possible, those structures and landscapes
associated with resorts, life saving, fishing, and other activties to the
history of agriculture on the island.

(6) To evaluate the s w c a n c e and integrity of extant structures and landscapes on North Manitou wirhin the context of island
agncultural history and development.

(7) To recommend priorities for preserving the identitied
resources that may be considered by Lakeshore management.

In pursuit of these objectives, the project also intended to
identify those relict agricultural features on North Manirou Island
that appear to meet the criteria for inclusion in the National Repter
of Historic Places, and those resources that possess lugh potential for
interpretation. Building upon the List ofClas@ed Stmctms and
CzIturdLandscapeInventov prepared by NPS staff members in 1993
and1994, documentation of the island's cultural landscapes, buildings,
and structures was undertaken using accepted fieldwork techniques.
Additional inventories and sources provided by lakeshore staff
members and others were utilized. When sufficient evidence remained, measured drawings were made of extant buildings and
structural remnants, along with the documentation of landscape
features. In assessing the integrity and significance of the resources,
comparisons were made, whenever possible, with the two other
agncultural areas of the lakeshore that have been documented: Port
Oneida and South Manitou Island. As at South Manitou, North
Manitou's island setting required that special emphasis be given to
such unique envitonmenral characteristics as climate, soils, and
vegetation.
Eric MacDonald
Arnold R Alanen
Madison, Wisconsin
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In 1984 the National Park Service acquired North Manitou
Island as part of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore in northwestern lower Michgan (figures 1.1 and 1.2). North Manitou is the
second-largest island in a fourteen-island archipelago in northeastern
Lake Michigan. It lies approximately eleven miles off-shore from the
coastal town of Leland, the closest mainland harbor.' Approximately
five miles wide at its greatest breadth, and seven miles long, the
island's land area encompasses just under 15,000 acres. It is a landscape of rolling hds, steep bluffs and sand dunes, two inland lakes,
fragile wetland habitats, and thousands of acres of deciduous forests
of maple, beech, white birch, and black cherry. Situated within this
spectacular natural setting are striking and elugmatic traces of human
habitation. Vestiges of human history on North Manitou Island
include abandoned townsites, remnant logging camps, empty summer
cottages, relict fruit orchards, and deserted farmsteads--exemplars of
a geographical concept termed the cultural Laedscape.

A cultural landscape embodies the ways in which a group of
persons or a community has altered, utilized, and maintained the
natural and cultural resources in a given area. In the broadest sense, a
cultural landscape reflects human adaptation and use of natural
resources through the ways in which land is organized and divided,
patterns of settlement and land use, the manipulation of ecosystems,
systems of movement and transport, and ardutectural construction.
Humans mod* environmentsin response to economic, aesthetic,
' R. H. Ruchhoft, Exploring Notlth
spiritual, associative or knIIemonlc, and many other motivations. Thus, M(InjtQK,SoKrhMnni*lu, Hi& and G d n
I ~ h ofthe
h L k e Michigan Arcbpebgo
landscapes also are a medium for expressing a diverse matrix of
(Cincinnati: Pucelle Press, 1991), 161.
cultural values. The tangible character of a cultural landscape is
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Figure 1.1. Loriatian of Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore in the upper Midwest.
m
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Figure 1.2. Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore Region.
defined both by physical attributes-landforms, roads, vegetation,
buildings-and by on-going natural processes and human activities,
which reflect cultural values and traditions. Indeed, continuity of
land uses and associative values by a cultural group may be as important as any physical or aesthetic attributes of the landscape. Likewise,
the continuity of non-human, nanual processes serves a crucial
function in maintaining the functional and aesthetic integriq of a
cultural iandscape.

Our understanding of cultural landscapes has evolved ftom
the work of geographers and historians who have probed the relationships between human culture and name in shaping the built
environment.The concept was concisely defined more than seventy
years ago by geographer Carl Ortwin Sauer: "The cultural landscape
is fasluoned from a natural landscape by a culture group. Culture is
the agent," he noted, "the natural area is the medium, the cultural
landscape the result"2 Only within the last two or three decades,
however, has the scholarship pioneered by Sauer served as a bass
for preserving and interpreting historically s ~ f i c a ncultural
t
landscapes. In the United States, the cultural landscape preservation
movement has been led by the National Park Service (NPS), the
agency which manages many of the nation's most important cultural
landscapes,
saUeGcmThe
~ ~ ~ h ~ l . and administers most of the federal government's
2 car,
historic preservation -programs.
o~ryof Landscape," in Lm~dand Lt:
-

~ k e k t i o n f m md e Wsting~r f Cmi
t0 C d h l dhlldscape~
O m i n Saner, ed. ) o h Leighly
- . (Berke- The NPS ApplVach
-ley, Cr\: Zniversity of Cahfornia Press,
As stated by Sauer, the detinition of a cultural landscape is indeed
1963), 343; Sauer's essay odginally was
very broad, in effect encompassing most of the world's land area,
published in 1925.

since very few present-day places, if any, have not been impacted in
some way by human activities. However, the extent of human influence on landscapes varies appreciably through both space and time,
and not all cultural landscapes can be considered historically important. In evaluating the historical s@cance of cultural landscapes,
the NPS and most other public and private preservation authorities in
the United States u&e the criteria of the National Register of
Historic Places. In general, a lustoric landscape, or its principal
component features, must be fifty years old or older. The landscape
must possess hstorical integrity and sgdicance through association
with an important event, person, or design style or type of consuucdon, or it must retain the potential to yield important information
about the past3 Historic landscapes, it., those that meet National
Register criteria, thus represent only a small fraction of the broad
spectrum of cultural landscapes considered by geographers.

t Culmal landscape definitions are
contained b Department of the
Intenor, National Park Service, NPS28, C~kuralReioum Munagemenr
Guideiine, Release No. 4, (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior,
Nadonal Park Service, 1994).

' Department of the Interior, National
Park service, Nationd &@steerBzlktin
1 6 4 Ham to Conplete the Nah'onai
hgkter Regi~frationForm (Washington,
D.C.: U.S.
Department of the Interior,
National Park Service, 1991); For a
more detailed discussion of the
national register inventory and
evaluation process, see Chapter Flve
of rhis repon.
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The National Park Service has defined four different types
of historic landscapes: (1) historic designed landscapes; (2) historic
vernacular landscapes; (3) historic sites; and (4) ethnographic landscapes (see above). Historic deswed landscapes are deliberate, artistic
creations reflecting r e c o w e d design styles. Historic vernacular
landscapes, however, typically are unself-conscious creations that
reflect the habits and lifeways of ordmary people. They express a
cultural group's values and amtudes toward the land, and reflect
patterns of sealement and land use over time. Historic sites are
landscapes that are s w c a n t primarily for their associations with
important events, acdvities, or persons, rather than their intrinsic form
or design. Historic sites often function as museum settings for the
interpretation of specific events or persons. In contfasf ethnographic
landscapes are characterized by a continuity of use by ethnic groups
for subsistence hunting and gathering, rehgous or sacred ceremonies,
and other traditional acti~ities.~
Although somewhat distinct, these
four landscape types are not mutually exclusive-many cultural
landscapes simultaneously represent two or more of these types.

' Charles A. Bimbaum, Presenvltion
Briq? 36: Protecting Culn*a/LundrcnpesPhnning, Treatment and Manageme& of
Historic Landrcnpes (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of the Lnterior,
National Park Service, 1994), 1-2.

'

Swan Olson Haswell and Amold R.
iilanen, A Ganien Apant A n A@cI(/-

tural m d SeffkmentHirtory of Mi4annj.
S/eeping Bear Dmes National Lakeshore
Region (Omaha: Midwest Regional
Office, Wational Park Service; Lansing:
State Historic Preservation Office,
Midugan Bureau of History, 1994);
Marla J McEnaney, W i h m H. Tishler,
and h o l d R Alanen, Fmming at the
Water)Edge: A n Rrsessment oj Agrrgrru/tlrmf and C111tnra/Ldndrcape Reso#rrer in
the Pmposcd Port OnezL b r a ( Hisfo,ic
Disbict at Sheping Bear Dunes hrational
Lkeshore, M 4 a n (Omaha: Midwest
Regional Office, National Park
Service, 1995); Brenda meeler
W i h n s , h o l d R. Alanen, and
William H. Tishler, 'Coming thmwgh wtth
Rye? A n Hutoriic Agriahraf bndscape
Stu4 ofSouth Manitor Idand at Sleeping
Bear Dunes Nationa/Lkeshare, Mich;San
(Omaha: Midwest Field Area,
National Park Service, 1996).

' For a detailed description of the
sources and research methodology
utilized for rhls project, see Appendix
A.

Interpretationsof CulturalLandscapes onNorth
ManitouJsland
Although pdmarily vemaculac in character, the cultural landscapes of
North Manitou Island are remarkably diverse, and encompass multiple layers of cultural meaning and historical value (figure 1.3).
Integrated among these various layers of history, and expressed
indelibly in the land, is the story of agnculture. This report is the
fourth in a series of studies of historic agriculture and agricultural
landscapes prepared for the Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore
and its region The &st, A Garden Apart (1992), provided an historical
context for agnculture in the larger lakeshore region of Leelanau and
Benzie counties. Two subsequent studies, Fanning ut the WdterSEdge
(1994) and 'Coming through M'th Rye' (1996, examined historic agncultural resources at Port Oneida on the mainland, and on South
Manitou Island, respe~tivel~.~
This report, Tending a ComfortabLe WiLderness,is pharily an
account of agricultural history and historic agricultural landscapes on
North Manitou Island. Derived &om a variety of documentary
sources, the report also considers the ways in which agnculture
historically was related to other human activities and landscapes on
the island, and explores past interpretations of the island's natural
and human history.6 The extent to which interpretive traditions
shape popular attitudes, land management policies, and, ultimately,
the cultural landscape, is seldom acknowledged. Nowhere is this
tendency more apparent than in the story of North Manitou Island.
Portrayal of North Manitou Island's human history has been
impelled by two popular myths. The &st portrays the island is a place
where "nothing happened"--or, stated less polemically, the island is
represented as a place where human history is of little consequence or

Inuoduction

Potholes

northern conifers

Maleski fishing shanties

a

Peter Stormer dock

= nofinern hardwoods
= lake plain woods

0

.Bournique clearing

=northern conifers

av) =spring

= swamp and wetlands

-

=abandoned road or trail
=historic road

SOURCE: Derided from Brian T. Hazletl and Robert J. Vande Kopple,
The Ternsfrial Vegetation and Flora of North and Souf/, ManifauIslands,
Sleeping Boar Dunes NafionalLakeshore, Leelanau Counly, Micnfgan
(Douglas Lake. Mich.:Universiiy of Michigan Biological Sfation, Technical Repon No. 11, 7983).
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s@cance. The island essentially is conceived as a landscape without
a history. Closely tied to this ahistorical view is a long-standing
tradition of representing the landscape as an untouched "island
wilderness." Although it is often acknowledged that past human
activities did affect the landscape to some extent, the consequences of
human habitation are often perceived to have been minimal and
inconsequential--although something may have happened on the
island, it was of l i e importance, and should not concern us today.
Human history in such a landscape doesn't matter.
The second myth alleges that North Manitou Island's human
history essentially mirrors that of its sister island, South Manitou.
According to this supposition, the island's human history is mundane
rather than unique, diffetiog in only trivial ways from that of n q h boring South Manitou Island. This report will argue that both of
these interpretive traditions are delus~e.Furthermore, this report will
explore the consequences of these views for the island's cultural
landscapes, National Park Serviceresource management philosophy
and, ultimately, visitors' impressions of the island. In so doing, we
hope this report will make a case for why history does indeed matter
in places like North Manitou Island.
Beyond merely documenting North Manitou Island's historic
agricultural landscapes, Tending a 'Conrfortable Wilderness'aims to probe
the ways in which past interpretations of the island's resources have
informed NPS management strategies, particularly the proposed
designation of d but 27 acres of the island as a p o t e n d wilderness
unit. The North bfanitou landscape encompasses impressive perched
dunes, thousands of acres of dense, maple-beech deciduous forest,
and endan~eredwildlife habitats, as well as a diverse array of vemacular buildin; and ~ u h z alandscapes.
l
Such physical fea&es, in addition to the island's rich human hstory, have shaped management
options for both cultural and natural resources- he role bf history in
the formulation of management decisions, however, has been largely
unacknowledged, with unintended, if not unfortunate, consequences
Consciously acknowledging the island's environmental history, as this
report strives to suggest, may illuminate the connections between
nawal and cultural systems, and articulate the importance of such
connections to the study and management of hstoric architecture and
landscapes. It is the m a h g of such connections, this report suggests,
that endches visitors' experiences of landscapes like North Manitou
Island. Tending a Comfortable Wilderness, then, is not just about the
history of a small island in a large lake. It is that. But more importantly, it is about a way of looking at the world.

Cha~terTwo

An Overview of
North Manitou

Island's Settlement
History
Viewed during mid-summer from the crest of a golden, northern
Michigan dune, North Manitou Island appears as a thin, flat band of
dark olive floating amidst the silvery blue waters of Lake Miclugan,
precariously grazing the b o u n d q between water and sky. Moving
closer, the distant verge becomes a bouyant landscape of ridges and
valleys clothed in verdant greens, shadowy blues and purples, all lined
with a tawny edge. Half a million years ago this land was frozen and
hard, silent beneath a vast sheet of ice and rock several thousand feet
thick. Each year snow fell on the continental glacier, increasing its
heght and further compressing the layers of ice below Over many
hundreds of years the edge of the ice sheet moved forward, and then
retreated in response to climatic changes. During periods of relative
warmth, some of which lasted several thousand years, the huge ice
sheets vanished from the region, leaving the landscape awash in melt
water. Plant and animal life returned to the land, reclaiming it until
another plunge in global temperatures brought about the return of
g l a d ice.
Geologists refer to these cyclical "ice ages" as the Pleistocene Epoch, a chapter in geologic history that began approximately 500,000 to 2 million years ago. The most recent phase of the
Pleistocene, termed the 'Wisconsin stage," persisted in Michgan
u n d about 10,000 to 12,000 years ago. During the Wisconsii stage,
a vast g l a d ice mass moved southward across the region, its front
defhed by an irregular edge of lobes, which flowed at a faster pace
through pre-existing valleys and depressions. -4s the last great ice
mass retreated, it lefc behind a highly irregular and variable terrain.
In "conveyor-belt" fashion, piles of debris accumulated at the base
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of the glacier during the extended periods when the front edge of
the ice was stationary. The resulting ridges, called moraines, roughly
outlined the Lont edge of the ice sheet during one stage of its final
retreat. The retreat process, however, produced many other distinctive topological features: dmm'ins, streambed hills molded by
oveniding ice, and eskers, kames, and ice-channel deposits, which are
narrow, elongated deposits laid down by melt water flowing through
channels or tunnels that were confined by ice. As the glacier melted,
much of the surrounding landscape was inundated with water,
creating expansive outwmbpkzzn~in areas where water pooled or
flowed for extended periods of time. Isolated blocks of ice formed
earthen depressions called keffh hole^, which later filled with melt
water and became lakes, ponds, and bogs.'

'John A. Dorr, Jr., and Donald F.
Eschman, Geo& of Michigan (Ann
Arbor: University of Midugan Press,
1970), 140-163.

Much of the landscape of the Great Lakes region, including
that of the Manitou islands and the Sleeping Bear Dunes area, was
created by glaciers during the end of the Pleistocene Epoch. During
their last retreat, glaciers filled ancient versions of the Great Lakes
with melted icewater. Since that time, the water level of the Great
Lakes has fluctuated considerably according to the position of the
retreating ice front, the volume of meltwater during various periods,
and the location of drainage ways or outlets. The present average
water level of Lake Michgan is about 578 feet. During the postglacial
period, which began in northern Michgan about 9,500 years ago, the
hghest lake level, 605 feet above sea level, occurred during the Lake
Nipissing stage (5000 BP). Tnis stage was preceded by the Lake
Chippewa stage (9,500 to 4,500 years ago),when water levels were at
their lowest, roughly 230 feet above sea level. During the low-water
Lake Chippewa penod the Manitou islands were joined with the
mainland Later, during the hgh-water Nippising stage, wave action
sculpted the shoreline of the Great Lakes, particularly along the
eastern and northern shore of Lake Michtgan. The islands were
endrely submerged during the Lake Nippising stage. The %her lake
levels left behind areas of relict sandy lake bed and beach ridges.2

Like most of the Great Lakes region, the topography of the
Sleeping Bear Dunes area bears the imprint of successive glacial
epochs during the Pleistocene. It is a landscape ofrelatively low relief
Dorr and Eschman, G e o l a ~of
that is characterited by both active and ancient dunes, moraines and
Michkun, 164-179; Susan Olson
other glacial landforms, and small lakes and streams. North Manitou
Haswell and h o l d R. Alanen, A
Island--one of the national lakeshore's most noteworthy features-is
Ganien Apa& A n Agngnm/two/
ond
a
glacial moraine and outwash plain. The topography of the eastern
Set2lemmnt Histoy of Michigoni Sheping
and central pomons of the island consists of gently rolling hills and
Beor Duner Nulional Lakcshm Region
(Omaha.Midwest Regional Office,
valleys. Steeper hik and sand bluffs are located in the northwestern
h'ational Park Service; Lansing: State
and southern pomons of the island. A long, serpentine esker extends
hktoric Preservation Office, ~Mclugan across the south-central portion of the island, the topographical
Bureau of Bstory, 1994), 5.8; Brian T.
remnant of a river of meltwater and glacial debris that once flowed
Hazlett, 'The Flora of Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Benzie and beneath the surface of a long-vanished glader. Ancient beach ridges
Leelanau Counties, Michigan:' Michigan stretch along the island's eastern shoreline, shaped long ago during
Botanist 30 (4):142 (1991).
periods when lake water levels were &her. Two inland water bodies,
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Tatnarack Lake and Lake Manitou, are depressions formed by huge
blocks of glacial ice. The areas around these lakes constitutes the
major wetland habitats of the island.
Reflecting the landscape's geologic history, North Manitou's
soils generally are well-drained loamy sands, sandy loams, and sands
(see below; figure 2.1). The soils on the island's lake terraces and beach
ridges are moderately well- to well-drained. The southwestern and
southeastern portions of the island shorehne are composed of active
dunes, where stiff winds carve blowouts and cut narrow channels
uphill into the vegetation. The dune shorelines have a surface layer of
continually shifting sand; soils near the lakeshore do not retain water,
fertility, or orgamc matter. Along the island's northwestern shore, tall
perched dunes create an imposing, vemcal facade of gravel and windblown sand.) The glaciated landscape of the island provides settings
for a broad range of plant and animal habitats, although sharp-edged
environmental gradients generally are absent. The island's wetland
habitats-~a-ack
Lake and Lake Manitoy as well as a few scattered
natural springs where small areas of poorly-drained muck soils are
found-support several plant species found nowhere else on the
Manitou island^.^

Postglacial Environment and Prehisbric Human
Habitation
Following the retreat of the last glacial ice front, a diverse matrix of
plant and animal habitats covered the land surface, evolving in re-

'Herman L. Weber, SoilSumg, 2-5;
Brian T. Hazlett and Robert J. Vande
Kopple, The Terresmaf Vqetufionazd
Fbm of N o d and South Manitoz lskzndr,

Sheping Bear Dnnez National Meshore,
W a n a u County, Michip Q3ouglas
Lake, Mich.: University of MicBiological Station, 1983), 29-30. For a
detailed discussion of the geological
history and the current climatic
context of the Sleeping Bear Dunes
region, see Haswell and A h e n , G&
Apart, 5-17.
Hesman L. Weber, Soil Suruey $
Lebnuu COUn&, Michkan (Washington,
D. C.: U.S.D.A. Soil Consemation
Service, in cooperation with the
M~cluganAgricultural Experiment
Station, 1973); Hazlett and Vande
Kopple, Terresttial Vegefntion,30,41,54-

58.
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SOIL ASSOCIATIONS KEY

-

1. Deer Park Dune Land association
Well-drained, shongly sloping to very steep, sandy
soils on dunes.

-

-

2. East Lake Eaeport Lupton association
Well-drained and moderately welldrained, nearly level to gently
sloping, sandy soils, and very poorly drained, nearly level mucky
Soils: on lake terraces and beach ridges.

3. Kalbska - Mancelona association Well-drained, nearly level to
strongly sloping, sandy soils on mounlwash plains.

-

4. Emmet Omena association Well.drained, nearly level to very steep,
loamy soils on moraines.

SOURCE: Denved fmm Herman L. Weber, Sol1 SurveyofLeeknau Coun~/.M;nyyn PNaShioguo. D.C.:
U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service; MichiganAgnculwnl Experiment Station. 1973).
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sponse to changes in climate, hydrology, and a d - p l a n t interacdons. Immediately after the retreat of g l a d ice, approximately
12,000 years ago, the landscape of the upper Great Lakes region
occupied an ecological transition zone, or "ecotone," between
tundra ecosystems that bordered the ice front, and boreal forests
which predominated to the south. For several hundred years a
patchy mosaic of tundra and boreal woodland ecosystems provided
favorable environments for many species of large herbivores that
preferred open, well-drained habitats. These included mammoth,
mastodon, barren-ground caribou, and musk ox. As the region's
clunate gradually warmed, tundra vegetation gave way to very dense
boreal forests?
Archaeologists and anthropologists have partitioned the
prehistory of the Great Lakes regon into four broad "periods" of
cultural evolution, each of which denotes a distinctive matrix of
technological, subsistence, lifeway strategies. Each period or phase
generally corresponds with a discrete span of time (see p. 6). Such
chronologies tend to obscure the fact that differences among various
periods are merely conceptual, that cultural change may occur
gradually or radically, and that certain characteristics of one period
may coexist simultaneously and/or propinquitously with characteristics that are typical of preceding or subsequent phases. Nonetheless,
as a heuristic device, such chronologies are a useful way of dividing
the continuum of human cultural development into comprehensible
aspects.
The earliest archaeological evidence of prehistoric human
habitation in the Sleeping Bear Dunes region is believed to date from
the Late Archaic period, 3000 BC to 600 BC6It is likely, however,
that prehistoric peoples hunted in the region much earlier. Prehistoric
humans may have entered the New World as early as 30,000 years ago,
although mass mgrations of humans probably did not occur unnl16,000 years later. Paleo-Indian cultures (12000 BC - 9000 BC)
probably did not enter the Great lakes region until 10000 BC. Along
the edges of the retreating glaciers, Paleo-Indian peoples encountered
a resource-rich tundra envixonment--an ecosystem that was more
biologically diverse than modern tundra ecosystems. Retreating
glaaers left behvld habitats that apparently were favored by large
grazing herbivores, such as mammoths, mastodons, bison, musk-ox,
and caribou. and the u
eroups of humans who hunted them. The
hunting economy of Paleo-Indian peoples was supported by an
abundance of large game speaes. Barren ground caribou may have
been particularly imp~rtant.~
A

By 8000 BC, much of the tundra and open boreal forest
mosaic of the upper Great Lakes region had been replaced by large
expanses of very dense spruce-fir boreal forests. The disappearance of
open habitats within the region probably contributed to the decline
and eventual extinction of large grazing herbivores. Anthropologists
speculate that diminishing populations of large herbivores, brought

James E. Fitting, The A n b u e o h ~of
Michigan: A GGui to the Prehirtory of the
Great lake^ %on, 2nd rev. ed.
(Bloomfield Hills, Mich.: Cranbrook
Institute of Saence, 1975), 35-36;
William A. Lovis, Robert Mainfort,
and Vergd E. Noble, '%I hchaeological Inventory and Evaluation of
the Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Leelanau and Benzie
Counties, Mcluga~? (Lncoln, Nebr.:
National Park Service, 1976),28; Charles
Edward Cleland, m e Prehistoric
ilnimal Ecology and Ethnozoology of
the Upper G~eat
Lakes Region,"
Anthropob@al Pqws 29 (Museum of
Anthropology, University of Michigan,
hArbor, 1966), 91.
Haswell and .bnen, GardenApa,19.

' Fitting, Archeolo~qfMicb&m, 33;
Lovis, &for\
and Noble, "kchaeological Inventory and Evaluation:' 28;
Charles E. Cleknd, rite^ of Conquest:
The History and Culture of Michigani
Nutiue hm'cnnns (h
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1992), 13-14.

about by a warmer clunate and changmg floral resources, gradually
rendered the specialized hunting strategy of Paleo-Indian peoples less
effective. As mixed deciduous and coniferous forests increased their
range within the region, human populations responded by adopiing a
formalized pattern of seasonal activities and increasingly utilized
plants as sources of food. These two important changes mark the
beginning of the Archaic period ((8000 BC - 1000 BC), which
archaeologst Charles Cleland has described as "a long and poorly
known cultural sequence that is perhaps best understood as a
reflection of changes in lifeway necessary to accommodate emerging
modem landscape and climate."'
Although material evidence is scant in the upper Great
Lakes region, it appears as though the economy of Early Archaic
cultures (8000 BC - 6000 BC) focused on forest game, such as
woodland caribou, moose, hare, and beaver. Fishing may have been
Cleland, Rites of Conquest, 15; Cleland,
practiced during summer months, but hunting remained the primary
'T~rehistoncAnimal Ecology," 92.
" Lovis,Mainfort, and Noble, ''Archaeo- subsistence activity, augmented somewhat by wild plant foods. Such
a strategy probably sustained relatively small numbers of people,
log~Ca~InvMtOPian~~valuatim,~~2~,
Cleland, ' T ~ r h t o d c ~ ~ l E c ~ espedally
l ~ ~ ~ , "in the noahem portions of the regon where dense conif92.
erous forests supported fewer game species?
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By 6000 BC, much of the rqon's boreal forest vegetation
had given way to a mixture of deciduous and coniferous forests.
Approximately 7,000 years ago, during a period of several hundred
years called the "antithermal climatic episode" (6000 BC - 3000
BC), the climate of the Great Lakes region was somewhat warmer
and dner than it is today. Deciduous forests spanned across nearly
all of the region, except for the most northern areas, where dense
comferous forests remained. The populations of contemporary
woodland animal species, such as whitetail deer, increased as
deciduous forest habitats expanded. Deciduous forests reached their
northernmost limit during the peak of the Antithermal episode?'
Middle Archaic cultures (6000 - 3000 BC) inhabited the area
during the antithermal climatic episode, when deciduous forests
displaced coniferous forests in all but the northemmost portions of
th;region. The appearance of ground stone technology during this
period marks the &st evidence of "divergent adaptive patterns within
the region."" Stone tools such as mortars.. ~estles.and axes were used
by Archaic peoples to process seeds, wood, and other plant fibers. The
emergence
- of this technology
-. is considered to be an indication of
increasing reliance on plant resources, e s p e d y among southern
Middle Archaic cultures. In the north, Middle Archaic cultures
adopted a more diffuse economy based on hunting both small and
large game, and greater utilization of plant resources. The most
important game animal during this time probably was whitetailed
deer.12M a t e d evidence of Early and Middle Archaic people is scant '' CleIand,"Prehistoric Animal Ecolin northern Michigan, presumably because extreme fluctuations in the ogy," 92-93.
water levels of the Lake Chippewa stage (approximately9,500 to 4,500 Ibid.
'' Clehd, 'Trehistoric Animal Ecolyears ago) either eroded or buried shoreline habitation sites.I3

.,

Following the height of the antithermal climatic episode, the
climate of the region cooled shghtly, and by 3000 BC the distxibution
of vegetation had evolved tow&d a mixture of deciduous and coniferous f o r e s t s 4 pattern similar to that which charactedzes the area
today.14 During the Late Archaic period (3000 BC - 1000 BC), which
roughly coincides with the end of the antithermal climatic episode,
sigrn6cant differences persisted between the environmental and biotic
characteristics of the northern and southern pomons of the region.
In the north, where dense, northern conifer-dominatedforests were
prevalent, smaller groups of people followed a subsistence strategy
focused more heavily on hunting and fishing. In the deciduous forests
of the south, a larger human population was supported by a diffuse
economy based on winter deer hunting, spring and summer fishing,
and the collection of wild plant foods." The subsistence strategies
of Late Archaic peoples further evolved into an economy based on
extensive trade networks that ranged from the Gulf of Mexico to
Lake Superior.
During the Late Archaic period the dimate and vegetation
of the Sleeping Bear Dunes region appears to have been favorable
for human habitadon. In addition to hunting and fishing, the

ogy," 92-93; Lovis, Mainfort, and
Noble, "Archaeologcal Inventory and
Evaluation," 28; Cleland, E t e ~of
Conq~ext,17.
Gilbert/Commonwealth Inc. of
mi dug an, "Cultural Resource Assessment of Proposed Rehabhtation of
the Platte &ver Campground and
Limited Testing at Site 20BZ16, Benzie
County, Uchigan" (National Park
Service, 1986), 21.
l3

" Cleland, "Prehistoric Animal
Ecology," 92-93; Cleland, Rites of
Conqae~t,1 5 .
'j Cleland, "Prehistoric Animal
Ecology," 93; Lovis, Mainfort, and
Noble, :i\rchaeological Inventory and
Evaluation of the Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore," 29. Although the
climate of the Great Lakes region
progressively cooled during the Late
Archaic period, it remained somewhat
warmer than it is now.
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lakeshore's Late Archaic inhabitants probably gathered wood for
fuel and tools, plant fibers for cordage, and nuts, berries, and seeds
for food. The Dunn Farm Site, a Late Archaic burial discovered in
1973 near Glen Lake, contained several charred grains of wild rice
(Zirania acqzah'ca), suggesting that the human groups that inhabited
the Sleeping Bear Dunes region during this time may have sdught
out this economically important plant.'6 Wild plant foods recovered
from a Late Archaic site in Saginaw County, Michgan, include
acorn, walnut, butternut, hickory nut, and grape seed. Although
other plant foods such as tubers, tree sap, fiuits with small or
delicate seeds, and greens, most likely were utilized by Late Archaic
people, they are seldom recovered archaeologically."
Archaeological evidence recovered thus far within the
Sleeping Bear Dunes area suggests that human udlization of the
region's resources during the Late Archaic period was followed by
an "apparent occupational hatus." It is unclear whether the paucity
of archaeological evidence indicates a general decline in theregion's
human popuiation or the persistence of Late Archaic technologies
during a time when Early and Middle Woodland cultures predominated throughout other, more southerly, portions of the upper Great
Lakes." The emergence of Woodland cultures is generally marked by
two important changes: ceramics manufacture, and plant domesticaThese technological developments eventuallibecame "the
foundation of an agriculmal lifeway."'O Toward the dose of the
Early Woodland period (1000/600 BC - 300 BC), Michgan's human
populations increasingly.became active in the "Hopewell Interaction
" Haswell and hlanen, GmdenApon, 19. Sphere7'extensive network based on both economic and cultural
interactions. In southern Michgan, physical manifestations of the
" Richard AsaYarnd, Xbori9;"al
Relationships between Cultwe and
Hopewell culture included the construction of burial mounds and the
Plant Life in the Upper Great Lakes
production of ceremonial pottery. During the same b e , several
Region:' Anthmpoiogcal Pqers 23
other cultural complexes existed in Michgan, including one desig(Museum of Anthropology, Universiry
of Michgan, hnn hrbor, 1964), 142. nated by James E. Fitting as 'Lake Forest Middle Woodland." which
flourished in the forested, northern areas of the lower penins~la.~'
Lovis, Mainfort, and Noble,
"Archaeological Lnventory and
Evaluation," 93.

The trend of increasing reIiance on plant foods continued
during the Early Woodland period, reinforced by the introduction of
domesticated plant species in areas south of the Great Lakes. By the
l3 Lovis, Mainfort, and Noble,
"r2rchaeological Lnventory and
Middle Woodland ~ e l i o d(300 BC -AD 500/600).,. two &tinct
Eduauon," 29; Gilbert/Comrnoosubsistence patterns predominated in Michigan. Southern populations
wealth, "Cultural Resource Assesscontinued a diffuse subsistence pattern based on a combination of
ment of Proposed Rehabilitation of
hunting, fishing, and collecting &d plant foods. This strategy was
the Plane River Campground," 22.
supplemented by the adoption of domestic species of sunflowers and
Cleland, Rites oj Conqxert, 19.
squash, which provided a food source that was more reliable than
2' Lovis, Mainfort, and Noble,
wild
plants. The collection of plant seeds, both wild and domestic,
'i2rchaeological Inventory and
Evaluadon of the Sleeping Bear Dunes gradually became the most important subsistence activity for southern
populations. It is speculated that the development of focal agriculNational Lakeshore," 29-30; Fitting,
Anhato& of Michtgan, 98.
tural economies in areas south of the Upper Great Lakes contributed
to the decline of the vast "Hopewellian" trade networks, as the need
Cieland, "Prehistoric &a1
Ecology,'' 93-95.
for social control over geographically scattered resources decreased."
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In northern Michgan, where climatic conditions effectively
precluded reliance on domestic plant foods, the predominant subsistence strategy remained more focused on huntjng and fishing. The
development of larger lakeside villages in northern regions during
the Woodland period suggests an increasing reliance on spring and
summer fishing, a trend that perhaps was spurred by the invention of
effective tishing nets. During the winter, northern populations focused on hunting woodland caribou, moose, bear, beaver, and hare."
The range of wild plant foods utilized by northern populations
dwing the Early and Middle Woodland periods probably was not
s M c a n t l y larger than that of the Archaic period. Important plants
likely included Canada plum, hickory, walnut, and butte~nut?~
During the Woodland period, the region that now contains
Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore remained within a major
"transition zone" between northern and southern "biotic provinces."
The area thus contained floral and faunal elements typically associated
with larger communities located either to the south or the noah. The
distribution of plant and animals species probably resembled the
patterns that characterizes the region today. The northern, or "Canadun,"biotic province, is dominated by northern coniferous forests.
The "Carolinjan" province is characterized by deciduous forests, and
extends from the Great Lakes toward the south and east. The boundary between these biotic provinces is somewhat indistinct, consisting
of a transition zone that contains floral and faunal elements of both
the Canadian and Carolinian provinces (figure 2.2). Sixteen northern
plant species currently reach their southernmost limit near the national lakeshore, while 17 southern plant species approach the north-

= Lovis, Mainfort, and Noble, "Achaeological Inventory and Evaluation
of the Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore," 29; Cleland, 'Trehistonc
hnimalEcology:' 94-95.
"Richard Asa Yamell, "Aboriginal
Rehtionships between Culture and
Plant Life," 142-143.
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Figure 2.2. Position of the Transition Zone
between the Canadian and Carolinian
Biotic Provinces in the Upper Midwest.
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Figure 2.3. American Indian
Subsistence Strategies, Late Woodland
and Early Historic Contact periods.
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96; Cleland, Trehistoric Animal
Ecology," 95.

ernmost h i t s of theiu ranges. The precise extent and geographic
position of this zone is somewhat vatiable, depending on nonbiotic
environmental factors and climate fl~ctuations.2~

Archaeological evidence dating from the Late Woodland
period (AD 500/600 - 1620) indicates that settlements in the Sleeping
Bear Dunes vicinity were "low-density occupations," and that the area
" Lovis, Mainfort, and Noble, :'Qwas
"occupied and exploited on an infrequent basis by small
chaeological Inventory and Evaluation
of the Sleeping Bear Dunes National
groups."26These groups probably resided more generally in northLakeshore," 92; Gilben/Commonwestern lower Michgan, where they congregated into larger lakeside
wealth, ''Culnrral Resource Assessment camps for fishing during the warm-season months. During winter, the
of Proposed Rehabilitation of the
camps dispersed into smaller, family-based hunting parties." AlPlatte River Campground:' 21; Haswell
though the lake-moderated climate of the Sleeping Bear Dunes regon
and h e n , GardenApd, 20; Yarnell
was well within the effective limit for successful cultivation of corn
concluded that the average number of
consecutive frost-free days was the most and other domesticated plant species, archaeological data suggest that
impoaant h d n g factor for prehistoric prehstoric peoples did not culuvate crops within the specific national
agriculture. He esdmated that the
lakeshore b0undaries.2~Whereas wild plant foods and, increasingly,
successhl cultivation of corn and other
domesticated plants became important staples for southern populaculdgens in the Midwest reqiured a
dons
during the Woodland period, the prehistoric inhabitants of the
minimum average growing season of
national lakeshore region evidently maintained a more diffuse
120 days. See Yarnell, "Aboriginal
Reladonships between Culture and
economy that was focused on seasonal hunting and fishing, augPknr Life," 126-137.
mented by the collection of wild plants-a strategy typical of north-
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em, or Canadian province, populations in the upper Great Lakes
(figure 2.3).29
The Sleeping Bear Dunes landscape possessed numerous
floral and faunal elements that most likely were exploited by Late
Woodland populations. Both the number and diversity of potentially
useful resources were enhanced by the region's position within a biotic
transition zone. The ranges of many economically valuable game
animals, including black bear, raccoon, woodchuck, chipmu& squirrel, beaver, muskrat, porcupine, hare, and whitetailed deer, extended
into the lakeshore region. The area's Lake Michgan shoreline, and
various inlets, inland lakes, and streams, made it a valuable fishing
ground for sturgeon, pike, pickerel, lake trout, muskellunge, bass,
bullhead, sucker, and other desirable food speaes. Furthermore, the
lakeshore's position along a segment of the Mississippi flyway probably enhanced its value as a hunting ground for
birds, asdid the
region's extensive maple-beech forests-the preferred feedmg ground
for %rating flocks of passenger pigeons?' The lakeshore region also
contained abundant floral resources, which likely were exploited by
Woodland and early Historic period populations. All three of the
most economically important tree species-sugar maple (Acersaccharum), paper birch (Betulapapynjira), and white cedar (Thya
ocnilentaliske native to the repion.
" . as are the two most im~ortant
food plants: sugar maple, and wild rice. Other economically valuable
plant species found within the lakeshore include basswood (Tilia
>men'caia), American beech (Fagusgran&@ia), blueberries (~acn'nitlm
spp.), blackberries and raspberries (Rubas spp.), chenopods (Chenopoditlm spp.), and duck potato (Sagittmia latifolia)?
L

Prehistoric Habitation on North Manitou Island
The general pattern of non-intensive, seasonal use, which seems to
apply to the national lakeshore in general, also is consistent with the
prehistoric material evidence collected from North Manitou Island.
Archaeological sites indicate that North Manitou Island was occupied
by aboriginal peoples by 1000 BC, and agam between AD 1000 and
the time of European contact (ca. 1630.1650). The clustering of
known archaeological sites on the island suggests that prehistoric
occupation was concentrated along the eastern shore of the island?'
One of the sites, 20LU38, was relatively substantial in size, suggesting
that it may have been occupied by a large group, or that it may represent several, successive occupations by smaller groups over a longer
time period?' The sites indicate that the resources of North Manitou
Island may have been utilized more intensively than otherwise would
be expected of island habitats in general. The reason for this is
unclear, as it is likely that island habitats contained few, if any, floral
or faunal elements that would have been less abundant or unavailable
on the mainland.
Faunal resources that Late Archaic and Woodland peoples
may have sought on North Manitou Island include small mammals
such as squirrel, hare, and perhaps beaver and muskrat. Other

Lovis, Mainforf and Noble, "hrchaeologicalInventory and Evaluatioq"
91-92,96; Giibert/Comrnonwealth Inc.
of Miclngan, "Cultural Resource
Assessment of Proposed Construction
Activities South Manitou Island,
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Mxhgn,'' (National Park
Service, 1985),6: Cleland, "Prehistoric
Animal Ecology," 95.
'O Richner, "hrcheological Excavations at
the Plane River Campground Site," 9.

" Yamell, ':-\bongha1 Relationships
between Culture and Plant Life," 141145.

Charles E. Cleland, ':-\ P r e b a r y
Report on the PrehistoricResources of
North hlanitou Island" pettoit:
Wfiam R. Angel1 Foundation. 1967), 11.
l2

" Lovis, M

o r t , and Noble, "iuchaeological Inventory and Evaluation:' 91.

" Cleland states that the canoewas
"probably of Indian maoufacture:' but
adds that it could have been produced
by "early European settlers or lumbermen" (CharlesE. Cleland,"A Prelimjnary Report on the Prehtstoric Resources
of North Manitou Island", 10-11).

'' If the sites on North Manitou Isknd

animals, such as black bear, whitetailed deer, and moose, probably
were hunted on the mainland, but most likely were not available on
the island. None of these larger animal species inhabited the island
at the time of Euro-American settlement (ca 1830). In addition to
small mammals, passenger pigeons and various water birds and their
eggs may have been available on the island during short seasonal
intervals. Abongmal peoples may have used sheltered shoreline sites
on the island as fishing camps. A severely deteriorated dugout canoe
recovered in 1966 from Lake Manitou suggests that the island's
inland lake may have been utilized as a source for fish, turtles, or
frogs?4Archaeological evidence collected from the madand indicates that the Late Archaic and Late Woodland inhabitants of the
lakeshore regon also collected and utilized wild plants, although it
is not clear whether such activity also occurred on the islands."
Appendix B lists the present-day floral elements of Noah Manitou
Island that may have been utilized by aborigmal populations?'

represent huodng and fishing occupations, then the populations of these
camps likely would have been exclusively male. The labor associated with
tending agricultural crops, gathering
wild plant materials, and processjng
and storing these commodities was
largely within the economic realm
relegated to women. See James A.
Clifton, George L. Comell, and James
M. McClurken; Peopb ofthe Three Fires:
The Offawa, Pokwatomi and qibwuay of
Life after the Arrival of the Wemitigoji
Mich&an (Grand Rapids: Grand
Near the end of the Late Woodland period several distinct cultures
Rapids I n t e r - d a l Council, 1986), 2;
existed in the upper Great Lakes region. These included the Lake
Cleland, Rites of Conquccit, 186-192.

Whebago culture in eastern Wisconsin, the Fisher culture situated at
the southern end of LakeMichpn, the Blue Island culture near
assessment of human/environment
present-day
Chicago, the Peninsular Woodland culture at the northern
interactions dudngrecent prehistoric
end of Lake Midugan, the Lalonde culture around Georgian Bay, and
times.
the
Owasco culture of southeastern Michgan and southwestern
" Yamell, 'Xbori@
Relationships
Ontario. The Late Woodland populations of Michgan and the
between Culture and Plant Life," 14;
Cleland, Rite, of Conquest, 25.
pomon of Ontario north of the Great Lakes appear to be the prede'd Haswell a n d h e n , G a d n Apart, 20.
cessors of the Algonquian-speaking peoples who inhabited the region
at
the h e of contact with Europeans (ca. 1640)-the Ojibwa,
39 Yarnell, "Aboriginal Relationships
e Plant Life:' 14.
between C u l ~ and
Ottawa, Potawatomi and Miami?' The Late Woodland inhabitants of
" The recogmuon of Ojibwa, Ottawa, the Sleeping Bear Dunes region appear to have had cultural afhliaand Potawatomi as culturally disdnct
tions with populations sltuated tothe south in present-day Oceana
groups is largely an historical artifact
and Mason counties, in Wisconsin's Door Penmsula, and to the north,
imposed by Europeans and Euronear Ma~kinac.9~
Americans AU three "tribes" speak
During the early Historic Contact period, the American
similar dialects of the Algonquian
language and share simikr mythologies Indian groups situated around the upper Great Lakes included
and cultural beliefs. Differences among members of the Iroquoian, Siouan, and Algonluan linguistic families.
various Anlrhnabeggroups may have
The Algonkian groups included the Ottawa, Ojibwa, M e n o m 4
been heightened, or perhaps made
Potawatomi, Mascouten, Miami, Sauk-Fox, and perhaps Kickapoo,
manifest, through interactionswith
many of whom were located around the western Great Lakes.)'The
Europeans. Despite such cultural
area from southern M i c b a n and the Upper Peninsula through
differentiation, however, the
Anishnabeg remained unified dudng the Ontario no& of the Great Lakes was inhabited by the Anisbnabeg-early Historic Contact period th~ough peoples that today we identlfy separately as the Ojibwa, Ottawa, and
traditional kinship and trade relation- P o t a ~ a t o m iThe
. ~ ~Anisbnabeg culture originated at the North Atlantic
ships, and were loosely organized
coast
in
the
vicinity
of present-day Newfoundland. Over a period of
politically as the ' T h e e Fires Confedseveral centuries beginrung, perhaps, around A.D. 1000, the
eracy." See Clifton et al., Peopb of the
Anisbnabegrmgrated
westward, becoming hrmly established in the
Three Firer, 7;Cieland, Rites OjConquert,
40-41; James M. McClurken, Gnh-Baeh- central Great Lakes region by at least A.D. 1500.41The Anisbnabeg

'' Appendix B also includes a brief
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followed a semi-sedentary settlement pattern. In the south, subsistence trategies centered on a g d t u r a l crops, whereas hunting and
fishing predominated in the north, where growing seasons were too
brief for cultivation of corn, beans, and squash."
Following contact with Europeans during the early 1600s, the
economies and lifeways of the American Indian groups that inhabited
the upper Great Lakes were radically transformed. The French, whom
the Anishnabeg called Wemitgqi, initialIy established a strong military
and aade allikce with the Huron Indians, who occupied territory
near Montreal, the economic capital of New France. The Ottawa were
the first Anzsbnabeg people to establish ditect trade relations with
Europeans. A French expedition may have encountered Ottawa
Indians near Montreal as early as 1615.")
By the 1640s intensive fur trapping had seriously depleted the
population of beaver in eastern North American, prompting the
Iroquoian tcibes, who were allied with the British, and who occupied
much of these eastern territories, to invade lands further to the west.
To escape the ever-rnore-fxequent Iroquois raids, the Ottawa, who
then were living in southern Ontario, relocated to northern Michlgan
and Wisconsin. At the same time, a series of disease epidemics and
warfare with the Iroquois nearly destroyed the Huron, who until then
had remained the principal trading partners of the French." The
Ottawa subsequently became the primary trading parmers of the
French, serving as "middlemen" between the French and the
Anishnabeg people to the north and west."
As a result of almost continuous incursions by Iroquois war
parties, the lower peninsula of M i c k a n was largely depopulated.
Ottawa settlements were concentrated near the northern tip of the
lower peninsula, along the northern shore of Lake Michqyn, to the
Keewenaw peninsula and the Lake Superior shoreline to
Chequarnegon, near Bayfield, Wisconsin-territory that they shared
with bands of Ojibwa. By the early 1670s the military strength of the
Iroquois had greatly waned. The Ottawa re-established theit headquarters at present-day St. Ignace, Midugan.By the early 1700s the
Ottawa had established large villages in northern lower Michigan,
particularly along the lakeshore where longer growing seasons permitted corn culti~ation.~~

In 1742, the Ottawa moved their main village from St.
Ignace to Wawgawnawkezee (also known as Good Hart, or Middle
Village), near present-day Harbor Springs. The French name for the
locanon, L'~rbreCroche (crookedaee), e v e n d y was attached by
Euro-Americans to the entire coastal region from Mackinac to the
southern shore of Little Traverse Bay4' The Ottawa eventually
established villages throughout the western half of the lower
peninsula southward to the Grand River Valley. Agricultural crops,
which were grown near these scattered, semi-permanent camps,
were supplemented with wild game, fish, and wild plant foods,

Jhapah-Buk (The W y It Happened): A
Vimal Culture Hc~tortoryo f the Liffb
Tmverse Bg, Banh o f Odawn (East
Lansing: Mi*
State Universiv
Museum, 1991), 3.
" Cleland, & t e ~ ofconqnest, 8-10;
McClurken, Gab-Baeb-Jhapah-Buk,3.
Accordtng to Comell, some scholars
speculate that the westwardmigration
of the Anishnabeg may have been
spurred by devastation from diseases
introduced to eastern North America
by Norse settlers around A.D. 1000.
See George L. Comell, "Ojibway," in
Clifton, et aL, Peoph of the Three Fires,

76-77.

Cleland, Rites o f Conquest, 45-49.
McClusken, Gah-Baeh-Jhapab-Buk,3.
"James M. McClurken, "Ottawa," in ,
Clifton, et al., Peopb ofthe Three Fim,
13;McClurken, Gab-Baeh-Jhapah-Buk,3.
McClukken, Gah-Baeh-Jhapab-Buk,3;
McCiurken, "Ottawa," 12; The name
"Ota'wa," or "Odawa," is traditionally
thought to derive from the Andnubeg
term meaning "to trade" or "trader."
See McClurken, "Ottawa," 11;
Cleland, Rites ofConqueri, 86. Basii
Johnston disputes this interpretation,
however, proposing instead that the
name more likely "came from
ottauunihnshk, a river reed that this
branch of the -4shnaubaek used as
matdng, bedding, and partitions." See
Basii Johnston, The Manitou~:The
Spirih,al World of the Ojibwq (New
York: Harper Collins, 1995), 245.
4'

McClurken, Gah-Baeh-jhapah-Buk,3;
McClurken, "Ottawa," 13; Cleland,
Rites ofconquest, 147; Haswell and
A h e n , Garden Aparf, 21-23.
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Figure 2.4. American Indian
Settlements, Leelanau Peninsula
Vicinity, ca. 1830.
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35; Cleland, Rites ofconquest, 186-192.
In addidon to the traditional crops of
corn, beans, and squash, the American
Indians of the L'Arbre Croche district
also reportedly cultivated apple trees,
which probably wereintroduced to
them by Frcach missionaries or traders.
See M. L. Lkach, A Hirtoy of Be Gmnd
Truvme Reion (Traverse City Traverse
City Herald, 1883), 7;Helen Hombeck
Indiua
Tanner, A t l a of G~e@bkes
Histoy,5 . Utilization of sugar maple
and wild rice may have increased
following contact d Europeans, due
to the availability of capper kettles for
boiling maple sap and parching wild
ace. See YameU, ' ' A b a g d Relationships between Culture and P l m Life,"
78, 144-145.

" Cleland, Rites ofCargrrest, 193.
Cleland, Rites oj Cmyrue~f,178-180,
186.192; McClu~ken,Gnh-BaehJbugwah-Buk, 3.

particularly maple syrup. During winter months the villages dispersed into smaller groups which migrated to southern bunting

ground^.^
By the early 1800s, the Ottawa of the Grand Traverse
Region were joined by bands of Ojibwa Indians. The Leeknau
peninsula, at this time, was a "transition area" between these two
closely-related groups.4Vhe Ojibwa coexisted with the Ottawa,
establishing &ges of their own, forming combined Ottawa and
Ojibwa settlements, and strengthening kinship ties through intermarriage. These Leelantu peninsula communities almost certainly
were involved in the fur trade, which peaked in the Great Lakes
region shortly after the War of 1812 (ca. 1812-1820). Important
trade goods during this time included not only beaver, orter, and
marten pelts, but also locally-grown corn, squash, beans, sunflowers
and wild plant foods, dned meat and fish, maple sugar, woven bags,
mats, pitch and bark, and articles of clothing.50
By 1830 there were at least seven American Indian villages
in present-day Leelanau and Benzie counties (figure 2.4). In the
vicinity of the present-day Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, these included an Ottawa settlement near Platte Lake,
and combined Ottawa and Ojibwa &ages near the mourh of the
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Crystal River, near present-day Leland, and near Cathead Point?' As
in the past, no major settlements were located on either South or
North Manitou islands. Both islands, however, probably were
utilized occasionally for hunting and fishing. In 1823, Albert G. Ellis
(1800-1885) remarked that the "Big Manitou" island appeared "to
have been a great resort of the Indians." While Ellis and his traveling comapnions awaited a gale to sweep their schooner westward,
they viewed a line of mounds stretching for a half mile along the
beach. Ellis noted that the mounds were topped by wooden frames,
which he postulated were "evidently for a game of athletes at
jumping ... their tracks were abundant proof of the game, at which
it appeated they had been exercising, only a day or two before our
visit."52 Ellis' account suggests that the North Manitou landscape
may have held additional cultural @cance
for the local Arnerican I n d m population.

l2um-AmericanSettlement
Over-trapping of fur-bearing species, combined with a collapse in the
European market for felt, precipitated the disintegration of the Great
Lakes fur trade duting the late 1820s-an event that in turn seriously
eroded the economic stablilty of the region's Amencan in&
inhabi t a n t ~By
. ~the
~ mid-1 8309, the Great Lakes fur economy was substantially defunct. In its place, a new economy based on agriculture and
maritime commerce was developmg, spurred by the opening of the
Erie Canal in 1825. The long-term viability of the semi-sedentary
settlement pattern of the Ojibwa and Ottawa was undermined
further by mass migration of Euro-Americans into the mbes' winter
hunting grounds in southern Michgan (figure 2.5). Under extreme
political and economic pressure to sell their lands to the U.S. Government, the Ottawa relinquished claim to the northwestem third of
Midugan's Lower peninsula and the entire Upper Peninsula in 1836,
forma& opening the Sleeping Bear Dunes area to Euro-American
settlement."
- -

The off-shore islands of Lake Michgan were among the first
locations in northern Midugan to be colonized by Euro-Americans.
The first non-Indian inhabitant of North Manitou Island may have
been an unmarried man named Joseph Oliver who moved to the
island during the 1820s to hunt and fish?' By the early 1830s, EuroAmerican settlers, e s p e d y immigrants from New England, Ireland, Scandinavia, and the German states, also began senling in the
coastal areas of northwestern lower Miclugan, establishing Gssions,
trading posts, and cabins among the area's American I n d m inhabitants. Because water was the prinapal mode of transport during the
early nineteenth century, settlement occurred along the shoreline
and along navigable waterways. The sheltered channel between the
Manitou islands and the mainland subsequently became an important
shipping lane known as the Manitou Passage. Within a decade after
the opening of the Erie Canal, numerous wood-bumjng steamers

Haswell and Alanen, GardenAparl, 2324.
"Albert G. Ellis, "Fifty-four Years'
Recollections of hien and Events in
Wisconsin," Repod and Collections of the
State Hirtotic(11Sorieg of Wisconrin 7 :
232-233 (1876).
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Cleland, Rites

of Conqueri, 180.

" Haswell and Alanen, Gmden Apait,
25; Gilbert/Commonwealth, "Cultural
Resource Assessment of Proposed
Rehabilitation of the Plane %veer
Campground," 25; Cleland, Rites of
Conguest, 225-228. Under terms of the
1836 Treaty of Washington, the U.S.
Government retired the nation's
outstanding debts, and promised
h a n d support for schools, agricullural programs and missions, and yearly
cashpayments.
Rim Hadra Rusco, North Manitou
I~hnd:Between Junr'e and Sunset (n.p.:
BookCrafters),26.

Figure 2.5. Euro-American and
American Indian settlement areas, ca.
1830.
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were plying the waters of the Great Lakes. A few industrious
Yankee pioneers established outposts on the islands and began
cutdng timber to supply lake steamers with fuel wood.
Accounts dadng from the early- to mid-nineteenth century
suggest that much of the North Manitou Island landscape then
supported a dense cover of northern hardwood forest. At the time of
Euro-Ametican settlement, the dominant species in this community
jL The area known as the 'Tot Holes," a
probably were eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis),American beech, and
series of spring-fed, concave depressugar maple, with patches of northern conifers occurring on steep,
sions that have noahem exposures,
noah-facing slopes. Such coniferous stands may have consisted mostly
currently supports a northern conifer
forest community dominated by balsam of white cedar, balsam fir (Abies balsamea), and white birch, inter61andwhite ash (FrmIMnzs
americana).
Poorer soils near the
spersed with smped maple (A~erpePtJyvanim).~~
There has been no study of the
shoreline probably supported a mixed forest of conifers and hardhistoric vegetation of North 1-tou
woods. The relict lake plain and beach ridge along the island's eastern
I s h d . The description given here is
side probably was covered by an extxemely diverse coastal forest
derived from the analysis of the
consisting
of white pine (Pints strobtls), red maple ( A m r mbmm),
island's current flora completed in
white birch, and hemlock, with scattered sugar maple, big-tooth aspen
1983 by Hazlen and Vande Kopple,
(Popaltlsgrandidentata),white cedar, balsam k,
and red oak (gaerns
the descriptions published during h e
late nineteenth- and early twentiethrubra). Areas of sandy soils, or hlghly eroded slopes, probably supcenturies by H e q C. Cowles, Harry
ported only sparse, low-growing vegetation, as did the dunes along the
Nichols Whitford, and Samuel Monds
coastal margin.''
j7

Coulter, and the original notes of
surveyor Orange Risdon, who also
visited the island in 1847.

The beauty of these forested, island landscapes did not go
unoticed by early Great Lakes travelers. In one of the earliest written
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accounts of the local scenery, hlargatet Fuller praised the natural
beauty of the Manitou islands. Wridng in 1843, on a "most beautiful
beach of smooth white pebbles, interspersed with agates and
cornelms [sic]," Fuller remarked: "No one lives here except woodcutters for the steamboats. I had thought of such a position, from its
mixture of profound solitude with service to the great world, as
possessing an ideal beauty. I dunk so sdl, even after seeing the
wood-cutters and their slovenly huts."58 In 1846 poet William Cullen
Bryant echoed Fuller's assessment. He marveled at the natural
wonders of "the upper Maneto island" when his steamer stopped
there to take on wood. Wrote Bryant:

". . . we landed and strolled into the forest. Part of

the
island is hgh, but this, where we went on shore, consists
of hillocks and hollows of sand, like the waves of the lake
in one of its storms, and looking as if successive storms
had swept them up from the bottom. They were covered
with an enormous growth of trees which must have stood
for centuries."59
Indeed, the island's natural resources, especially its forests, first
attracted the attention of Euro-American settlers in the first half of
the 19th century.

Margaret Fuller, Summer on the M e s ,
in 1843(Urbana and Chicago: University
The writings of Fuller and Blyant, and the activities of the
of Illinois Press [I8441 1991), 18-19.
area's first wave of Euro-American presaged a nm- era in the history Fullerwas 33 years old when she

of the North Manitou Island environment. At the be-g
of the
nineteenth century, the island landscape probably existed much as it
bad for the previous three millennia, since at least the end of the
Antithermal episode. The activities of prehistoric humans, and
American Indians during the Historic Contact period, certainly
affected the ecological and aesthetic character of the landscape.
However, both the scale and the nature of such itnpacts were so
subtle as to seem inslgnificant in comparison with the massive en+ronrnental change brought about by Euro-Americans during the midnineteenth century. Such change reflected a radically different environmental ethic-a wholly different conception of human nature, of
the natural world, of the cosmos--one that was, perhaps, most
candidly reflected in the rectilinear subdivision of the earth's surface
into standard, marketable units (figure 2.6). Land, and the community
of life that it supported, was a commodity to be traded, exploited, or
engineered for the exclusive benefit of an individual land owner.

recorded this journey inrowhat then
was considered the far westem frontier.
Along with Emerson and Thoreau, she
was a member of the Transcendental
circle, and had workedwith Emerson
on editing the Dialsince 1840. Although
had authored numerous essays,

poems, and sketches, Smmeron the
La,&, in 1843was Fuller's &st original
book-length work. She characterized it
a "PoedcimPression,"
she did not rely solely on her memoly
for the details described in the book.
William Cullen Bryant, The Letters of
William CuiIen Byant. Vol. 2. Edited
Blyant II and
by WiUlam
.raomasG. vossN(, york: ~ o ~ d h University Press, 1977), 414.
I'

60RogerL. Rosenueter, "Leelanau
County," A4ich&an Histoy, September/
The islands and coastal harbors of northern Lake Michigan became October 1785, 8-11; Brenda Wheeler
important nodes in the early commerce of the Great Lakes, serving as Williams, h o l d R. illanen, and
W
i H. Tisbler, 'Coming through with
wading posts and as way-stations for settlers and goods bound for
Rye? An Hisforir Agn'culhui Landrcqe
mainland ports. The first wooding station in the Manitou Passage was
Sfmhof South Manitaz Idand at Sleqiirrg
established in the mid-1830s when William Burton began cutting cord Bear Dnnr~Naiionu/ Lkerhon, Mich&un
In 1847,John La rue moved from (Omaha: Midwest Field Area, National
wood on South Manitou I~land.~'
Chicago to the Manitou Islands, and "&ding the climate favorable Park Service, 1996), 27.
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to his health, Mr. La rue commenced trading with the I n h s , and
the next year moved his establishment over to the madand,"
locating at what is now Glen Arbor.61In his quest for health, La me
may have been attracted by the sense "profound solitude and ideal
beauty" that had so captivated Margatet Fuller. La rue was not
alone on the island, however. Sprague's nineteenth-century history
of the Grand Traverse region notes that when La rue established his
trading post there was a pier and a wharf on both Manitou islands."
Thurlow Weed, who visited North Manitou during the same year
when La rue arrived, reported that one family was living on the
island, and forty men were employed cutting and h a u h g
The North Manitou pier mentioned by Sprague probably
belonged to Nicholas Pickard, who commenced a large-scale woodcutting enterprise on the island sometime between 1842 and 1846.64
An undated Leiutzat/Ente'pri.renewspaper item on iile at the Leelanau
County Historical Society states that Pickard's initial wood-cutting
Pickard located his
crews were mostly local American Indian~.~'
wooding operation along the southeastern shore of the island at a site
that he purchased in partnership with Charles Stringham. Neither
Pickard nor Stdngham owned timber land in this vicinity, suggesting
that they were harvesting wood from land that they did not own. In
1849, however, Pickard and Stringham did purchase a sgdicant
parcel of land in Section 34, T32N, R14'JC:which was located in the
northern pomon of the island. Pickard managed his wood-cutting
operation in parmership with his brother, Simon, who joined him in
the business in 1846.G6
Pickard's North Manitou Island wooding station was well
established by the time William Cullen Bryant's steamer stopped there
in 1846. In addition to commenting on the splendor of the island's
naturai scenery, Bryant reported that "on the shore were two loghouses inhabited by woodsmen, one of whom drew a pail of water
for refreshment of some of the passmgers kom a well dug in the
sand by his door."G' A year later, government land surveyor Orange
Risdon described Pickard's wharf as "one hundred fifty feet by sixty
feet built on piles on the southeast quarter of section fifteen near the
survey line." Risdon also noted that "there were two dwelling houses,
a grocery, blacksmiths [sic] shop, storehouse and other buildings4
good e~tablishment."~'
Risdon's notes also provide detailed information about the
North Manitou's vegetation at the time of Euro-American settlement. On the island's eastern coastal plain, Risdon recorded a forest
of hemlock, beech, and sugar maple intermixed with white pine, red
pine (Pinus resinom), and scattered white cedar and birch. Further
inland, the forest was dominated by large hemlock, beech, and
maple trees. In certain places, especially on ridges, Risdon recorded
numerous, large hemlock trees, beneath which grew "very little
herbage."G9In other places Risdon encountered "a great growth of
Herbage on the ravines & slopes of hills faring [sic] the East &

'' Elvin Sprague, The Grand Tra#e?~e
Region, HHiridmdDes@*Ye (Chicago:
H. R Page & Co., 1884), 223; 334.

"Sprague, Gmnd Tmyene Rrg011,223.

" Robert T. Han,J. VanTyne, L. C.
Stuart, C. H. Pope, and A. B.
Grobman, Ishnd Life: A St@ ofthe
Land Vcrtthutes of the 11hnd.v o j Eastern
M e Mtchigon (Cranbrook Institute of
Science, Bulletin No. 27, 1948), 8,
ddngJ. B Mansfield, Himy of the
Great Lakes, 701. 1. (Chcago: H. H.
Beers Co., 1899), 209, 212-213.
Rusco, North M a a i a ~I~h#d,27;
David L. Fritz, "History Data Report
on North ~ManitouIsland, Leelanau
County, Michigan" (Denver: U.S.
Department of the Interior, National
Pack Service, 1987), 3.
"i

Yesterday jn Lelaov LeJmaiir
Enterprise, n.d.. Betty Kramer Collection, Leelanau County Historical
Soaety, Leland, Michigan. The
American Indian members of Pickard's
work crews probably came from the
Ottawa and Ojlbwa settlements that
remained on the mainland dwing this
period.
"

" Rusco, North Maniton Ishnd, 29.
" Bryant,

hfiws, 444.

Orang Rtsdon, survey notes [1847j,
transcribed by Charles Ktu& Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore,
Fapire, Mich. 1989.
"Orange Risdon, ''Onpal Survq.
Notes," 1847, transuibed by Charles
Kruch, 1989, Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, Empire, Mch.

'O Rtsdon, survey notes, between
Sections20& 21,T31N, Rl4m

" Risdon, survey notes, between
Sections 8 & 9, T31N, R14W The plant
that Risdon denoted as "ground
hemlock" may be Taws c a n ~ m ' sa,
speaes that, according to Hazlett aad
Vmde Kopple has been largely
extirpated from North Manitou by the
island's non-native deer herd. See
Hazlett and Vande Kopple, Terrustnaf
Vegsfafion,44.

N0&."~5cattered throughout the forested landscape were areas
that were "not very well wooded" and " M s covered with Oround
Hemlock."" At Lake Manitou, Risdon recorded a belt of "Hemlock
Cedar & Fir bordering lake," with adjacent lands that were "good
meadow land hghtly Timbered Cedar, Birch, Ash, EL-n, Maple etc. ...
pleasantly r o h g with gentle swells ..." 72

Risdon's notes indicate that substantial portions of the
forest in the vicinity of Pidrard's dock already had been cleared by
1847 (figure 2.7). A qmer-mile inland, near the southeastem shore
of the island, Risdon encountered an area that he desclibed as
"timber cut off & no other trees." A half-mile to the north, on a
ridge near "Blair's Boarding house for wood choppers," Risdon
described the forest as "Beech, Sugar, H e m l o w but noted that the
' 2 Risdon, survey notes, between
timber was "now cut off for Steam boat^."'^ Risdon's accounts of
Sections31 & 32,T32h',R14W.
"Ibid.,between Sections 15 & 16,T31N, the landscape suggest that the predominant strategy of the island's
wood choppers was to clear-cut large swaths of forest, moving
R14W
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forest l w o o d l a n d

or

6 acres clearing"

("200 to 300 cords

Blail's boarding house
for w o o d choppen

Source: Denved tmm Orange Risdan, 'Onginal suwey Noler:1847,
transcribed by Cnader K N ~ 1989
.
(Sleeping Bear Dunes National Laksernorr,
Empire. Michigan).

Cord-wood Clearings and Structures on
North Manitou Island, 1847
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Drawing by Ens MasDoneld and Katie Frankri

inland from coastal areas and leaving little more than brushwood in
their wake.
Nicholas and Simon Pickard later established a second dock
at the shoreline of Section 34, T32N, R14W. This northern wooding
station may have begun operation before Picbard and Stringham
purchased the property in 1849, as Risdon's survey noted a s i w c a n t
"cord wood chopping" area in the vicinity to the south, and to the
north "a small chopping of 5 or 6 acres" near a house occupied by
"Captain C. Blake."74The Pidcards expanded their North Manitou
wood cutting venture during the 1850s. Their wooding station on the
eastern shore of the island became the central node of settlement on
the island. Shortly after the state legislature o w e d the Manitou
Islands into a separate township within Manitou County in 1855, the
first township meedng was held in "the store house of Pickard &
Brother on North Manit~u."~'
Also, around 1855 the Pidzards constructed a new pier on the western side of the island. As with hrs eastside operations, Nicholas Picbard purchased only a 52-acre parcel
along the western shoreline, which provided lide more than a site for
a pier and wharf. He probably obtained logging rights to most of the
timber on the surrounding lands through business contracts with
74 Ibid,between Sections 27 & 34, T32h:
R14W
neighboring property owners.76
Timber extraction on North Manitou Island not only became
'j Rosentreter, 'Gelanau County."
more
extensive
during the 18505, but it also evolved into an industry
x R~~~~states that the west-side
capable of producing value-added commodities. In 1855, Cornelius
was c o n s w e d by Simon Pickud in
1854. Fdanotes thatNicholasPickard
Jones built a saw mill on the eastern side of the island, and the
~ m c h a s e d t h e ~ ~ ~ k ~ ~ o ~ e q i nfollowing
1 8 5 ~ , year Edwin Munger constructed another mill on the westand suggestsrhatrhe
was
ern shore near Pickard's
The construction of these d s
somedme after that date See Rusco,
effectively extended the market for the island's timber resources
No& Monitou Iskand, 29; David L. Fritz,
"History Data Report" 4.
beyond the demand generated by steamship traffic. As a raw material,
Pickard's North Manitou cordwood fueled the transportation system
"Rusco, N o h Manitou Irhrd, 29.
that conveyed the island's milled lumber to the booming Chicago
'& For a more detailed desuiption of the
market.?'
Great Lakes timber iadustry,its
relationship to the growth of the city of

Nicholas Pickard purchased large aacts of timbered land in

Clucago,anditsenvirOnmentalim~act1855, and a p n in 1857, thereby becoming the largest land owner on
on the region' see Wb
Cronon2
North Manitou Island. By 1862, Pickard had acquired more than 1,200
Natm'i Mehopofis: Chicago und the Great
1860 federal population census
Wprt (NewYork W W Norton, 1991). acres of island timber
recorded 270 Euro-American persons on North Manitou, half of
79 F u a , "fistory Data Report," 4.
U.S. Census Office, "Eighth [I8601
Census ofthe United States-Population," rniaofrlm copy of manuscript
of =chigan, ~
~
schedules
The 1870populationcensusrecorded
no American Indim aabitants on
North Manitou Island. Appendix C
contains tabulations of the federal
population censuses of North ~Manitou
for decades 1860,1870,1880,1900,
1910,and 1920.

whom were immigrants from foreign countries, most from Germany
or Scandinavia. In addidon, the 1860 census recorded 180 American
Indun inhabitants dispersed throughout the islands of Manitou
C~unty!~
~
The
b proportion
~
. of European immigrants on North and
South Manitou Islands was nearly twice that of the mainland, and
only two madand townships, Centerde and Glen Arbor, had
greater total numbers of immigrants than North Manitou Island."

Newly arrived immigrants may have been attracted to the
islands by the abundance ofwage jobs in the cordwood trade, which
remained viable on North Manitou Island through the 1860s. North
Haswell and A h e n , GardmApurf,36. Manitou's 1860 population included 39 day laborers, most of whom
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probably were employed as wood cutters. In addition there was one
fisherman/farmer, ten farmers and seven farm laborers, most of
whom probably were connected to the various island wooding or
lumber enterpri~es.8~
Nicholas Pickard owned a large farm on the
island, the only agricultural operation for which the 1860 census taker
collected data. The other important enterprise on North Manitou
Island during the 1860s was f i s h g , which occupied three of the
island's immigrant families.83
Cord wood and lumber remained the primary industry on
North Manitou Island during the decade following the 1860 census.
According to Munn, George E Aylsworth, Sr., assumed operation of
Simon Pickard's west-side wooding station and dock around 1857.
Aylsworth acquired forty acres near the southwestern comer of Lake
Manitou in 1864, and e v e n t d y took over the loggmg operations on
the western side of the lake, perhaps consolidating his control by
1866. A small settlement known as "Aylsworth" developed around the
8~
Pickard also operated a saw mill on the
west side d o ~ k . Nicholas
eastern side of the island during the 1860s.8' It seems likely, however,
that the island's timber resources were substantially depleted by
sometime during the 1860s. At the time of the 1870 federal census,
the island's population had declined by nearly two-thirds, to 91
inhabitants." The proportion of European Mrmgrants on the islands
remained hgh, however. Combined, North and South Manitou
islands had an immigrant population of 95 persons, which represented 57 per cent of their total population. In contrast, the proportion of foreign-born residents of the region as a whole was only 28
per cent?'

"U.S. Census Office, ' q h t h [l 8601
Census of the United States-Population."

" U.S. Census Office, '%Eighth [I8601
Census of the United States--Populadon;" U.S. Census Office, 'Eighth
(18601Census of the United StatesSchedule4, Produoions ofAgxiculme," microiilm copy of manuscript
schedules, State Archives of Mcb.tgan,
Lansing.

"Fritz, "History Data Report," 6; Jim
Muhn, "'HistodcResource Study:
SleepingBear Dunes National
It is likely that wood cutting drastically impacted the ecolLakeshore,
Mchigan," J i York
ogy of North Manicou Island. Because most of the island's timber
O'Bnght, ed., (Denver: National Park
was intended for use as fuel wood cutters probably were nonService, [I9791 1984),97-98;According
selective in choosing the species and size classes of trees to remove. to Muhn, Aylsworth took over Pickard's
Except in places where topography made timber extraction difficult, dockin 1857. The dock closed in 1873.
most areas of the vast, inland virgin sugar maple-beech-hemlock
He sold his west- side land holdings,
includmg
the dock location, in 1884.
forests, and v i r t d y all of the more accessible mixed coastal

forests, probably were removed by clear-cumng, leaving only small
saplings and shrubby understory growth. The wood cutters drastically altered the hght and micro-climatic characteristics of the island
landscape, causing the demise of countless woodland understory
plants which were replaced by open-community herbaceous species
and pioneering woody species such as jumper, black cherry, and
birch. European settlers also brought with them Eurasian weed
species, which likely colonized the extensive patches of open land
left by the timber cutters. Such transformation of the environment
also affected the island's animal populations. In effect, the extensive
timber-cutting activities of the cordwood era resulted in a radical
alteration of the island's ecosystems.
Although none of North Manitou Island's residents reported
t h w occupations as farmers in the 1870 federal census, two of them,

Fritz, "H~storyData Report," 6.
Picka~d'smillwas located in the vicinity
of the cunent North ManitouViage.
The approximate site may be determined from a tract of land identified
from an 1874land transaction between
Nancy Pidrard and the U.S. Treasuq. A
copy of this document is located at
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore headquarters,Empire,Mich.

" U.S. Census Office, "Ninth [I8701
Census of the United States-Populadon;" microhlm copy of manuscript
schedules, Library of Michigan, Lansing.
Haswell and hlanen, "Garden Apart,"
49.
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including Nicholas Pickard, did produce s w c a n t quantities of
agxicultural commodities. In fact, the North Manitou farms, which
together encompassed 620 acres of improved land, were s@cantly larger and more hghly developed than farms on the mainland, probably because vast tracts of land had been cleared for fuel
~ o o d . On
8 ~ these lands, farmers replaced the native woodland
vegetation with new, domesticated Eurasian cultigens such as rye,
barley, oats, and wheat, as well as domesticated New World plants
such as potatoes and corn. They supplemented the island fauna with
domesticated horses, sheep, cattle, hogs, and poultry.

SubsistenceFarming and Maritime Navigation

U.S.Census Office, 'Winth P870]
Census of the United States-Schedule
3, Productions of Agnculrure,"
microfilm copy of manuscript schedules, State Archives of MicLansing; Haswell a n d h e q Garden
Apd, 77.
88

The depletion of timber resources, along with the increased use of
coal-burning steam engines in Great Lakes transport, precipitated the
end of the cord wood era on North Manitou Island. George
Aylsworth abandoned his lumber operation on the western side of
the island during the early 1870s.8WicholasPickaxd connnued his
island wood cutting business into the mid-1870s, although probably at
a reduced intensity. He may have resided in Lelandor Buffalo, New
York, during this time, while his brother Simon administered the
island operations. Following Nicholas Pickard's death in 1876 at the
age of 59, his widow, Nancy, retained his North Manitou Island
property. During 1877 and 1880 she purchased more than a thousand
acres of additional island lands, probably for speculativepurposes; she
began selling the property between 1881 and 1886Y0

In the wake of the wood cutters, settlers came from New
England, Scandinavia, and Germany to make farms on the cut-over
tinued lus business in 1872; Muhn
land (figure 2.8). The hrst homestead claim for land on North
claims that Aylsworth closed hrs west
Manitou Island was iiled in 1875 by Andtew Anderson, an immigrant
s ~ d dockin
e
1873. Fritzhutherreports
from Sweden who had been employed on the island in 1870 as a
that Aylswonh sold his west-side land
fisherman?'
Three years later Gustaf and Mary Swan, also Swedish
holdings, including the dock location, in
-ants,
filed a homestead application for &d in the southern
1884. See Rusco, North Manitou Ishnd,
29; Muhn, "Histoiic Resource Study,''
portion of the island, not far from Andrew Anderson3sclaim. The
97-98; Fritz,"HistoryData Report," 6. 1880 federal population census counted seven farmers on North
Fritz, "Histoq Data Repoq" 6-7.
Manitou: Andrew Anderson, Gustav 0.Swan, Frank Hanson, Larson
Appendix D
Larson, Francis Etli, John S a g , and Baptist T~amel?~
'' Manuscript schedules, federal
population census, 1870; Homestead
catalogs the characteristics of North Manitou's homesteads, as deE n u y # 7 0 1 3 , F i a l C ~ c a t e#5308,
scribed by the ciaunants in official homestead documents.

"Rusco states that Aylsworth discon-

National Archives andRecords Administrarion, Washingron, D. C. Haswell
and Alanen (GardenApmf,40) state that
the first homestead entry on N o h
Manitou Island was made by Richard
Kitchen in 1863. Kitchen's entry,
however, was for land on South
Manitou Island.

Following the demise of the cord wood trade, steamship
traffic on the lakes increased. and the Manitou islands remained vital
links in the Great Lakes maxitime transpoaation system during the
last quarter of the nineteenth century. Nicholas Pickard and others
established a volunteer rescue stauon on North Manitou Island in
1854. Reflecting the island's growing importance in maritime navigation, an official U. S. Lifesaving Sexvice Station was established in
92 US. Census Office, "Tenth [I 880 ]
1874 on a 20' x 40' parcel neat ~ickard'swharf in Section 34,
Census of the United States--PopulaT32N,
R14W, an area that later became known as North Manitou
don," microfilm copy of manuscript
schedules,Library of Midugan, Lansing. Village. In 1877 the U.S. Life-Saving Service built a life boat stadon
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Figure 2.8. Immediately after the cord
wood era, most of North Manitou
proximate to this parcel. On June 7 of that year, Daniel Buss, who
Island's farms were small, subsistence
was Nancy Pickard's brother, was appointed the fust captain of the operations developed on cut-over land.
all-volunteer crew on North Manitou. The following year, the
Many of the buildings on these early
station had a paid crew of six men?3Throughout the late nineteenth fams probably were constructed with a
combination of materials, including logs,
century, the U.S. Life-Saving Service improved the North Manitou
drift
wood from shipwrecks, and scrap
Island station. In 1887 the service constructed a dw&g at the
lumber from the island's sawmills.
station to house the crew. Other crew members with families constructed small, vernacular houses on or neat the station, and the
surrounding area began to resemble a small village. At the extreme
southeastern tip of the island, the U.S. federal government constructed a hghthouse complex in 1896. The hght, housed in a
clapboard-clad, wood-frame tower, was fully functional by nidSeptember 1898?4
Although ships no longer docked at the island as frequently
as they did during the middle of the century, connections with
distant ports remained strong during the late 1800s. Due to the
volume of ship traffic, it was frequently easier for islanders to travel
to, and maintain communication and business linkages with, major
Great Lakes cities such as Chicago, Milwaukee, and Detroit, than
with closer mainland ports like Traverse City, Northport, or
Manistee. The most important mainland port for North Manitou
Island was Leland, where many island inhabitants and property
owners, including Nicholas Pickard, chose to reside at least part of
the year.

" Rusco, N o h Manif~uI ~ b n d19;
,
i Herd~and Kimberly
~
Mann,
"National Register of Historic Places
Regismtion Form: North hlanitou
Island Life-saving Station," (Empire,
Wch.:Sational Park Service, 1994).
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"Fritz, "History Data Report,'' 87-88.

Figure 2.9. The large farmhouse built by
Silas R. Boardman, as it appeared
during the early twentieth century.
Boardman's f a n also induded two or
three smaller houses, several barns and
outbuildings, and fenced livestock
enclosures.

North Manitou Island's economic and social ties with Chicago
remained panimlady strong during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. While poor, immigrant farmers struggled during
the 1880s to develop viablk homesteads on the sandy sois of the
southern end of the island, Silas Boardman, a retired Chicago
banker, established a large-scale livestock farm near the North
Manitou Vdlage (figure 2.9). "In search of health:' Boardman
arrived on the island in 1884 and bought up large tracts of land,
completing in 1890 a sizable purchase from Stella J. Platt for lands
in sections 21,22, 27,28, 33 and 34 in T32N, R14W, and in sec"Leelanau Deeds, Liber 21, p. 326,
dons 4,10, and 31 in T31N, R14W.9' Boardman used his vast North
SteUaJ. Plau ro Silas R Boardman;
Manitou acreage for free-range cattle grazing. Near the village he
Shirley Foote Alford, untitled manuconsuucted a roomy farmhouse for hunself, his wife Mary, and their
script ca. 1920s,typed by Josephine
daughters, Carne and SteUa, and son Walter. He also established a
Hollister,n.d., Betty h e r Collection,
post
office on North Manitou, becoming the island pasmaster in
Leelanau Historical Museum, Leland,
1888. On his farmstead Boardman constructed a complex of barns
Mich.; Rusco, North MmifouIrLand, 55;
Fritz "History Data Report," 12,43.
and stables to house his prized Percheron draft h0rses.9~The
Leelanatc Enteptise reported on the 1889 visit of a Chicago man to
q6 Word, untitled manuscript.;
Josephme W o r d HoDirter, "The
the "stodt farm of Mr. S. R. Boardman where we were shown some
Summer Resort on North Manitou
Boardman probably used his business connections
very h e ~tock."~'
Island,'' February 2989,SleepingBear
to secure transportation and a market for his beef cattle in the
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
Chicago stockyards.
a h . ; hehnari Enmie, 16 A w. s t
1888.
In addition to cattle ranching,
. Boardman was involved in
" Leelanun Entep&e, 1 August 1889. another attempt at large-scale, commercial agriculture on North
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Manitou Island during the 1890s. A decade earlier, a fruit tree dealer
named Frederic Beuham had begun developing a large experimental
fruit orchard on his homestead ckim located approximately one mile
west of North Manitou Village. With the financial backing of
Boardman and a Wisconsin 6rm identiiied as Mann Bros., Beuham
substantially expanded his orchards. During the autumn of 1894,
Stark Bros. Nursery Co., a well-known Missour-based fruit nursery,
supervised the planting of 1,500 ftuit trees on Beuham's North
Manitou Island land?'

A Landscape for "Pleasureand Recreation*
Although Beuham's 1894 orchard expansion was a s#cant
event
in the evolution of commercial agriculture on North Manitou Island,
Silas Boardman's principal business venture on the island that year
was a real estate development scheme. Tn collaboration with Chicagoans George W. and Carrie Blossom and Frederick H. and Mary
Trude, Boardman developed an exclusive resort colony on a parcel
of land adjacent to the village. Came Blossom, who was Silas
Boardman's daugbteq had spent many summers on the island during
her youth, and during a summer visit in 1893 suggested the plan that
led to the development of "Cottage Row"" The following spring
Boardman sold a parcel of land south of the U.S. Life-saving Service
Station to George Blossom and Frederick Trude for five hundred
dollars. Blossom and Trude apparently planned to divide the property
into smaller lots that could be sold to their Friends as building sites
for summer homes.'O0
Boardman attached covenants the deeds in order to control
how the land was to be developed. The covenants stipulated that
the parcel of roughly six acres was to be divided into ten eastfronting lots 102 feet wide by 300 feet deep, all of which were
situated atop the ridge overlooking the beach. The area between the
beach ridge and the lakeshore was to be reserved for a private park
within which no buildings could be built "except boat houses and
other buildings to be used for pleasure and recreation by the owners
of the ten lots." Two sixtyfeet rights-of-way, both r u d g northsouth were reserved For roads along the front and rear lot lines. The
covenants stipulated that the roads "shall not be fenced except at
the pleasure of the owners except at the north and south boundary
of the strip; fences with gates kept dosed except to permit the user
of the highway
to pass through. . .. owners may not interfere with
public business." Lot owners-also were gcanted free use of
"BLeelanauDeeds,Liber23,168-169;
Boardman's pier "for their convenience and pleasure;" and a oneFdtz, "History Data Report," 10. For
acre parcel "on the border of the "Little Lake" on Manitou Island
informadon about rhe business
called the 'Manitou Lake' for the purpose of erecting thereon boat
,&donship between Beuham and
StarkBros.NurseryCo.seechapter
wharfs [sic], and boat landings." On the lots themselves, buildThree
and Chapter Four.
ings were restricted to "cottages with ourbuildings, escepting
qq HoUister, "Summer Resort."
refectories or dining halls with necessary compartments including
sleeping rooms for the person or persons in charge thereof and the
I W Hohster, ''Summer Resort."
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.,

.

lo'
Deed$ Liber
350-351, ~emants."'~'As part of the development scheme, Boardman installed
describes the W 0. Greene plat.
a plank walkway and gas lights along the road in front of the cottage
Covenants in the.deed from.Sis.R
Boardman and wife to G~~~~~
Blossom lots, and eastward along the road leading to the village dock (figure

andFrederick H. T d e dated 1May
1894; Lot 6 sold to john H. Keadng, 20
Nov. 1894.LeelanauDeeds,Liber 21,
326-328.24November. 1894. Silas R.
Boardman and Maxy K. Boardman to
Frededck H. Trude rmd GeorgeW
Blossom of Cook County. AU of
Cottage Row for $500. Copies of other
'leepingBearDunes
lot "les are
Nadonal Lakeshore headquarters,
Empire, Micb.

2.10).

The "Cottage Row" plat was sutveyed by VC! 0.Greene, a
local surveyor who had an office on the mainland in Omena, Michigan.The ten lots were numbered sequentially, begruing in the south
and ending with the northernmost parcel, which was closest to the
road leading from the village pier into the interior of the island. The
Blossoms and Trudes quickly set about developing their property. The
May 17, 1894, issue of the LeeIanaw Enterpn'xe reported that "Mr.
Trude and Mr. Blossom of Chicago, were in town Tuesday and
informs [sic] us that they are about to build some fine cottages on the
lm Alford, untitled manuscript; Fritz
North Manitou Island." The fist cottage erected on the beach ridge
("History Data Report," 76) reports that
was built immediately north of Lot No. 10 of Cottage Row during
this
conage was constructed on
the f d of 1893 or the spring of 1894 by a Boardman family relaLotNo. 10.AccordingtoJosephine
Hollister ("SummerReson"),however, tive.'02 Onto Lot #3, the Blossoms moved a small frame farmhouse,
no structure was ever built u p o n h t
which had previously stood in S i s Boardman's "farmhouse yard."'0'
No. 10,ascenariothatisconsistentwith
Two additional summer houses were built during the summer of
other oral accounts and with physical
1894-the cottages of Howard W. Foote and his wife on Lot #5,
evidence at the site. The &st cottage,
carlo;was built and Frederick and Mary Trude on Lot #4. Foote sent two carpenters
later knoam as
lmmediately n o d ofthe Cottage ROW from Chicago to build his North Manitou Island residence. These
pht. It is now speculated that dus
men also may have been responsible for building the other cottages
comgema~havebeendeijgnedb~the that summer, and one of the two, Nicholas Feilen, later became a
young Chicago architect FrankLloyd
permanent resident of the island. Some of the building materials for
Wright for GeorgeW Blossom. See
the Foote cottage, including stained glass windows, wooden moldChapter Four.
ings, and beadboard panels, came from dismantled exhibit booths
lo' Friu,"History Data Report," 74.
from the Manufacturer's Building at the 1893 World's Columbian
Fritz also notes that the farmhouse
Exposition. John Herbert and Ellen Keating, who purchased Lot X 6
previously was occupied by Silas
&om Blossom and Trude in November 1894, constructed a cottage
Boardman's "elderig sisters."
on their parcel the following summer.'04
IM Hollister, "Summer Resor?;
Leelanau Deeds, Liber 21, 350-351
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Figure 2.11. Hotel, North Manitou Island.
ca. 1910s. The formerresidence 0fU.S.
Life-savingService keeper Daniel Buss
was remodeledto function as a hotel and
dining room.The hotel occupied a siteon
the beach ridge northof Cottage Row.
Although not partof the Cottage Rowplat,
this structure sewed avital function in the
communal resort developmentscheme. The
buildingconfinuedto function as a lodging
facility for islandvisitors until itwas
destroyed by firein 1953.

F~gure2 12 The house built on Lot#9for
Howard W Foote in 1901

Perhaps influenced by the structure built north of Lot #lo, all
of the cottages constructed during 1894.1895 (with the exception of
the house moved &om the Boardman farm) utilized similar floor
plans: a porch spanning the full east facade that connected to a
central, interior hall/living room flanked on both the north and
south sides by two bedrooms. None of the cottages had kitchens or
dining rooms Instead, resorters took meals in a communal dining
room, which was located north of the Cottage Row plat.'0s The
dming room structure oxigmally was the home of Daniel Buss, the
&st captain of the island U.S. Life-saving Service Station. According to Shirley ~ o o t Alford,
e
either Boardman or Blossom moved the
house to the Cottage Row site and enlarged it to serve as a communal dining hall and inn (figure 22.12).'06

'05

Holhster, "Summer Resort."

"%ford,

untitled manuscript.

Between 1895 and 1896 two additional summer houses were
built as part of the development. A large, one-and-a-half-story cottage
was built on Lot #I, next to the edge of the "beech woods:' for
Mrs. William Shepard and her daughter Katherine. The design of the
Shepards' shingle-style cottage allegedly was based on that of their
former home in New Orleans. Next to the Shepards on Lot #2, a
British couple, "I& and Mrs. Hewitt:' built a smaller, gable-front,
shingle-style cottage. The last cottage constructed dudng the initial
development phase of Cottage Row was for Howard Foote, who
sold his 1894 cottage on Lot #5 to S. W McMunn in 1900. The
following year, Foote built a new cottage on Lot #9 (figure 2.12).
Completion of the second Foote cottage left only lots #7 and #8
vacant, although by this time both parcels had been sold to S. W.
McMunn, and G. A. M. Liljencrantz, re~pectively.''~

A Testing Groundfor a New Science
The natural beauty of North Manitou Island's forests, lakes, and
sand beaches, as well as its special island-like sense of remoteness
and solitude, attracted those wishing to escape the ~BS,noise, and
brisk pace of life that characterized growing Midwestern indusmal
cities like Chicago at the dose of the nineteenth century. At about
the same time, however, the island's natural.q d t i e s and relative
isolation attracted several visitors for a very different reason: the
pursuit of scientific knowledge. The Manitou islands were the first
areas of the northwestern lower Miclgan to be explored by early
botanists, probably because they were readily accessible by steamer.
Pioneer botanist George Engelmanu obtained specimens during a
trip in 1840. 0. B. Wheeler collected red anemone (Anemone
mul@da) from Norrh Manitou in 1866. E. J. Hill, a botanist from
Indiana, collected shoreline plants fiom North Manitou in 1873, and
later published some of his findings. During the mid-1880s,
Frederick Wislizenus, son of the famed St. Louis botanist Friedrich
Adolph Wislizenus, spent over a week on the island. Specimens
from Wislizenus' collection from the island, including grass-pink
(Cahpogon ttlbemstls), pitcher-plant (Sa?vaceniapt~rp?frea),
and flatintermedia), suggest that he investileaved bladderwort (Ummct((an'a
gated the Tamarack Lake area.'"
The ever-shifting dune landscapes of the Sleeping Bear
region had long intrigued to Euro-American observers during the
nineteenth century (figure 2.13). In 1823, Albert G. EUis described
North Manitou as "a mountain of sand:' which featured "a beach
In Fritz, hist to^ Data Report," 71some hundreds of feet wide, and a precipitous sand bluff in the rear
76.
..."'" In an early account of the dunes of North Manitou Island,
'Os Briafl T. Hazlett, "Flora of Sieeping
Captain Lauchlan Belhgham MacKinnon recorded the following
Bear Dunes," 140; E. J. Hill, 'The
remarks:
Southern Limit of Jm@mu~~nbinu."
Phnt World 3(9):14(1 (1900).

Ems, "Fifiyfour Years' Recollections," 232.

'On

The panitou] islands are of extremely curious formation. Densely covered with wood, they are never-the-less
composed entirely of sand. I was informed by Captain
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Figure 2.13. Thedunes along the western
shore of North Manitou Island consb'tutea
landscapeof evershifh'ng landforms,harsh
micmdimates,and exbeme environmental
gradients. EarlyAmerican ecologistswere
&actedtothe lakeshore'sdunal
landscapesbecause ofthe distindve biotic
communities and rapid pace of
environmental change that characterize
such places. This photograph of North
Manitou's western shore was taken ca.
1908- 1915,approximately a decade afler
the area was studied by Henry Chandler
Cowles and h istudents.

M'Comb of the U.S. Topographical Engineers that when
employed in surveying this group he desired to plant a
sutveying station on the crest of a sandhill. On attemptmg to cut down certain bushes for the purpose he was
much astonished to find that they were the tops of some
cottonwood trees. From the still living foliage he came to
the conclusion that the drifting sand had completely
buried them alive; and believed that two years at the
utmost was the period of time required to envelop them
to the depth of sixty feet."'
Nearly forty years later, the process described by MacKinnon
inspired the development of a new science: ecology. Historian of
ecology Sharon E. Kingsland traces the roots of modern American
ecological science to the work of three midwestemers: Stephen
Alfred Forbes (1844-1930), Henry Chandler Cowles (1869-1939),
and Frederic Edward Clements (1874-1945)."' In America, the b&
of self-conscious ecology was slgnaled by formal consideration of
the discipline at the Madison Botanical Congress of 1893, and the
completion of dissertations by both Cowles and Clements in 1898.112
America's pioneer ecologists drew inspiration from European botanists and geographers, and adapted their ideas to the study of vegetadon patterns in the dunes, prairies, and forests of the Midwest.

In 1866, German botanist Ernst Haeckel defined
"oecologie" as "the science of the relations of living organisms to
the external world, their habitat, customs, energies, parasites, ett.""j
Despite the definition and name provided by Haeckel, ecology did
not take form as a science until the end of the century. In Europe,
the work of plant geographers Oscar Dmde, Andreas Schimper, and
Eugenius Warming transformed ecology into an operative science
during the late nineteenth century Foremost among these early
ecological pioneers, in environmental historian Donald Worster's

'lo L a u c h h Bellingham McKinnon,
Atbntic and Trmafbnicc Sketches, A p a t
ond Ashore (London: Colbum, 1852),
118; quoted in Marion Morse Davis,
"A Romantic Chain of Islands,"
Michigan Hirtory 1l(3): 348 (1927).
I" Sharon E. Kqsland, "Foundational
Papers: Dehning Ecoloo as a Saence:'
in Leslie A. Real and James H. Brown,
eds., Foundations of Ecologv: C h i c Papers
with Commentaries(Chicago &London:
University of Chicago Press in association with the Ecological Society of
America 1991),2.

"'Robert P. McIntosh, Tbc Borkgmund

of

Ecologv Concept and The09 (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University
Press, 1985).

"'Ernst Haeckel, The Wonderso/ Lif A
Popuhr Study of Biological P h i h p t y .
Trans. Joseph McCabe. (New York,
London: Harper & Brothers, 1905),
80; quoted in Donald Worster, NafureS.
Erononp: A H h r y of Ecoiogcal Ideas
(Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1977), 192.

estimation, was Danish plant geographer Eugenius Warming. In 1895,
Warming published The Oeco/ogyoJ PLants: A n Intmdzction to the St244 oj
Phnt CommKnites. The cent~altheme of Warming's book was the
communal life of organisms. He emphasized the "comrnunitv''
,. or
natural assemblage, and symbiotic relations among plants. Warming
also -proposed
a system for class*%
major plant
- formations and
suggested processes of ecological succession or dynamics. Warming's
book was revised and translated into English in 1909. Even before its
translation, however, Warming's example was influencing the work of
early ecologists in Britain and the United States.'I4

-

Inspired by the ecologcal investigations of European plant
geographers like Warming, American ecologists Henry C. Cowles and
Frederic Clements formulated a dynamic model of -plant ecology.
-.
Working in the mid-1890s, Cowles applied Warming's model of
succession to vegetation
on Lake Midugan's
- shores. Trained as a
geologist, Cowles studied the "succession" of plant communities as
they moved inland across the dunes along the southeastern shores of
Lake Midugan. The changes that Cowles observed along an environmental gradient extendmg from sand beach to wooded dune suggested that vegetation patterns changed both spadally and temporally
in response to geologcal interaction^."^
From 1896 though 1898 Cowles collected data on the
relationshtps between plants and dune formations in northern
Indiana. During 1897 and 1898 he spent a portion of the summer
seasons in "a more rapid reconnaissance along the entixe eastern
shore of Lake Michigan, indudtng the group of islands toward the
north end of the lake.""6 A biography of Cowles' mentor at the
University of Chicago, John Merle Coulter, notes that "in 1898
Cowles had a class of twelve students in northern Michtgan-North
Manitou Island, parti~ularly.""~Cowles and his students evidently
spent a s@cant
amount of time on North Manitou Island, perhaps hnding accommodations in the hotel operated by the Newhalls
or in one of the Cottage Row summer houses. During his stay,
Cowles noted that:

"'Worster, Nofwei Econonty, 202.
'I5 Henry Chandler Cowles, "The
PhysiographicEcology of Chicago and
Vidnity," The Botanical Ga~ctte
31(3):145-182 (1901).

"'Henry C. Cowles, "The Ecologtcd
Relations of the Vegetation on the
Sand Dunes of Lake Michigan."
Botanical Gaxeitc 27:97 (1899).
"'h & e w Denny Rogers II1,Jobn
Me& CouNer: Misiona'y in Sricnce
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1944), 178.
'I3

Cowles, '~cocologicdRelations," 106.

On North Manitou there are prominent areas of dune
activity along the southwest coast, the dunes being superposed on bluffs of clay or gravel. There is a 5t-topped
terrace here, like that at Glen Haven, but in miniature, the
height being only 15 meters, the greatest altitude being 45
meters above the lake. There are also small wandeting
dunes superposed directly upon the beach. O n the west
coast the bluffs are steeper and much hgher, at times
perhaps 60 meters above the lake; the summits are
occasionally crowned by established dunes."*
On North Manitou Island and elsewhere along the Lake
Michgan coastline, Cowles described a series of dune formations,
begmurig with beach, then stationary beach dunes, active or wandering dunes, arrested or transitional dunes, passive or established dunes,
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Figure 2.14. Historiansof ecology consider
Henry C. Cowles' study of plant succession
in Lake Michigan dune landscapes,which
waspublishedin 1898and 1899,to bea
'Toundational"paper in the developmentof
American ecological science.
and deciduous mesophpc forest. Cowles focused on the physical
characteristics shaping the "seres:' or identifkble stages of succession.
From his data, Cowles constructed a theory that related the spatial
sequences of plants on the dunes with the temporal development of
plant associations. His 1899 paper presented an explanatory theory for
"the order of succession of the plant societies in the development of
a region."""
Cowles' study of Lake M i c k a n dunes was one of the first
major ecological investgations in the United States to focus on the
spatial sequences and temporal development of plant ass~ciations.'~~
The journal BotanicaI Gazette published his research as a series of
articles in 1899 under the title, "The Ecological Relations of the
Vegetation on the Sand Dunes of Lake Midugan" (figure 2.14). In his
Ibid., 95.
paper, Cowles described an order of dune formations, begmnmg with
the beach, then stationary beach dunes, active or wandering dunes,
lrn Kingsland, "Foundational Papers,"
arrested or transitional dunes, passive or established dunes, and hally, 4.

Figure 2.15. In addition to dunes, early
students of ecology studied North
Manitou Island's forest communities.
This landscape view of the island may
have been taken during the first decade
of the twentieth century by a
representative of the U.S. Forest
Service.

"' Cowles, "Ecological Relations,"
112.

'" Brian T Hazlen, "The Fiora of
Sleeping Bear Dunes," 140-142.
Whitford, "Genetic Development
of the Forests," 295-296.

lZ3

deciduous mesophytic fo~est.'~'
He expanded upon theories of plant
ecology and succession m "The PhysiographicEcology of Chicago
and Vicki@:A Study of the Origin, Development, and Clas&cation
of Plant Sddeties," which was published in &e ~ a & i t c a ( ~ ~ t t t i n
1901.

-

Following Cowles, other early ecolossts studied North
Manitou ~sland's>lantcommunities:'" Pho;ograPhs in the Chicago
Maridme Society's John Newhall Collection suggest that the U.S.
Forest Service also may have surveyed the island's forests during the
&st decade of the twentieth century (figure 2.15). Harry Nichols
Whitford, a student of Cowles, investigated the island's woodlands
as part of an effort to describe the "physiographic ecology" of
northern forest communities. Whitford regarded North Manitou as
one of four sites in northern Michgan that offered "exceptionally
good fields for a study of the stages in the Me hstory of the forest
societies."123Of the island landscape, Whitford wrote:
The whole interior of North Manitou Island ... except in
clearings and undrained areas, is covered with a mature
maple-beech-hemlock forest The presence of seedhgs
and young trees of these three in abundance and the
absence of all other young trees in their shade indicate
that the future forest growth will be the same as the
present. The climax forest in places reaches nearly to the
shore of Lake Mic*n,
restricting the coniferous and
heath societies to very narrow belts. If the present shore
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line should remain constant, and if the natural succession
of plant societies were not interfered with by man, undoubtedly the whole island would in time become completely covered with a deciduous forest save a narrow
smp, the last remnants of a coniferous forest, next the
water's edge."lZ4
Whitford's study was published in the Botanical Gaxette 1901. Three
years later another student of ecology published a study based, in
part, on data collected from North Manitou Island. Samuel Monds
Coulter gathered data fiom Tamarack Lake and Lake Manitou for a n
ecological study of wetlands that was presented to the faculty of
Washington University, St. Louis, as a Ph.D. thesis in 1903, and
published by the Missouri Botanical Garden in 1904. Coulter
considered Tamarack Lake to be a prime example of "the undrained
tamarack and black spruce swamp.. .. a small decadent lake without
an outlet which is gradually being filled up by the encroaching
~egetation.""~Coulter categorized the wetland at the northeastem
end of Lake Manitou as a "slowly drained swamp))' and described
the area as a "great tract of trees and undergrowth amid a mass of
fallen logs and brush [that] forms a dense jungle of vegetation
which is almost impenetrable."'26 Several years later, Robert T. Hatt
and other wildlife ecologists included North Manitou in their study
of island fauna in the Great Lakes region.I2'
The dunes, forests, and wetlands of North Manitou thus
conmbuted to the development of a disdnct, twentieth-century
environmental science that much later would deeply influence the
ways in which humans perceived and interacted with the island
landscape. Men like Cowles, Whitford, and Coulter expressed a view
of the non-human natural worl&an explanation of how nature
works-that was fundamentally different from the Arcadian or
udtarim attitudes of the previous century. For example, in discussing the evolution of forest communities, Whitford gave special
attention to the stages of succession in forests that had fallen uoder
"the influence of human agencies," including in his research clearings that showed "unmistakable signs of the devastating influence
of man."'28 Wh~tfordnoted that North Manitou's forests had "attained the last stage in the life-history" (i.e., climax forest), partly
because they had been relatively "free fiom the influence of man."'29
His comments foreshadowed the managerial focus that later would
permeate much ecological research, and profoundly alter the North
Manitou landscape

During 1897-1899,around the time that Cowles' ground-breaking
research was published, Silas Boardman sold his N o d M a ~ t o u
Island propeq to FranMin Newhall and his son, Benjamin."' Shirley
Foote Alford alleged that Boardman's stock farm was a financial
failure because "shipping ... stock was only possible in favorable

Ibid., 302
Coulter, "Ecological Comparison,"

lZ5

42.
'x

Ibid., 48.

Robert T. Hatt, J. VanTpe, L. C:
Stuaa, C. H. Pope, and A. B. Grobman,
Ishnd k
jr,
A
:Stx& oj the Land V&brutes @the Ishnds ojEastem Lake
Michigan (Bloomfield HiUs, Mich.:
Cranbrook Institute ofScience, 1948).
Although published in the late 1940s,
Han carried out field investigations on
the island during 1916.
Whitford, "Genetic Development of
the Forests," 323.

lZ8

'"lbid, 316.

The earliest
of No&
Manitou in the albums of John
Newhall, which belong to the Chicago
Madtime Society, appear to date from
1897, suggesring that the Newhall's
tenure began within, or shoaly after,
that year. This is consistentwith other
accounts, which suggest that the
Newhalls arrived in 1898 or 1899.
"O
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weather." Alford noted that by 1893, Boardman "was still doing a
little farming, and cattle and 'wild' horses were running freely over
the Island roads and thtough the wood^."'^' Only a few years after
establishing the Cottage Row summer colony, Boardman began
selling his North Manitou property to Franklin Newhall and his son,
Benjamin. A resident of Glencoe, Illinois, Franklin Newhd owned
a successful wholesale fruit business in Chicago, and may have had
a hnancial tie to Boardman's North Manitou vent~re."~

"' Alford, untitled manuscript.
132

Hollister, "Summer Resort";
North Abnitou I s h d , 533-5.

RUSCO,

Photographs in the archive of the Chicago Maddme Museum suggest that the Newhds had established a s~gDlficantpresence on the island by 1897. The Newhalls probably acquired their
North Manitou Island property with the intent of engagmg in
commercial fruit production. In January 1899 they acquired all of
Frederic Beuham's island property, totaling nearly 923 acres. The
Newhds acquired the acreage from the three Stark brothers and
their wives, suggesting that Beuham had defaulted on his agreement
with the Stark Bros. Nursery CO.'~'Since Boardman and Beuham
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appear to have been in partnership, it is reasonable to suppose that
their K n a n d fates were linked as well.
The NewhaUs quickly expanded their island land holdings. In
1900 they purchased all of Section 16, T31N, R14W--a total of 640
acres. A 1900 atlas of Leelanau county showed Fr&
and Benjamin
Newhall to be the largest land owners on the island, controlling more
than 8,350 acres, or more than half of the island's land area. Another
large owner, Goalieb Patek, owned nearly 4,000 acres. The remainder
of the island was divided among only about a dozen smaller land
owners, most of whom owned acreage clustered near the southern
end of the island.'34 During the first decade of the 1900s, Benjamin
Newhall bought out several of the remaining independent farmers,
including long-time island residents Nels and Sophia Carlson.
Benjamin's brother; John, managed the family's North Manitou operation, and himself purchased tracts of island land totaling nearly 100
acres between 1907 and 1908."5

"j

Leelanau Deeds, Liber 24, 318.

'%

Fritz, "History Data Report," 56,

12-13.
I"

Fritz, "History Data Repon," 58.

Figure2.16.Road leading frornthe North
Manitou Wllage dock, ca. 1900.The

The NewhaU family increased the amount of acreage devoted
to
fruit
cultivation on North Manitou Island. In addition to culuvatbuildingsocatpyingkdistantrightsideof
this view were built by Silas Boardman, and ing apples, pears, plums and apricots, the Newhalls ~Iantedthree tart
servedasthebaseoftheNewhallfarnily's cherry orchards and two sweet themes orchards on the island.'36
NO~Manitoufa~ingOPeration.ThePost They also continued to promote the island as a resort. Shirley Foote
officeandstorebui'tbymeNewha"sis
Alford, who was a member of one of the original Cottage Row
situated in the right foreground.
famdies, recalled that after the Newhalls purchased Boardman's island
propemes, "many Glencoe and North Shore people spent summers at
the Island. There were often forty or f&y . people
- in the dining
room-many young people of college age or younger. Parties, picnics,
plays, hay-rides-such a gay and happy place.""' The Newhalls
apparently assumed operation of the Cottage Row dining hall and
hotel, offering paying guests either room and board, or the use of
fully furnished cottages.'38For their own use, the Newhalls constructed two frame cottages north of the road leading westerly from
the village dock into the woods. Near the dock, they built a small store
and post office building with an exotic, "pagoda" style roof (figure
2.16).
Duting the early 1900s, North Manitou increasingly became
a summer resort for wealthy Chicago families. In 1903, Alvar and
""usco,

North Munitox Ih*d, 57.

"'Alford, untitled manuscript.
Hollister, "Summer Resort";
Rusco, North ManifaaI~lund,58.

Mary Bournique, a Chicago family with connections to the Cottage
Row summer colony, began developing their own private retreat at
the southeastern tip of the island. Alvar Bournique @ed a homestead application for 152.20 acres in Section 22, T31N R14W, not
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Figure 2.17. Mary McMunn Bournique on
"Old Sparkie."The Bournique family used
their homestead nearthe southeastern end
afthe island as asummer residence where
Uley enjoyed horseback riding, picnics on
the beach, and other leisuretimeactivifies.

far from where Nicholas Pickard had established his k s t wooding
station a half cennuy earlier."' The Bourniques later increased the
size of their parcel to approximately 400 acres. O n their North
Manitou property they constructed a large, rustic log cottage facing
Lake Michigan, and a number of smaller outbuildings. Funher
inland, the Bourniques developed fields and pastures, and built a
barn and other farm buildings to house thoroughbred riding horses
(figure 2.17). A professional dance insauctor, Colonel Bournique
used the upper portion of his horse barn as a ballroom.'40

Return of the Lumbefinan's Ax and S a w
T h e Newhalls' diversified business enterprise and the Bournique
horse ranch represented the coincidence of two weli-established
activities on No& Manitou Islandagdculture and recreation.
However, the most significant industry on North Manitou Island
du~ingthe early 1900s was neither farming, nor resort tourism, but
the revival of extensive timber extraction. In his 1901 paper, botanist Hany Nichols Whitford described the hardwood forest of
North Manitou Island as "an ideal example of a climax forest of
maple, beech, hemlock, which in time would cover the entire island
except for a narrow fringe of conifers near the lake~hore."'~'Alrhough much of island was second-growth forestland, the timber
evidently was mature enough to gamer the interest of lumbermen
shortly after Mhitford recorded his observations. In November 1906
the Smith & Hull Lumber Company of Traverse City, Michigan,
purchased over 4,000 acres of timbered land on the western side of
the island from Gottlieb Patek of Milwaukee.

Because it was relatively far from the former west-side dock
location at Aylswonh, and because it would have been utilized late in
the cordwood era, much of the Smith & Hull acquisition may have
been spared the intensive timber harvesting that occurred on other

" 9 Homestead Application #11080,
Sedal #022; Final Ceruiicate (Patent)
#62772, National Archives and
Records Adminismation, Washington,
D.C.

'" Rusco, North Mmtitou I ~ h d59.
,
"' Hazlett and Vande Kopple, Terrerhal
Vegetation, 44. Since much of Noah
&rou
had been logged during the
prwious fifty years, Whitford may
have focused his studies on portions
of the island that, due to rugged
terraL~and remote location, had
remained b u y untouched by
cordwood choppers. Such v i r p
stands may have existed in the
northwestern pomon of the island, in
the vicinity of the Pot Holes.

Figure 2.18. Crescent, North Manitou
Island, ca. 1908.The short-lived mmmunity
of Crescent developed on the westem side
of the island around an extensive dock and
wharf builtbythe Smith & Hull Lumber
Company, and a steam-powered lumber
mill operated byA. J. White & Son. The
"company town" flourished during 19081915,butthereaftervanished frwn the
island landscape almostas quickly as it had
appeared.

parts of the island during the 1800s. Shirley Foote Alford recalled that
the area around Lake Manitou was heavily wooded dunng the late
1890s:
... the island itself looked much as it does today [ca.
1920~1,except that west of the Little Lake a good deal
of the forest had never been cut. The trees were immense, and white violets bloomed all summer in the
dense woods. North and west of the Little Lake was a
thick cedar swamp, and the shores of the lake were so
thickly wooded that it was very difficult to walk around
them. There was no road around the lake.14'

Figure 2.19. Smith &Hull narrow-gauge
railroad, near Crescent. A28-ton She;
steam engine hauled%mberalong a six-mile
rail spur which extendedfrom the interior of
the island tothe lumber mill and dock at
Crescent.
Smith & Hull centered their operation neu the former location of

Aylsworth in Section 1, T31N R15W. They completed the construction of a six-hundred-foot dock in 1908. At the dock location, known
as "Crescent," they developed a new pier and wharf, storage yards, and
housing for workers (figure 2.18). The community had a hotel and a
general store, as well as a saloon, and a schoolhouse that aIso functioned as a church on Sundays. A large sawmill, which also generated
elecmdty for the settlement,was constructed and operated by A. J.
White and Son. In addidon to this infrastructure, the lumber company provided a physician, Dr. Frederick Murphy, who rendered
medical services to all islanders, not just Crescent residents.
The Crescent post office opened on 21 September 1908.
The following spring, Smith & Hull constructed a six-mile narrowgauge railroad in the n o h e s t e r n corner of the island to facilitate
the transportation of timber to the dock (figure 2.19). The system
was equipped w i t h a 28-ton Shea engine and twelve Russell logging
cars. In 1909 Smith & Hull began removing hemlock trees &om the
island's west side Over a period of SLY years, the firm anticipated
harvesting 40,000 board feet of lumber per day dudng the cutting
14' idford, untitled manuscript.
' ~ ~ to the influx of lumber and mill workers, North
F&, "fistoTy Data~ e ~14-15;
~ ~ ~ et a s,o n~. Due
Manicou Island's population had increased to 21 5 people when the
RUSCO,
North Mnnitou I h d , 97,102.
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Figure 2.20. North Manitou Island mens'
baseball team, Crescent,ca. 1908-1915.
During the early 1910s Crescent had an
ethnicallydiverse population of several
hundred men,and a substantiallysmaller
number of women and children.The
community supported at least two baseball
teams,one ofwhich was composed of
American Indianswhom had leff their
homes on the mainland to work in theisland
lumber camps.Opposing teamskaveled
from the mainland to play games on the
island.These may have occurred in the
large fields and pastures of the
company-operated farm, which
surrounded the community.

federal census taker visited the island on May 13,1910 ( w e 2.20).IM
Only a few weeks later the island's population nearly doubled when
the company brought a crew of R u s s i i bmgrants to work in the
logglng camps.'45
Shortly after construction of the Crescent lumber camp, the
Newhalls also began selective timber cutting on their North Manitou
propeay. Around 1908, Peter Stormer entered an agreement to supply
Wilce Brothers Lumber Company of Empire with timber &om the
island. Shortly thereafter, Benjamin Newhall contracted with Stormer
to remove timber from lands on the eastern side of the island (figure
2.21).'46 Stormer and his family took up residence at the former Lars
Christian Alstrom farmstead at the southern end of the island. The
farm provided meat and dauy products for the men, and hay for the
draft a d s in Stormer's lumber camps, which were positioned at
various locations at both the northern and southern ends of the
island. Ln 1917, Stormer expanded his island timber enterprise by
constructing a s a w d and dock near the former location of Nicholas
Pickard's &st wooding station dock at the southeastern tip of the
island.I4' At about the same time, logging activity on the western side
of the island had mostly ended. Smith & Hull had substantially
depleted the supply of harvestable timber in the northwestern portion
of the island by the end of 1914. The A. J. White & Son mill operated
through the spring of 1915, while the surrounding lumber camp was
dismantled. The last pieces of machinery left the island in July 5,
1915; less than two months later, on August 31,1915, the Crescent
post office clo~ed.'~'.
The character of the Newhalls' business enterprise on North
Manitou Island clearly changed during the late 1910s. Perhaps because
they wished to devote more resources to the fruit or logging operations, or due to other pecuniary or administrative reasons, the
Newhalls "suspended" their island resort business. They closed the
Cottage Row d m g room sometime in 1910 or 1911, presumably so

U.S.Census Office,
[I9101 Census of the United StatesPopopulafion," microfilm copy of
manuscdpt scheddes,Libraryof
~ % ~ ~ ~ ~ i n g
$6Rusco, ~~~h MMoou Isbnd, lO1.
102.
lU

'"Fritz, "History Data Repoa" 86;
RUSCO,
NodhMnnitoa I~hnd,52;
Hollister, "Summer Resort."
14'0ddly,~ t i t z(17-18) states thatpeter
Stormer stopped cutting timber on the
around the
when his
Empire mdl burned in 1916, and
Implies that StormeZs mill operated
concurrendy with the one at Crescent,
He daims that Stormer sold his 24-acre
parcelonNorth h , h t o u (Secdon21,
T31N R14W) to Sherman and
McConnel in 1923. Set Fdtz, "History
87, 17-18,
Data
la RUSCO,
Notzth Mmtoa Isbnd, 102103, According to Fritz,Smith & Hull
continued logging operations until
1917. See Fritz, "History Data
Report," 17-18.

Figure 2.22. Logs piled near North Manitou
Village do&, ca. 1910s. Concurrent with
the Smith 8 Hulllogging activitiesonthe
westem side oftheisland, the Newhail
family began hawestinghberfmm their
lands on the eastern side of the island.
During the early 1910s Peter Stormer
shipped lumberfrorntheNewhalls'dock at
North ManitouVillage.

the facility could be used by timber cumng crews.'49Following closure
of the dining room, Katie Shepard began serving meals to cottage
dwellers in a dining hall located behind her house. Shepard also began
renting rooms in her home to guests, effectively converting her
cottage into a small summer hotel.

The Manitou Island Syndicate

Financial difficulties may have prompted the Newhalls to discontinue
their North Manitou Island resort business. According to Josephine
Hollister, during the early 1920s, Benjamin Newhall lost his family's
island land holdings to a group of Chtcago businessmen who held
his mortgage.lS0These men became associated in a nominal partnership known as the "Manitou Island Syndicate" @IS). With little
d o c u m e n q evidence remaining extant, the origms, early composidon, and purpose of the MIS remain somewhat obscure. Fritz
implies that the hfXS evolved out of the Cottage Row resort development, and states that "at various times there were as many as a
dozen members of the Syndicate, with the large landowners functioning as the moving force behind the organization. Through a
"I.Uford, untitled manuscript
general manager the Syndicate engaged in general farming together
Hollister, "Summer Resort"; Fritz,
"History Data Report:' 76, quoting a with cattle raisiag, and grew oats, rye, wheat, and other forms of
letter from J o s e p b e HolLster dated 15 foddex for the cattle." Fxirz states that the syndicate's agricultural
activities supported the Crescent logging venture during 1909-1917,
January 1986.
'jo
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Figure 2.22. William R. Angell was an executive officer of the
Detroit-basedContinental Motors Corporationfrom 1917through
1939,and Sewed as the corporation's treasurer and president
from 1930through 1939.He began purchasing property on North
Manitou Island in 1926.ThroughsubsequentacquisitionsAngell
quickly gained acontroHing interestin the Manitou Island
Assoddon.
and that the group afterwards "continued its farming, mainly to
sustain the summer resort dwellers ..."'" If this scenario is accurate,
the Newhalls inidly must have been affiliated with the syndicate,
since they owned most of the island's agricultural land, and also
controlled the Cottage Row dining and hotel facility during this
time.
During the early 1920s the group of "large landowners" who
controlled the syndicate probably included Frank N. Reed of
Evanston, Illinois, and Roger Sherman and George M. McConnell of
Chicaga Through a contract dated 15 June 1922, Reed gained
control of the Smith & Hull Lumber Company's North Manitou
Island lands.'52Josephine Hollister recalled that the Cottage Row
summer home originally owned by George and Carrie Blossom
became the "Reed cottage when the Syndicate took over the island.,,>i3Reed began selling small parcels to the partnership of
Sherman and McConnell in 1923, which had begun buying land on
the island during the previous year. Probably around this time Reed,
McConnell, and Sherman reorganized the syndicate's island business
operations into a quasi-corporate entity known as the "Manitou
Island Association." By 1925, Sherman and McConnell owned
7,911 acres, or fifty-six per cent of the island, while Reed owned
5,182 acres, most of which were located on the western side (figure
2.23). Dunng the fouowing year Reed sold all of his Smith & H d

li'

F i u , "History Data Report," 71.

Friu's sources were interviews with
Paul Maieski, letters from Giles
and NPS landacquisidon
The connection between the syndicate
the
Row
develop-

by = entry in
County Deeds, Liber 55, p. 365, which
refers to "10 syndicatelotsheretofore
sold."

ment is

'" Leeianau Deeds, Liber 55,365.
Holhster, "Summer Reson."
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lands to Sherman and McConneU, and a new investor, W
hR
Angel began purchasing propeny on the island ( w e 2.22).'54

William Angell probably was introduced to North Manitou
Island and the Manitou Island Syndicate through his friend and
business associate Roger Sherman.'5s A prominent Chicago attorney,
Sherman was one of the original investors in the Autocar Equipment
Company, a corporation that by the mid-1920s had evolved into
Continental Motors Company, one of the largest manufacturers of
automobile engines in the U.S. Organized in Chicago in 1902, the
company constructed a large factory in Muskegon, Michgan, in 1906.
By 1910 approximately half of the automobiles produced in the
United States used Continental motors, including those of such major
manufacturers as Auburn, Hudson, Paige-Detroit, and Studebaker. In
1912 the company opened a huge new factory in Detroit, and moved
its administrative headquarters there. As one of the i n i d investors in
Continental Motors, Roger Sherman realized a substanaal financial
benefit from the company's success. An o@
investment of only
one hundred dollars was worth $28,000 dollars in 1928. During the
1920s and 1930s, Sherman served on the company's board of directors, and was vice-president of its automobile subsidiary during the
mid-l930~.'~~
Sherman and W
i Angell worked closely with one another
during the late 1920s and 1930s. Born in 1877 in Jesup, Iowa, and
raised in Muskegon, Michigan, William Angell graduated from Kent
College of Law and became a corporate attorney in Chicago.'j7
Angell's association with Continental Motors began in 1916 when he
helped the company's founders to reorganize and refinance the
corporation. In 1917 he became corporate secretary, and thereafter
his management roles steadlly increased. In 1921 he became vicepresident of the company.1ssRusco states that Angell visited North
Manitou Island during the early 1920s as a guest of Roger
Sherman.l5% 1926, Angell began purchasing land on North Manitou
Island under the aegis of the "Security Trust Company." Most of
McConnell and Sherman's North Manitou land was transferred to
Angell's Security Trust Company via an agreement dated 1 March
1926."0 Angell acquired Frank Reed's island property directly from
Smith & Hull for one hundred dollars, and in 1928 he purchased
several small parcels from Newhall family heirs. Within a period of
less than t h e e years, only the portions of the island that remained
outside his possession were the Maleski lands at the northeastern end
of the island, a parcel owned by George Fiske on the eastern side of
Lake Manitou, the Boumique properties at the southeastern end,
and several small lots in the village and along the eastern shore."'

WilliamAngell and the Manitou IslandAssociation
The shift in power within the Manitou Island Syndicate and its
business adjunct, the Manitou Island Association, was reflected in a
trust agreement created on 1 March 1928. According to the agree-

'" Leelanau Deeds, Liber 55, 365;
Fritz, "History Data Report," 18.

'" Rusco, No&

Manitoa Ishnd, 9.

William Wagner, ContinentaL!: Its
Motors and Itr People (Fallbrook, Calif.:
b e d ForcesJoumal International;
Aero Publishers, 1983), 70, 5-10, 1617, 38.

'" Rusco, North Manitou Ishnd, 9.
Wagner, Conhntntul!, 23, 27-28.
' 5 Q ~ c o , North Manitou Ishxd, 9.

'" Leelanau Deeds, Liber 55, 365-369.
Tbis transaction probably is the

agreement referenced on p. 19 of David
Fritz's "History Data Report." Fritz
notes that the lands were transferred in
exchange for "one dollar and other
valuable considerations:' and that the
agreement was recorded in Leelanau
County Deeds on 14 November 1927.

'" Fritz, "History Data Repon,"

19.
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Figure 2.24. Women sorting cherries,North
Manitou Island,ca. 1910s.Theisolated
North Manitou economy provided women
with few opportunities toearn cash income.
Women and children found wage work
performing domesticchoresforthe Manitou
Island Associaton,and for Cottage Row
residentsand theirguests.Afew
agriculturerelatedchores also were
available to women and children. Most of
these jobs wereseasonal,such as
hawesting, sorting, and packing fruit for
the Newhalls and, later, the Manitou
IslandAssoaation.

ment, George M. McConnell, John McConnell, Allen A. Murray,
Roger Sherman, and William R. Angell each were entitled to one
fifth of the proceeds of Noxth Manitou Island real estate, which was
owned by the Security Trust Company. The agreement stipulated
that the names of the trust beneficiaries were not to be released to
the public, and that inquiries were to be referred to Allen Murray.'62
During the 1920s and 1930s the Manitou Island Association probably
was a nominal partnership of these five men. The organization's dayto-day operations were administered by a paid manager who resided
on the island. According to Josephine Hollister, there were rumors
that the investors planne'd to develop the western side of the island
as a hotel and golf course.'63 If true, this resort development never
materialized, however; the Manitou Island Association appears to
have carried on a diversifled operation during the 1920s, engaging in
traditional island activities such as fruit farming, logging, commercial
fishing, and supplying ice, wood, d a q products, and fresh vegetables
to the local Coast Guard families and summer cottage owners.

'" Trust Agreement, 1 hlarch 1928,
Arthur Jay Lacy Papers, Bendy
HistoricalLibrary,Ann .Arbor, Mich.

'" Hollister, "Summer Resort."

'"

~ r o Island
u Association
AccountsJournal, September 1924 December 1929, iMlA Collection,
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Empire, Mich. For a
complete tisr of the names that
appeared on the Manitou Island
Association payroll during the years
1925.1929, see Appendix F.

By the mid-1920s the M U not only controlled most of North
Manitou Island's land, but also the island's ecor?omic and social life.
The Maleski family was the sole remaining independent farm family,
and the island's only other sigxuficant employer was the U.S. government, whch hired men to maintain the island coast guard station and
the hghthouse at the southeastern end of the island. In addition to a
salaried manager, the MIA employed a core workforce of approximately ten men during 1925-1929.Other laborers were hued during
the summer and autumn months, especially during the cherry and
apple harvest^.“^
For the female and adolescent members of several North
Manitou families, the MIA represented a sigruficant market for labor
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in a local economy where opportunities for earning cash income were
limited (figure 2.24). The wives of MIA employees Henry and John
Anderson were paid for "boarding men" at their homes in the southem portion of the island duntlg haying season, and other island
women were paid for cleaning, washing, and other household chores
at the MIA farmhouse and lodge. Katie Shepard also provided
employment to young women at her hotel and dining room. Nonetheless, non-wage, subsistencelabor occupied the majority of the island's
women and children during thts period.
By and large, wage work, such as that described above,
supplemented traditional subsistence activities. Many island families
maintained small garden plots during the summer months, and a few
kept a couple of dairy cattle, thereby retaining a minimal degree of
self-sufficiency. Glen Furst reminisced that the black raspberries
that flourished in the sunlit openings of the ishd's woodlands were
a s+cant
source of food for islandas during the 1920s. Even
after Furst's stepfather moved the family to South Manitou Island,
he continued to take a few days off each summer to harvest berries
on North Manitou Island.Ib5Giles Memtt reminisced that the island
had "acres of wild black berries," and that island residents "canned
them by the b~shel.'"~'Memtt also recalled that members of the
coast guard crew supplemented their diets by hunting rabbits and
ducks, and by fishing on Lake Manitou duting their hee time. Other
residents, including the Maleskis and Glen Furst's stepfather, gained
additional income from trapping foxes and selling their pelts.'" These
exceptions aside, the prinapal source of cash income on the island
was the mult-faceted business enterprise of the Manitou Island
Association, which also controlled the flow of consumer goods onto
the island through a company store that opened in 1925.

-

According to Rita Hadra Rusco, the MIA's business dealins
were largely managed by member ~ a c ~
k c ~ o n n e who
l l , occupied the
former Boardman and Newhall farmhouse when staying
on the is.
land.I6' The MIA inirially focused its operation on agriculture, basing
activities at two farms, one locatedadjacent to North ManitouVillage;
and the other at the location of the former Crescent lumber camp.
During the 1920s the MIA maintained a large free-range beef cattle
herd, and substantially expanded the orchard acreage devoted to cherry
production. The MLA also began
- transforming
- the island landscape
into a more marketable recreationalresource.In 1926 the association
released a small herd of white tailed deer on the island with the intent
of eventually establishing a population large enough to sustain hunting
both for sport and the for the nationalvenison market. The following
year the MIA constructed a sawmill near its North Manitou Village
farm, and began harvesting small amounts of timber to provide lumber
andshingles for th&constructionandmaintenance of island buildings.
Both of these ventues-spon-oriented recreation, and timber harvesting-became increasingly important components of the MLAS
business during subsequent decades.
-

-

-

-

'" Glenn C. Furst, My Point gf View
(n.~.,
1992), 77.
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'" Fust, MJJ Point gf Vtew, 77; Gies E.
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and 11 ~~b~~
1986, Sleep@ Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.; Paul Maleski,
Jr,interview by authors, 26July 1997.
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A Sportsman'sParadise
During the 1930s management of the island deer herd became an
increasingly important patr of the MIA's operation. Other wildlife
species, including raccoon, pheasant, ruffed grouse, and wild turkeys,
were introduced in an attempt to make the island even more amactive
as a sportsman's retreat.'6Wowwer, deer was the species most
favored by Angell and the managers of the Manitou Island Association. Jean ~ u n d ~ u i swho
t , spent summers on the island during the
late 1930s through the 19505, recalled that Angell planted fields of
alfalfa near Cottage Row to encourage deer to visit the village area.
During the late 1930s the MIA ceased harvesting apples from the
vast Beuham orchards, leaving the annual crops as fodder for the
growing deer herd. Angell also banned dogs &om the island for fear
that they would chase or kill young deer.'1° By 1930 the white-tailed
deer population had dispersed throughout the entire island. Trails
were evident by 1935, and two years later a noticeable browse-line
was visible in the island forests. The MIA obtained a breeder's
license from the State of Michgan for deer and raccoon, allowing
the association to manage and sell the animals for profit. ?%ghteen
deer were harvested in 1927 during the fitst hunt organized by the
MIA.
The MWs sport hunting business became more sophisticated
during the 1930s. Hunters were accommodated at the MIA lodge (the
lG9 Rusco, North Munrtou Ishnd, 9-10;
former Cottage Row dining hall), which could house 20-25 guests at a
Rita Ha&a Rusco, "Living on the
time.'71During the winter of 1938-39 the MIA began feeding the deer
Island," Defroit Free Pren (Detroit
in order to maintain the population at artificially k h level^."^
Section), 18 October 1981, 16.
Throughout the hundng season all of the MIA's employees worked as
'"Jean Lundquis~interview by Eric
guides, and additional labor was procured from the mainland.'73
MacDonald,Leland, Mch, 27June
1999,notes tiled at Sleeping Bear Dunes Edgar McKee, the MIA manager dusing the late 1930s, recalled the
National Lakeshore,Empire, Mich.
carefully planned, almost business-like, character of the hunting
experience:
"'Fritz, "History Data Repon:' 32; I.
H. Barrletr, The Notih Manitou Irhnd
Deer Henl A Hijto'y and Sugejred
Munagement Phn, 4 February 1944
(Lansing: Deer Investigations, Game
Division, Department of Conservation), 1-2; Rusco, N o d Manit011Ijhnd,
43.

None of the hardships of hunting and taking care of y o u
deer existed then. The hunter was transported to his
hunting spot and picked up at the appointed time. The
hunter's job was to shoot the deer his guide pointed out to
him. The guide took care of preparing the deer and
draggmg him to the appointed spot to be picked up.'14

Each sportsman was assigned a guide and a spec& one-mile-square
I. H. Baden, "No& Manitou
Island's Deer Herd," Mich&aan Consemu- section within which he could hunt.'j5 The MIA guaranteed that
tion, September 1944, 10.
each hunter would take home at least one deer. MIA employees
"'Rusco, Notih Munitoff Ijhrd, 43.
routinely cruised the island for deer to be given to hunters who
'72

'" Edgar McKee, "North Manitou
Island 1937-1942," n.d. [ca. 19921,
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Empire, htich. McKee was
MIA business manager during 19371942.
"j

Lundquisf interview

failed to shoot and kfl their own buck or doe. Apparently the island
deer population was so krge that obtaining the requisite number of
animals for this purpose was a relatively simple task. McKee described the process:
-

-

I would take my rifle in the company station wagon with a
couple of p d e s , and drive through the woods. Most of

.
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the deer I shot, I shot from the window of the car. The
boys would dress them out, and throw them in the back
of the car. It was not unusual to take in four or h e deer
in one aftern~on."~
During this period, hunting privileges most likely were reserved for
the invited guests of MIA members. North Manitou Island thus
functioned as an exclusive hunting preserve, much in the uadiiion of
the private hunting clubs that became popular with wealthy men
during the late nineteenth cent~ry."~

William Angell apparently spent little time on the island
during the 1920s and 1930s.Most likely he was too preoccupied with
his responsibilides at Continental Motors to spend long vacations on
the island or to concern himself in the management of the Manitou
Island Association. In 1929, Angell became president of the
corporation's newly-formed subsidmy, Continental Aircraft Engme
Co. The following yeax the founder of Continental Motors was
removed from his leadership position, and Angell took over as head
of the company. Angell managed to keep the company h a n d y
solvent through the Great Depression, and in 1939 reslgned h ~ dual
s
role as treasurer and president of the corporation. Although no
longer at the helm of Continental Motors, Angell continued to serve
on the boards of several automotive industry corporation^.'^^
After his retirement from Continental Motors, Angell may
have found more time for his many business investments, including
the Manitou Island Association. Angell gradually bought out other
members of the MIA. He also increased his island land holdings,
purchasing several Cottage Row properties during the late 1920s
and 1930s. Angell purchased the former North Manitou Island the
U.S. Coast Guard station, which closed in April 1933, and acquired
the U.S. hghthouse property at the southeastern end of the island in
1938."' By 1942, Angell owned seventy per cent of the Manitou
Island Association, and Roger Sherman owned the remaining h t y
per ~ent."~Jean
Lundquist recalled that Angell spent most of his
summers on the island during the 1940~.'~'
In 1942, Angell employed Jack Hadra as his island business
manager, and hired Hadra's wife, Rita, as the island postmaster and
operator of the MIA general store. The MIA's pnmary profit-making
activities at this time were cherry production and deer hunting.
Continental Motors continued to reserve much of the deer hunting
season, which extended from mid-October through mid-December,
for the exclusive use of its executives and business clients.'82 In
addition to cherry production and deer hunting, Angell attempted to
revive logging on the island during 1942-43 by hiring a professional
forester to develop a management plan for the island, and by entering into a timber cutting contract with Raymond Phiel and Edward
Cowles of Gaylord, M~chi~an."~

''' McKee, 'Worth Manitou Island
1937.1942:'

n.d.

I" The Turtle Lake Club, the fxst deer
hunting club in Michigan, was organized in 1883. In 1931 the club, which
was limited to twentyone members,
controlled over 31,000 acres in
blidxgan's northern lower peninsula.
Mud, of the high status of deer
hunting was derived &om the fact that
whte-tail deer populations were
extremely s m d throughout the state
during the early decades of the
twentieth cennuy. Once plenuful, the
deer population declined dramatically
due lo logging and forest hres, and to
market hunting. The population began
to increase slowly after the state
outlawed practices such as "dogging"
[ie., hunting with packs of trained
dogs), limiting the hunting season, and
enacting a "one buck" limit in 1921.
Given the extreme scaraty of whitetailed deer in Iviichigan during the
1920s and 1730s, the artitidauy high
population on North Manitou Island
certainly must have represented a
sportsman's paradise.

"'Wagner, Continentol!, 70, 5-10, 1617, 38.

"'Leelanau County Deeds, Liber 69,
427428; Fritz, "History Data Reports,"
89; Rusco, North Maniiou I ~ h n d 18-19.
,
18"

Rusco, North. Manitou Ishnd, 12.

'B'Lundquist, interview.

'" Rusco, North Manitou Ixbrzd, 86.
Bartlett, No& Manitou Ishnd Deer
Htrd, 3; Rusco, North Manftou Isbnd,
39-40.

T h e m Foundation
In 1946 Angell and Sherman modified the original 1928 trust
agreement to extend its life and to reflect the new composition of
the Manitou Island Association. ?he new agreement gave Angell a
controlling 7/10 interest in the trust, with power to deal with real
estate, and management and operation of the properties.'s4Somedme
between 1946 and 1949, Roger Sherman divested his 3/10 interest in
the Manitou Island Association. By 1949,Angell owned ninety-five
per cent of the MIA.and Avew Wine of Detroit owned the remaining five per cent share. That year, Angd created a non-profit, charitable foundation-the W
i R. AnzeU Foundation-to be the
beneficiary of h s 19/20 interest in the MIA. The Angell Foundation
was orgamzed at a meeting held on 14 April 1949. Its purpose was:
&

-

To promote and assist in the education, training and
development of young people; to establish, capitalize and
conduct students' revolving loan funds and make there&omcharacter loans to worthy, needy young people
pursuing or about to pursue regularly offered courses of
study in colleges, universities, business and nurses' training
schools; to assist in the comfort and welfare of men,
women, young people and children, particularly the young,
aged, sick, poor, crippled, han&capped, and underprivileged.'85

'& Amendment, Trust Agreement
between William R Angell and Roger
Shemanand the Denoit Trust
Company, 21 January 1946,Arrl~urJay
Lacy PapeqBedey Histodcalhbrq,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

The foundation was formally incorporated several months
later, on 29 September, and the first official meeting of its board of
trustees was held on 6 October. Angell, who served as the
organization's president, endowed the foundation with an initial gift
of one thousand dollars. W. Craig Keith, who had served under
Angell as Secretary of Continental Motors during the 1930s,was vicepresident, and Angell's personal secretary, Margaret Londergan, was
the foundation's secreta~~-aeasurer.'~'
AngeU intended the trust to
exist in perpetuity, although he included a provision for its dssolution
by a unanimous vote of the foundation trustees. However, only four
months after its creation, the foundation was confronted with the
problem of disposing of its interest in the MIA when William Angell
unexpectedly died on 25 January 1950, after being struck by a
Detroit city bus.'6i

In addition to the 19/20 interest in the Manitou Island
Association, the Angd Foundation's endowment included a farm in
Oakland County, and a buildmg in Muskegon, Miclugan. The
foundation board initially considered liquidadng its interest in the
'" As?icles of Incosporation, and
Manitou Island Association. According to W. Crajg Keith, "the
Minute and Record Book of the
initial board of austees were [sic] groping with the problem of how
William R .4ngeU Foundation, Arthur
to
accomplish the purposes of the Foundation with a major hxed
J. Lacy Papers, Bentley Historical
asset of possible meager return possibilities; how the return might
Library, Ann Arbor, Mich.
be
increased; what additional investment would be required to that
Rusco, iVorth Monitou Irlond, 121;
end; whether or not conversion to a liquid basis was desirable; and
Muskgon Chronick, n.p., [1950];
management problems o p e r a ~ the
Lttimau Enterpriie, 26 January 1950.
g island by remote control, etc."
T m t in strum en^ 14 A p d 1949,
Angell Foundation CoUection,
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.
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Figure2.25.During the 1950sand 196OstheAngell Foundation
increased effortst0 market North Manitou Island to sportsmen.In
1965a trip to the island was the grand prize in the annual archery
and W i g contestssponsored bythe National Industrial Recreation
assodaiton (NIRA).Pictured from leflto right are Don Neer,
executive directorofthe NIRA;Andy Lang, 1965fishingchampion,
and Gene Caudill,1965archery champion.

Memorandum, &%
Craig
!I Keith to
poard of Trustees, William R h g e l l
Foundation], 31 December 1976, Angell
Foundanon Collection, SleepingBear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
blich.
IS' Ibid. The membership of the Board
of Trustees of the William R. h g e u
Foundation and the governing board
of the Manitou Island Association
essentially overlapped, and the two
bodies customadly held their meetings
on the same date. The only individual
outslde the .%ell Foundation who
maintained an interest lo the Manitou
Island Association, was Aveq Wing,
who owned a f i e percent share. Wing
Offers for purchase came from individuals who desired to use the
also held claim to one of the Cottage
island as an exclusive resort, much in keeping with the MIA's manRow propemes, although he had never
agement practices, and from persons interested in exploiting the
received the deed to his lot from
island's dmber resources. Bids came from the Ball family of Munde, William %ell. Accordingto W. Craig
Indiana, from Continental Motors Corporation, Philco Corporation, Keith, the Angell Foundation board
periodically negotiated*
W i g in an
the Catholic Diocese of Grand Rapids, and &om John Newhall of
attempt to gain complete control of the
Glencoe, Illinois, who once had resided on the island as overseer of
b u ,in a couple of instances offeling
his family's fruit orchards.'8RAfter considering these offers, however, him a position as a foundation austee
the foundation trustees apparently decided to retain their interest in if he would agree to sell his share.
Wing never accepted an offer from the
the M U , and thereafter took an active role in its management.'8'
foundation.

The Angell Foundation initially continued the orientation of
the MIA's business ventures. The trustees considered harvesting the
island's timber resources, but concluded in 1953 that "it was doubtful
if going in business such as lumbering on the island was feasible
considering the risks and management problems." The board agreed
that "it would be better to have the money placed in some income
producing investment^."'^^ After 1955, however, the MIA ceased
harvesting cherries'" At about the same time, the Foundation nustees reduced the number of MIA employees and closed the island
store. Thereafter the Foundation trustees concentrated their attention
on developing the island's recreation amenities (figure 2.25). After the
MLA lodge was destroyed by h e in 1953, the former U.S. Coast
Guard dwelling was remodeled to serve as a new lodge to accommodate hunters and other paying guests. The MIA also remodeled the

'O0

Ibid.

[Charles Brown], "Prelirmnary
Repoa of Chairman of Commission
After T h g Additional Testimony,
Re: N o d &tou Island:' United
States of America V Secutity Trust
Company, et a1 and Unknown Owners;
Detroit Bank and Trust Company,
Trustee, et al, and Unknown Owners,
U. S. District Court for the Western
Dixtrict of Midugan, Southern
Division, 18January 1983, Angel1
Foundation Collection, Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empixe,
uich.

North Manitou Island Assn.
Leland. Michigan.

Phone: Area Code 61 6-ED 4-3962.

Figure 2.26. The Manitou Island
Association logo incorporated imagery
designed to appeal to recreational
sportsmen.During the 1960sand 1970s
the logo appeared on brochures used to
promote North Manitou Island as an ideal
spot for hunfing and fishing.The foundation
primarilymarketed the island to
corporaiions.

coast guard boat house, and rented three Cottage Row houses to
guests.'92A 1958 article published in the Muskegon ChmnicIe noted that
the island's chief activity now centers around its licensed
deer farm, only operation of its kind in Michgan, which
annually attracts sportsmen &om throughout the Midwest
who pay well for the privilege of coming to the island
with a deer guaranteed. Exempt from state regulation, the
island deer season usually opens in late October and
doses in late December. Nearly a fourth of the 1,000
animal herd is harvested each year, with hunters permitted
to take deer of either sex, but b g bucks are the prime
target.'93
Reversing its earlier decision, the Foundation trustees entered
into a loggmg contract with the &m of Jurica and Day in 1956 in an
attempt t i off-set the huge cost of its deer-feeding program. The
Foundation's goal was to implement a sustained-yield system by
selecdng
" onlv
, trees larger than fourteen inches in diameter, and
removing approximately one million board feet per year on a twentyThe Foundation also increased its island land
year rotation ba~is."~
holdmgs during the late 1950s by purchasing the Maleski farm in
1955, and acquiring the Boumique property over a three-year period
&om 1956 to 1959.

-

The profitab'ity of the MIA's deerhunting business was
impacted by changes to the fedeml tax codes duing the 1950s. Most
of the association's contracts were with executives of major corporations, who organized hunting excursions to the island as entertainment for clients. The tax code changes limited the extent to which
corporations could deduct such entertainment expenses, with the
'" Rusco, Norih Monitou I~lund,127result
being that "the time of large hunting pames of one corpora131.
'" Muskegon Chmnicle, 8 October 1956, tion with exclusive use of the facilities was over. The smaller lodge
was shared by groups of different corporations."'95To make the island
n.p.
more attractive to sportsmen the MIA stocked the island with
'% Gordon Charles, "Swiss Family
pheasants, Guinea hens and chukar pamidge and wild turkeys
i ~ t o q DetmitNmMuga.$ne,
"
23
between 1961 and 1963.'96The MIA produced illustrated brochures to
march 1980,34-36; 38.
advertise
the island's recreational amenities, claiming in one brochure
Rusco, Nmth Mnnztou Ishnd, 131.
that ". .. here, you'll fhd things as they were when the Indians roamed
Gordon Charles, "Swiss Family
theland." and "There are 15,000 acres of unspoiled forest.. ..There
Maaitou."
are abandoned lumber camps and settlements evoking memories of
IP7Brochure, 'You Are Welcome at
eadier day. There are no stores, no bars . .. there are no movies, and
an
Noah bhnitou Island . . . A Comfort'°j

able Wilderness Where Hundng,
Fisbmg and Name Are Sdll as They
Used to Be," ca. late 1960s, MU
Collection, SleepingBear Dunes
National Lakeshore, Empire, ~Mich.
lg8 Gordon Charles, "Swiss Family
Manitou," 34-36; 38; F ~ t z"History
,
Data Report:' 35, ciring Gordon
Charles newspaper articles.
lql

Brochure. 'You Are Welcome."

In an attempt to expand the island's appeal beyond deer
hunters, the MIA promoted Lake Manitou for sport fishing (figure
2.26). The lake's native smallmouth bass were supplemented with
rainbow trout in 1964,1965, and 196S.'98A MIA brochure from the
late 1960s described the lake as teeming "with big bass, scrappy
trout and panfish, weedbeds and holes, wild-rice paddes and dropoffs, fallen timbers and rocky coves." The island accommodated
twenty fishermen or twenty-five hunters at a time'99A brochure
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Figure 2.27. Schematicplan of North Manitou lsland airport,ca.
early 1960s.During the 1940sthroughthe 1960s,airtravel
played an increasingly importantrole in the business operafions a[
the Manitou Island Association, and in the lives of island residents.
After World War 11, charter service to the island wasavaiiable h.om
Traverse City and Frankfort.The island landing strip represented
abital link to the mainland.Airplanes delivered freshfood,
packages,and supplies to island residents, a role that was
especially c~aalduringtimes when boats muld notcross the
Manitou Passage. The Manitou IslandAssociation improved the
island's landing facili~es
during the 1960s,and thereafter
prominently featured a sketch plan ofthe North Manitou landing
sbip in its marketing literature.

NORTH MANIMU ISLAND AIRPORT
ELEVATION: 600 '
UNICOH: 122.8
ON 328. RADIAL OF
VERSE c r n o m

ED4-3962

Figure 2.28.The airplane era on North Manitou lsland may have begun in August 1926
when an aircraftiandedin the large agriculturalclearing near North Manitou Wllage.The
airplane carried several Muskegon and Chicagobusinessmen,including Ross W. Judson,
who then was President of Continental Motors Company. Wiliam Angell and Roger Sherman
also probably used the fourteen-passengerbhotor Fokker airplane owned by Continental
Motors forbips to the lsland. Continental Motorswas a leader in using aircraftforbusiness
travel, and developed its own airport at Muskegonin 1926.Thecompanyformed an
aeronautical division in 1928,and a subsidiary, ContinentalAircraft Engine Co., in 1929.
describing the MIA fishing package included testimonials from
executives and sportsmen representing locales across the c o u n q .
Fishermen paid a fee of twenty-he d o k s per day, which included
room, board, transportation to and from Lake Manitou, and use a
boat on the lake."' Deer hunters in groups of five or more paid $225
each for three days. Individual hunters paid ten dollars extra for the
same package, which included lodging, meals, and guide service and
the MIA guarantee of "a deer for every hunter."z0' To improve access
to the island by the island's privileged clientele, the MIA expanded
and improved the island landing field during the 1960s, extending the
runway to 4,500 feet and erecting an airplane hangar (figures 2.27 and
2.28).202
During the 1970s the MIA continued to promote sport
hunting and fishing on the island. The MIA3 promodonal literature
more profusely extolled the island's natural beauty. "North Manitou
Island has 15,000 acres of natural forest teeming with wildlife in the

Brochure, 'The North lMafiitou
Island Fishing Club Cordiaily Invites
You to an Island Adventure uith
Unusual Angling Opportunities," ca.
19605, MIA Collection, Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
Mich.
"O

20' Brochure, 'The North Manitou
Island Huniing Club Cordially Invites
You to a Deer Hunter's Paradise,"
brochure, ca. 19605, MM, Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore,
Empire, Mich.
'02

RUSCO,
North Manifnu Island, 88.

unspoiled beauty of early M i c w claimed one brochure, u r p g the
reader to "see [the island] in the verdant cool summer or in the fall
when nature splashes the island with vivid golds, reds and ochres."203
By the mid-1970s the cost ofa three-day deer hunt had risen to $345.
The MIA permitted only 15 hunters, and a total of no more than 20
guests on the island at any one time, s~gruficantlyfewer than the 20-25
~ "1976,
~ the
sportsmen that were accommodated during the 1 9 6 0 ~ .In
MIA raised its deer hunting rate to $400 to cover increased expenses.
The assodation also offered, for the &st time, a two-day spling turkey
hunting package for $175, which included a two-turkey guarantee. The
fisherman's package included room and meals, transportation to Lake
Manitou, and use of a fishing boat for $50 per day.205

"'Brochure, 'Welcome to North
Manitou Island:' ca. 1970s, MIA
Collection, Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.

"

Gordon Charles, 'White Tails of
the Manitous:' Kokma~ooGaqene, n.d.
(ca. Winter 1974/75), Betty Kramer
Collection, LeelanauCounty Histotical
Society, Leland, Mich.
m5 Bkke Forslund to Arlene and

Marvin Fluelling, 19 March 1976,
h g e l l Foundation Collection,
Sleepmg Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.; Hamish
Ogdvle, "rnchqan's 'Secret' Island,
North Manitou," Michzjan Living Motor
News 60(4): 24-25 (October 1977).

E i c A. Bourdoand James A.
Johnson, "Observations and Recommendations Concerning Forest
Management on North Manitou
Island:' report to the Angd Foundation (Houghton, Mich.: Michigan
TechnologicalUnivcrsiry (MN),5
January 5,1976); James A. Johnson to
William Davis, AngeU Foundation
Collection, Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.
Fria , "History Data Report," 35.
Gordon Charles, "White Tails of
the ivianitous;" Hamish Ogdvie,
"M~clugan's'Secret' Island:' 24-25.

R Hames, "Program of Gifts,"
30 November 1976, Angell Foundation Collection, Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, Empire, Uch.
ms E.

Memorandum,
Craig Keith to
poard of Trustees, W i a m R Angell
Foundation], 31 December 1976.

"O

While its marketing strategy focused on North Manitou's
natural beauty, the MIA continued the program of timber harvesting
on the island, which had commenced in 1956. In 1972 the MIA
Hardentered into a five-year agreement with the Lake Mic*
wood Company for selective cutting of timber on the island. According to the agreement, the minimum annual harvest was one
million board-feet, while the maximum was set at one-anda-half
million board-feet. During the mid-1970s the MIA explored the
possibility of initiating experimental cutdngs on the island in cooperation with foresters from Midugan Technological University
(MTU). The MTU researchers apparently visited the island and
provided the MIA with a report outhing management recommendations; however, it appears as though no further research was done
following this initial
The MIA protected the aesthetic appearance of the island by confining loggers to areas not immediately
adjacent to roads and trails.207The island's forests thus provided the
MIA with two marketable resources-the "unspoiled beauty of early
Midugan:' and the more tangible commodity of timber. In fact, the
income generated from timber harvesting substantially subsidized the
.~~
the MIA's deer hunting
MIA's deer hunting o p e r a t i ~ nCombined,
and forestry ventures were modestly profitable: other than 1975, gross
revenues generated by these activities "more than covered taxes and
expenses."2D9
The Angell Foundation used its MIA profits to award
small grants to colleges.

Although the Angell Foundation succeeded in obtaining a reasonable
return on its MIA investments, its board of trustees remained somewhat ambivalent about the organization's continued involvement in
the business. The board routinely considered purchase offers for its
share of the MLA, and took a "keen interest" in a 1962 proposal to
include the island in "a proposed dunes national park."210Although
early plans for Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore omitted the
island, the final proposal included both North and South Manitou
islands within the national lakeshore boundaries. The legislation
enacted by Congress on 21 October 1970, authorized the creation of
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a 71,000-acre national park preserve along the northeastern shore of
Lake Miclugan, encompassing

... certain outstanding natural features, including forests,
beaches, dune formations, and ancient g l a d phenomena ... along the mainland shore of Lake Miclgan and
on certain nearby islands in Benzie and L e e h a u Counties, Midugan . ..
The National Park Service's land acquisition program
initially targeted lands on the Miclugan mainland. After acquiring
most of the lands within the authorized mainland boundary and
South Manitou Island, the National Park Service (NPS) offered the
Angell Foundation $4.5 million for North Manitou Island in 1977.
The foundation board refused this offa, contending that the island
was w o d more than three times the NPS appraisal. I h e matter was
thereafter refecred to federal courts, with headngs in the condemnadon case be-g
in 1978.212
W e the NPS appraisal was based on
the island's value for recreational use, the Angell Foundation derived
its valuation from the estimated worth of the island's natural resources. The Foundation board investigated the potential profitability
of sand and gravel mining, concocting an elaborate proposal for
creating a harbor at the southern endof rhe island in conjunction
with a huge mining operation. The board also considered the profit to
be generated from more intensive exploitation of the island's timber
resources, and even b e d a team of nuclear engineers to assess the
island's potential as a nuclear power station. The Angell Foundation's
h a l appraisal was based on a scheme for developing the island into a
modern facility for producing and processing cherries. After considering testimony from expert wimesses in the cherry industry, a federal
judge set the value of the island at just over $11 million in 1983. The
National Park Service took possession of the island the following
Y-

-

The National W k Era
The Angeli Foundation began preparing for National P a k Service
take-over of the island during the late 1970s. The MIA held its hnal
deer hunt, which yielded just over 500 animals, during the 1977-78
season in an attempt to reduce the island herd to roughly 150 animals.
The MIA also discontinued supplemental feeding of the deer herd
after the 1977-78season.'13 During autumn 1979, the MIA moved the
caretaker and his wife 6.om the island, and sold most of the equipment and fumishgs on the island214The discontinuance of both
hunting and the supplemental feeding program had a tremendous
impact on North Manitou's natural systems. The island deer population soared, severely stressing the island's native plant communities.
The groundlayer and understory vegetation of the island's forests
were elmmated almost completely by the voracious deer herd,
which suffered mass starvation during the winter and spring seasons.
Local newspapers reported the phght of the North Manitou Island

Sleqiq Beor Duner, US. Code, vol. 4,
sec. 460x (1970).

2''

2'9Dale W Rhoades to E. R Hames,
VZ! I<. Davis, Blake Forslun4 VZ! bl.
Skillman, C. H. H g p s and Avery
Wing, 29 August 1977, Angell
Foundation Collection, Sleepiag Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
Nch.

"'i\icCullough, Dale R., and David J.
Case, 'The Whlte-tailed Deer of
North Manitou Island, Ivlidrigan:'
(Empire, Mch.: Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, 13 August 1982),
13; Gordon Charles, "Swiss Family
Manitou."
Rusco, " h G g on the Island," 22.

Tending o Codombb W i I h e ~ i

deer, generating negative publicity for both the National Park Setvice
and the Angell Fo~ndadon.~'~
While federal couts debated the fair market value of the
island, the National Park Service hired a team of wildhfe researchers
Wen Campbell, '?.I. &Ianitou
to study the white-tailed deer problem. The consultants' report,
Island Has a 'Deer Probleq'" Leehnau completed in 1982, concluded that the island's native p h t and
Ente~rise,22 January 1981,8; Men
animal communities would recover only if the deer population was
Campbell, "80% of North Manitou's
reduced
immediately and thereafter maintained for several years at
Deer Died Last Winter," Leehnuz
levels of 200-300 animals. To acheve this end, the researchers
Entepise, 5 August 1982, 1.
recommended
that the NPS coordinate public deer hunts on an
61'
McCullough and Case, 'T%iteannual basisF6The following year, plant ecologists studying the
tailed Deer of North Manitou," 167168.
island's vegetation reached a s i i conclusion, advising that "a
large scale reduction in the deer population, if not their total re"' Hazlett and Vande Kopple,
Tmerinal Vegetation, 59.
moval Erom the island, should be a top priority if the declining
"'U.S. Department of the Inretior, quality of the vegetation is to be abated and later reversed.""' The
National Park Service, "Sleeping Bear
&st NPS-sponsored deer hunt on North Manitou Island occurred
Dunes National Lakeshore, Statement during the late autumn of 1984, the year that the agency officially
for Management:' (Emplre, Mich.:
gained control of the property.
"j

Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, April 1993), 41; U.S.
Department of the Interior, National
Pa& Seroice, "Development Concept
PlanJInterpretme Prospectus, Nonh
U t o u Islaad, Sleeping Bear Dunes
NationalLakeshore, Michigan,"
(Empire, Mich.: SleepingBear Dunes
National Lakeshore, November 1987,
24-26.
National Park Service, "Development Concept Plan/Interpretive
Prospectus:' 9. hmctican chestnut
trees are native only to Michigan's
southem-most counties. North
Manitou Island's grove of chestnut
trees probably was planted by
homesteader Fredelic Beuham, who
owned the site dudng the late 1800s.
Today, the trees are threatened by a
parasiuc organism, Endothia parariticu,
which was introduced into North
America from Asia shortly after 1900
See Hazlett and Vande Kopple,
Ternstria/ Vegetation, 57; Norman E
Smith, Michigan tree^ Worlh Knowing,
Rev., 5th ed. &an+:
TwoP&sula
Press/ Michigan Depanment of
Na-1
Resources, 1978), 55.
no National Park Service, "Development Concept Plan/Intetp~eiive
Prospectus:' 7, 9.

*' Hazlett and Vande Kopple,
Tere~triaIVegetahon, 30, 41

Following the implementation of an annual deer hunt, and
other natural resource management measures undertaken by the
National Park Service, the condition of North Manitou Island's plant
and wildlife habitats has improved. NPS management policies have
emphasized protecting the island's outstanding natural feanues and
s i w c a n t plant and WildMe habitats from adverse human impacts,
while also encouraging regeneration of North Manitou's forest and
The island provides habitat for several rare plant
dune ~e~etation.2'~
species, including Pitcher's thistle (Cirimpitchen], a federally-listed
endangered species, and two State of Michlgan threatened species:
Pumpelly's brome grass (Bmmtrspu+eLiantls), and American chesmut
(Castenea dentati)?'' In addition to these threatened plant species, two
bud species on the federal list of endangered species-piping plover
and bald eagle-nest on the island.Y0
Among North Manitou's most important and fragde habitats
are its shoreline and perched dunes, the "Pot Holes," and its wetlands (figure 1.3). The flora of the island's black ash swamp communities, which extend southwatd from Lake Manitou, is extremely
diverse, including several species found nowher? else on the
Manitou islands. The area around Tamarack provides habitat for a
few bog species that likewise are unique to North Manitou Island."'
The island is certainly one of the best places within the Sleeping
Bear Dunes region for visitors to experience the hversity and beauty
of nature. Yet, despite the resilience and apparent integrity of its
natural systems, the island landscape remains extensively, if not
permanently, altered by the accumulated effects of human habitation.
The aesthetic character and distribution of the island's habitat typesdunes, woodland, and clearings--are most clearly a cultural artifacts
(figure 2.29).
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Environmentalkgacy of Euro-AmericanHabiion
On North Manitou Island
The landscapes of No& Manitou Island, even those places that are
remote from the major nodes of settlement, beat. the imprint of past
human activities, aspirations, and beliefs. Clues to the island's
history are at times overt, such as the old railroad grade that traces
an arc through the forests in the northwestern pordon of the island.
In other instances the evidence is as remarkably, wonderfully subtle,
as the feathery, pink tufts of spotted knapweed and the lacy blooms
of wild carrot nodding in the breeze. It is possible to read narratives
of both progress and declension in such a landscape. In clearing vast
swaths of vkgm hardwood forests during the mid-nineteenth century,crews of wood choppers permanently altered a complex
ecosystem. Contemporary observers, Margaret Fuller among them,
certainly were aware of the maptude of the destruction, yet they
nonetheless viewed it as a step in the inevitable, on-going process
of transforming the Amaican wilderness into a suitable setting for
human civilization.
FoUowmg the wood choppers, Euro-American settlers
claimed patches of the North Manitou Island landscape as their
own, inserting human-dependent biotic systems based on agriculture
and dhusbandry amidst the fragmented, native forest ecosystems. The settlers integrated new, humanized plants and animals
into the landscape, and translocated "wild" species from other parts
of the continent. It is, perhaps, such introductions that most para-
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Figure 2.31. Trail through recent-growth
forest In, North Manitou Island, 1995.

doxically blur tradirional distinctions between nature and culture. A
hybridized variety of sweet cherry or a purebred Angus steer is
readily recognized as a product of bothhuman culture and nonhuman nature. However, a "wild" deer, or a raccoon, or an Arnercan chesmut tree in a landscape that did not previously accommodate them, is a less obvious manifestation of the manipulative
power of humankind.
Today, visitors to North Manitou Island experience nature in a
setting that undeniably has been shaped by its unique history+
landscape that continues to evolve in accord with both human
values and processes of non-human nature (figure 2.30). The
immense, verdant hardwood forests that blanket most of the island
landscape bear only a superficial resemblance to the "enormous
growth of trees" that so impressed M
i Cullen Bryant and other
visitors to North Manitou a century and a half ago. Although
northern hardwoods today comprise shghrly more than eighty per
cent of the island's vegetative cover, years of extensive dmber
harvesting and agriculture have cumulatively altered the aesthetic
quality and species composition of the island's forests (figures 2.29
and 2.31). In many locales, loggmg repeatedly "set back" the course
of ecological succession on the island. The timber harvesting
practices of Smith & Hull and Peter Stormer, for example, altered
the species composition of vast areas of island forests, creating
small gaps and openings in the forest canopy. Such gaps consequently increased the amount of "edge" habitat (P.e., border areas
between forest and.open communities) on the island. In these sunny
openings, plant species such as wild raspberries proliferated, as did
edge-habitat wildlife species such as rabbits. Such unintended sideeffects of loggmg greatly benefited many island residents, who
utilized wild foods to supplement their diets." Non-human nature

"Furst, My Point o/ E e w , 77.

and human culture have interacted on North Manitou Island in
intricate, diverse, and unexpected ways.
Timber exaaction, maritime, agricultural, and recreational
activities aJl left their mark on the land. Evidence of past logging
activities is still &esh in the North Manitou landscape, revealed in
earthen depressions and scattered artifacts at former logging camps,
the relict railroad grade of the Smith & Hull operation, and numerous, large stumps scattered throughout the forests. Most of the
hardwood stands on North Manitou are either second- or thirdgrowth timber."' NPS natural resources consultants McCullough and
Case estimated that thirty percent of the island's hardwood forest (i.e.,
approximately twenty-five per cent of the island) had been logged
between 1962 and the time of theii study in 1982.22"The numerous,
large eastern hemlock trees noted by federal land surveyor Orange
Risdon in 1847, and identiiied by Harry Nichols Whitford as a p h e
component of the dimax.northern hardwoods forest, have all but
disappeared so that today this species is a relatively minor constituent of the island's forest comm&ies. Currently, the dominant tree
species on the island are American beech, and sugar maple. Black
cherry (Pmttzsserotina)-a species that was mentioned only infrequently in Risdon's notes-also is abundant.'= The relative abundance
of black cherry and other early successional, or "gap phase," species
such as paper birch, yellow birch (Behh allgbanniensis), and bigtooth
aspen, indicate the youthfulness of much of the North Manitou's
forested landscapes.

Hazlen and Vande Kopple,
Temshd Vgetalion, 23.
McCdough and Case, 'Whitetailed Deer of North hlanitou," 5.
Hazlen and Vande Kopple,
Tmestrioi Vegatcon, 23; ~LIcCdough
and Case, "White-railed Deer of
North Manitoli' 5-6; Risdon, survey
notes; Wlutford, "Genetic Development of the Forests"; HazIen and
Vande Kopple, op d.,detined six subtypes of northern hardwood forest on
Noah Manitou Island: (1) BeechMaple-Yellow Birch-Cherry; (2) Beech,
(3) Maple; (4) Beech-e maple-Aspen; (5)
Beech-Maple-Yellow Birch-CherryAspen-Ash, and (6) Oak.
"j

U6 Hazlett

and Vande Kopple,
Tcmesi&l Vegeernttion, 44.

" I-Iazlert and Vande Kopple,
Temesmhi liegetalion, 46.
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Although it is difficult to assess the ecological effect of the
large numbers of cattle and hogs that roamed North Manitou Island
for several decades during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, considerably more is known about the impact that the introduced deer herd has had on the island landscape. Established on the
island during the late 1920s, the deer population has altered the
ecology all of the island's major terrestrial ecosystems-forests,
open fields, and dunes. A 1983 study concluded that deer apparent4
had eliminated sugar maple and hemlock saplings from the forest
understory, and had virtually extirpated 22 species horn the island
forest communities, includmg two species-Tams canadenJis and
~Mitchellarepens--which in 1901 were described as being 'tery abundant.""6
Deer have ehinated most understory herbs and shrubs, and
tijmmed young aees of their lower branches, giving the forests an
open, park-hke appearance. The white-tailed deer population also
has retarded the typical pattern of succession in abandoned farm
fields by eliminating young shrubs and tree saplings. Hazlett and
Vande Kopple estinated that the appearance of old fields on North
Ivlanitou is esseniially "the same as it was almost fifty years ago.""' In
addition, seven dune species are presumed to be absent from the
island due to over-browsing by deer. The extensive dune "heaths"
in association with sand
consisting of jzn@ewsand A~~tostap~los
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cherry (Pmspumila), which were described by Henry Cowles in
1899, have di~appeared.~'
In total, deer have eliminated or greatly
reduced the po$ations of at least d q - t h r e e common, native
species on North Manitou Island; the island flora today includes
nearly twenry-five per cent fewer native species than that of neighboring South Manitou Island."Qeer also altered the island's wildlife
populations. During the 1960s snowshoe hare and foxes disappeared
from the island, probably because deer eliminated the underbrush
and herbaceous $ants upon which the hare depended."'
Although certainly extensive, the effects of human habitation
on North Mancou Island's natural system have not been entirely
subtractive. Euro-American settIers brought with them both domesticated and ''wild" animal and plant species, and thereby increased the
diversity of lifeforms on the island. Most of these alien plant and
animal species have not persisted in the landscape since the end of
agricultural activities on the island. However, many of the remaining
species appear to be well-established constituents of the island's
current ecosystems. In 1983, Hazlett and Vande Kopple documented
31 non-native plants species on the Noah Manitou (see Appendix G).
These included plants that formerly were cultivated for food, such as
Welsh onion, chives, asparagus, apple, and butternut, as well as ornamental plants like lily-of-the-valley, grape hyacinth, Norway maple,
lilac, and flowering quince. Ln addition to these intentionally-inaoduced species, several exotic, "weed" species have become firmly
established in the island landscape, including sour dock (Ramex
nirpus), and Queen Anne's lace, or wild carrot (Duams ~arnta).~'
Spotted knapweed (Centauria madosa), a Eurasian species that is
particularly abundant in open fields, is believed to have been intro.
duced into the United States during the 1890s as a conraminant in
shipments of European alfalfa seed?-)' In all, Hazlett and Vande
Kopple estimated that nearly 28 per cent of the island's flora conasHazlen and Vande Kopple,
Terresmaf Vegetation, 44, 46.
sisted of non-native s p e ~ e s . ~ '
The extent to whlch nature and culture were blurred in terms
of human perception was most evident during the 1920s and 1930s
when the Manitou Island Association attempted to improve upon
nathue by stocking the island's forests with wild game, and planting
Lake Manitou with fish. As described in the assodation's marketing
literature of the 1960s and 1970s, the resulting landscape seemed
more "natural" or "wild" than ever before. For more than forty years,
sportsmen ventured to the island to avail themselves of nature's
stupendous bounty, seemingly oblivious that theu sport was dependent upon a wholly humanized ecosystem. Similarly, island residents
during the 1920s and 1330s supplemented theu diets by gathering
native blaclibeaies and hunting wild rabbits, apparently not cognizant that the astonishing abundance of these species, too, was as
much a product of human activides as it was a gift of nature.

Hazlett and Vande Kopple,
Tenerrria/ Vegetation, 445.
Gordon Charles, "Swiss Family
W t o u . " As of 1998, fox have since
reappeared, while snowshoe hare remain
absent from the island fauna.
See the "Catalogue of Vascular
Plants" io Hazlett and Vande Kopple,
Terre~tn'alVegetation. 62-102.

23'

Randy Hoffman and M y Kearns,
eds. Wiiconrin Monuaf o/ Cantmi
Recommenakhbw fir Ecobgi-a& Invasive
Pianfs @ahson, Wlsc.: Bureau of
Endangered Resources, Department of
Natural Resources, 1997). 44.

'2

Calculated from a table provided
by Hazlett and Vande Kopple,
Terrest~afVegetation,. 45.
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As this account of human habitation and envitonmental
manipulation on North Manitou Island attests, wild, non-human
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Figure 2.32. This view of Tamarack
Lake was captured sometime during the
early 1900s by John Newhall of one of
his associates. During the 1940s the
lake was a popular Trogging" destination
for Jean (Londergan)Lundquist,
daughter of William Angell's executive
secretary, Margaret Londergan.
nature has undeniably placed limitations on human activities. At the
same time is has profoundly inspired poets, recreationists, scientists,
and professional resource managers. For example, while promoting
timber harvesting on their island land, rhe Newhalls and their
summer guests took pleasure drives along the island's densely
wooded trails, camped among the trees in tents and primitive
shacks, bathed and canoed in Lake Manitou, and picnicked along
the shores of Lake Michigan. The photograph scrapbooks of John
Newhall, which now reside at the Chicago Maritime Society, contain
numerous views of recreational activities. However, they also
contain various composed depictions of "nature" on the island,
revedng the photographer's affinity for natural beauty as expressed
in the island's forests, lakes, and dunes (iigure 2.31)."4 William Angel
likewise has been described as a manwho loved "nature:' one who
"was fond of every tree and bush." While he actively manipulated the
island's wildhfe populations, Angel also prohibited the use of motorized equipment on Lake Manitou in order to preserve the natural
quietude of the setting."i The history of a landscape like North
Manitou Island reveals the extent to which human culture and nonhuman culture are intertwined, and the limitations that our cultural
traditions place on our understanding of both.

%John Newhall Collection, Chicago
iMaridme Society, Chicago, IU.
2 3 Lundquist, interview.
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Cultivating a
Comfortable

In recounting the hlstoty of agricultural practices in the Sleeping
Bear Dunes region, Haswell and Alanen employ the phases of technological development proposed by Lewis Mumford in his seminal text,
Technics and Civi/iatio;on..' Mumford was concerned with the historical
processes by which Western civilization had accommodated machines.
He identified three successive waves of mechanization, begintung
with the development of the tool, the intermedwy machine-tool, and,
tinally, the emergence of the macline. Tools resulted from manipuladon of natural elements and depended upon the skill of the worker.
In contrast, machines were characterized by automatic action and
relied upon external power sources. Accompanying each wave of
mechanization we= technological changes related to specific means
of generating and utilizing energy, special types of workers, and
distinct modes of pr~duction.~
Mumford divided the process by which Western culture
assimilated the machine into three historical phases: eotechnic,
paleotechnzc, and neotechnic. In Mumford's scheme, the era preceding the
eotechnic phase set the stage for the later development of machine
technology. During this "pre-machine" era, "the dominant ways of
life were the outcome of agriculture, and the religion and science of
the day." Extractive indusmes such as timber cutting, quarrying and
mining were of prime impoaance.3The subsequent eotechnic phase
was a "period of preparation" during which "all of the key discoveries facilitating mechanization were either invented or foreshadowed."
The principal inanimate power sources were water and wood. Technology during the eotechnic phase was based on handicraft, and

' Susan Olson Haswell and Arnold R.
A Garden Aprm': A n Agr'm/Sefthmenf Hirto'y 4 MicbigmS.
Sk,ing Beor DI~ICJ
fi-aBona1 l a k ~ ~ h o r e
Region (Omaha: Midwest Regional
Office, National Park Service; Lansing:
State Hfstoric Preservadon Office,
iMichgan Bureau of History, 1994);
Lewis Mumford, Technicr and Ciui/vtion pJew York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1934).
&en,

furel and

Mumford, Tecbnlu and GiMd?ation, 65138.

' Ibid., 64.

both human economy and society were closely connected with
agricult~re.~
Mumford's paleotechnic phase roughly corresponded wirh
the indusnial revolution, during which external forces of nature
were harnessed, and materials, capital and labor were consolidated
and systematized. Use of human power diminished substantially,
and coal became the predominant source of mechanical power? In
Mumford's view the most recent phase, the neotechnic, could not be
defined as a period, but was, rather, a "physical-soc'ial
The neotechnic phase was characterized by the preeminence of
science in driving technological change. The application of sciendfic knowledge to technology fueled the development and use of
synthetic compounds and mate&, more ngid managerial protocols
in production, automatism in operation, and the promulgation of
completely standardzed goods. Neotechnic technology relied on a
new form of power: electricity. Neotechnic culture was preoccupied
with power, mobility, and c~mmunication.~
The eotechnic,
paleotechnic, and neotechnic phases were s e q u e n a yet they were
somewhat indistinct temporally. Mumford characterized the *phases
as "successive but over-lapping and interpenetrating."8In Mumford's
view, contemporaxy
mechanical civilization was "the sum total" of
all the phases.
&

Mumford's model is based on an analysis of the history of
European culture, particularly that of England and Western Europe,
and it applies to human industry in general, not just to agriculture.
His phases are d e h e d by dominant techruques that exerted a commanding influence over techniques. Thus, Mumford's phases do not
deal so much with technical systems, but do constitute a workable, if
somewhat vaguely defined, chronology of technological development.
Other historians have grappled
with the task of providing a more
- ..
r
e
h
e
d
analysis
of
technological
developmenf often by akemptq to
Ibid., 109.
incorporate mote elements and multiple analyncal perspe&es. For
jIbid, 151-211.
example, the French social philosopher Jacques Ellul's The Technoio@cal
61bid.,212.
Sobeg, pubhhed twenty years after Mumford's Technics and Giviligahn,
' 1bid.,212-267.
examined the history of techniques from the perspectives of economalbid., 109.
ics, politics, and sociology. Ellul c h e d to be concerned primarily
Jacques EUul, The Terbnobgica/Socie~, with presenting an accurate account of fact without causal explanatrans. John W h s o n (Iiew York:
don. Nevertheless, in The TechnologzcalSobe~Ellul essendally was
Alfred A. Knopf. 1964). Origindy
concerned with the erosion of rnoralvalues, and the economic and
published in French in 1954 as La
political consequences of a society dominated by technicians?
Techniqze ou i'eqez du dcb by Max
Leclerc et C.

A more recent, sgdicant attempt at providing a more refined

Berhand Gille, ed., The Hiriov o/
analysis of the history of techniques is Bemand Gille's two-volume
Terhniqu8~,vol. 1, Techniques and
The History of Techniques. As described by Gille, the historical aspect
Ciuili~ationWontreux, Switzerland:
of this project attempted to "avoid too many divisions" and "to
Gordon and Breach Science Publishreintegrate
each history of techniques into a larger historical groupers, 1986). Oripallg published in
French in 1978 as Histoire des Techniques ing, which could itself be easily linked to economic or demographic
history and the history of science or ideas, and finally also factual
I'Encycbpidie de h Pfiirade by Eddons
Gallimard.
history . .."" Gille's work certainly is the most comprehensive recent
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attempt to d e h e historic "technical systems," encompassing a
chronology of technical development that spans from Australopithecine pebble tools to the "transmission of thought" via computers.
Yet, like Mumford's phases, Gille's systems remain somewhat
vaguely and arbitrarily dehned chronologically, and the aspects
which link them are often obscure.
Although formulated more than six decades ago, Mumford's
simple three-phase chronology still serves as a useful heuristic for
considering the changing nature of agricultural technologies during
various times in the past. Mumford correlated the eotechnic phase,
which occurred during 1000 - 1750 A.D. in Europe, with pre-I850
society and culture in the United States. He speculated that the
paleotechnic phase emerged in the United States after circa 1850, and
that it reached its peak around the beghung of the twentieth century.
By 1910 the neotechnic phase was evident in both Europe and
America, where "a dehnite counter-march against paleotechnic
methods began in industry itself.""
In adapting Mumford's scheme to the history of agricultural
practices in the Sleeping Bear Dunes Regon, Haswell and Alanen
applied the term "pre-technic" to the subsistence agriculture pracpeoples during ca. 1000 - 1840 AD.'' Euroticed by abo@
American settlers introduced eotechnic practices, circa 1840 1860s. Although still primarily a subsistence strategy, the eotechnic
agnculture of the settlers utilized tools such as metal plowshares
and draft animals. During the paleotedmic phase, which began
duling the 1860s, agriculture was "extensive, rather than intensive,
in nature" and was undertaken not solely for subsistence, but to
yield "maximum profits with minimum effort;" paleotechnic production strateges emphasized "cash crops."" Haswell and lane*
associate the neotechnic phase, which anived in the national lakeshore
region in 1939 when the Cherryland Rural Electdfication Association
was orgamzed, with the emergence of "sden&c" apculture. This
phase was characterized by increasing reliance on external energy
sources, "accelerated mechanization of agriculture," and "a more
rational approach to land use." Neotechnic agncultural production
was further integrated with, and dependent upon, national and international markets.14
The chronology described by Haswell and Alanen is consistent with the approach of Dandekar and Schoof, whose typology of
Michlgan farms correlates physical form with the historical development of agriculture. In Dandekar and Schoof's assessment, the
influence of ethnidty on b d b g forms and farmstead layout
gradually gave way to economic, technical and functional considerations. They proposed five distinctive farm types related to markets
and modes of production. Farm types differed relative to several
factors: the extent of the market for which they produced; the
agncultural commodities produced and the organizational snucture
of the farm enterprise; the mode of production; and the extent of

" Mumford, Technics and Civiifahon,
111, 151-155, 214.

" Haswell and h e n ' s use of the
term "pre-technic" should not be
construed to imply that aboriginal
peoples lacked technology. Rather, the
term suggests that most of the tools
used for agdculture during t h ~ speriod
were fashioned directly from elemental
resources (e.g., stone, wood, metal,
bone, etc.), and inspired by "naturaP'
prototypes. In the Sleeping Bear Dunes
region, more complex tool manufactwe,
as exemplified by Natioe American
ceramics and metzllurgy duriag the
Woodland and H~storicContact
periods, would have approached
1CIumford's "eotechnic" phase. The
agncuinual practices of the Woodland
and IGstoric Contact pedods might be
considered tnnsitional between "pretechnic" and eotecbnicagriculture. As
deiined by Haswell and A h e n , the full
a-al
ofthe eotechnic phase in the
Sleeping Bear Dunes region is marked
by the use of simple, indusmally
produced tools (e.g., metal plowshares),
and limited marketing of surplus
agriculturalcommodities. See Haswell
and Aianen, GardenApart, 65.

" Haswell and Alanen, GardenApart, 6566.
" Ibid., 66.

mechanization. Although the array of types also was delimited
chronologically, the Michtgan farms studied by Dandekar and
Schoof rarely fit exclusively within one pure phase or type. Rather,
most farms underwent a process of continual transformation,
although change sometimes occurred very slowly. At any given time,
farms that exempued a production and marketing pattern typical
of an earlier period often remained viable, coexisting with later
types.'i

Prehistoric Resource ExploitationandPre-technic
Agriculture
Pre-technic agricultural practices probably never were prevalent on
North Manitou Island. Before the arrival of Euro-Amencan settlers,
the native inhabitants of the Sleeping Bear Dunes area most likely
used the island primarily as a hunting and fishing ground and, perhaps, for ceremonialpurposes. Archaeological data indicate that the
island was occupied by aboriginal peoples by at least 1000 BC, and
again between AD 1000 and the time of contact with Europeans (ca.
1630-1650). The clustering of known archaeological sites on North
Manitou Island suggests that prehistoric occupation was concentrated
along the eastern shore of the island.16One of the sites, 20LU38, was
relatively substantial in size, suggesting that it may have been occupied by a larger group over a longer period of time, or that it may
represent
the accretional occupations of smaller groups." The sites
Hemalata C. Dandekar and Daniel E,
indicate that the resources of North Manitou Island may have been
Sdnoof, 'w~ich_lffdn~-~
and~arm
utilized
more intensivelythan would otherwise be expected of island
~uildings:150 Years of ~ m s f o ~ ~
.
tion," InhndArrhitcct 32(1):61-67
habitats in general. The reason for this is unclear, as it is likely that
(1988).
island habitats contained few, if any, floral or faunal elements that
"Charles E. Cleknd, 'XPreknmry
would have been less abundant or unavailable on the mainland.
'j

Report on the PrehistoricResourcesof
Noah Manitou Island," (Detroit:
W ~ R A n g e ~ ~ o u n d a t i1967),
o n , l.

Faunal resources that Late Archaic and Woodland peoples
may have obtained on North Manitou Island include small mammals
such as squirrel, hare, and perhaps beaver and muskrat. Other animals,
"William A. Lovis, Robert Mainfort,
E. ~
~ ' t b bArhaeolog.
l
~
such as black bear, white-tailed deer, and moose, probably were
and
hunted
cal hvento'y and ~ ~ a ~of the
~ t i o ~ on the m d a n d , but most likely were not available on the
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
island. None of these species inhabited the island at the time of
Lakeshore, Leelanau and Benzie
Euro-American settlement (ca. 1830).In addition to small mammals,
Mi*an"
padona'
Park
passenger pigeons, and various water birds and their eggs may have
Service, 1976), 91.
been available on the island during shoa seasonal intervals. AborigiRepor5" lonal peoples may have used sheltered shoreline sites on the island as
11. Cleland states that the canoe was
"probably of Indian manufacture:' but fishing camps. A severely deteriorated dugout canoe that was recovadds that it could he
been produced ered in 1966 from Lake Manitou suggests that the island's idand lake
may have been utilized as a source for fish, turtles, or
by "early European settlers or
lumbermen!'

Archaeological evidence collected from the mainland indicates
that the Late Archaic and Late Woodland inhabitants of the lakeshore
dtscussion Of potend human impacts region collected and utilized wild plants, although it is not clear
on prehistoric vestadon, and a list of
whether such activiq also occurred on the islands." It seems unlikely
present-day floral elements of Noah
that prehistoric people engaged in large-scale manipulation of the
Manitou Island that may have been
environment on North Manitou. Nonetheless, prehistoric occupation
u&ed by aboriginal populations.

'' See 4?pendLr

for a more
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of the North Manitou may have impacted the island's native plant
communities. The most likely influence is the possible intxoduction
or dispersal of native weedy species. In any event, these impacts
would have been incidental, rather than deliberate.

Early EmAmerican SettlementandAgriculture
The impact of European and Euo-American immigrants on the
North Manitou Island landscape was more deliberate and extensive.
By the mid-1840s crews of wood choppers were diligently felling the
island's hardwood forests. Though undocumented, the fust farms on
the island certainly consisted of small, subsistence plots that were
cultivated by these men. A few subsistence gardeners may have traded
island-grown food with other members of the local population, but
most probably did not produce food or fiber commodities for export
to external markets. This pattern of small-scale, subsistence agriculture probably persisted through the 1850s, although by 1860 there was
at least one large-scale farming operation on the island.
The 1860 federal population census counted 270 inhabitants
on North Manitou Island, ten of whom were farmers: Carl Botohaen,
Frederick Crofs, John Dalton, Bobos Trumel, Arney Christopher,
Charles L?, George Sits, Christopher Cuts, and
Stephen Bower 0,
John M a h c h (?),who reported his occupation as both farmer and
fisherman. North Manitou's farmers had emigrated to the island from
Hanover, Pmssia, Hamburg, Norway, Denmark, New York, and
Pennsylvania. In addition, there were seven farm laborers on the
island, all of whom resided in the dwelling of farmer Stephen
B o ~ e r . 'Unfortunately,
~
the 1860 manuscript schedules record only
the commodities produced by the farm of Nicholas P i h d , who was
not residmg on the island in 1860. The scale of Pickard's farm was
atypical of the Sleeping Bear Dunes region, and certainly also of the
island. It comprised 200 acres of improved land, and 200 acres of
woodland, all of which was valued at $5,000. He owned 6 horses, 7
milch [milk] cows, 24 oxen, 20 other cattle, 40 sheep, and 5 swine.
During the previous year, Pickard's farm produced 200 bushels of
wheat, 200 bushels of corn, 1,500 bushels of oats, and 800 bushels of
potatoes. Pickard's sheep fwnished 50 pounds of wool, and with the
milk from his dairy herd he produced 300 pounds of butter.Z3The
primary market for Pickard's farm most likely was the large crew of
wood choppers that served as the workforce for his lucrative wood
cutting operation. However, it seems reasonable to propose that
Pickard &ay have taken advantage of the island's f i c t i o n as a Great
Lakes fueling station to market commodides such as wool and butter
to distant urban markets. Thus, Pickard's farm may represent a sigmfcant large-scale, commercial agricultural operanon in a region and era
where small-scale, subsistence (i.e., pre-technic) agnculture was the
norm.
Haswell and A h e n note that farms on North Manitou and
South Manitou islands had larger amounts of improved acreage than

''U.S. Census Officce,' F i h t h [I 8601
Census of the United States-Population," microtilm copy of manuscript
schedules,Library of Michigan, Lansing;
U. S. Census Office, "Eighth [I8601
Census of the United StatesSchedule
4, Productions of Agriculture,"
microfilm copy of manuscript schedules, State Archives of Michqp,
Lansing; Haswell a n d h e n , G d n
Apart, 36. Some of the entxies on the
copies of the manuscript schedules at
the Lbrary of M i c h q p are not legible.
Little is know about there early North
Manitou agriculests, although an
unidenIi6ed secondary sourcein the
earner Collection of the Leelanau
County Historical Soaety, Leland, states
that John Dalton arrived on North
Manitou Islandin 1848. According to
this source, Dalton married Amanda
Dexter, rhe daughter of Moses H.
Dexter, who operated a blacksmith
business on the island duting the mid1850s.

U. S. Census Office, 'Eighth 118601
Census of the United StatcsSchedule
4, Productions of i\gnculture." The
data reported in the 1BGO manuscript
schedules for the federal census of
agriculme and those published by the
state of Michigan do not agree. Haswell
and-&hen (GardenApd,70) report
that the North Manitou Island farm of
Nicholas Pickard "produced 1,500
bushels of Indian corn, 800 bushels of
buckwheat, 200 bushels of lye, and 50
bushels of potatoes. A flock of 40
sheep bad yielded 50 pounds of wool,
and 300 pounds of butter had been
processed from the milk of seven
cows." The source of these data may
have been Secretary of State of the State
of Michigan, Stnriitics o f the State of
Michigan, Coqiledfmm the Censw of
1860, Taken @ Axthorig ofthe United
Slates (Lansimg: John h.Kerr & Co.,
1861). Haswell and Alanen note that
such discrepanaes may reflect errors in
the original returns, which later were
corrected in the published version of
the 1860 census of agnculture. In any
event, it is apparent that the fanning
operation recorded by the federal census
in 1860was an atypically large operation.
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farms on the mainland in 1870.12The vast tracts of cleared timber
land on the islands, as well as the presence of large-scale operations
like that of Nicholas Pickard, certainly conmbuted to the more
advanced state of agriculture on the islands during the 1860s.
Although none of North Manitou Island's 91 inhabitants claimed
farming as their primary occupation in the 1870 federal census of
population, two of them did produce agricultural goods. Hugh
Robinson, who reported his occupation as butcher, owned North
Manitou real estate valued at $3,000. A 32-year-old unmanied Irish
immigrant, Robinson had 300 acres of improved land, and 100 acres
of woodland. The value of his farm was $1,500. He owned two
horses, four milk cows, two oxen, ten other cattle, and seven swine,
altogether valued at $1,060. During the previous year he had produced
150 bushels of rye, and paid $200 in wages, including board. The
other North Manitou land owner engaged in agriculture was Nicholas
P i k d , who listed his principal occupation as "wood merchant." He
had 200 acres of improved lan4 and 120 acres of woodland. In
addition to his farm, valued at $3,000, Pickard owned farm implements and machinery worth $200, and livestock valued at $1,230,
including eight horses, one mule, three milk cows, eight other cattle,
and six swine. During the previous season he had produced 125
bushels of rye and 200 bushels of oats, and had paid $300 in wages,
including board."

Early Homestead Farms on North Manitou Island
Several events at the national level impacted the development of
agriculture in the United States during the 1860s. Foremost of these
were the political and economic turmoil caused bv the Civil War, and
passage of the Homestead Act in 1862. The Homestead Act represented a more liberal land -policy than the 1831 Preemption Act that it
superseded, and as such, it was opposed by eastern indusmalists and
southern slaveholders. The succession of the southern states from the
Union ended opposition to the Homestead Act in Congress, and it
subsequently was passed and signed by President Lincoln on 27 May
1862. The Homestead Act allowed the head of any family, who was
also a U. S. citizen or intended citizen,to claim up to 160 acres of
land within the surveyed public domain. Claimants acquired title to
" Haswell and h e n , G d nApotl, 7 7 . the homestead parcel by residing upon the land and making improvements over a five-year period. By paying $1.25 per acre,
23 U. S. Census Office, "Ninth [I8701
claimants could commute theix e n q into full title, provided they
Census of the United States--Populadon," m i c r o h copy of manuscript
had resided upon and improved the land for six months. In Michischedules, Library of Michigan, Lansing; gan, approximately three million acres of public lands were distribU. S. Census Office, "Wmth [I8701
uted into private ownership through homestead^.^^
A

Census of the UnitedStatesSchedule
3, Productions of Agriculture,"
microhlm copy of m m s u i p t schedules, State Archives ofMchi&,
Lansing.

Unlike other areas of the Sleeping Bear Dunes regon, enactment of the Homestead Act did not have an immediate impact on the
landscape of North Manitou Island (figure 3.1). Forty percent of the
141 homestead entries for lands within the current national lakeshore
''Haswell and Alan% GardenApnd, 339. boundaries were fled between 1863 and 1865.Two entries were made
for land on South Manitou Island as early as January 1863.2sIn
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Homestead Claims Listed
in Order of Initial Filing Date
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Andrew Anderson, 1875
Gustaf Olson Swan, 1878
Fredric M.Beuham, 1881
Lars Christian Alstrom, 1884
Peter Hansen, 1886
John 0. Anderson. 1896
Nels Carlson, 1896
Alvar L. Bournique, 1903
Nicholas Feilen, 1903
John Maleski, 1912

.
-

North Manitou Island Homestead Entries, 1875 1912

North

FIGURE 3.1
(
1

0

mik
Drawng by Eric MasDonald and Katie Franks
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contrast, North Manitou Island's fitst homestead entry was made
more than twelve years later by Andrew Anderson who filed a ckim
on 6 September 1875. Anderson daimed 159.40 acres at the southern end of the island, in sections 20,21 and 28 in Township 31
North, Range 14 West. Anderson was an unmarried Swedish immigrant, and be apparently operated a small subsistence farm. He had
resided on North Manitou since at least 1870, and may have supplemented his livelihood by fishing.26

Homestead Entry#7013, Final
Cerdficate #5308,NationalArchmes and
Records Administration, Washington,
D. C. The first homestead e n q on
North Manitou Island was not made by
RichardKitchenin 1863, as reponed in
Haswell and Alanen, GmdenApart,40.
Kitchen's entrywas for land on Souh
Manitou Island. See Brenda Wheeler
Williams, Arnold R Alanen, and
William H. Tishler, 'Coming thmugh wiith
Rye?A n Histmic AgriMlturalLnndscope
Study ofSoufh Maniron Ishnd at Shepin8
Bear Dunes National Lakeshon, Mirh.@n
(Omaha: Midwest Field Area, National
Park Service, 1996), 34.
Homestead Enuy #7390, Final
C e d c a t e #6012, National Archives
and Records Administration, Washington, D. C.

U. S. Census Office, 'Tenth [I8801
Census of the United StatesPopulation:' micro& copy of
manusuipt schedules, Library of
Midugan, Lanimg. Baptist Tramel may
be synonymous with the farmer
identifiedas '%obos T ~ m e ?i'n the
1860 census. Baptist was aged 65 years
in 1880; Bobos was 45 years in 1860.
Bobos war idendtied as an immigrant
from Hamburg, Baptist an immigrant
from Xaer (?).The 1870 census lists a
'%arbis" Tramel, age 45, a laborer
from Bavaria.

Although Nicholas Pickard's farm apparently was thriving
sdl in 1870, it probably ceased operation by the time of his death in
1876, if not sooner. The nearly 70 per-cent deche in the island's
population between 1860 and 1870 suggests that the cord wood era
was mostly over by the end of the decade. Following the decline of
the cord-wood trade, fishing and agticulture became the dominant
settlers began arriving
economic activities on the island. @ant
to carve out farmsteads from the cut-over land. At least one woodsman, Adam Maleski, and likely several others, remained on the
island through this transition period. Males& worked on the island.
as a wood chopper during the early 1870s. In the late 1870s he
moved to the island with his wife, Mary, and their infant daughter,
and engaged in fishing and agriculture. Sometime during the 1880s
he developed a small farm in the northern half of Section 28,
T32N, R14W Gustaf Olson Swan, an emigrant from Sweden, fled
North Manitou Island's second homestead entry on 22 October
1878, shghtly more than three years after Andrew Anderson clauned
the island's first homestead. Swan and hls wife Mary owned one
mtlk cow, two other cattle, and four poultry. They cultmated corn,
oats, and barley on two acres of cleared land2' Followmg the demise
of Pickard's cord wood operanon, small subsistence farms such as
those of the Swans, Maleslas, and Andrew Anderson probably were
typical of Noah Mamtou agriculture (figure 3.2).

The 1880 federalpopulation census counted seven farmers on
North Manitou Island: Andrew Anderson, Gustav 0 . Swan, Frank
Hanson, Larson Larson, Francis Etli, John Strang, and Baptist
Trarnel?s Agricultural census data exist only for the first six. Anderson, Swan, and Hanson reported that they owned their farms, while
Larson, Etli, and Strang were tenant farmers paying cash rent?'
According to Haswell and Alanen, the 1880 census data suggest that
the farms on North Manitou and South Manitou islands "generally
followed the same patterns of production as those on the madand,''
which included potatoes, cereal crops, and hay that supported no
?9 U.S. Census Office, "Tenth [I8801
more livestock than was necessary to supply the family with meat and
Census of rhe United Statesd a q pxod~cts.)~
It seems likely that this pattern predominated on
Schedule 2, Productions of AgdculNorth Mmitou Island. For example, Andrew Anderson's farm prome," microhlm copy of manuscript
schedules, State Archives of Michigan, duced barley, corn, oats, potatoes, beef and eggs during 1879 valued at
$300. Lars Christian Alstrom, who homesteaded 160 acres in Section
Lansing.
'' Haswell and hlanen, Garden A p t , 21, T31N, R14W, produced modest quantities of potatoes, corn, rye,
oats and nunips on six acres of cultivated land. Consistent with a
89.
-
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Figure32.Wough the IdentiSesofthese
farmers are unknown, this photo depictsthe
typeof diversifted, small-scaleagriculture
that was typical of North Manitou Island's
homestead settlers, many of whom were
German or Scandinavian immigrants.

diversified production strategy, Alstrom's livestodr included four
cows, two calves, two pigs, and two sheep.?' Only surplus agriculmal
products were exported, and it is likely that farmers obtained
income from other activities such as fishing or wood cutting.

CommercialAgriAlthough small-scale subsistence farming predominated, large-scale
farmine returned to North Manitou Island during the 1880s. This
larger-scale agriculture was fmanced by capital that originated from
outside the island economy. Silas R. Boardman, a redred banker from
Chicago, moved to North ~ a n i t o Island
u
in 1884 with his wife Mary,
his daughters Carrie and Stella, and his son Walter. According to
Josephine Hollister, Boardman moved to the island "in search of
health." He eventually acquired most of the eastern portion of the
island, m&g a large purchase from Stella J. Platt in 1890 for lands in
sections 21,22,27,28,33 and 34in Township 32 North, Range 14
West, and lands in sections 4,10 and 3 1 in Township 3 1 North, Range
14 West. Neat the village on the eastern side of the island he built,
barns, houses, a
store, and wooden plank walkways iUumnated with oil-burning lanterns.

-

-

Boardman's agriculmal venture on North Manitou Island
centered on beef production and breeding draft horses. Boardman
" Homestead Application #8745, Final
apparently utilized an open-range system, allowing at least some of
.kpplication #6590, National Archives
and Records Administration,Washmghis livestock to roam the patches of cut-over vegetation and woodton, D.C.
lands that extended across his extensive island pr0perty.3~In 1890
" ILta Hadra Rusco, North Manifou
Boardman had a "celebrated Purcheron [sic] stallion" on his farm,
which he used as a stud, bringing it to the mainland "for ~ervice.'''~ Ishnd Betmen Sunrire and Sunset (n.p.:
Book Grafters, 1991), 55.
During the mid-1880s the farm was administered by a hired man" J e f a n a u Enterprire, 17 h p d 1890.
ager. an arrangement that probably conrinued over the course of
hn item in the 12 August 1886,
Boardman's ownership of the property.34
J e h n i * Enterprise notes that a "Mr.

Securing adequate hired labor on North Manitou Island may Home is on his way to assume
have been a problem during this time. In 1896 Boardman placed an
management of the Boardman stock
advertisement in the Leelanau Enterpn're for "a party to bale 40 or 50 farm on North blaaitou Island."
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tons of hay on North Manitou Island."35Newspaper advertisements
from the 1890s also indicate that Boardman imported labor fromthe
mainland to complete such tasks as b a h g hay.36Rusco also recounts
that Boardman placed an advertisement in local newspapers looking
to "'lease on shares, choice land fenced and free of stumps, where
potatoes produced one-hundred-bushels to an acre and beans
would yield fifteen to twenty bushels per acre,"' As part of the deal he
offered "teams of horses, &e of fa& equipment, housing, and a
market for the crops," presumably the summer resort community that
was developing near North Manitou village?'

''LeehnmEnterpnje, 24December
1896. Since the advemsement was
placed in December, Boardman
apparently sought labor for the
upcoming 1897 season.

Leehau Ent+e,
24 December
1896,5 June 1890. The 1896 aRide also
suggests that Boardman was using a
mechanicalhaybaler.

The Boardman famdy retained strong connections with
Chicago, and the LeeIanau Entepise routinely reported the comings
and goings of Boardman famdy members to and from the island
during the late 1880s and the 1890s.A brief artide printed in 1889 in
the LxeLanat, Entetprire reported the visit of a Chicago man to the
Boardman stock farm "where we were shown some very h e blooded
stock."38The dele suggests that Boardman may have resided on the
island during this time; nevertheless, it seems likely that Boardman
conceived of his North Manitou property plimarily as a private
resort, a sort of "gentleman's farm.'"'

While Silas Boardman was developing his large stock farm
near North Manitou Village, Frederic Beuham began developing an
" RUSCO,NO&Manifox Irkand, 57.
extensive commercial fruit farm on a tract of cut-over acreage
Leehnou Enfmpist, 1 August 1889.
between the village and Lake Manitou (figure 3.3). Beuham, an unmar'"osephine Word Hollister, "The
ried, disabled war veteran, entered a homestead application for 160
Summer Reson on N o d Manitou
acres in Section 33, T31N R14W, on 4 June 1881.4O During the
Island," February 1989, Sleeping Bear 1880s Beuham's small farm produced the typical North Manitou
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
agricultural commodities of potatoes and hay. By 1890, however, he
Mch.
had planted 500 fruit trees and vines on the properg Four years
" Homestead Application No. 8188, later,
Beuham used his land as collateral to acquire 1,500 pear and
National Archives and Records
2,500 apple trees from Stark Bros. Nursery & Orchard Co. SomeAdministration, Washington, D. C.
time
during the fill of 1894 or the spring of 1895, the trees were
Beuham's application was filed at Reed
City,Michigan
planted in Beuham's North Manitou orchard, which then encom-

Figure 3.3. FredericBeuham's North
Manitou apple orchard, 1913.Apples and
other fruits were the island's primary
agricultural exports during the 1910s,when
the hundreds of fmiitrees planted during
the 1880sand 1890sby homesteader
Frederic Beuhamwere mature.
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Figure 3.4. Hendrick Frederickson farm,
ca. 1900.Frederidtson's propeky was
located on the southwestern shore ofthe
island.Like many North Manitou settlers,
Fredericksonmade his living from fishing,in
addition to agriculture.

passed 645 acres?' The agreement with Stark Bros. indicates that
Beuham may have had the hancial backing of Silas Boardman and
a third party identified as "Mann Bros.," from Two Rivers, Wisconsin." The scale and character of this plandng suggests that Beuham
intended his farm to become a profit-making business enterprise.
Beuham may have planned to link his North blanitou orchard with
the Chicago wholesale fruit market via the numerous cargo-bearing
steamships that plied the Manitou Passage. In any event, Beuham's
venture was a step beyond the subsistence agriculture that charactetized the other North Manitou Island farms.

Challenges Faced by Ownem ofSmall Farms
While Silas Boardman's extensive stock farm and Frederic Beuham's
maturing fiuit orchard represented the resurgence of large-scale,
commercial agncdture on the island, numerous smaller farms persisted. According to the 1894 state census of agriculture, there were
20 farms on North and South Manitou islands.43Many of North
Manitou's small-scale farms were owned by recent Scandmavian
immigrants, includmg Hendrick Frederickson, Lars Christian Alstrom,
John Olaf Anderson, and Nels and Sophia Carlson. Frederickson, an
emigrant from Denmark, purchased property in 1883 on the southeastern shore of the island. He later settled along the southwestshore of the island where he engaged in farming and fishingMThe
following year, Swedish immigrant Lars Christian Alstrom, tiled a
homestead application for 160 acres in Section 21, T31N, R14W John
Olaf Anderson homesteaded 160 acres in Section 22, T3IN, R14W, in
1890. Nels and Sophia Carlson were associated with Boardman's freerange cattle operation. They homesteaded 160 acres in Section 9,
T31N, R14W, in 1896.45

" LeelanauDeeds,Liber23,168-169;
David Fnia,
Dara Repon
Island, Leelaaau
Noah
c0,ty,
Michigan" Penver: U.S.
Departcnent of the Interior, National
Parkservice, 1987j,iiLarge-scaleht
fdgprobably
On Noah
Manitou Island after 1894. As Fnrz
notes, the 1894 state census of agticulonly 33 acres of
trees
and one acre ofpear trees for both
Maxutouislands combined. See Gardner
Washington, ~ c ~ u g Seuetary
an
of
6fbe
Ifate
of1MiCh~rm2
Smtefe.
1894, V o h li:A g t i n h ~ ~Mamqksfoe,
ries, Mines mdFisheriPr (Lansing: Roberi
Smith & Co,,1896),

,

,LeelanauDeeds,Liber23, 168-169,
The agreementwas received for record
on 18 August 1894.

~
~M , & ~ ~ ~
Secretary of State, Census ofthe State
Michignn, 1894, vol. 2, Agntulture,
MandactoeS, Mines and Firhene~
(Lansing: Robert Smith & Co., 1896);
Fritz, "History Data Report," u, 9.
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U.S. Census Office, 'Twelfth [I9001
Census of the United StatesPopulation,,, rmcrotilm copy of
m,u,~pts~ed~es, ~ t ~ t ~ ~ i ~ t ~ n
Society of Wisconsin, Madison; US.
Land Office, "Tract Books:' vol. 45
(Leelanau County), State Archives of
bfichigafl,Lanstng:
s'tIistoryData
R
~7,87; ~~ ~ ~~ i~anitoII
~ ~ ~ ,~ ~ ,~
Idand, 78.

After the end of the cordwood era, ca. 1870, the island's
population was not large enough to provide a market for surplus
agricultural commodities. The viability of commercial agriculture on
North Manitou Island thus was contingent on a grower's ability to
45 US. t a n d office, "Tract Books;"
secure transport of his commodities to external markets. Once an
RUSCO,
No& Mrmitoa Ishnd, 54.
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integral node in Great Lakes transport routes, North Manitou had
become increasingly isolated after its timber reserves had been
depleted and coal had replaced wood as the prunary fuel for skamers. North Manitou's farmers needed to produce relatively large
quantities of agricultural commodities in order to make shipment
off the island by steamship economical. For an entrepreneur who
was independently wealthy such as Silas Boardman, the investment
required to reach this level of production was less of a challenge.
Thus, the economic forces that generally encouraged commercial
agriculture during the late nineteenth century, probably were heightened on North Manitou Island, where uanspoaation may have been
more costly.
On July 24,1890, the Leelanazi Enterprise reported that the
steamer Marston Dame was "cavorting about the lake with a cargo of
wild Manitou steers," most, if not all, of which probably came from
Boardmads free-range stock f ~ r n . Commodities
4~
such as grains had
to be mansported off the island to mainland gnst mills for processing
and shipment to larger rnatkets. For the island's independent faxmers-those who could operate only at a small scale-this was not an
ms~gn~ficant
task. They may have hired a fisherman and his boat, or
ventured across the lake themselves. The Leelanau Enteprise printed
the following account on April 10,1890:
Two Swedes, from North Manitou Island whose names we
were unable to catch on, came over and landed on our
shore last week in a sail boat with a grist of 50 bushels
which they left at I. T. Pheatt's grist mill. It seems these
gentlemen have med all the gust mills along the shore
within a reasonable distance &om home and have found
by experience that Mr. Pheatt will do as good a job as they
can get done anywhere."
The island's increasing isolation from larger markets, combined with
its relatively poor soils, limited agriculGe to those individuals who
were &g
to tolerate subsistence con&tions, or to those who could
afford the s~gruticantcapital investment required to make commercial
agriculture on the island viable.

a LeeLnuu Enterprise, 24 July

1890.

''LaeLnau Entepice, 10 April 1590.
Leeknau Deeds, Liber 24,318.
*Wollister, "Summer Reson."
Photographsin the couecrion of the
Chicago Maridme Society suggest that
the Newhalls were present on North
ManitouIsland as early as 1897.

Investing in a large-scale agricultural venture in a m a r p a l
locale was a risky venture. In attempting to establish large-scale
commercial fruit production on North Manitou Island, Frederic
Beuham may have overextended hlnself handally. Through the
terms of their agreement, Stark Bros. evidently gained possession of
Beuham's North Manitou orchards, and in 1899 sold property encompassing more than 1,800 acres to Franklin and Benjamin Newhall of
C h i ~ a g oSome
. ~ ~ of the acreage involved in this transfer may have
belonged to Silas Boardman, who was Beuham's partner in the
orchard venture. Accordmg to Josephine Hollister, Franklin Newhall
and his son, Benjamin, bought out Silas Boardman's North Manitou
farming operation in 1899.49
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In consolida&g the land holdings and a g d d m a l operations of both Boardman and Beuham, the Newhalls effectively
expanded and bersiEted the farming operation on Noah Manitou
Island. Franklin Newhall was a Chicago wholesale fruit dealer who
resided in the affluent suburb of Glencoe, Illinois. Benjamin
Newhall took charge of the island orchard operations, planting two
sweet cherry orchards and three raa cherry orchards, as well as
increasing the acreage devoted to plums, pears and apricots. His
brother, John, resided on the island as manager of the family's farm
and resort cottages. The former Beuham homestead was the working hub of the orchard activities. There, the Newhalls utilized a
packing shed located along the road that led from the orchards to
the village (figure 3.5). Fruit was packaged at the shed, then transported to the village dock to be shipped to Chicago via steamship?'
According to Ruchhoft, the Newhalls' North Manitou farm also
produced wheat, oats, rye, corn, and potatoes?'
A 1900 atlas of Leelanau counties indicates that the
Newhalls owned more than 8,350 acres on North Manitou; by then
they had become the island's largest land holders. G o d e b Patek
owned almost four thousand acres, and about a dozen individuals
owned smaller parcels clustered at the southern end of the island.i2
The manusccpt schedules for the 1900 population census do not
disdnguish North Manitou's inhabitants from other residents of
Leland Township. However, several familiar North Manitou names

Figure 3.5. Apple packing crew, Nor%!
Manitou Island, ca. 1910s.The men and
women featured in this photograph
probablywere island residents whom the
Newhall family hired to harvest, sort, and
pd
apples
that wereshipped to the
family's wholesale Mi warehouses in
Chicago. The structure depicted in the
background probably stood in the large
apple orchard planted by Frederic Beuham
and Stark Bros. Nursery & Orchard Co.
during the lBBOs
and 1890s,

,,Hollister,
~

\

i~ ~ h~57-58.
d , ~

Rusco,
~
~

,,

~

R, H, Ruchhoft,Exp,oringNorih
~i ~ ~ ~ d
~
~~
~ ~ ~ ~~ i~i g h h~~
I ~ h n d r?fthe Lake Michigan Archipeigo
(Cmdnnau PucellePress, 1991), 184.

,'Fritz, ''Histon. Data Report," 12-13.
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Figure 3.6.Emplayeesof the Newhall
family pose with baskets of apples at the
Frederic Beuham orchard.The distant
sbvcture in the far upper right mmer ofthis
photograph may be the barn pictured in
figure 3.5.

appear on the census rolls, including the families of John and Ildra
[sic] Anderson, Christian and Naaha (?) Olestrom [sic], Peter and
Mary Swenson, Adam and Chnstina wary]Males4 Philip Drow (?),
Nelson Carlson, Henry Frederickson, John Johnson, and Nicholas
Felin [sic]?' Ln addition to engaging in subsistence agiculme on
their own farms, some of these families may have supplemented
their livelihoods by working for the larger, well-hanced operation
of the Newhalls (figure 3.6).

U.S. Census Office, 'Twelfth [1900]
Census of the United S t a t e s
Population."

"

Paul Nalesh, Jr., interview by Betty
L. h
,
29 August 1984, audio tape
recording on 6le at Leelanau Historical Museum, Leland, Michtgaa.
Paul Maleski,Jr., inteniew by the
authors, 26 July 1997.
j5

Perhaps inspired by the success of Boardman's stock farm,
other North Manitou farmers adopted free-range husbandry of beef
cattle. The Maleski family developed a large herd of cattle at their
farm on the northern end of the island. Many years later, Paul
Males4 Jr., recounted that the family's cattle herd once numbered
150 animals. Most of the stock were allowed to roam the island
freely, and were branded to d i s t i n p h them from cattle belonging
to other islanders. When the anunals retuned to the farm for salt or
hay, Paul Maleski would corral them. Anunals butchered on the
farm were sold to the Leland Mercantile. Larger numbers of cattle
were shipped to more distant markets by steamer. Such shipments
were often arranged in cooperation with other island agncultudsts,
including Nels Carlson and Peter Stormer, who each conmbuted a
few animals. The cattle were collected in a paddock near the North
Manitou village dock, where they were loaded onto a vessel with a
capacity of up to forty head.j4The Maleskis continued free-range
cattle ranching until the early 1910s when conflicts with the
Newhalls over land use forced them to reduce the sue of their herd
to only the number of animals that could be supported on the
family's small acreage.5i

A different sort of farming enterprise began in 1903 at the
southeastern tip of the island when Alvar and Mary Bournique filed a
homestead application for 152.20 acres. Bouenique subsequently
developed an extensive complex of log farm buildings, fields, pasture
lands and a small orchard. Like Silas Boardman's earlier farm at North
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Manitou Village, the Boumique place was as much a summer resoa
as it was a working farm. Unlike Boardman, however, it is not dear
that the Bourniques ever operated their North Manitou Island farm
as a profit-making, business venture. Rather, the Bournique property
was used primady for recreational purposes. More akin to a private,
modern "dude ranch," it was occupied only during the summer
months by the f d y and their guests. The Bourniques hired their
neighbor, John 0.Anderson, to manage their farm and look after it
during their absence. They were, like Boardman and the Newhalls,
absentee land owners during much of the year.

Agriculture as anAdjunct toTimber Harvesting
Extensive, organized efforts to harvest the island's second-growth
timber during the 1900s once again brought an influx of population,
and a sizable local market for food. Like the cordwood era, however, the large lumber operations tended to supply much of these
commodities themselves, and it is questionable whether the lumber
market for the island's indecommunities represented a s@cant
pendent farmers. Rather, the lumber camps may have been more
s g d c a n t as a source of employment for island residents, with
private farms and homesteads used mostly for subsistence. Nonetheless, like before, the lumber company farms were large in size.
Hay and grain apparently were cultivated on the island to supply the
l o g p g operations, and the company used some of the cleared land
for agriculture to produce food for its workers and to support a
small dairy herd and other livestock (figure 3.7)?6 A photograph of
the Crescent townsite published in biologist Robert T. Hatt's 1916
study of island wildlife, depicts corn fields bounded by a wooden
rail fence.57
Sometime after 1913, Peter Stormer, who began logging on
the island ca. 1908, purchased the Alstrom farmstead and moved his
family there. Untd 1923, Stormer used the farm to sustain his family,
as well as the men and animals laboring in his two Noah Manitou
lumber camps. Ethel Stormer recalled that the family raised "a great
many cattle" and kept about 40 to 45 horses for the lumber camps.%
To supply theit crews with beef, Stormer and other logging camp
operators had to provide their cattle with supplemental feed during
the winters. The island farms apparently were unable to produce
enough fodder to meet the demand of the loggmg operations; both
hay and oats were imported from the mainland. Dudng periods of
food shortages, the cattle were turned loose to forage for themselves. Under harsh winter conditions, Furst recalled that many
animals starved, leaving the island littered with carcasses in the
spring.i9

59avid L. Fritz, 'Draft National
Register of H~storicPlaces Registration Form, 'Swanson Barn,"' 22
September 1987, Sleepjng Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, Empue, Mich.
Robert T. Hatf J. VanTyne, L. C.
Stuaa,C. 11.Pope, and A. B. Grobman,
I h n d life: A A S I of
~ the Land Vertebraes OJ the lslzria!~o/Emtem Lnhe
fiIich&nn (Bloomfield W s , Mich.:
Cranbrook Institute of Science, 1918),
j'

If they remained on the island, many farmers probably
abandoned agriculture for a more reliable and lucrative income from

43.

the lumber camps. Some North Manitou families left their homes

" Furst, My Point

a Fritz, "FGstory Data Report," 18,86.

4 Vleav(n.p.,

1992). 6.
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Figure 3.7. The "Big Field" on Notlh
Manitou's western side, near the townsite of
Crescent, ca. 1910. During the first two
decadw ofthetwentiethcenturymuch of
the island's agricultural production
supported intensivetimber extraction.

and relocated to the lumber camps. Around 1909,John Anderson
moved his family to Crescent, where they remained until the A. J.
White lumber mill ceased operations. Peter Swanson probably did
the same, although Swanson's son Enus remained on the island as
an employee of Peter Stormer.GoOther farm families utilized logging
jobs for supplemental cash income. Paul Maleski, Sr., worked at the
lumber mills when he was a youth. Maleski also delivered mail
between the eastern side of the island and Crescent "during the
good old prime lumbering days."" Throughout the era of secondgrowth logging, only the Maleski family and the Newhalls appear to
have engaged p~imarilyin commercial agriculture on the island. The
Maleski farm by this time had evolved into an extensive beef cattle
operation.

During the early decades of the twentieth century a rather
fragmentary and insular local economy funcdoned on the islandRusco, AiAiotthManitonL(ond, 68-69.
one that remained somewhat disjoined from the largex economy in
"Paul Maleski,Jr., inrwiew by Betty L.
many ways. Glenn Furst recounted that his family's diet often lacked
k,
29 August 1984.
milk and fresh vegetables. Although they obtained eggs from a
' 2 Fust,My Print o/ V i ,5.
mixed flock of chickens, much of the family's food supply came
" U.S.Department of Commerce,
from tin cans imported from the mainland." The 1910 federal
Bureau of Census, 'Thirteen& [1910]
census recorded only two farmers on North Manitou Island: Adam
Census of the United States-PopulaMaleski,
and John L? Johnson. John Newhall (age 27) listed his
don," mic~ohlm
copy of manuscript
scbedulesLibrary of Wchtgan, Lansing occupation as fruit farm overseer.G3In addition to IvIaleski, Johnson,

" Fritz, "Htstory Data Report," 85;
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Figure 3.8. Herman Prause posing with
a cow on the Newhall farm, ca. 1900s.
The Newhali f a n was operated as a
business, dependent upon a
hierarchical managerial structure and a
paid workforce. This type of commercial
agriculture was developed even further
by the Newhalls' successor, the Manitou
island Syndicate.

and Newhall, there were at least two farm laborers on North
Manitou. It seems likely that they worked either for John Newhall,
or the Smith & Hull lumber operation on the western side of the
island.64
Following the decline timber extraction during the late 1910s
and early 1920s, a very different farm economy was evident on the
island. Small-scale, privately owned farms had nearly dsappeared
from the island landscape, while larger farms operated by hired
workers remained. In 1920 there were six "farm laborers" on the
island; however, only two of them, John and Paul Maleslq were
working on their "own account." Three others were wage workers.
John 0.Anderson was a salaried farm laborer, probably employed
by Alvar and Mary Boumique. In addition, there were two salaried
farm managers living on the island, Ralph Troats and Harrison
Weaver. Troats lived with his wife Mary and his twin daughters
Louise and Luella (age four), while Weaver resided with his wife
Mary Jane.65At least one of these men, if not both, probably was
working for the Manitou Island Syndicate. The 1920 census reflects
the demogaphic change that occurred in the wake of the second
l o g p g boom: with the exception of the Maleskis, the island's
independent farming farmlies had abandoned their small North
Manitou farmsteads. Many had departed in search of other economic opportdties on the m h & d . Those who remained turned
to other vocations, or found employment as farm laborers. North
Manitou agriculture was dominated thence by a single, corporate
land owner.

The Ascendancy ofCorporate Farming
The trend toward large-scale farms owned by absentee proprietors
and operated by professional managers and wage laborers, entered a
new phase when the Newhalls' operation passed into the control of
the group of Chicago investors known as the Manitou Island Syndicate (figure 3.8). As suggested in the previous chapter, it seems

U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, 'Thirteenth [I91 01
Census of the United States-Pop&don." The census manuscripts examined by the authors are very difficult to
read. Only nvo individuals identi6ed as
farm laborers were distingvished:
Charlie Johnson and ?Johnson.

';US. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, "Fourteenth [I 9201
Census of the United States-Pop&tion," micro& copy of manuscript
schedules, State fistorical Society of
Wisconsin, Madrson.

Tending o Com$rk~blb/eWi&mes~

possible, if not likely, that the syndicate initially did not acquire its
North Manitou real estate assets for the express purpose of turning
them into a profit-making business venture. Hollister states that the
syndicate i n i d y formed from the group of investors who held the
mortgage for the Newhalls' island pr0perty.6~Fritz states that the
syndicate initially supported the Crescent lumber operation, engaging in general agric&ue, raising cattle, wheat, oats, rye, and potatoes during the late 1890s through the 1910s.6' With scant documentary evidence available, the o w s , early composition, and purpose
of the syndicate remain somewhat obscure. However, it appears as
though the early 1920s was a formative time for the organization,
during which the syndicate was reconfigured and transformed into a
more pragmatic, operative business enterprise. Seminal events in
this process were the restructuring of the organization under the
aegis of the Manitou Island Association (MIA), and the arrival of
William R. Angell in 1926. By the end of the decade, a k h l y
structured system of agricultural management had become central
to the operadon of the MLA, and agricultural commodines, especially beef cattle and thit, had become primary sources of income.

" Hollister, "Summer Resort."
"Fritz, "H~storyData Report," 71.
Fritz's sources are i n t e ~ e wwsith Paul
Maleski letters from Giles E. Memtt,
andNPS land acquisition files.
Giles E. Merritt, untitledmanuscdp<
11 Feb1986,SleepingBearDunes
National Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.;
Giles E. >lerritt, "U.S.Coast GuardN.
b t o u Isl. Events 1925-28," 26
August 1991, Sleeping Bear Dunes
NationalLakeshore, Empire, Mich.;
Vera Crites Goos, interview by Betty L.
MaM, 15 and 18June 1993, au&o
recording on file at the Leelanau
Historical Museum, Leland, Mich.; Paul
~kleski,
Jr., interview by Bety L. Mann,
29 August 1984.audio tape recordkg
on B e at Leelanau Historical Museum,
Leland. Midugan.
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Giles E. Memtt, untitled manuscript,
11 February l986;Vera Crites Goos,
interview.
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The principal source documenting this transition is an MIA
accounts ledger book for the period September 1924 through
December 1929. The ledger provides a glimpse of the MIA's agricultural operations during the late 1920s, documenting expenditures for
farm labor, and sales of dairy products, meat, and frutts and vegetables to M U employees, other North Manitou residents, and
external buyers. This single source certainly does not Wly represent
the MLAS farming activities during 1925-1929. For example, other
sources suggest that apple cultivation and cattle raising were more
important activities than the account book indicates6' Information
documenting these two activities is certainly incomplete. In one
instance, the book shows that the MIA incurred an expense for
"labor for d t i q cattle? dunng autumn 1924; however, the ledger
does not record any income from the sale of cattle that year. Likewise, the account book shows large expenditures of labor for the
apple orchard, but little income in return. Most of the apple sales
recorded in the ledger are small transactions involving islanders and
MIA shareholders. Other sources, however, conhtm that the MIA
shipped large quantities of apples from the island during this peThe ledger references other separate account books, such as a
"day book" and a "cherry book," and it seems likely that vital
information about many of the MIA's various business ventures are
lost with these documents. Nonetheless, the account book is an
extremely valuable and useful source for assessing the MLKs farming
operations on the island during the late 1920s.
The late 1920s seems to have been a formative period for
tile MIA, dudng which the organization honed its business operation
to maximize profits. The overall pattern of transactions suggests
that the MIA's operations moved from a diversified farming enter-

Figure 3.9. The partially-finished MIA
barn at Nodh Manitou Village, 1927.
The completed barn housed the MIA
dairy herd, farm equipment hay, a cold
storage room for deer carcasses, and
ventilated Ions for temporary storage of
cherries. The debris in the foreground
may be from demolished buildings
formerly utilized by the Boardmans and
Newhalls.
Figure 3.10 (below). Four members of
the MIA barn construction crew, 1927.
Most of the construction workers came
to the island from the mainland,
suggesting that the expertise required to
build such a modern, specialized
structure was unavailable locally.

pnse in the mid-1920s to a strategy focused on cherry production by
the end of the decade. In 1924, for example, the MIA maintained
separate financial accounts under eleven different headings: apple
orchard, cheny orchard, d a q , wood, fish, hog, ice, sugar bush,
roads, tow boat, and "general farm" accounts. By 1929, the MIA no
longer maintained separate accounts for hogs, tow boa< and fish,
and the sugar bush transactions had become insignhcant in terms
of both expenditures and income. In contrast, the cherry orchards,
which continued to expand in extent through this period, had
become the MIA's greatest income producer by the end of the
decade. In general, the MIA's labor force and the overall scale of its
operation increased shghtly throughout the period.70
The MLA's agricultural operation extended across its vast
land holdings on the island. Activities were concentrated at the
locations of earlier fzmsteads, where the association utilized the
clearings and some of the buildings of the island's departed farmers.
For example, the MIA utilized the clearings at the former Carlson
and Alstxom/Stormer farms as hay fields." The entire operation was
coordinated from the ML4's headquarters at North Manitou Village,
where the assouation constructed a complex of barns and other
support structures in 1927 (figures 3.9 and 3.10). The MIA used the
cleared land north and east of the &age farm complex for livestock
pasture and field crops, including potatoes, corn and hay, and cherry
and apple orchards The MIA's east-side operation also included
pigs, chickens, and a herd of dairy cattle, which was kept in fenced
pastures near the village." The former Crescent/Peter Swanson
farm functioned as a secondary node born which the association's
managers coordinated activities on the western side of the island
(figure 3.11). The "west side" operation also included several milk
cows, chickens, hogs, several fruit trees, and fields of hay, corn,
potatoes.73

"

Manitou Isknd Association Accounts Journal, ,September 1924 December 1929, MW Collection,
Sleeping Bear Dunes Nadond
Lakeshore, Empire, Mch.

" Gies E. Menin, untitled manuscript,
11 Feb1986. Merrin was hired by
the Manitou Island Syndcate in autumn
1925.
Fritz, "History Data Report," 22,28;
Fdtz's source is Giles E. Merrirr; Paul
Weski, Jr, interview by the authors, 26
July 1997.
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'' Giles E. hferdn, untitled manuscript,
11 Februaq 1986.

Figure 3.11. Haystacks at Manitou Island
Association west-side farm. The MIA
coordinated its 'west-side"agricultural
operationsfrom the abandoned Crescent
townsite.Thewestsidefanubilized the
formerhomeof the Peter Swanson and
John Swensonfamilies,and two large
clearingsthat previously had been farmed
to support the draft animals and various
labor crews associated with the Smith &Hull
Lumber Company.
During at least the mid-1920s the MIA utilized the island's
vast tracts of cut-over hardwood forests as free-range pastureland
for beef cattle, by this time a long-standing management tradition
common to all of the island's successive, large land owners. Documentary sources suggest that the association maintained a large herd
on the island duting this period. According to Giles Menitt, at least
some of the herd consisted of purebred Black Angus." Dudng the
autumn of 1925, Memtt worked for the Manitou Island Association
rounding up cattle to be shipped to Chicago. He recounted that the
cattle roamed the woods at the northwestern end of the island but
rarely ventured to the viUage or to the west side farm. Occasionally,
cattle would mgrate to the MIA barns to be fed. In such instances
the MIA farm manager would herd the cattle into a corral neax the
big village dock (fgure 3.12). There the animals were fed, and
provided with water &om Lake Mic%n. When the corral was full,
the farm manager would ''call the Syndicate" A steam ship would
arrive several days later, and a truck was used to pull the cattle
" Furst, My Point of Viou,46; Giles E. along the dock and load them onto the ship.''
Merritt, 'V.S. Coast Guard N. hlanitou
Isl.Events 1925.28."

Merritt's account of the MLA beef cattle operation was
corroborated by Paul Maleski, Jr., who recalled that the cattle were
Giles E. Merritt, "U.S. Coast Guard
shipped on a steamship called R~rnbLer.'~Frank Reed may have
N. Manitou Isl. Events 1925-28."
coordinated the shipment of cattle for the MLA, for in 1926 the
' 6 Paul hhleski,]~., interview by the
Association's cattle account received payment of $4,455.82 for
authors, 26 July 1997.
M h u Island Association Accounts "two shipment cattle to Fr. Reed" in Chicago. In addition to ChiJoumal;kefanau Enterpiise, 16 Septem- cago, the MIA's cattle were shipped to local markets. In September
ber 1926.The MWmay have beena
1926 the MIA incurred a $32.00 "cash expense getting cattle to
member of an organization variously
Provemont." This shipment may have been reported by the Lehnaz
mendonedin the accounts journal as
Enterprise on September 26,1926." Duting this period, beef producthe Pmvemont Co-operativelvlzkedng
don was part a larger, diversified production strategy that also
Association or, simply, the 'Trovemont
included fruit cultivation. The Leelanaz Enterpnie reported on 15
Fanners Associadon."The journal
October 1925, that John Kinnucan had transported two loads of
records severalinstances of cattle and
apples being shipped to Provemont.
cattle from the island in his scow, and that on one occasion he had
'j
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Figure 3.12. Cattle held at the Manitou
Island Association corral near the village
dock. Duringthe 1920s the MlAcunbnued
the long-standingbaditionof allowing beef
cattle to freely graze theisland's woodlands.
Periodically,the roaming herds of cattle
were corralled and detained near the
village dock. The cattle were shipped via
steamship tomarkets on the mainland or in
Chicago.

returned to the island "with a cargo of baskets" which probably
were used for harvesting and shipping apples from the MIA orchards."
After 1926 the ML4 apparently abandoned the free-range
cattle strategy. In 1925 the association earned $4844.25 from the
sale of beef, and another $1,211.05 from the sale of a carload of
beef cattle. In 1926 two shipments of cattle generated the income
referenced above; however, there is no record of cattle shipments
duing 1927. "in amcle published that year in the journal Michgar
History quoted another observer who noted that "'there has been an
attempt at cattle ranching, and there was quite an exciting time last
summer when they were trying to catch the cattle that had run wild.
Apparently the long winter and inability to raise sufficient winter
feed is against cattle-ran~hin~."'~~
The association's accounts ledger suggests that after 1927
the MIA raised only the number of livestock that could be maintained by the fenced pastureland at its village and west side farms.
Revenue from pork and beef sales was no longer separated from
other "farm" income, and transacrions wffe made primarily with
local island residents. As suggested by the 1927 Michiea~rHistory
amcle, marginal profitability may have prompted MIA managers to
discontinue free-range cattle husbandry. However, another factor

78 hlanau E ~ f e p i j e15
, October 1925.
manager
Kinnucan was the
,,f
the rnid-1920s ,,ndll931.

Manon Morse Davls, "A Romantic
chain of Islands:' MichkanHirroty
1l(3): 352 (Jdy1927).
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may have additionally influenced their dedsion-the arrival in 1926
of "nine small deer."" The association's managers may have viewed
island's roaming cattle as a needless hindrance to the establishment
of a thriving white tail deer herd on the island. To reduce competition for food, the managers may have decided that Bos t a m s should
surrender its woodland habitat to Odocoile#s vivirgnianus. Whatever the
reason for abandoning free-range cattle ranching, the MIA general
accounts ledger suggests that the company discovered fruit culdvation to be a more lucrative production strategy during the late
1920s. Although the association's orchards produced apricots,
plums, pears, and apples, its management sttategy seemed to focus
resources and anention on the production of sweet and tart cherries.
D. H. Day supposedly planted the lakeshore region's first
commercial cherry orchard in the Glen Haven area during the
1890s, although small cherry orchards had been established elsewhere in the region before then?' Day established a cannery at Glen
Haven in 1923, and it may have been this event that prompted the
Manitou Island Association to increase its cherry production. Cherry
orchards already existed on the island by the time the MIA was
organized. Rusco states that the NewhaUs planted three tart cherry
orchards and two sweet cherry orchards on their property sometime
during their tenure on the island, perhaps as early as ca. 1900. A
historic photograph at the Chicago Matitime Societv indicates that
the Newhalls planted a large cherry orchard on the jsland ca. 1910.g
Most likely, these orchards were producing crops of sweet cherries
for the Manitou Island Syndicate during the early 1 9 2 0 ~The
.~~
suitability of the island's soils and climate to cherry cultivation thus
had been well-proven by the mid-1920s.
The MIA sold only small quantities of chemes to island
residents and resorters during late July 1925. The accounts journal
indicates that the MIA at that time was selling at least two varieties
of sweet cherries, identified as "Bings" and "H. Sweets." In addition, the MIA was selling a variety referred to as "Kmg:' and a
variety denoted as "Mont.:' probably an abbreviation for "Montmoxency," a variety of tart cherry. Large individual orders recorded
in 1925 came from the Leland Mercantile, Dalton Bros., Alvar
Bournique, and TC R. AngeU, who purchased 49 crates, 150 pounds,
8 flats, and 40 "fancy boxes" of cherries. However, the largest
BOhe1unnauEnt*rL-e2
J a n u a ~1926. shipment of cherries in 1925 may have been sent to D. H. Day's
Ha&afldAlana,
GmhnApdtl, 93. cannerv-the
accounts iournal indicates that the MIA received
Rusco, N o ~ M ~ n iI dt nod~, 57; John $536.96 from D. H. Day for cherries that year.
Nwhali Collection, Chicago Maritime
Soaety, Ckucago, IU.

The MIA continued to sell small quantities of cherdes to
island residents and its members throughout 1925-1929. The
Bf FUIL, M
Y Poi)rf of I.Tw, 83; Furst
propomon of the cherty crop that was exported from the island,
recounted that his family paid more
frequentvisitstotbev~pew~enthe however, appears to have risen dramatically during this ~eriod.Giles
Me& recalled that some of the chemes were -packed in fiftygallon
sweet cherries therewere ripeninp,
.
oak barrels. These were shipped to Chicago where they were used
~ iE. Menitt,
l ~ ~
for marar~hino.~~
Merria also recalled that some of the cherries were
11February 1986.
~
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made into wine by the MIA farm manager, John Kinnucan. The
"bootleg" cherry wine was stored in a root cellar constructed in
1927 near Tamarack Lakess Nevertheless, the vast majority of the
island's cherry crop probably left the island for legitimate uses.
Dudng the 1928 season the MIA sold cherries to two hrms-Xuneo
Bros. and Wayne & Low. The general accounts ledger contains a
single entry noting that $3,646.59 worth of chenies had been sold
to D. H. Day during the "cannary [sic] season 1929."86
Like other parts of the Sleeping Bear Dunes Lakeshore
region, the island's climate and soils were adequately suited to
commercial cherry cultivation. However, North Manitou Island's
climate may have been somewhat less favorable to cherry cuItivation than other nearby locations. Because of its posirion in Lake
Michqpn, cherries on North Manitou ripened two weeks later than
those on the mainland. The delayed island harvest was advantageous in years when demand outsmpped supply because cherries
that arrived on the market later could take advantage of h g h prices.
Conversely, when supply grossly outsmpped the demand for cherries, the island's later harvest time was a s e c a n t liabiliry. Even
when supplies were adequate to meet demands, the later harvest
time meant that the island's cherries entered the marketplace precisely when the market price was at its lowest. The island's geograpluc position also exposed its cherry crops to greater risk from
weather damage because storms hit the island earlier and with
greater intensity than when they amved on the mainland." Nevertheless, despite the potendal risks, the i n i d success of its cherry
a e s E. M e r n q '"U.S. Coast Guard
business may have prompted the MIA to expand its orchards during N.MamtouId. Events 1925-28."
at least one season between 1925 and 1929-in March 1929 the
a ~ManitouIsland Association Accounts
MLA purchased an unspecified number of cherry trees from "B & H Journal.
Nurseries" for $495.00.
RUSCO,
North Monitou I ~ h n d37;
,
plyron H. Ross and Roberr A.
Apples were the other staple of the MIA's fruit business. As
previously noted, apple sales probably generated more revenue than
the 1925-1929 MIA general account ledger indicates. The MIA
began selling apples to island residents each season dudng the end
of August. LU 1925 the hlIA paid a $19.96 charge for "draFg
apples to Provemont." That year the MIA also shipped a large
quantity of apples to "Wayne & Low," a hrm that later purchased a
@cant
quantity of cherries in 1928. Giles Memtt recalled that
apples were shipped by scow to Leland. From there they were
transported to warehouses in Leland, Suttons Bay, Lake Leelanau,
and Traverse C i e 8 Only two apple varieties, Spy and Wagner, ate
identified in the MIA ledger by name. In addition to apples, the MIA
sold pears, plums, and crab apples. The association probably utilized
the orchards that had been planted by Frederic Beuham and Stark
Bros. during the late 1880s and early 1890s, with possible later
additions by the Newhalls. There is no indication that the MIA
expanded the acreage devoted to any fruit other than cherries during
the 1920s.

Steadmau],"F'reliminary Report of
Commiss,oR,, United Srates of
America V. Security Trust Company, et al
and Unknown h e r s ; Deboit Bank
and Trust Company, Trustee, eta], and
Unknown Owners, U. S. Disuict Court
for the Western Dismct of ~Mclugan,
Southern Division, filed 23 February
1983,hgeuFoundation Collection,
SleepingBear Dunes National
Lakeshore,Empire, Mich. Even today,
cheny growingis a r i s e endeavor, with
am*
yields the exuemely pedshable fruits contingent on weather events,
and profits dependent on fluctuating
market demand, single
occurring during the cherry harvest can
completely ruin an excellent crop
88
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~
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Figure 3.13. Louis Hasted collecting
maple sap for the Manitou Island
Association, ca. 1928. The MIA
aItempted to turn traditional island
subsistence activities, such as fishing,
fuel-wood cutting,and maplesyrupmaking,
into profitable ventures.Seasonalactivifes
such as wood cutting and syrup making
provided much-welcomed winter
employment opporiunifies fortheisland's
residents. Like Louis Hasted,several
members of the MIRs winter work crews
also were employeesofthe North Manitou
Island U.S.Coast Guard Station during
this period.

8Vrit~,
"History Data Report,"

25.

Manitou Island Association Accounts
Journal.

~ritz,"History DataRepon, 24;
Fritz's source was Giles E. Merritt.
n'

Outside of cattle husbandry and fruit cultivation, the
Manitou Island Association's endeavors were of considerably less
pecuniary importance during the late 1920s. The association intermittently engaged in commercial fishing, which netted a modest
profit of $428.41 in 1925. Cordwood proved to be a more steady
and reliable source of revenue, however. The MLA sold wood to the
U.S. Coast Guard station and the North Manitou school dismct, as
well as to MIA employees and other island residents. Ice was another commodity for which the MLA found a local market. Ice was
harvested from Lake Manitou and, after 1927, stored in the MWs
barn near the village.8qThe association's principal clients for ice
were the U.S. Coast Guard, Katie Shepard, and Nvar Bournique."
No doubt MIA members, includmg Roger Sherman, George
McConnell, Frank Reed, and William Angell, availed themselves of
the ice when they visited their island cottages during the summer
months. Wood cutting and ice harvesting occupied the association's
work crews during much of the winter.
Another seasonal activity was the operation of a sugar bush
located southeast of the Maleski farm (figure 3.13):' Sugar producdon may have been erratic during the late 1920s due to weatha or
other factors. During 1925 the MIA sold a total of 73 gallons of
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maple syrup. F. M. Reed, Roger Sherman, A. A. Murray, John
McConnell, Mrs. E L. M. McComber, and W. R. Angel1 purchased
significant quantities of syrup; Sherman alone purchased 22 gallons
of maple syrup during 1925. Thus, the ML4 adapted mother traditional subsistence activity to commercial production.

A "CompanyIslandn
Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, the Maleski family remained the
Manitou Island Association's only competitor for the modest, local
agricultural commodities market. After being forced to abandon
large-scale beef production during the 1910s, the Maleski's retuned
to more a diversified "general farming" strategy. The Maleskis still
raised beef cattle, although the herd was limited to the number of
animals that could be supported on the f d y ' s acreage. The
Maleskis developed a large garden at theit farmstead and, with a
1921 Model T Ford that Paul Maleski, Sr. purchased in 1928,
delivered kesh vegetables to employees of the ML4 and the U. S.
Coast Guard, Cottage Row residents, and Katie Shepard's summer
hotel. Paul Malesh Jr., recalled that the family sold "carrots, cucumbers, sweet corn, onions, beans, 'bagges' [rutabagas], peas,
beets, potatoes, and parsnips." The Maleski's muket garden was
severely threatened by the explosive increase in the deer herd
introduced by the MIA, and the family was forced to enclose their
garden plot with a tall wire fence.
Like the MLA, the Maleskis also produced maple syrup from
a sugar house that was located on their farm. Paul Malesh Jr.,
recalled that his father sold their maple syrup for one dollax per
gallon, which was exactly half the price for which the MIA sold its
s y r ~ p . Despite
"~
the somewhat adversarial relationship that existed
between the Manitou Island Association and the Maleskis, famdy
members nonetheless obtained seasonal employment from the
association. Paul Maleski, Jr., worked for two summers milking the
MIA's ' s e cows twice per day, tending calves, cleaning the barn,
and hoeing corn on the eastern side of the island. Paul and the other
Maleski children also worked for "the company" during the chetry
harvests? Working for the ML4 was an important source of cash
income on an island that offered few opportunities for wage work.
The general accounts ledger suggests the extent to which the
Manitou Island Association controlled the relatively closed economic system that existed on North Manitou Island during the
1920s. The association dominated the local labor market, with the
MIA's core workforce consisting of eight to rm men dudng the
1925-1929 period. Of these, only two men, John L. Kinnucan and
Tracy Grosvenor, Sr., received a fixed monthly salary during the
,Pad Maleski,lr, interview by the
entire period. Kimiucan, the MIA's lughest-paid employee, managed authors, 26 july 1997.
the association's business operations, and Grosvenor piloted the
bh,,,IsLvld
Assouadon
boat between the island and the mainland. A step below Kinnucan journal; Paul Meski,J ~ .interview
,
by
on the pay scale were Peter Oien, Jessie Smith, and John Maleslu, all the authors,26 July 1997.

Figure 3.14. Orchard workers, ca. 1928.
During the Igzosthe
hired many
of whom supervised various aspects of the MIA's agricultural
islandresidents'includingseveralwomen
enterprise. The remaining men were laborers working at vadous
and children,!~
harvestthe association's
chores. Their monthly pay was calculated on a daily or hourly basis.
crops of sweet and tart cherries.
In addtdon to this core workforce, the MIA hired extra workersWokers were paid on a per-poundpicked basis.
mostly island residents-from time to time throughout the year.9'
The annual cherry harvest was the MIA's most labor-intensive seasonal task (figure 3.14)?5 The association hired additional
workers each year during the cherry picking season in early August.
Many of these seasonal employees were women and children, all of
whom were paid according to the number of pounds they picked.
As revealed by the MIA accounts, the labor force required for cherry
harvests grew progressively larger. During 1925 the MIA employed
twenty-four persons. In 1926 the association hired 37 cherry pickers,
most of whom appear to be familial relatives of other MIA workers
and North Manitou residents. The 1927 cherry picking crew consisted of 49 persons; more than half were women, and at least eight
were children. The 1928 cherry p i c h g crew consisted of 37 workers, at least 22 of them women, and at-least six children; in August
of that year another crew of sixteen women and two men were
I' h h t o u Island hssodation,
employed
"thinning apples." The 1929 cherry harvest crew con.Accounts Journal.
sisted of 57 workers, including at least 35 women; t h q picked a
'P Zkchanicalcherry harvesters were
total
of 60,519 pounds of cherries, and each was paid'$0.0125 per
invented after the hhn~fouIsland
~ s s o ~ t i ceased
o n cheny producaonin pound for their labor. By 1929, the MLcrs roster of regular employees had increased to fifty-five names. The list included nine women,
1955.
~
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most of whom were employed during the month of October,
probably harvesdag or packing apples.!" The MIA used its control of
the labor market to generate addiiional revenue by s e h g the
service of its employees and draft animals to other island residents.
Katie Shepard, Nicholas Feilen, Paul Maleski, Sr., and Alvar
Bournique all used MIA farm laborers to accomplish various chores.
Boumique and Shepard were the most frequent patrons of MIA
farm labor.

-

- --

Figure 3.15. Manitou Island Association
store, 1925. The activities of the MIA
conbibuted tothe evolutionof amodem
cash economy on the island during the
1920s and 1930s, asystemthat became
more circular yet increasingly linked with
the larger national economy. For example,
afkr 1925 the MIAimported staples such as
meat, eggs, and butterfrom mainland
suppliers and in turn soldthem to its
employees and other islandersthroughthe
"company store."The Manitou Island
Association store gave island residents
direct access to readytoeat grocery items,
and various mass-produced or
manufactured goods, but it also
imparted even greater control of the
island economy to the MIA.

The Manitou Island Association not only dominated the
island labor market, but also controlled other aspects of the local
economy. MIA Employees returned substantial portions of their
monthly earnings to the association through purchases of dairy
products, meat, fruits and vegetables, wood, and prepared meals.
Most, if not all, of the dairy products, pork, wood, and ice produced
by the MIA were sold hack to the company's employees or to other
island residents. Only cattle, beef, apples, cherries, maple syrup, and
fish were exported in sigdicant quantities from the island to purchasers in Leland, Traverse Cit): Provemont, and Chicago."'
During autumn 1925 the M U stocked its newly-constructed
company store. After 1925, eggs, butter, beef and pork--commodities which previously had been sold dxectly to employees and island
residents-were conveyed through the store (figure 3.15). Development of the store gave the MIA a near monopoly on grocery goods,
many of which were imported from external sources. Although the
store strengthened the MIA's position in the island economy, it also
helped integrate North Manitou with the larger national economy.
Commodities that previously had been produced on the island now
faced competition from national, mass-produced goods. By 1926 the
MIA store was proculing butter from "Hansen Bros.," and eggs from
"Plamonda 81Belanger." The store routinely acquired items From
MU mabrained separate
the Detroit ~ a k eCO.,
r ~ and the "National Groc. Co." In 1927 the
,os,,,s for cherryharvestcrews and
store purchased 222 pounds of pork and 543 pounds of beef from
other itinerant empioyees.
an outside source, and meats from Swift & Co. In 1928 a single
1' lManjtou Island Association Acmeat order from Swift 81 Co. totaled $828.28. Accordingly, the
counts Journal.

MIA's production of commohties such as butter, eggs, and meat
appears to have declined after 1926.%
Oral accounts suggest that the Manitou Island Association's
general pattern of agriculmal production, which emphasized cherry
and apple cultivation, continued through the 1930s. In fact, by the
early 1930s the MLA probably had become dependent on a successful cherry crop for its profitability. Rusco states that the association
suffered a financial loss dudng 1931-32 due to the low price offered
for the island cherries. She notes that the MLA cherry orchards went
unharvested for at least one season.'The island's apple crop may
have been a more dependable source of revenue during this period.
According to Vera Crites Goos, who lived on North Manitou Island
during the late 1930s, WiUlam Angel1 used the apples as s p e d
&s. The M U hired Goos and other island residents to pack Christmas & boxes for Mr. Angers personal friends and business associates. Goos remembered packing each box with approximately one
peck of hand-polished red and green apples, maple syrup, and red
and green jellie~.'~'

MIA Production Takes a New Direction

[bid.
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Rusco, No& Manitou Islad, 18

'OD Vera Crites Goos, interview by Betty
L.Mann, 15and18June 1993.

I. H. Bade% 'North lMaoitou
Island's Deer Herd:' Michigoi Conrerunboa, September 1944,lO.
'O'

'"Edgar McKee, "Noah Manitou
Island 1937-1942," n.d. [ca. 19921,
SleepingBear Dunes Nadonal
Lakeshore, Empire, ~Mich.McKeewas
hah business manager during 19371942.

'" McKee, "North Manitou Island
1937-1942;" Jean Lundquist,interview
by Eric MacDonald, Leland,Mich., 27
June 1999,notes tiled at SleepingBear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
Mich.

Beginnmg in the 1930s, the MIA's fruit sales were augmented by
revenue generated from a new commodity-venison. Within a
decade after it was introduced, the North Manitou deer herd had
increased to a population that was large enough to sustain hunting.
The MLA had purchased the o n p a l d
s from a licensed deer
breeder, probably William G. Mather's Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company, headquartered in Ishpeming, Midygan, which was managing
an introduced deer population on Grand Island in Lake Superior.
The North Manitou deer were thus the exclusive property of the
Manitou Island Association. Unlike wild deer, which were the
property of the State of Mictugan, the MIA's deer were not subject
to state hunting restrictions. The animals could be "harvested" by
the MIA at any time, in any manner. The association's deer thus had
the status of domestic livestock.
The MIA's policy was "to manage the herd to obtain the
greatest possible return from the largest number of deer that can be
maintained on the i~land."'~'Sometime during the late 1920s or
1930s the MIA acquired hunting rights to the few island properties
that it did not own. The association also obtained a state breeder's
license, allowing the association to manage the deer herd as a profitmakmg business venture.'" The Association began d c i a l feeding
to help the deer through the winter of 1937-38. Thereafter, winter
fee&; was an annual~activitythat utilized alfalfa and oats raised on
the island Around the same time, the M U began using the island's
apple crop'as additional deer feed. The &st hunf which occurred in
1937, yielded eighteen animals. Deer hunts were largely the exdusive privilege of the MIA's invited g~ests.'~'
The island's deer were
hunted not only for sport, however; the animals were harvested

-
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systematically by MIA employees, and the flesh sold to external
markets as distant as New York City.Io4The venture thus had a
quasi-agricultural nature. The endre island landscape effectively
functioned as a vast ranch where white tailed deer were the
husbanded livestock, and venison flesh was the marketable commodity According Edgar McKee, the added income from deer hunts
turned "a very costly hobby into a very profitable business." McKee
also noted that the MIA's fruit sales also expanded considerably
during his 1937-1942 tenure as island manager.'o5
The Manitou Island Assodadon apparently achieved pecuniary success despite the virtually complete disintegration of the rest
of the island community during the 1930s. The island lost a substantial portion of its population following closure of the U.S.
government light house and Coast Guard Station in 1933. Depopulation deprived the Association of a substantial portion of its labor
force, as well as a local, albeit small, market for meat and dauy
products. By the mid-1930s the MIA was forced to hire migrant
workers to replace the island's resident labor force during the fruit
harvests. During the 1930s, the orchard work crews consisted
mostly of American I n h s who came to the island from communities on the mainland. Rita Hadra Rusco recalled that the migrant
workers, totaling sixty to seventy people for the 1942 chew, harvest, came from Alabama, Arkansas, Missouri and Tennessee.
During World War I1 migrant farm labor was scarce, prompting the
assodadon to import labor from outside of the country. In 1943 and
1944 the MIA imported about 6fty male workers fiom Jamaica.
They were housed in the pickers' cabins and ate meals in a
cookhouse located near the MLA sawmill. During the 1945 and
1946 seasons workers came fiom Mexico. Jean Lundquist recalled
that for three seasons during the 1940s, workers came from the
Boys Club of Detroit, a charity that Angell supported.'oG

,

Rusco,

'05

M&e,

Manifox IIhnd, ,43,

"North Manitou Island

1937-194."
lW Lundquist, interview; Rusco, Nod
Manifou 15Lnd,,22-23,89-91.

'"Julia Terry Dickinson, The Story oj
Leeinau (Omem,Mich.: Solle's
Bookshop, 1951), 45.

[Charles Brown] 'l'reliminaq Report
Chairman of Commission After
Taking AdditionalTestimony, Re:
North Manitou Island." United States
t
of America V. S e m i ~ T r u sCompany,
et a1 and Udmown h e r s ; Detroit
Decline ofMIAA&culture
Bank and Trust Company, Trustee, et al,
Following the death of William Angell in 1950, ultimate decisionand Unknown Owners, U. S. District
making authority over the MLA's operation passed from a single
Coun for the Western District of
Midugan, Southern Division, 18
individual to the board of the h g e l l Foundation. A local historian
January
1983, h g e U Foundation
noted in 1951 that "fruit culture is s d one of the main activities of
Collection,
Sleeping Bear Dunes
the island." She noted that during the summer Tracy Grosvenor
National Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.;
transported the entire harvest of cherries and the cherry pickers.'''
pfyron H. Ross and Robert A.
Four years later, however, cherry production ceased on Noah
Steadman]. "Preluninaq Report of
Manitou. The trees were welt past their productive peak by then. A Commission." According to testimony
taken dudng the condemnation
total of approximately 100 acres had been devoted to cherry proh e a q s for N o h Manitou Island, the
duction on the island from the mid-1920s to 1955.'08The foundalife-span
of a cherry orchard was
don board scaled back the MWs agricultural activities, and concenestimated to be 27 years. Tbe young
trated on managing the island as an exciusive hunting and 6shing
trees begin to bear h t w h e n they are 7resort. With the exception of the orchards and deer feeding pro9 years old, m d thereafter produce
gram, the MIA's agricultural endeavors were discontinued. Accordcbemes for approximately twent;years
ing to llusco, during the mid-1950s, the foundation also abandoned before dedining.
'On
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Figure 3.16. Maple syrup label, ca.
1960s.The Manitou island Association
produced maple syrup on NorVl
Manitou during the 1920s, but may have
abandoned the practice after much of
the island's resident labor force leftthe
island during the early 1930s.
Contemporary accounts suggest that the
MIA again sold symp under its own label
during the 1960s and early 1970s. It
seemsplausible that the association,which
sought to bolster its sport hunting and
fishing business during this time,
packaged the syrup for sale to
sportsmen as souvenirs of their visit to
the island.

the fields that had been planted with alfalfa and oats for deer forage,
and began importing feed exclusively from mainland sources. A
1958 newspaper article about North Manitou Island noted that
"farms are deserted, large cherry and apple orchards have outlived
thW usefulness."109
Although the "long-time practice of producing maple syrup"
on the island also ended during the 1950s if not earlier, the foundation may have revived maple sugar production several years later."O
'c+
"Folk on No& Manitou Island Use The Betty Kramer Collection of the Leelanau Historical Museum
Absentee Voter Ballots:' Murkgun
contains a syrup packaging label from ca. 1960 (figure 3.16). In the
Chmnitb, 8 October 1958.
late-1960s, an atticle published in the hunting and fishing magazine
'lo Rusco, North Manifou Ishna', 131;
Outdoor Lzfe noted that "in addition to game, North Manitou proJeanLundquist recded that during the
duces some excellent maple syrup.""' However, the Betty Kramer
1940s, rhe MIA operated a sugar bush
Collection also contains another, redesigned, label from ca. 1971
located west of the schoolhouse and
that indicates that the product was "packed for Manitou Island
south cherry orchards. The syrup was
packaged and sold to island visitors, but Association," suggesting that the syrup may not have been made on
othenvise it was not marketed commer- the island. Whether it was produced on the island or not, the foundation clearly did not view maple syrup, or any of its other tradiaany.
"' G. Howard Gillelan, 'Bowhunter's tional products, as the focus of its business.
Paradise," OutduorLp, ,(n.d.,ca. 1966 or
1967), 20-?

After 1955 the MU'S pxincipal commodity was venison. This
change certainly reflected the foundation board's desue to s t r e h e
'I2 I. H. Bartlett, The North Manitou
the operation of the MIA, although the shift in emphasis may have
Island Deer Herd A Hisfo'y and Suggerfed
begun a decade earlier. In 1944 one observer noted that the
Management Phn (Lansing: Deer
association's apple orchards had "not been worked extensively during
Investigations, Game Division,
the last year or
Under the MIA's management program the
Department of Conservation, 4
February 1944). 3.
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island deer population rose dramatically. In 1943, just six years after
the island's &st deer hunt, at least 256 deer were "harve~ted.""~

In the mid-1940s the MIA worked with Uo H. B d e t t , a
Michgan Department of Conservation wildhfe biologist, to develop
a management plan for the herd. Bartlett speculated that the island
herd may have been as large as 1500 animals in 1944. On one
occasion Bartlett counted 250 individuals in a single field. Bartlett
recommended that the h4IA maintain the island deer herd near 1600
animals, or 70 to 75 animals per square mile. This would provide
the association with a sustained annual "take" of about 400 animals. He developed two game management plans, one "conservative," the other "liberal." The conservative plan reduced the herd to
the carrying capacity of the island's natural&nter food supply.
Thereafter, the MIA would manipulate sex ratios so that the maximum fawn production would assute the "maximum harvestable
crop." The liberal plan was to be implemented if the income from
the deer herd justified artificial feeding. The herd was to be increased in line with income and costs, and as long as the herd
remained healthy. Because the danger of epidemics and parasite
infestations increased with the larger population, facilities were
required to quicMy remove h e numbers of deer before natural
losses became seri~us."~
Apparently implementing Bartlett's "liberal" management
strategy, the MIA continued artificial feeding of the deer herd.
Dudng the 1940s and 1950s, supplemental forage was placed in
wooden cherry boxes, or "lugs:' which were scattered throughout
the island. These were later replaced by a smaller number of large
'13 B a d e n North Manitou IsLnd Deer
feed troughs. During the 1950s at least, it is questionable whether
Herd.11.
ar&dal feeding was economically viable, since in 1956 the founda- "'Baaleen,No& Manitou Iskand Deer
tion revived loggmg on the island in order to off-set the cost of the Heni,5-11.
deer feeding program."j Perhaps in a fuaher attempt to reduce
'I5 Gordon Charles, "Swiss Family
costs, the ML4 developed a special food pellet from a cereal
blanitoy" Detmit News Maga@ne,23
March
1980,3436; 38.
byproduct made by the KeIlogg Company in Battle Creek, Michigan.1'6
The pellets were disttibuted among the island feedmg station "'B a d e n Nonb Manitou Iskand Dee?
Herd.
by tractor and, later, by snowmobile."'
By the mid-1960s about 300 deer were harvested annually
from what u7astouted as "the only licensed deer farm in Michigan.""s During the 1965 season, hunters took 161 deer and the MIA
harvested an additional 135 animals for the venison market. Although the MIA lodge served venison steaks for breakfast, the
association sold most of the meat to a commercial venison purveyor.'" Duling the 1970s the MIA sold venison to a supermarket in
Traverse City.'2oThe last deer hunt organized by the MIA occurred
during the 1977-78 season and yielded a harvest of 507 animals.
The herd also was last supplementally fed in 1977-78, though not as
heavily as previously.'21A newspaper article reported that dudng
1978 and 1979 the MIA attempted to reduce the island herd to 150

"'Lundquis~interview
'Deer Hundng Ends on North
Manitoy" LeLnaw Enterpire, 8
December 1960, n.p.
G i e k a , "Bowhunter's Paradise."

'IP

Irn Gordon Charles, "Swiss Family
Manitou."

"' Dale R McCullough and David J.
Case, "The White-tailedDeer of Noah
b h t o u Island, MicEugananan
Vmpire,
~Mich.:Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, National Pa& Service, 13
August 1982), 13.
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animals in anticipation of condemnation of the island by the National
Park Service.lY

Requiem forthe CultivatedWdderness
The story of agriculture on Noah Manitou closes with the discontinuance of the Manitou Island Association "deer farm." However,
d&g the lengthy court proceedings that extended through the early
1980s, the island's agticultural history was exploited by the Angell
Foundation in its argument for greater compensation from the
National Park Service. After the National Park Service's initial offer
was refused by the foundation, a federal court appointed a threemember commission to determine the island's market value. The
commission was unable to reach consensus. Two members favored
the $9.2 million purchase price presented by the federal government,
while one member sided with the foundation's estimate of $19.2
million. The government's price was based on utilizing the island for
recreation, while the foundation eventually focused its estimate on
convemhg much of the island into a large-scale cherty production
operati~n.'~'
The foundation objected to the majority opinion of the
commission, questioning the commission's interpretation of the
island's timber and cherry production p~tential."~

.a Gordon Charles, "Smiss Family
Manitou."

'" ''Judge to Decide Value of North
Manitou Islanc Trayer~eCip Record
Eag/e,23 May 1983,3.
'" "Defendant's Objections to
P r e h m a q Report of Commission
(Majority)," United States of Amedca
V. Security Trust Company, eta,! and
Unknown Owners; Detroit Bank and
Trust Company, Trustee, et al, and
Unknown Owners, U.S. District Court
for the WesremDisma of Michigan,
Southern Division, dated and served 14
Februaty 1983,AngellFoundation
Collection,SleepingBear Dunes
hTationalLakeshore,Empire, ~Mich.
pyron H. Ross and Robert A.
Steadmm], ' l ' r e b a r y Report of
Commission."
'2j

' 2 ~"Defendaot's Objections to Preliminary Repon of Commission (Majority)."
'm IM
'?$ pIyron H. Ross and Robert A.
Steadman),"Preliminary Report of
Commission."

To bolster its case for a hlgher real estate valuation, the
foundation hired a private consultant, Paul Scott, to prepare a
feasibility study for producing cherries on the island. The
foundation's proposal called for the.development of cherry orchards
on approximately 7,500 acres of land in the island's interior. This
acreage was to be dvided among ten 1,000-acre farms, which would
be cleared and planted over a ten year period. Scott included the
cost of a paclung plant and dock in his computations. In addidon,
each farmer was to contribute $2 million toward the construction of
a 620 million processing plant.'z The study compared the cost of
produung cherries on the island versus the mainland.

D&g

court proceedings, Scott tes&ed that a pound of
cherries could be produced on North Manitou Island cheaper than a
pound of cherries on the mainland.lZ6Countering Scott's testimony,
the government's expert wimess, Myron Kelsey, claimed that the
production costs would be equal on both sides of the Manitou
Passage.'" The crucial factor in d e t e r m a g the economic feasibility
of the foundation's scheme was the i n i d cost of developing the
ten cherry farms. Approximately 70-75 per cent of the acreage
would have to be cleared of timber in order for cherry production to
take place. One of the government appraisers concluded that "no
value should be asslgned to the growing of cherries on the interior
land of the island." The commission Jmately determined that the
interior land could not be economically used for agriculture, and
conduding that the lYghest and best use of the island was for
recreation."' After five years of Litigation, the purchase price for the
island was ultimately set in September 1983 when U.S. District
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Judge Noel B. Fox set the hnal figure at $12.2 milli~n.'~"he judge
determined that the foundation's cherry orchard scheme was not
fea~ible.'~'The matter was hnally settled in June 1984, clearing the
way for the National Park Service to implement its own vision of a
"comfortable ~ilderness."'~'

An Assessment of Agriculture on North Manitou
Agriculture on N o d Manitou Island did not follow a dear, linear
progression from pre-technic practices to small, subsistence farms to
large, corporate enterprises catering to national and international
markets. Nevertheless, the scale of agricultural activity on the island
certainly reflected this continuum, and several historical events can
be associated with the general pattern suggested by Mumford's and
Dandekar and Schoofb models. As noted in the previous chapter,
archaeological evidence suggests that aboriginal agriculture was not
practiced on North Manitou Island, and possibly was not prevalent
in any portion of the national lakeshore, at least during prehistoric
times. The history of agriculture on North Manitou Island thus lacks
a s e c a n t "prc-techc" phase.
Eotechnic practices may have impacted the island as early as
the mid-18405, and dunng certain periods the scale of eotechnic
agriculture on North Manitou Island was atypical within the
lakeshore regon. Eotechnic strategies persisted well into the midtwentieth centwy, coexisting on the island with paleotechnic and
neotechnic enterprises. Furthermore, paleotechnic practices
emerged almost simultaneously with neotechnic agdculture, which
achieved its most &My evolved manifestation on North Manitou
Island: no other historic agncultural enterprise within the current
boundaries of the national lakeshore represents the distinctive
production and managerial strategies of neotechnic agriculture
better than the farming operation of the Manitou Island Syndicate
and its later incarnation, the Manitou Island Association.
Agriculture was practiced on North Manitou Island for
~uring
that time the scale and intensity of agriculnearly a cent-.
tural activities varied greatly. It is Uficult to assess the role of
agriculture in shaping the island landscape without also considering
the other types of human activities that concurrently produced
changes. Logging certainly was the most intensive and extensive
human industry on the island (figute 3.17). The island's forests were ln F,Q, "History Data Repoa:' 38.
harvested more-or-less continually over a period of 150 years, with
..gl don.plus priceT~~ setby
shorter periods of intensive logging that dramatically alteting the
Judge as Value of Xorth Manitou
ecological and aesthetic character of the landscape. Other activities, Island Property:'Leeh~imEnterpnseand
such as fishing
T~3~ne.22Se~tember1983.1.
- and recreation tourism, also had an impact on the
"' Dale W. Rhoades to Wilbur H.
environment.
Davis, Blake Forslund, W'illiam M.
Agriculture functioned in tandem with these other enterprises. Skillman, Clifford H,figps
Few families made their living p & d y from farming, at least for
wing,5 J~~ 1984, h g e u ~ ~ ~
more than a short period. In fact, many islanders pursued a combina- CoUection,SleephgBearDunes
. NanonalLakeshore,Empire,Mich.
tion of these actiaties for subsistence. ~griculturkproducts found

d

Figure 3.17.The impact of logging on
the landscape of North Manitou Island
certainly was more extensive than
agriculture. Yet the these two human
endeavors often functioned in tandem.

markets in the lumber camps, among summer tourists and
recreationists, and in the U.S. Coast Guard Station and lghthouse.
Such local markets were vital, as transporting commodities Eom the
island became increasingly costly and difficult during the twentieth
century.
Together, the stories of the Maleski family and the Manitou
Island Association encapsulate much of the history of agriculture
on North Manitou Island. Each story contains the essential pattern
that characterized agriculture on the island: small-scale, subsistence
agnculwe coexisting with extensive, commercial agriculture.
Although the intensity of activities and the identities of proprietors
changed, both types of agndrure functioned on the island for
approximately a century. With the exception of the Maleskis'
relatively short-lived beef cattle venture, none of the island's small,
independent farms sign16cantlyevolved beyond subsistence agriculture. None progressed to Mumford's "neotechnic" phase-ven
the
Maleski farm never used automated farm machinery, but instead
relied exclusively on draft animals throughout its kisto~y."~
It thus
existed on the borderline between Mumford's paleotechnic and
eotechnic forms of agriculture. The island's various large-scale
farms, however, were of two types: "subsistence" operations that
functioned to support timber extraction, and commerual ventures
that were hnanced largely by outside capital. In both cases, these
large-scale farms tended to be controlled by absentee landowners,
a b s t e r e d by professional managers, and operated by paid farm
laborers.
Paul Maleski, Jc., interview with the
authors, 26 July 1997.
'32

Like other patterns of human activity on North Manitou
Island, modes of agncdtural production were affected greatly by the
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island's peculiar "boom-or-bust" economic cycles. Human settlement
on the island never constituted a sufiiciently large or dependable local
market for agricultural commodities. Except during periods of
extensive l o g p g , the island's population was too small, by itself, to
support commercial agriculture. Construction of the U.S. Life-Saving
Service Station provided the island with a meager non-farm population, as did development of the Cottage Row summer resort; nonetheless, the local economy remained too insqpficant to support more
than one or two market gardeners. When the island population
swelled during times of logging activity, company-owned farms
monopolized
much of the local market for meat, dairy. products,
.
fruits and vegetables, and livestock fodder.

-

Because there was no local market for cash crops, independent farmers were faced with the problem of transporting cash
crops to distant markets, a dilemma faced by any agricul&st
engaging in commercial agriculture, but one that was even more
vexing for islanders. The island's early transportation advantage
vanished as coal-fueled steamers replaced wood-burning vessels on
the lakes, and railroads were developed on the mainland. Transporting commodities to mainland markets became increasingly costly
and difhcult durlng the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Lack of
a natural harbor made it more difficult to dock and harbor ships. A
serviceable dock represented a substantial infrastructure investment
that only wealthy individuals such as Nicholas Pickard and Silas
Boardman could afford. Furthermore, the island was seasonally
inaccessible during early winter and early spring when the ice was
breaking up (figure 3.18). Vera Crites Goos recalled that in 1936
islanders were iced in from February I until after Easter. During
such periods, the feelings of isolation and loneliness experienced by
some islanders were intense. Recalled Goos, "I used to cry a good
many times . . . If I could have saved all my tears, they could have
melted all the ice in the harbor."'"

Figure 3.18. Lack of a natural harbor
complicated transportation to and from
North Manitou Island, especially during
the late winter months when the Manitou
Passage filled with ice. Because it was
unsheitered, the village dock often
suffered damage from winter ice and
storms. Only relatively wealthy land
owners, such as Nicholas Pickard, Silas
Boardman, the Newhalls, and William
Angell, could afford the substantial
infrastructure cost of maintaining a dock
on the island.

"' Vera Crites GOO%k t e x v i e ~
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Simply marketing agricultural commodities required a capital
outlay that was beyond the means of many independent agxiculturists. Consequently, most of the island's small landowners adopted a
diversified subsistence strategy. In addition to agriculture, most
engaged in other activities such as wood cutdng and fishing, or wage
labor with the one of the island's large landowners, the life-saving
service, or summer residents. Several island agdlturists probably
did not exclusively rely upon farming for their livelihood. Many
farmers abandoned agnculture altogether when another venture,
such as employment with a logging company, became more lucrative.
Adding to the economic difficulties of North Manitou
farmers, physical factors-poor soils, lack of a natural harbor, and
geographic isolation-constrained the development of agnculture
on the island. The nument-poor, drought-susceptible soils that
predominate over much of the island were ill-suited to traditional
cereal and forage crops. Paul Maleslo, Jr., reported that even during
the heyday of the Maleskis' cattle operation, his father was careful
to keep the sue of the herd within the island's carrying capacity. He
noted that in times of drought there was a hay shortage on the
island and his father was forced to purchase hay that was shipped
fromChicago aboard a car ferry. He also recalled that duting dry
summers, farmers would cut bracken fern and feed the dtied ferns to
theu cattle.'34
Poor soils and geographic isolation were llrmting factors that
effectively dictated that commercial agnculture had to be extensive
in scale in order to be profitable. Commercial production necessarily
involved large parcels of land and was fairly s p e h e d in order to
reliably produce enough of a commodity to make shipping it off the
island profitable. The Maleskis and other independent farmers
couldn't engage in this type of agriculture because they lacked
sufficient land and capital. The output of these farms remained
diversified, concentrating on staples required by the family. The
commerdal ventures were more speaahzed, and tended to concentrate on two types of commodities: livestock and fruit. All were
financed by outside capital. Ininally, this form of agnculture functioned as a diversion for the wealthy, such as the "hobby farm" of
Silas Boardman. Even the Newhalls, who farmed more intensively
than Boardman, seem to have regarded their North Manitou farm as
a agrarian diversion from more serious business dealings in the
Chicago commodities market. (figure 3.19).

ln

Paul males&
jr., interview

authors, 26 July 1997.

the

Large-scale, commercial farming eventually displaced
intensive, subsistence agriculture on Nortb Manitou Island. By the
mid-1920s the Manitou Island Association dominated the island
economy, and exploited its small labor pool and market. A circular
economy developed, with the MIA largely controlling both the
means of production and consumption. The MIA effectively displaced independent growers from the local market. As MIA employ-
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Figure 3.19. John Newhall and "Mr.
Thompson" harvesting hay on North
Manitou Island,ca. 1900.The staged
appearanceofthis photograph and the
capfon thatreads4mitation of a man at
work suggestthat although the Newhalls
ranthe island farm as a business, they also
regarded it as a place of escape,leaving
much of the day-to-dayfarm work to hired
employees.
ees, the islanders supported the system by purchasing from the company the very commodities that their labor had produced
Neotechnic agriculture arrived on North Manitou Island
with the Manitou Island Association. Although the Newhalls may
have implemented "scientific" a g r i c u l d methods in managmg
their island fruit orchards, there is little specific information about
the techniques they employed. Their operation certainly was not as
mechanized as the MIA farm. Business records reveal that the
association purchased a new Fordson tractor for $556.50 in 1925.
That same year the MLA sold a pair of draft horses for $400.00.
Motorized vehicles played an increasiigly important role in connecting the vast Assodation operation. Trucks were used to travel
between the main farms, and to and from the scattered fields and
orchards. When weather allowed, they also were used to dismbute
deer feed.
The most obvious hallmark of scientiftc, neotechnic, agriculture on North Manitou Island was the way in which the MIA
farm operation was managed. MIA shareholders were interested in
efficient management according to modem principles of business,
and employed a hierarchical management structure.
Professionalization was evident in all aspects of the MIA's business
enterprise, from deer herd management to foresay. For example, the
MIA employed a full-time farm manager, and paid John Maleski to
receive training as a professional orchard manager. Furthermore, the
landscape scale of the operation became extensive, encompassing
virtually the entire island. Corporate agriculture, as exempued by
the MIA farm, was not traditional husbandry or a vocation, but
rather a business.

Agriculture on SouthManitou and North Manitou
Islands Compared
Although similar in some respects, the agricultural history of North
Manitou Island differs markedly from that of nearby mainland
farming communities and neighboring South Manitou Island. As on

North Manitou Island, settlement on South Manitou was initially
spurred by logging for the Great Lakes cord wood trade, followed by
the development of small, subsistence farms. On South Manitou,
several independent farmers made the transition from "general
farmingg'to specialized, commercial agncultural production based
on scientific agriculture. Although economically viable, South
Manitou's farms remained small and few in number. In contrast,
North Manitou's small farmers co-existed with wealthy large land
owners, and the relationship between these two classes of agriculturists was tenuous, if not sometimes adversarial. Especially during
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the interests of
these two groups clashed over grazing prmeleges. Wealthy landowners also appear to have gained from the economic hardships faced
by the island's small farmers, often expanding their land holdings
and agriculmal production simply by purchasing already-developed
farms.
Perhaps because large tracts of the island already were
owned by wealthy, absentee landlords, the Homestead Act had no
immediate impact on North Manitou land ownership patterns. The
island's &st homestead claim was not filed undl eleven years after
the 1864 enactment of the Homestead Act, and seven years after
the &st claim.on South Manitou Island. On South Manitou, homesteading was "the prevalent approach used to obtain agncultural
land on the island:" Approximately one third of the island's total
land area, or 1,943 acres, including most of the land best suited to
agriculture, was disposed through the homestead process."' In
contrast, North Manitou's homestead ckims totaled just over 1,428
acres, which represented less than ten percent of the island's total
area. Much of this land was in the southern pomon of the island
and was poorIy suited to cultivation.

"j

Williams ri 01, c
' oming throtlgh ivith

Ry,'31.

The existence of a close-knit farming community encouraged cooperation and conmbuted to the success of small, independent, owner-occupied family farms on South Manitou Island.
However, North Manitou Island's agricultural population was
sgdicantly more transient. Subsistence farmers on North Manitou
Island engaged in a number of activities in order to eke out a
livelihood. However, many farmers abandoned agriculture altogether when another venture became sufticiently lucrative. Only
three of the island's ten homesteaders are documented to have
remained on the island longer than ten years after acquiring their
patent. However, all three-Alvar Bournique, Nicholas Feilen, and
John 0.Anderson-had means of support external to their own
farms, and there is no evidence to suggest that any of them engaged
in intensive agriculture on their land after receiving patents to the'u
claims. Perhaps many homesteaders did not view their c h s as lifelong agricultural ventures. Instead, they may have considered them
short-term investments that eventually would be sold in hopes of
realizing a modest profit. Use of the homestead process for specula-
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tive purposes may have been common in margmal environments such
as island^."^ North Manitou Island thus lacked the stable, socially
cohesive farm community that existed on South Manitou Island.
Like the farmers on Noah Manitou, the South Manitou
farming community faced marketing problems due to geographic
isolation. However, a unique event transformed South Manitou's
remoteness into an asset. O n South Manitoq the phase of scientific
agriculture began in 1918 when Michrgan State University researchers began using the island for production of Rosen Rye seed. Seed
production of Rosen rye and, later, Michelite beans, simultaneously
depended upon the island's geographic isolation and the existence
of a stable, cohesive community of farmer^."^ In turn, rye provided
South Manitou farmers with a market that was reliable and specialized enough to off-set the island's geographic disadvantages. Agricultural production thus remained economically viable due to the
external provided by the university. Agricultural production on
Noah Manitou Island also became increasingly
p e d e d century
- . s.
(eg., fruit and venison) during the early twentieth. L a c b g external
institutional assistance, however, specialized production could only
be attempted by wealthy individuals or corporate entities who
possessed extensive capital reserves. Intensive, commercial agnculture was beyond the means of most North Manitou farmers.

Agriculture and Landscape Change
Landscape change is a never-ending phenomenon that results f?om
both the activities and ideas of humans and from forces of nonhuman nature. Changes may be cyclical, they may result from
additive or subtractive processes. Change may occur so gradually as
to be perceivable only over very large time scales. Such transformation is almost always subtle. However, change also may be sudden,
drastic, even cataclysmic. Landscape change on N o d Manitou
exemplhes both tendencies-gradual, continuous evolution punctuated by major events such as a catastrophic storm or a flurry of
logging activity. We may be less conscious of gradual changes, but
they are no less far-reaching and long-lasting. Agriculture displays
both of these tendencies as well.
The Manitou Island Association venison ranch blurred
distinctions between traditional a n m d husbandry and wildlife
management. The ranch is just one subtle, yet extensive, way in
which agriculture shaped the landscape of North Manitou Island,
')'For an account of a slrnilar land
tenure pattern at the Apostle Islands in
and it demonstrates how the legacy of agriculture continues to
influence the landscape, not only ecologically. but also aestheticall5 Lake Superior, see h o l d R Alanen
i H. Tishler, "Farming the
and in terms of our mental picture. It also suggests how deeply the and W
Lake Superior shore:Agdculme and
landscape, with all of its diverse constitutional lifeforms, is conHordcdture on the Apostle Islands,
structed by humanvalues. Today, the North Manitou deer herd
1840-1940," V i r m n i Mugene
~
o/
serves as a reminder of the island's human history, even though
Hutoy,79(3): 163-203 (Spring 1996).
most observers probably do not see in them "the hand of human'" Williams ti 01, Coming thmzgh with
kind."
Rye.'

The story of agriculture on North Manitou Island clearly is
unique within the lakeshore. In terms of scope and scale, only the
activities of D. H. Day on the mainland compare with the endeavors
undertaken by North Manitou's large landowners. Unlike Day's
various ventures, however, North Manitou's farms were developed
by absentee landowners who represented external capitaL The
North Manitou story thus represents the Sleeping Bear Dunes
region's strong economic connections with other parts of the Midwest. Contrary to being mundane, such stories may be more meaningful in today's cultural context, and they may be most deatly
discerned in wen-preserved vernacular, or "ordinary," landscapes
such as North Manitou Island. The North Manitou Island landscape
is a product of its history. It is an accumulation, an accretion of the
effects of people and events acting over time. As such, the landscape embodies fundamental human relationshps between nature
and time. The history of the North Manitou landscape is a story
about these relationships, and agriculture is foremost among these.
It is a story etched on the land in simple houses, grand barns,
overgrown hedgerows, neatly-spaced f h i t trees, and clearings
carved out of the woods.
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M p t i o n and

Individual Sites
Cultural resources associated with historic agncultural activities
survive with varying degrees of integrity on North h t o u Island.
This chapter provides a description of these resources, as well as a
more detailed account of the role that various landscapes played in
the history of agriculture on the island. Discussions of specsc
resources are orgaolzed into four categories according levels of
physical integnty: (1) sites with standing structures; (2) sites with
structural ruins; (3) sites with cultural landscape remnants, and (4)
farms with no extant features (hgure 4.1). In addition to agricultural
sites, this chapter includes brief descriptions of several s@cant
non-farm-related properties, specifically, the summer homes of
Cottage Row and the buildings of the North Manitou U.S. LifeSaving Service Station (@e 4.2).

Manitou bland Syndicate / Manitou Island
Assodation North Manitou Village Farm Comp1ex
NW %, SE %, Section 34, T-32N R-15W

Histmy andAg*rdData'

'This section focuses on the anicdtural
that were built
lmdscapes
and
The business organization initially known as the Manitou Island
and utilized by the Manitou Island
Syndicate, and later as the Manitou Island Association (MIA),
Association. For a more detailed account
dominated North Manitou agriculture duing the mid-1920s through of the ms farming enterprise on
the 1940s. Although the association undertook various agricultural ~ ~ h a n i t o uh ~ s ~ m see
d , Chapter
and quasi-agricultural endeavors throughout its extensive island land Three
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Figure4.3. Employees of the Newhalls
pose in front of one of the large timberframebarns built by Silas R. Boardman
during the 1880s.

Figure 4.4. The "farmhouse,"ca. 1910s.
This stucture sewed as he Boardman
family'sNow Manitw home. The house
subsequently was wmed by the Newhall
family,the Manitou Island Syndicate,and
the Manitou Island Association. ltwas
destroyed by fire sometimein the late
1920s.

Rita Hadra Rusco, Norlh Manitou
Idmd: Between Sumire and Sunset. (n.p.:
Book Grafters, 1991), 18.

holdings, the syndicate's farming activities were centered on the
eastern side of the island near North Manitou Village, and near the
western shore at the former farmstead of Peter Swenson. During
the late 1920s the MIA developed an extensive complex of buildings at the northern edge of North Manitou V i g e to function as a
headquarters for its island activities. This complex occupied the site
of Siias R. Boardman's former farmstead, which subsequently had
been owned by the Newhall family before it was acquired by the
Manitou Island Syndicate (figures 4.3 and 4.4). The principal dwelling of the ML4 complex, a building known as the "farmhouse," may
have been constructed by Silas Boardman. Rita Hadra Rusco
recalled that the farmhouse was "a huge frame structure located
near the site of the present-day stone office building." Rusco noted
that the house "was built during the early 1880s and provided
accommodations for tourists and summer guests during the prosperous resort year^."^ This building was destroyed by £ire during the late
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Figure4.5. Manilou IslandAssociation barn during construction, 1927.The large, modem,
gambrel-roofed barn wasthe centerpieceof the MIA'sfatmstead at North Manitou Vllage. It
was built on asite amidst the farm formerly operated by Silas Boardman and the Newhalls.

1 9 2 0 ~No
. ~ other farm buildmgs from the Boardman and Newhall
periods survive.

In 1927, the Manitou Island Association constructed a large
gambrel-roofed barn on the beach ridge north of Cottage Row
(@re 4.5): Members of the barn buildmg crew induded Paul
Papa, Mike Pohaulski, John King, and Barney Stanislowski from
Cedar, and William Leo from Suttons Bay. The barn foundation was
built by Mike HoeE5 The MLA also paid Nicholas Feilen $233.90 for
"carpenter work" in October 1927, perhaps for labor related to the
The MIA used the
construction of the barn or other outbuildi~gs.~
structure to support its dairy operation, and to pa& and store the
annual cherry and deer harvests until they could be shipped to the
mainland. The barn may have been used last as a dairy facility during
the mid-1930s.' Since the Angeu Foundation continued to harvest
cherries on the island into the early 1950s, the barn may have been
used for temporary h i t storage und that time. Dudog h T S fall deer
hunts, the barn's basement-level cold-storage room continues to serve
its original function.
Below the beach ridge, south of the barn and the barnyard,
the M U constructed a sawmill. According to Fritz, the structure
was erected in 1928.' The mill's equipment came from Peter
Stormer's sawmill on the southeastern end of the island.' The mill
supported the MIA's farming operations, producing lumber and
cedar shingles for making repairs, and for constructing buildings
such as cabins for migrant orchard workers. The MIA mill never
engaged in continuous commercial production." It was active dudog
the 1930s: but may have operated for the last time during World
War 11." Michigan Deparanent of Conservation biologist no H.
Bartlett noted that the sawmill operated during the 1942-43 winter,

Josephine Alford Hollister, "The
Summer Resort on North Manitou
Isiand," February 1989, SleepingBear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
MidL
Giles E. Merritt, ''U.S. Coast Guard N.
~ManitouIsl. Esents 1925-28," 26
August 1991, SleepingBear Dunes
NationalLakeshore,Empire, ~Mch.;
David L. Fritz, "Eastside Barn," Draft
National Regster of Historic Places
Regisisation Form, 25 September 1987,
SleepingBear Dunes Nadonal
Lakeshore,Empire, Mich.
Fritz, "EastsideBarn;" Fritz's source
was an interviewwith J& (Craker)
Kinnucan.
'Manitou I s h d Assouation Accounts
Journal, September 1924-December
1929,MIA CoUection, Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,

Mich

'Jem Lundquisq interview by Eric
i\iacDonald,Leland, Mch., 27 June
1999,notes fled at SleepingBear Dunes
NationalLakeshore,Empire, Mich.

SDavidL. Fritz, "North Manitou
Village Sawmill,"Draft National
Register of Historic PlacesRegistration
Form, 14September14,1987,Sleeping
BevDunes NadonalLakeshore,
Empire, a
c
h
.

-

'Josephine Alford Hollister, "The
Sa*
February 1989,Sleepmg Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
1IliCh.

Hollister, " S a d ; " Fritz, "North
hlanitou Village S a d . "

" Hollister, "Sawmill;" Fritz, 'Worth
iManitouViage Sawmill."

processing timber blown down during a 1940 storm. Bartlett also
noted that logging was occurzing "in the patch of over-mature virgin
timber of the northern end of the island."l2
Following completion of the barn and sawmill, the MIA
added other, smaller stcucmes to the farm complex. The most
s@cant
of these was an equipment shed for storing and servicing
farm machinery. According to George Grosvenor, the equipment
shed was b d t sometime during the 1930s. The shed housed equipment used by the MIA for its deer hunting and agdcultural operations, including a thresher." Jean Lundquist recalled that she and
other island residents would senice their vehicles at the MIA barn/
Other outbuildequipment shed area dudne the 1940s and 1950~:~
ings included a carpenter's shop, and a machine shop. Dwing the
1940s the MLA equipped
as a
- - - the bottom of the machine shop
+
community laundry fadlity.15

-

-

The MIA utilized an extensive tract of cleared land north
and east of the farm complex for livestock pasture, field crops, and
orchards (figure 4.6). Giles Menitt estimated that the MLA cultivated approximately thtay acres in crops, including potatoes,'com,
and hay during the late 1920s,. The MIA's east-side farmmg operation also included chemes, apples, and fodder for horses, cows, pigs,
and chickens.16Most of the cheny orchards were located south of
the dock road."

'' I. H. Bartlen, The North Manitou Irhd

Location and Landscape Setting

The Manitou Island Assodadon (MIA) farm complex is located at
the northern end of North Manitou Village (figwe 4.7). The buildings are arranged along a beach ridge that affords excellent views of
the Manitou Passage to the east, and of other village suuctures to
the south. To the north and west, the terrain slopes gently upward
across an expansive clearing that is approximately % mile in its
north-south dimension and /'+ mile in its east-west dimension.
Formerly used as fields, pasture, orchards, and an airplane landmg
snip, this cleared area now is covered with herbaceous plants and a
few scattered shrubs, mostly Rosa spp. ( w e 4.8). The clearing is
spatially defined by dense maple-beech forest on all but the eastern
" Kim Mann to Enpl Goldkyn, 24July side, which is bounded by the Lake Mickan beach ridge. A gam1994, SleepingBearDunes National
brel-roofed barn, the largest structure of the village farm complex,
Lakeshore,Empire,Mich.
is visible from most positions w i h the clearing, and when ap'* Lundquist, interview
proaching North Manitou Island from Lake Michigan. The location
'' Rusco, N o d Monitou Irbnd, 93.
of the farm complex is further demarcated by groupings of tall,
'QavldL. Fritz, "History Data Report columnar, Lombardy (Poptnzis nigra) poplar trees, which grow near
on North ManitouIsland, Leelanau
the buildings.
Deer Herd: A H h ' y and Suaead
hlanagment Phn (Lansing:Deer
Lnvestigations, Game Division,
Department of Conservation, 4
February 1944), 3. The "overmanue"
dmber mentioned by Bartlett may have
been locatedm a wan of approximately
sixty acres of virgin sugar maple, yellow
birch (Be& alleghanimni),and hemlock
located in the southeastern portion of
Secdon 21, T3fi1, R14Y which was
noted on p. 2 of his report.

County, X&ganan'(Denver:National
ParkService, h p d 1987),28; Frie's
source is Giles E. iLIemtt.

The clearing is bisected by an east-west roadway that leads
from the site of the former &ge dock ro Lake Manitou (figure
4.9). Along this "dock road," near the crest of the beach ridge, is a
" Giles E. Memtt, untitled manuscript,
11 February 1986, Skeping Bear Dunes small hip-roofed, stone building that was constructed by the MIA as
National Lakeshore,Empire, Mich.
its business office (figure 4.10). The northern edge of the road m
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Figure 4.8. Clearingeast of North ManitouVillageand the Manitou IslandAssocialion farm complex, 1997.The vastdearing that extends
westward and northwardfrom North Manitou Village may have originated with early cord-wood cutting activilies. Orange Riidon's 1847
survey of the island recorded a small "chopping" in the vicinity of the present-dayvillage. The area later served as the headquarters of
Nicholas Pickard'swood-cuttingoperafion. Pickard, Silas R. Boardman, andthe Newhallsprobably used much ofthe clearing as pasture
and crop land. During the 1910s and 1920sthe Newhalls and the Manitou IslandAssociation added large cherry orchards and a landing
strip for airplanes. The orchards were removed by the association in the 1950s, and the landing strip and hangar were removed by the
NPS soon afferthe island became part of SleepingBear Dunes National Lakeshore.

Flgure4.9. The road that forms We
southern boundary ofthe farm distict once
connected the former North Manitou Village
dock with Lake Manitou and the interior of
the island. In many sections within the
village area, large sugar maple trees line
the roadway.
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this v i d t y is lined by a row of large, regularly spaced sugar maple
(Acer ~acchurum)trees. Two cross-roads, one south and the other
north of the office buildmg, lead from the dock road to the main
cluster of farm buildings. The "Campbell House," a small clapboard
dwelling chat functioned as housing for employees of the MLA, is
located near the intersection of the northern road with the dock
road. This road continues northward to the village barn, then
following the crest of the beach ridge, proceeds into the forest at
the northern edge of the clearing. The southern cross-road was once
lined on both sides by rows of butternut (ItlgIan~cinerea) trees;
however, only a few specimens remain. Near the intersection of this
buildroad with the dock road stands a concrete ga~a~e/~enerator
ing, portions of which probably date to the Angell Foundation era.
Most of the M U farm buildings are clustered in an area
north of the stone office building (figure 4.12). The large gambrelroohd barn, equipment shed, two storage sheds, and a shed known
as the "fixe hall" are arranged around the edge of a bowl-shaped
depression that once s w e d as a barnyard for the MWs dairy cattle.
Across from the equipment shed is a cluster of small structures
including a carpenter shop, machine shop, water storage shed, and a
gas station. The gas station and water storage building dehne the
edge of a s t a p g area south of the equipment shed ( e e 4.1 1).
West of the water storage building and gas station are the machine

Figure 4.,, , Manitou lslandAssociation
equipmentshed andstaging area, ,996,~
"working yard" is definedspatiallyby the
MIAequipmentshed, the uphill slopeofthe
beach ridge, and the waterstorageshed
and gas station.
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Figure 4.13. Photovoltaic (PV) array,
1996. A National Park Senrice proposal
shop and carpenter shop ruins. A new photovoltaic array, partially
to install a solar energy system on North
screened by a cluster of large Lombardy poplar trees, is located
Manitou Island ignited public interest in
southwest of the farm complex (figure 4.13). Below the beach ridge, the history and aesthetic character of the
east and shghtly north of the barn and barnyard, is the MIA sawmiu, North Manitou Wllage landscape. After
a large heavy-timber-framed, gable-roofed structure. Although
negotiathg with the Michigan State
Historic Preservation Officeand other
proximate to the MIA farm buildings, the sawmill is spaually and
interested
parties, the NPS constructed a
visually separated from the MIA farm complex by the beach ridge. A
photovoltaic
array in the vicinity of the
shed ruin is located south of the sawmill, and a small hip-roofed
historic MIA farm complex during
privy is located north of the mill at the base of the beach ridge.
summer 1996. The photovoltaic array is
partially screened by vegetation, yet its
Buildings, Stmchxres and Objects
modern, synthetic materials and form
contrast skrklywith the vernacular
The largest and most visually prominent structure in the farm
character of the surrounding landscape.
complex is the MIA barn, which rests upon coursed cobblestone
foundation walk that were built into the east-fa&g slope of the
beach ridge ( m e 4.14). The walls of the barn are clad with wood
shmgles.18The metal roof is surmounted by two large metal ventilators. Measuring approximately 40' x 80', the barn has fwe structural
bays, with the long axis oriented north-south. The northernmost hay
is partitioned from the rest of the barn and has a walk-in cold
storage room on the basement level, and a series of lofts above. The
cold storage room bas used for deer carcasses, and the upper levels
were used for storing cherries. The southern four bays housed
IS hccordmg to Fritz the galvanized
livestock at the basement level, with hay storage above. The basernetdIroofis.'ofrecentvintage." See
ment level contains five box stalls, milking stanchions for ten cows, Fritz,"EastsideBam."
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Figure 4.14. Manltou Island Association barn, 1996. An ancient beach ridge that runs
in a northaouth direction along the eastern shore of the island is the most prominent
topographical featweinthe vicinity of North Mamu Village. Wain the MiAfarm complex,the
'%umemus light wood framing
ridge not only definesspace,but also serves as an organizationalelement in the siting of
systems for barns were promoted
several farm structures.The basement level of the MIAvillage barn was integrated into the
during the early twendeth century. Most
east-facing slope of the ridge.

utilized a ballon framing system, s?milat
to that which was then common in
residendal construction, and affdmbrel
roof supported by wood trusses. The
truss designed by John L.Shaver was
disseminated
his book,
Pkank Frame Barn Comfrudion,which was
published in 1904. Shawver's trusses
were consuucted of standard-dimension, rniued 1-bq
and fastened to the
upper plate of the balloon hame. The
S h a v e r and otherplank-frame
structural systems were widely pmmoted by the United StatesDepamnent
o f ~ g r i c u l mand
e -versity extension
programs. Formoreinformarion on the
evolution of barn fratning and
structural systems in Michigan, see
HanalaraC'Dandekar'Robe*M'
Darvis and Eric huenMacDonald,
Smcfnra/ Pnsewation andAdaptiue Reuse
$Michigan Bum1 (Lansiig, Mich.:
MichipDeparrmentofState, 1992).

and a concrete floor throughout its extent. The upper pomon of the
barn has a bght wood-frame structural system, while the gambrel
roof is supported by six Shawver, or plank, trusses!"orth
of the
barn, on the beach ridge, are two smaller structures: a storage shed
and a structure known as the " h e hall" (figure 4.15). Both are
more-or-less square in plan. The storage shed has wood clapboard
siding and a hip roof. The hre hall has dapboard s i h g and a m e d
gable roof.
The MIA equipment shed is the second-largest structure in
the farm complex, measuring approximately 19' x 100'. It is located
directly southeast of the MLA barn, with its long axis oriented
perpen&& to the barn (figure 4.16). The shed thus defines the
southern edge of the barnyard space to the north, and the northern
edge of the working yard or staging area to the south. The wood
shingle-clad shed has a hght-wood frame structure that rests upon a
cast concrete foundation. It has six structural bays. The western and
eastern end bays are enclosed with horizontal board siding; the four
central bays are open to the south, with vemcal and horizontal
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Figure 4.15. Manitou Island Association
barn (right), $re hall" (center), and
threshing machine (lei?), 1996.The h i p
roofed fire hall is one of two small storage
buildings situated north of the barn along
the crestofa beach ridge.

Figure 4.16. Manitou Island Association barn and reconstructed equipment shed,
1996. Constructed during the 1930s, the original equipment shed played a key role in
defining the southern edge of the barnyard space that extends eastward from the
basement level of the MIA dlage bam. The southern elevaUon of the shed opened
onto a small, Rat yard where farm equipment was temporarily stored or se~iced.
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Figure 4.17. Manitou Island Association
gas station. A small gas station stands
opposite the equipment shed, along the
southern edge of the farm yard. The gas
station represents a specialized building
type--one made necessary by the MIAs'
utilization of large machinery powered
by fossil fuels.Along with the equipment
shed, the gas station is a key resource
in distinguishing the MIA farm as a
modern, "neotechnic"agricultural
enterprise.

Figure 4.18. Manitou Island Association
carpenter shop and machine shop,
1996. Like the large barn, the basement
level of the carpenter and machine
shops were integrated into the slope of
the beach ridge. Although their
cobblestone foundations remain intact,
the wooden superstructures of both
shops currently are in ruinous condition.
siding above the openings. During the 1996 building season the shed
was dismantled and reconstructed to accommodate NPS equipment
and space for the photovoltaic array. The reconstructed equipment
shed occupies the footprint of the historic shed and closely approximates its historic appearance. Although some historic building
m a t d s were incorporated into the new structure, the shed is
mostly composed of new materials. A small shed ruin, now almost
completely obscured within a grove of Lombardy poplars, lies
directly east of the equipment shed.

Shunichi Hagnvara, '%BuildingSuuccure Inventory for North W t o u
Island," September 1979, Sleeping Bear
D~~~~~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ l
Mlchlgan.
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The gas station has wood clapboard siding and a gable roof
that projects beyond the structure to form a sheltered front porch
(figure 4.17). The water storage building is a clapboard, side-gabled
structure. Although the carpenter shop and machine shop appeared
to
~
~ be~ ink kgood
~~condition
~ , h when
~ ~ Shunichi
~ , Hagiwara completed his
inventory in 1979, both are now in ruinous condition (figure 4.18)."
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Figure 4.19. Manitou island Association office building, 1996. The MIA office building ia
a small, yet solidly constructed building. The office has a specialized function that is
typical of modem, "neotechnic"agricultural buildings. It reflects the MIAs' conception of
the farm as a business, and the association's hierarchical managerial structure.
Odgtnally, both structures rested upon stone foundations that were
built into the slope of the beach ridge. Southeast of these structures
is a small depression, which is now densely wooded. In this area are
two ruinous privies, which appear to have been moved to their
current positions from other locales.
The MIA office building is located west of the carpenter
shop and machine shop ruins, along the road leading to the former
North Manitou dock. It is a small hip-roofed structure, with a
simple rectangular footprint and thick, fieldstone walls (figure 4.19).
The road in front of the office building is lined with large, regularlyspaced sugar maple trees. North of the office building, situated near
the northwestern corner of the intersection of the northern farm
road and the dock road, is a small vernacular dwelling known as the
"Campbell House"+ one-story, side-gabled dwelling that the
Manitou Island Association used as housing for its workers ( k e
4.20). The house is named after Russell Campbell, an MIA employee who resided there with his wife during the 1950s. This may
be one of several houses that, according to Josephme Hollister, was
once located in the "farm yard" of Silas Boardmads farmstead
(figures 4.21 and 4.22).21Cultural landscape features at this site

" Hollister, "Summer Resort."

Figure 4.20. Campbell House, 1996.
The residence known as the "Campbell
House" reflects the importance of hired
labor to corporate farming organizations
like the Manitou island Association. It
represents the managerial structure of
such operations, and thus constitutes an
important and unique resource within the
village.

Figure 4.21. Belgian draft horses graze
in front of the "Campbell House" (left)
and another small tenant farm house
(right) on the Newhail farm, ca. 1900.
Like the Hans Hdseth house currently
within the North Manitou U.S. Life-saving
Service Station complex, the Campbell
house probably does not occupy its
original site. The Campbell house
represents an important genre in the
history of domestic architecture on the
island: small, vernacular, wood-frame
houses that frequently were relocated
fromsite to site in accord& changes in
ownership, tenancy, oreconomic
considerations.Asdefined and
convenlonaliy employed by the National
Register of Historic Places, "integrity of
location"ceases to be ameaningful
category of analysis when considering
such highly-mobile vernacular buildings.
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Figure 4.23. Manitou Island Association sawmill, 1996. The mill is partially composed
0fmate:ials salvagea from Peter Stormer's mil, at the southeastern end of the islana.
Tne sawmill was not central to the MIAs agricultural operations, but il dia produce
materials that the association used to construct and maintain its various farm
structures. The mill was situated below the beach ridge an a site locate0 several
nundreo feet from the barn, perhaps to provioe ample mom fgr piles of logs and
Ibmber without interfering with nearby farming activities. The MIA sawmill remains in
souna smctbral wnaibon, representing two important phases of twenbeth-cenlbry
logglng aaiviry on North Manitou lslano
include a shed, concrete sidewalk, spirea shrubs, and planting of daylilies and sedum.
T h e s a w d i s a two-story, gable-roofed structure (figure
4.23). It has a heavy timber frame, w h i c h apparently was constructed with a assortment o f circular-sawn, band-sawn, and h e w n
timbers t h a t w e r e recycled from other island strucmes." T h e
buildmg is sheathed with vertical boards and r o o f e d with corrugated
sheet metal. A small, hip-roofed, w o o d - k a m e privy i s located a few
yards north of t h e sawrmll (figute 4.24).

Gnz&ktingLandscape Features
Barnyard
Equipment yard
Roads
Butternut trees

Threshing machine

/

stagmg area

Shed (ruin)

Privy #I (ruin)
Privy #2 (ruin)

;,. :. ...

.
Figure 4.24. Privy near the MIA sawmill,
1996. The relatively refined materials
and ornamentation of this privy suggests
that it may have been relocated here
from another site, perhaps one of the
Coltage ROWparcels.
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Robert Foulkes, "Summary and
Explanation of Timber Survey Notes
for S a d on North Manitou Island,
SleepingBear Dunes National
Lakeshore," 20 March 1995, Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore,
Empue, ~Mich.
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Lombardy poplar grove

-c

all (ruin)
Fire H

StructureNumber: 53122830

Fence

Dimensions: 20' x 30'

Machme Shop (ruin)

Foundation: stone

P-P

Walls: wood lap siding

collEribzaing-ms
M m O f t i c e g
Structure Number: 53122810
Dimensions: 24'-8" x 14'-5"
Foundation: cast concrete
Walls: cobblestone
Roof: hip; asphalt shingles
Water Storape Shed
StruauteNumber. 53122841
Dimensions: 14'-5" x 11'
Foundation: cast concrete
Walls: wood lap siding
Roof: asphalt

Barn
Structure Number: 53122809

Roof: asphalt
Fruit Storage Shed
Srmcture Number: 53122846
Dimensions: 20' x 15'
Foundation: none
Walls: vertical boards
Roof: hip; wood shingles

7
Structure Number: 53122874
Dimensions: 12' x 7'
Foundation: none
Walls: wood lap sidmg
Roof: asphalt

Gmtributing Non-famn Structures
MIA Sawmill

Dimensions: 80'-6" x 40'-6"

Srructure Number: 53122808

Foundation: coursed cobblestone and concrete

Dimensions: 90'-10" x 24'-6"

Walls: wood shingles

Foundation: mortared stone and brick

Rook galvanized, corrugated sheet metal

Walls: vertical wood boards

Gas Station
Structure Number: 53122813

Roof: gable; metal
Generator Buildmg

Dimensions: 11'-6" x 19'-3"

Structure Number: 53105802

Foundation: cast concrete

Foundation: concrete

Walls: wood lap siding

Walls: concrete block

Roof: galvanized corrugated sheet metal

Roof: sheet metal

Camenter S h o ~

Gmge

Structure Number: 53122844

Structure Number: 53122847

Dimensions:

Dimensions: 25' x 15'

Foundation: concrete, stone

Foundation: concrete

Walls: wood shingles

Walls: vertical boards with asphalt covering

Roof: pble; wood shingle / nonextant

Roof: asphalt
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Eauipment Shedz
Structure Number: 53122807
Dimensions: 100' x 25'
Foundation: cast concrete
Walls: wood shingles, vertical and horizontal boards
Roof: gable; wood shingles
Photovoltaic Array
Foundation: cast concrete
Other materials: metal, plasuc, glass

Accordmg to Nadonal Register of
HistoncPlaces el~pibihtycriteria, the
IMM equipment shed is considered a
non-contributhg structure because it is
a reconstruction. However, the destgn
of the shed closely approximates that
of the historic structure, and thus is
companble with the character of the
historic distdct.
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ManitouIslandAssociationMigrantOrchardWorkffs'
Cabins
NW %, NE !A, Section 34, T-32N R-15W

According to Rita Hadra Rusco, during the mid-1930s the MLA
constructed twenty-five one-room cabins to house migrant cherry
harvest crews." A sketch map drawn in 1953 by the Detroit Insuance Agency noted the existence of nineteen cabins, which were
Each cabin contained basic furnishvalued collectively at $3,800.25
ings and utensils, including bunk beds with straw mattresses, a
water tank, tables, lamps, dishes, and an array of kitchen tools
ranging from a potato masher to a lemon squeezer (figure 4.25)?
The cabins were constructed along the shoreline road at the northFigure 4.25. The disintegration of the
island community during the 1930s
forced the MIA to import a migrant labor
force for it annual cherry harvests. To
house workers during their stay on the
island, the MIA constructed a cluster of
simple wooden shelters along the
northeastern edge of its North Manitou
Village orchards. Apparently the new
arrangement also necessitated the
promulgation of "rules and regulations"
governing the use of MIA-owned
Property.

Manitou Island Association
North Manitou Island, Michigan
ONYENTORI

nc.a"r
-8.
ern,.

.

i, ti"

cur

U t o u Island Associadon, "Rules
and Regulations [for chenypickers'
cabms]," ca. 1940?,MIA CoUecdon,
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore,Empire, Mch.
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Description and Analysis of Individual Sites

eastern corner of the large east-side clearing. The cleared land to the
southwest was u&,ed for the MIA airstrip and for apple and cherry
orchards.
In 1957 a grass fire raged across the airfield and through the
abandoned cherry and apple orchards. The hre destroyed a row of
cherry pickers' shacks, most likely those lining the western side of the
shoreline road. A newspaper article reported that the fire was statted
by a logger. The blaze, which extended over thirty-tive acres, stopped
a t the edges of the road and woods, destroying twelve cabins; seven
remained unscathed?

heathandLandsuzpe Setting
Four of the MLA cherry pickers' cabins remain along the shoreline
road leadmg northward from the village to the John Maleski homestead. In island lore, the stretch of road north of the cabins was
designated "Lover's Lane," as it was there that U.S. coastguardsmen
allegedly romanced their s~eetheatts.~'
The cabins are situated between the road and the crest of the lakeshore bluff, approximately a
halfmile north of the village dock (figure 4.26).2%e cabin entrances
face west, toward the road. The area is now heavily wooded with
young sugar maple, beech (Fagus~mndiilia),and aspen (Populus
tremuLooides) trees, yet glimpses of the Manitou Passage can be seen
through gaps in the trees. A dense, nearly monotypic stand of black
locust trees (Robinzapseudaacacia) is located south of the cabin cluster.
The oldest individuals may have been planted initially by the MIA as a
windbreak. Southwest of the cherry pickers' cabins and the black
locust grove is a relict apple orchard, which currently is a N P S designated camping site. A fifth cabin, which has been moved from its
o m p a l location and convened into a storage shed, is located behind
the Alford cottage on Cottage Row.
-

Buildings, -sts

and Objects

All four cabins were in good sauctural condition when they were
inventoried in 1979 by Shunichi Hagnvara. The cabins are gableroofed, light-wood-framed structures clad with vertical board-andbatten siding (+e
4.27). Three of the cabins (one of which is in
ruinous condition) are approximately twelve feet square in plan; one
cabin is slightly larger, measuring twelve feet by fourteen feet. The
floor of each cabin consists of planks nailed to a wooden platform
that rests directly on the ground surface. The interior walls of the
cabins are unhished, with shelves built into the front gable walls. The
front (western) wall of each cabin has a door opening, one small
window, and small vent in the gable. One lateral wall on each cabin
has a large pass-through window measuring approximately six feet
wide by three feet hgh.

"Rash of Grass Fires Threatens
Damage On Mainland
and Island'"
LPeLnai~Enterprirem , 4A p d 1957,
Betribex
Couechon,Leelanau
Historicd Museum, Leland, hlich.
2S

Lwdquis~interview.

'WTM reference point: Zone 16,
Easing 580306,Northing 4997794.
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Site Plan of the Manitou Island Association
Orchard Workers' Cabins
FIGURE 4.26
Dlawlns by Ens MacDonsld and Kaue Franks
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cabins standing along the eastern shore road are nearly identical in appearance. The
repetitive, standardized design reflects the anonymous role that transient, itinerant
workers played in commercial fruit operations like that of the MIA. The cabins further
represent the radical social and economic transformation that occurred on the island
during the 1930s and 1940s. During that time, the U.S. Coast Guard station and the
lighthouse were closed, the Bournique, Anderson, and Maleski families abandoned
their farms, and the MIA acquired even more island property. All of the surviving
orchard workers' cabins are deteriorating due to lack of maintenance.

Shoreline Road

South Cherry Orchards

Landing Smp

BlackLocust Grove/Windbreak

North Cherry Orchard
Apple Orchard

Maple-Beech-AspenWoodland

Cabin #I (Rum)
Structure Number: 53122899
Dimensions: 12'0" x 12'-2"
Walls: vertical board and batten
RooE none
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Cabin #2
Structure Number: 53122899
Dimensions: 12'-2" x 14'-0"
Walls: vertical board and batten
Roof gable; composition roof paper
Cabin #3
Structure Number: 53122899
Dimensions: 12'-2" x 12'-1"
Walls: vertical board and batten
Roof: gable; composition roof paper
Cabin #4
Structure Number: 53122899
Dimensions: 12'-0" x 12'-2"
Walls: vertical board and batten
Roof: none

Manitou I s l a n d A s s ~ i o West-Side
n
Farm /
Crescent Tourzlsite
E %, Section 7, T-31N R-15W

History a n d ~ r a 2 I ) a t a
This site, used by the MLA as the base of its west-side agricultural
operations, was fitst farmed by Peter Swanson and his brother John
Swenson, both of whom emigrated from Sweden during the mid1880s. They purchased 240 acres of land along the western shore of
North Manitou Island near the site of the abandoned lumber town
of Aylswoah. The two brothers shared a house, and together
purchased livestock, cleared land, and consmcted a barn and
fences (figure 4.28). John, who chose to spell his name "Swenson,"
built a boat for fishing and transporting goods to and from Leland.
Peter worked for Silas Boardman as a carpenter and blacksmith.
According to Rita Hadra Rusco, John later moved to the east- side
of the island where he engaged in farming and logging?'
The 1900 population census of North Manitou Island lists
Peter "Swenson," born November 1861, age 38. He had been
married for three years to his wife Mary, who was born in 1873.
According to the census manuscxipt, Peter had immigrated from
Sweden in 1885, and was a nationalized U.S. citizen. Mary had
RUSCO,
North Manitou Ishnd, 60.
immigrated from Norway in 1895. Two children lived with them:
" U.S. Census Office, 'Twelfth (19001 Peter M., born in February 1898 in Michgan, and Theobalda, born
Census of
United S t a t e L P o ~ d a - in June 1892 in Norway-three years before MaryS unmtgration,
don," micsotilm copy of manuscript
and five years before her marriage to Peter. John Swenson does not
schedules, Srate Historical Soder).of
appear in the 1900 census of North Manitou Island?'
Wisconsin, Mailadison.
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Figure 4.28. A "homemade threshing
machine3'onthe farm of Peter Swanson,ca.
1900.

" Rusco,

N o d i\.lanitoli Island, 96-97,

123.

In 1906,Peter Swanson leased part of his Noah Manitou
property to the partnership of Franklyn H. Smith and William C.
Hull of Traverse City. On this parcel, the Smith & Hull Lumber
Company developed the lumber camp known as "Crescent." The
several commercial and quasi-public
complex induded a saw d,
buildings including a school, post office, hotel, dock, and housing for
workers. Construction of the dock began in 1907, and the mdl,
operated by A. J. White and Son, began functioning in the fall of
1908. A narrow-gauge railroad carried logs from Smith & Hull's's
land holdings in the northwestern portion of the island to Crescent?' The company used some of the cleared land surrounding the
camp and the Swanson farmstead to produce food for its workers
and draft animals. and for a small d a b herd and other livestock. 33
Several barns and other agriculmal buildings were erected at the
site. Historic photographs of Crescent depict several large barns
with lower walls constxucted of vertical logs?'
In 1915, following the depletion of harvestable timbe.r on its
island lands, the Smith & Hull Lumber Company abandoned the
Crescent lumber camp. The townsite was entirely deserted by the
time biologist Robert Hatt visited the site in 1916. 35 Soon thereafter
the struct&es were dismantled, with some of the materials possibly
recycled by island residents into other buildings (figure 4.29). Peter
Swanson may have discontinued his own farming activities on
North Manitou Island during the Smith & Hull lumbering period.
The 1910 federal census of population for Leland Township lists
Peter Swenson, 49, fiom Sweden, who was naturalized in 1881. He
c h e d no occupation, lived with his wife Mary, his son Enos (age
12), and daughter Eva D.96Peter, Mary, and Eva Swanson moved to
Traverse City in 1917. Enus, who was employed by Peter Stormer,
remained on the island."

"David L. Flirz, "Swanson Barn,"
Draft NationalRegister of Historic
Places Registradon Form, 22 September
1987, ~ l e e & ~ ~ e a r ~ u n e s N a i o n a l
Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.
"The historic photograph collection of
the Leelanau Historical Museum
includes severalgood views of agricultural and other buildmgs at Crescent.
Numerous buildmgs appear to have
utilized vertical l o g d construction.
The &st documented example of this
construction t h q u e on North
W t o u may be the residence of Alvar
and Mary Boumique, which was built by
Nicholas Fden. Perhaps Feilen,who
resided on the island dudng the
developmentof Crescent, also was
involved in the construction of the
lumber camp buildings.
35

Robert T H a q J. VanTyne, L. C.

Stuaa, C. H. Pope, and A. B. Grobman,

Island Lij:A Shrdy ofthe Land
Vertabrates of the Islands o f Eastern Lake
Michigan ploomfield Hills, Mich.:
Cranbrook Instimte of Science, 1948),
43.
U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, "Thineenth [I 9101
Census of the United States-Pop&don," m i u o f h copy of manuscript
schedules Library of Midugan, Lansing
,Most likely, the natuxalization dateis an
error. shce 1881 is fow years prior to
Swanson's immigration to the United
States.
" Rusco, North Manitoli I~land,102-103,

69.

The Crescent townsite eventually was acquired by the Manitou
"Fritz, histo tor)' Data Report," 82;
Island Syndicate, forerunner of the Manitou Island Association,
Fritz, "Swanson Barn." The barn was
which constructed a large barn there sometime during the early 1920s.
considered ehg~blefor inclusion in the
From information given in an interview with Mrs. Eleanor (Andernational regtster because of irs associason) Oien, National Park Service historian David L. Fritz inferred
tion with the logging activities at
~~
that the western side barn predated the lumbering town of C r e ~ c e n t . Crescmt.

Figure 4.29. Crescent "meat market"
and "barber shop," ca. 1940. The
structures depicted in the background of
this photograph allegedly were part of
the crescent lumber camp, where hey
fundoned as a meat market and a barber
shop. Both structures apparently were
utilizedand maintainedby the MIA, which
owned the propertywhen this photograph
was taken.

Although historic photo,sphs indicate that a large, wood-frame,
gambrel-roofed barn did exist at the townsite during its heyday, the
design of that building differed s~gtllficantlyfrom the current sttucture. If the barn portrayed in photographs of Crescent is indeed the
currently existing barn, then it has been substantially remodeled and,
judging from the surrounding terrain, probably also relocated.
The current structure probably was built after the demise of
Crescent, but prior to the mid-1920s. According to Rusco, the westside barn was built around 1925 by the Manitou Island Syndcate to
of the expenses recorded in
support its beef cattle endea~or.~Wone
the MIA accounts journal for autumn 1924 through 1929 can be
atttibuted directly to construction of the west-side barn. However,
an entcy in the Manitou Island Associauon accounts journal during
autumn 1924 indcates that the MIA paid Martin Haeft $251.25 For
"paintiog buildings west side."40Perhaps the west-side barn was
built during the spring or summer of 1924, just prior to the period
covered by the surviving MIA expenses ledger.
The MIA's west-side farming operation focused on beef
cattle. Peter Oien managed the west-side farm for the MIA ( w e
4.30). He and his family lived in the house originally built and
occupied by Peter Swanson and John Swen~on.~'
The Oiens also
raised corn and hay, and had a family garden for their own use.
According to Giles Marin, the MIA utilized the west-side fields for
hay, corn, potatoes, and some fruit trees. He estimated that during
'' Rusco, No& Monitou I~kznd,96.
with hay and corn,
"Manitou Island Association Accounts the 1920s about twenty-five acres were planted
.
and another three acres were devoted to potatoes. The west-side
Journal.
operation also included several milk cows, chickens, and hogs.42Jean
"Fritz, "History Data Report," 28;
Fria's source is Giles E. Merritt.
L~ndquistrecalled that during the late 1930s and 1940s the westside farmstead included the former Swanson/Swenson house, the
42 Giles E. Memq untitled manuscript,
11 February 1986;Friu, "History Data
large MIA barn, a pig sty, and a chicken coop, the laner two located
Report," 28.
north of the barn. A couple of "old machinery sheds" were located
" Lundquist, interview
near the abandoned Crescent
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Figure 4.30. Peter Oien family, ca. 1940.
Peter Oien was employed by the MIA
during the 19X)s,andmay have begun his
ernploymentMhthe assodation's
forerunner,the Manitou Island Syndicate.
While Peter was employed by the MIAas a
farm manager, the Oiens resided at the
west-side farm duringthesummermonths.
The large barn shown in the ba&ground of
this photograph was the primary structureof
the MlRs wet-side farming operation.This
photograph depidsthe building not long
before the MIA began curtailing agricultural
production on the island. Soon thereafter,
the MIA ceased harvesting hay from the
large clearingsscatteredthroughoutthe
western and southem phons of the island,
and utilized the barn primarily to store
winter feed for the MIA deer herd.
After the Angell Foundation discontinued most of the MIA's
island agricultural activities during the early 19505, the barn was
primarily used for storage and to provide shelter for deer hunters
d&g inclement weather." When Rita Hadra Rusco arrived on
NO& Manitou in 1942, the Swanson/Swenson house was vacant but
in good repair. Peter and Eleanor Oien moved to the madand in
1945.45A 1953 insurance evaluation of the site indicated that the barn
was used for feed storage Three other structures on the site, one of
which IIhely was the Swanson/Swenson farmhouse, were listed as
"~ninsurable."~
The deserted farmhouse was bulldozed in the mid.
1970s,the last house to be demolished by the MIA."

Location and Landscape Setting
The MIA west-side farm is situated in the west-central portion of
the isknd, less than one-half mile &om Lake Michigan. Nearly four
miles west of the village, the farm is reached via a roadway that
traverses the island &om a location just north of the "south orchard" on the eastern shore road. The farm clearing is nearly a mile
long from north to south, and a half-mile wide. A smaller, irregularly-shaped clearing known as the "blg field" is located south and
shghtly upland of the main cleared area, screened from view by a
narrow strip of woodland. The pdmary farm clearing offers spectacular views of Lake Michgan and South Manitou Island. The
terrain slopes gradually downward toward the lakeshore, where it is
then broken by a smp of hghly irregular, rounded dune formations,
and active dunes along the coast. The vegetation of this area
includes several showy wildflowers, including yarrow (AchilLes
miIIefoIixm),common St. John's-wort (H$en'ctlmpeforatum), and
common milkweed (Asclepias Jynaca), all of which bloom dudng
mid-summer.
-

-

David L. Fritz, "Swanson Barn."

Mantoil I s h 4 76,95;
"N. Manitou Native Dies at the Age of
95:' LeeLnau Enterprise, 22 August
1996. Eleanor Oien was the daughter of
North hfanitou Island pioneers Mads
and Gertrudc Nerland. She married
Peter M. Oienul1921. Peter diedin
1973,andEleanor&edin 1996.

" Rusco, Nod

+D
' etroit
hsutance Agency, ";Manitou
Idand Association, Worth &tou
Island, Michigan."

" Rusco, North Monitoir Isiand, 95, 13.
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The MIA west-side barn is located in the extreme southeastem comer of the large clearing, its southern end positioned at the
edge of the woodland and th; base of a small hiu (figure 4.31). The
site of the former A. J. White and Son mill is visible several yards
northwest of the bam, where the lower terrain and vegetation becomes very marshy. This small wetland constitutes the remains of the
holding pond for the d,
into which hot water once was pumped to
wash away snow, sand, and gravel from logs before they were milled
( + r e 4.32).1' Concrete piers and foundation remnants mark the
location of the sawmill. Three apple trees are located north of the
relict mill pond area.

Figure 4.32. Site of the former A. J.
white & sonsawmill, crescent
townsite,
1996. Conmete foundations mark the
former location of the sawmill; the longabandoned mill pond remains visible in
the landscape as a large
located
directly west of the MIA bam.

Located several yards northeast of the bam is a structural
ruin referred to as "the barber shop" (figure 4.33) This structure is
presumed to have been part of the Crescent lumber camp. According to Rusco, the building functioned as the town meat market. It
had a walk-in cooler, and an attached icehouse and barber shop.4' A
ca. 1940 photograph shows the structure to be weU-maintained and
in good condidon, suggesting that it was utilized as part of the MLA
west-side farming operation
Apparently, the barber shop ruin was in better condition at
the time of 1994 List of Classified Structures GCS) sutvey, which
indicated that it was a cross-gable srructure with drop siding and a
wood shingle roof. measuring 14'-4" by 25'-0."50It has now almost
completely collapsed. An automobile inside the structure, which is
currently buried beneath debris, suggests that a portion of the

4s

M~~~~~~
1,hnd, 96,

Rus,,,

List of Ciarsified Suuctures, field
notes, Summer 1994, Nationalpark
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Figure 4'33' "Barber shop'"
townsite, 1996.

building formerly was used as a garage. The automobile may be either
a 'Beacon' or 'Ace'-models that were manufactured bv Continental
Motors during 1933-1935.There are at least three other noticeable
depressions in the vicinity of the barber shop. These may be locarions
of buildmgs formerly associated with the Swanson farm or the
Crescent lumber camp. Farther to the northeast, barely within the
edge of the woods, are the remains of the Peter Swanson house,
which was bulldozed by the Manitou Island Association. It is now
merely a pile of wood and debris.

Buildings aandshzcctures
The MIA west-side barn is positioned with its long axis a w e d
southwest/northeast. The barn has a gambrel roof with flared eaves.
It is clad with vertical board siding and corrugated sheet-metal
roo6ng ( e e s 4.34 and 4.35). Most of the foundation is cast
concrete, except for a pomon of the northwestern wall, which is
fieldstone with cement mortar. A concrete wing wall extends outward from the northeastern end of the building, but there is no
obvious evidence to suggest whether this wall once supported a
structure of some sort.
The barn has nine structural bays (figure 4.36). The northeastem two-thirds of the lower floor is open and has a dirt floor. The
southwestern third has a concrete floor, with the space divided
between wooden box stalls, and a series of milking stanchions that
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Figure 4.34. Manitau Island Association west-side barn, northern and western facades,
1996. The barn is thelargestagriculturalbuildingon North Manitou Island.

Figure 4.35. Manitou Island Association
west-side barn, eastern and southern
facades, 1996.The barn is a prominent
landscapefeature of thewest-side fann
dearing and Crescent townsite, and
drarnablly frames westward views of Lake
Michigan.
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Manitou Island Association West-Side Barn
Ground Floor Plan
FIGURE 4.36
D m n g Q Ens MacOonala and Kabe Franks

accommodated ten cows (figure 4.37). Like the east-slde MIA barn,
the lower portion of the west-side barn has a heavy timber structure
made up of circular-sawn wooden posts and guders, and peeled log
beams. Above, the barn has a plank-frame structure that is based on
the Shawver truss system. Physical evidence suggests that the large
upper loft, which extends across the full length of the structure, was
used for hay storage, and the space below housed animals. The barn
has a large door at the southern end for loading hay.

GmMlmtingLandscape Features
Meat market/barber shop ruin and automobile
E d e n depressions
Peter and John Swanson/Swenson House ruin
Fence posts and woven wire fence
Concrete foundation (barnyard)

Mdl pond
Concrete foundation and piers (A. J. Whlte mill)
Apple trees (3) north of pond
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Figure 4.37. Manitou Island Association west-side barn, milking stanchions, 1996. The
floor plan, materials, equipment, and interior finishes of the MIA barn conform to
standards promulgated during the 1910s and 1920s by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the exlension programs of state agricultural colleges.

r3nMmthg-w~

h
StructureNumber: 53122830
Dimensions: 132' x 33'
Foundation: concrete; fieldstone

Wds: vertical boards
Roof: corrugated sheet metal
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A h r andMary BourniqueFarm

NE '/4, NW %, Section 22, T-31N R-14W
The farm built by Colonel Alvar L. and May Bournique was the
most elaborate private resort developed on North Manitou Island
during the twentieth century ( e e s 4.38 and 4.39). Alvar
Bournique @. 1866) married Mary McMunn @. 1883) in 1901.
Together they operated a dance instruction school founded by Alvar
Bournique's parents in Chicago in 1867.5' The Bourniques owned
additional dance studios in Waukegon and Lake Forest, Illinois, and
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.iz

'' U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, "Thirteenth [1910]
Census of the United States--Popdadon;" "People You Know - Or Do
You?:' Leehnau EnterpTire-Tribune, 28
Maich 1957,n.p.
j2

Fritz, "Histoly Data Report,:' 83-84.

" Homesteadhpplication #I 1080,
S e d #022; Fjnal CertiKcate (Patent)
#62772, National kchives and Records
Administration, Washington, D.C.

" U.S. Deparment of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, "Thirteenth [1910]
Census of the United States--Popuiation."
j5 "People You Know - Or Do You?:'
Leehnau E n t e r p n ~ e - T b28
, March
1957,n.p.

Giles E. Memtt, untitled manuscript,
1986.
11 Feb-

jL

" W e s E. Merritt, "U.S. Coast Guard
N. n k t o u ~ dE. V ~ 1925.28."
~ S

On 3 July 1903, Alvar Bournique filed a homestead entty for
152.20 acres of land described as EYz NW%, NE% SW% and Lot
#5, Section 22, T31N R14W. The final proof was entered on 13
October 1908. In his 1908 testimony, Bournique claimed to have
settled on the property on 25 October 1903. He built and occupied
a 32' x 42' log house in 1904. Additional improvements included a
second dw-,
an ice house, a barn, chicken coop, tool shed,
laundry,fences, and wells (figure 4.40). These improvements were
valued at $4000. Bournique tesdied that he resided at the farm
with his wife and two children, and stated that he had "never been
absent beyond the time limit accorded and onlv in account of
business." While he was away, the farm operations were continued
by his wife and employees. The soil was hght sand and clay, covered
with second-growth timber. He cultivated approximately ten acres
the hrst year, "planted to orchard &st season three acres, and
increased each year amount cultivated about five acres." In 1907
Boumique cultivated approximately thuty-three acres, and in 1908,
he had approximately thirty acres under cultivation. Bournique's
wimesses were John Paetschow, age 25, and Fred Samuelson, age
37. Other wimesses were Nick Feilen and John Anderson.i3 Two
years later, at the time of the 1910 census, the Boumiques were
listed as residents of North Manitou Island. They had two daughters, Elizabeth, age 7, and Mary L., age 3.54
The Bourniques continued their Chicago-based dancing
school business, running their North Manitou Island farm "by
remote control," and coming to the island for summer vacations.
They increased theit island property holdmgs to 400 acres and
continued the farming operation until 1925.1' Giles Merritt recalled
that during the mid-1920s the Boumiques spent May through
September at their island home." The household included Alvar and
Mary Bournique, their two daughters, and Mary Boumique's mother,
Mrs. William N o r t h ~ p
McMunn. Friends and extended family
members visited for shorter periods during the summer, often
arriving on the steamship Puritan from Chicago, which stopped at
several ports on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan."
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Figure 4.38. Alvar and Mary Boumique residence shortly ailer
constructionin 1903.

Figure 4.39. Avar and Mary Bournique at their North Manitou
Island summer home, ca. 1928. The Boumiquesresidedin
Highland Park, Illinois.

Figure 4.40. Alvar and Mary Bournique farm, ca. 1910. The structure in this
photograph may be one of several buildings that once stood on the Boumique
farmstead.

'=Fria, "History Data Report," 83.
j9

Rusco, North Manitu Isbnd, 59.

The Boumiques employed island residents to tend to vadous
household and farm chores, induding housekeepmg, cooking,
laundering, and gardening?' John and Ildri Anderson operated the
farm and served as year-round caretakers of the property?Vhe
Bourniques also hired MIA employees for farm labor, rented a
saddle horse for the summer season, and purchased ice, milb, and
hay from the

In 1938 the Boumiques sold their dance school and moved
to Leland. Following Alvar's death that same year, Mary Bournique
continued to reside in that mainland community!' The Bournique's
North Manitou house was last occupied in 1941. Mary Boumique
" '"People You Know - 01Do You?:' visited the property each summer between 1942 and 1946; during
Leebnw Enterprfse-Tribune,28 March
these visits, however, she stayed in the MIA lodge.62Ownership of
1957, n.p.
the North Manitou property passed to Mary Bournique's daughter
" Rusco, Norih MmPou Irhnd, 59.
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbu Munneke. At their meeting on I
" Memorandum, Craig Keith to October 1955, the board of trustees of the Angell Foundation
poard of Trustees,William R AngeU
agreed to offer the Munnekes $20,000, to be paid over a three year
Foundation], 31 December 1976,i\ngell
period,
in exchange for dtle to the property. The Munnekes agreed
Foundation Collection, Sleeping Bear
to this plan in April 1956, and the Angell Foundation acquired the
Dmes National Lakeshore, Empire,
in 1959.63
title
mch.

"'Giles
E. Merriq 'US. Coast Guard
N. Manitou IsL Events 1925-28;"
Manitou Isknd Association, Accounts
Journal.
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Cultural resources associated with the Boumique homestead are
located in the extreme southeastern pomon of the island, approximately three miles south of North Manitou Village. The buildings
are grouped into two clusters amidst a complex and somewhat
amorphous network of open spaces that also indudes the island
cemetery (figure 4.41). The Boumique house and its associated
outbuildmgs are located in an area of old dunes approximately onequarter-mile west of the Lake Michlgan shore. The remains of the
Bournique's barns and other farm buildings are located approximately one-quarter-mile farther west.

Lundscape Setting, Residence C f w t e r
The Boumique house is situated near the Lake Michigan shore in a
clearing characterized by semi-stable sandy dunes (figures 4.42 and
4.43). The house is perched on the crest of an old dune, a site that
offers views of the Manitou Passage and the Michgan mainland
through a screen of trees along the beach. From the grand front
porch of the Boumique house one still can catch glimpses of the
Manitou Passage, and hear the waves of Lake M i c w lapping
agamst the shoreline. The terrain between the house and lakeshore
is gently undulating and sparsely vegetated with old field and native
dune plants, including scattered juniper shrubs Uuniperis communis),
Artemkia caudata, Arabis brata, and Pitcher's thistle (Ciniizcmpitchen),
a protected species. In some places, pardally-buried fence posts and
woven wire fence protrude from the dunes. To the north and west,
the rear of the homestead complex is framed by a woodland of
sugar maple, beech, aspen, and paper birch (Bettllapapy@era) trees. A
narrow roadway leads from the homestead buildings westward into
the woodland. This road connects the house site with the remnants
of the farm buildmgs (figure 4.44).
Figure 4.42. Alvar and Mary Bournique
residence, landscape setting, 1996. The
Boumique residenceis situated amidsta
landscape of old dunes.
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Figure 4.43. Blowout near the Alvar and
Maw Boumiaue residence, 1996. The
modile ridges and hollows ofsand created
atthe Boumique property by strong
offshore winds are suitable environments
for Piichw'sth'1~11e(Cifsiumpitchen), a
iederally protected species.

Figure 4.44. Relict roadway connecting the Boumique residence and
farm buildings, 1996. The Boumique farm buildings were located
several hundred feet west af the house and its associated
outbuildings. The view of the farm cluster from the house is screened
by a narrow stand of woodiand vegetation.

Tending a Co@o~*lbbW i h e z s

The main entrance of the Boumique house faces eastward
toward the Manitou Passage (figure 4.45). The family probably
enjoyed many spectacular sunrises from the broad porch that fully
extends across the front of their summer home. Several large paper
birch trees and one black cheny (Pmnz~semkna) tree are scattered in
the vicinity of the house. The Bourniques may have planted these
trees, or simply allowed natural volunteers to remain in these
locations. Relict ornamental vegetation include a Wac shrub at the
southern end of the front porch, and two groupings of spirea shrubs
south of the house. Near the southem wall of the house there is a
wooden support structure for a large cistern that once collected
water from the roof of the house. Directly north of the house are
the remnants of a horse corral, consisting now of some scattered
fence posts and woven-wire fence on the ground surface.
From the rear porch, a concrete terrace extends westward
across the full breadth of the buildmg. A narrow concrete walkway,
lined with sugar maple trees, extends outward along an axis perpendicular to the terrace. Four outbuildmgs are arranged along this
walkway. The largest of these, a two-story, gable-roofed ice house,
is located nearest to the house. Farther west are two gable-roofed
privies. At the end of the walkway is a concrete-hed well, and the
collapsed wooden structure of a wash house. Ahgned with the end
of the concrete walkway, a boardwalk extends alongside the former
wash house. Located several yards southwest and downslope from
the residence is the Boumique's automobile garage. There is a
concrete pad at both the.front and rear garage doors, and a corduroy
driveway, now partially buried by sand, extends westward from the
rear door.

Landscape SeUing, P a m C&s&r
The remains of the Bournique farm buildmgs are clustered approximately one-quarter-mile from the house and its associated outbuildings ( w e 4.46). Open fields are located north of the Bournique
farm complex, which is accessed by a road that extends from the
house. The former fields are delineated bv a cottonwood windbreak
that extends northwestward from the grouping of farm buildings
(figure 4.47). Two apple trees are located within this clearing, but
othenvise the area is devoid of woody vegetation. Open land also
extends southwestward from the barns, bounded by a dense sugat
maple and beech woodland. The clearing is bisected by a line of old
fence posts and wire fence. A roadway passes through the f m
complex to the John and Ildri Anderson homestead, which is located
adjacent to the northwestern corner of the Bournique clearing.
Visually, the Anderson homestead appears to be part of the
Boumique farm complex. There is a small depression located in the
nolthwestem comer of the Boumique clearing, near the Anderson
homestead. Nearby is a pile of wood, which may be the remains of
another structure.
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Figure 4.47. Cottonwood windbreak,
Alvar and Mary Bournique farm, 1996. A
solitary row of cottonwood trees marks
the boundary between field and pasture
areas at the Bournique farm. The
cottonwoods most likely were an attempt
to reduce erosion of the farm's thin,
sandy soils. Today the dearings in and
around the Bournique farmstead contain
numerous unvegetated, windblown
~ a t ~ h eofssand.

Figure 4.48. Concrete water boughs and foundation of large log barn, Alvar and Mary
Bournique farm, 1996.

Tending a Comforfubk Wilderness

The largest structure, a log barn, was located north of the
road that connects the complex to the Boumique homestead.
Accordmg to Rusco, h s barn contained a dance floor on the upper
level. 73e building was connected to the Boumique house by a
that currently remains of this building
wooden plank walkway.6"
is a cast-concrete platform upon which are strewn the remnants of
the barn's log walls (+e
4.48). The walls appear to have consisted
of squared logs stacked upon each other and nailed together to form
modules that were then spiked into vercical posts made of several 2" x
10" boards These are two concrete water troughs comected to the
barn foundation, one located at the southwestern comer, and the
other at the southeastern corner. Located several feet southwest of the
barn foundation is a small corn crib, the only structure that remains
fully standing in this cluster of abandoned farm buildings.
The remains of a smaller log barn (figure 4.49) are located a
few yards east of the large barn ruin. This small log barn was standing
when Shunichi Hagiwara sweyed the site in 1979. The structure had
a log base
a shingle-dad, gable-roofed loft. There was a
shed-roohd, lean-to addtion on the southern face of the structure.6'
The barn also was still standing when the LCS Inventory was completed during the summer of 1994; however, in 1996 the upper
portion of the structure was collapsed, leaving only the lower portion
of the log walls standing. The lower walls are made of large, hewn
logs, and the corners have W dovetail notches (ligures 4.50 and 4.51).
A large sugar maple tree is located only a few feet south of this ruin,
and volunteer cottonwood trees have spread into the area. Two large
piles o i building debris are located south of the roadway, roughly
opposite the small log barn. One of these formerly was a gableroofed, board-and-batten structure that remained extant at the time
of Hagiwara's s ~ e y . 6 ~

Figure 4.49.Small log barn ruin, Alvar and Mary Bournique farm, 1996.

" Rusco, Norib Mnnitou Isiand, 59.
Hagiwara, 9ddmg-Structure
Inventory."
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Figure 4.50. Small log barn ruin, Alvar and Mary Bournique farm, 1996. The lower
walls of this small bam were constructed of large, hewn timbers with full dovetail wrner
notching.

Figure 4.51. Comer detail, srnail log
barn ruin. Alvar and Mary Bournique
farm, 1996. The dovetail wrner
construction technique results In a strong
stable corner joint. The technique is not
highly unusual, but it is somewhat
uncommon in the upper Midwest.
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Figure 4.52. Alvar and Mary Boumique
residence, front (eastern)elevation, 1996.

BuiIdXngs andSBu&ums,ReshkntWThe architectural form and plan of the Bournique house sttongly
resembles Creole domestic architecture in Louisiana ( W e s 4.53
and 4.54).6' The structure is a large story-and-a-half house with
vertical log walls, that mimic the French colonialpoteaux sur sole
construction technique. The gables have clapboard siding. The
house has broad galleries extending across the east- and west-facing
elevations, and a broken-pitch gable roof (figures 4.52 and 4.55). A
wooden, ccndy-placed stairway leads up to the front porch. Like
many large vernacular dwellings in the Ametican South, the house is
oriented to take advantage of prevailing breezes, with front and rear
galleries connected by a central hall. The fist floor of the
Boumique house has a cenfsal hallway with a stair, and rooms
stacked on either side. One comer of the rear porch is enclosed,
much like a Creole cabinet. The room arrangement of the upper floor
consists of three bedrooms grouped around a central hall.

The Boumique house design clearly is not a conscious attempt
Histotic American Buildings Survey, to accurately replicate an authentic Creole vernacular dwelling.
sketch plans, Sleeping Bear Dunes
However, it does exhibit several characteristics,both in external form
NadonalLakeshore,Empire, ~Mich.;
and appearance, that are typical of such houses. The most noteworthy
David L. Fritz, ''Boumique Summer
departure from early, archetypal Creole cottages is the double-pile,
Home," Draft National Register of
central hallway plan of the Boumique house. However, the room
ffisrouc Pkces Registration Form, 10
arrangement
of the Boumique residence may be related more closely
September 1987, Sleepg Bear Dunes
to later derivations of Creole house plans, especially those of earlyNationalLakeshore,Empire, mch.
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Type M2i (ca. 1820)

NO SCALE
Type M2i2 (ca. 1860)

Source: Deirved fmm Jay 0.Edwms, Louislanab Remanale French Vernawlar Archaectore,
77OD.tSw (Baton Rouge: Depanment ol Geography 8 Amhmpology. LoulIiana State UnNenihl.
1988). Fig. 47.
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Figure 4.55. Aivar and Mary Bournique
residence,lateral (southern)elevation,
1996.~heoveraliformandvertical
log
cladding oftheBoumiqueresidence may
have been inspired by Gulf Coast
vernacular architecture.

twentieth-century Gulf Coast summer cottages,
- which were based on
the four-square room arrangement. The fact that the Bournique's
North Manitou residence also was intended primarily as a summer
home, makes the possible l i d to Gulf Coast resort architecture even
more intrigumg. However, it is not known whether this afhnitty to
Gulf Coast Creole vernacular architecture is mere chance, or whether
it was intended by the buildmg's owners or builder. Although of
French descent, the Boumique family came to North Manitou Island
from Chicago. Nicholas Feilen, the presumed builder of the house,
was of German descent and also came to the island from Illinois.
The Bournique ice house is, perhaps, the most architecturally
stdung outbuilding on North Manitou Island (figure 4.56). It is a
two-story, gable-roofed structure. The first floor has vertical log walk,
similar to those of the Boumique house. The upper story is d e h eated from the lower portion of the h u i l d q by ftared eaves. The
structure is clad with square wood shingles, and decorative wooden
shingles in the gables. The two-story deslgn of the building is unusual. Ice was placed in the upper level, and the lower level was used
as cool storage for miUc and other perishable^.^^
Other standing outbuildings include a three-hole privy with
verdcal log walls and a gable roof, and a two-hole privy with clapboard sidmg and a gable roof (figure 4.57). The Boumique automobile garage is a story-and-a-half, gable-roofed structure with a cast
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Figure 4.56. Alvar and Mary Boumique ice house, 1996. The Boumique ice house is
one of the most visually intriguing structures on North Manitou Island. Its form,
decoration, and exterior cladding materials complement the architecture of the
residence.

Figure 4.57. Alvar and Mary Bournique
privies, 1996. Privies of two different
designs line the walWay that leads downhill
from the terrace behind the Bournique
residence. Oneof the privies, dad with
veldcal logs, evidently was designedto
matchthe architecture of the residence and
ice house.
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Figure 4.58. Alvar and Mary Bournique
automobile garage, 1996.The Boumiques
probably found their automobile to be a
convenientand effiuentmodeof
transportafon tom heir remote summer
home at the southeastemlip ofthe island.
However, the diicultyofmaneuvering
eady-model automobilesover the
properiy's loose, sandy soils is suggested
by the remnantcorduroy driveway that
exiends outward frornfhe western garage
entrance.Other segments of corduroy
surface may remain elsewhere on the
Boumiquefarm, buried beneath drifls of
sand.

concrete floor and clapboard s i b g (figure 4.58). It has an upper
storage loft, and sliding doors on both gable ends.

BdWngs andStn&um$ Farm U
Of the buildmgs associated with the Bourniques' agricultural
activities on North Manitou, only a corncrib remains standing. It is a
small gable-roofed structure with wooden slat walls that taper
upward.

All of the Bournique buildings are deteriorating steadily. The
house, ice house, and garage are severely dilapidated. The wood
shingle roof is in ruinous conktion, and the interior of the house is
rapidly decaying.

C o n t r i b u t i g k d ~ ~Features,
pe
Resia3ei.i Cluster
Horse corral

Spirea shrubs

Concrete walkways

Lilac shrubs

Boardwalk

Boulders

Log driveway

Cistern structure

Maple trees

Fence posts & wire fence
Well (concrete side walls and
wooden cover)

Wash house / laundry (ruin)
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GmMmthgLundscapeF e r n Farm Oltrster
Ruin #1

Cast concrete water troughs

Ruin #2

Fence posts and wire fence

Pit

Apple trees

Pile of wood

Cottonwood windbreak

Small Barn (ruin)

Large Barn (ruin)

Structure Number:

Structure Number:

Dimensions: 16'-0" x 16'-7"

Dimensions: 33'4'' x 37'-7"

Foundation: log sill

Foundation: cast concrete

Walls: log, dovetail notching

Walls: hewn log (none standing) and vertical posts (planks
nailed together)

GmtMmhgStmchrns, Residence C l u S w

Structure Number: 55102883
Dimensions: 36'-7" x 17'-7"
Foundation: wood post on sill
Walls: vertical log
Roof: gable, three gabled
dormers; wood shingles
-

P*

#I

Structure Number: 55102887
Dimensions: 6'4" x 5'-4"
Foundation: wood post on sill
Walls: wood lap siding
Roof: gable; wood shingle

Garaee
Structure Number: 55102884
Dimensions: 16'-5" x 22'-4"
Foundation: wood
Walls: wood lap siding; vertical
boards with saw-tooth ends in
gables
Rooi: wood shingles

Structure Number: 55102888
Dimensions: 6'4" x 6'4"
Foundation: wood post on sill
Walls: vertical log
RooE gable; wood shingle
Ice House / Storape Shed
Structure Number: 55102885
Dimensions: 14'4" x 14.0"
Foundation: wood post on sill
Walls: vertical log, wood
shingle
Roo6 gable, wood shingle

Tending o Comfortnbk W i b m e s ~

Corn Crib
Snucture Number: 53122893
Dimensions: 4'4" x 6'-1"
Foundation: wood posts
Walls: wooden slats
Roof: wood shingle

S m s wnn STRUCIZRIAI.
RUINS

Mads and Gertrude Nerland /John and Ildri
AndersonFann
Green to Kim Mann, n.d.,
SleepingBear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.; Donna
Elizabeth Kelenske Heater, "Recollections," TheSmal(Towner,sp*g 1984.
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72,iPPiccationNo. 9377; Final C d c a t e
No. 6940,Nauonalrlrchjvesand
cords Administration, Washington,
D.C. The site of John 0.and Ildn
barn and
is
located south of the log house built by
Mads Nerland. If the testimony of
John .Anderson is accurate, the family
may have moved to the xerland house
afte1896.

T31N, R14W According to the homestead records, Anderson and
his family settled on the property that same year. By the time the
proof was recorded in 1896, Anderson had cultivated two to ten
acres of land for four years. He had built a frame house and barn on
the property, together valued at $200, where he, his wife, and their
two children had resided continuously since May 1890. Wimesses
bearing testimony on Anderson's behalf were North Manitou
residents Albert Firestone (age 36) and Andrew Paetschow (age
37) .72

'\&n

SE %, NW %, Section 22, T-31N R-14W

Mads Nerland, a carpenter from Ktistiansand, Norway, mumgrated
to
the United States with his daughter Mary in 1888. His wife,
70 U.S, census
office, ' ~ ~ ~ e l[19001
fth
Census of the United s t a t e s ~ o p u l a . Gertrude, and daughters Ildri and Anna followed in 1889, settling
don."
into a house that Mads had built on North Manitou Island that same
year During the following year, Ildri Nerland @. 1874) married
" Sources disagree regarding the date of
John Anderson's immjgration to the
North Manitou resident John O p f l Anderson. Tragicall5 only a few
UdtedSrates.nemanuscd~t
years later, Mads Nerland drowned while fishing in Lake Michigan.
for the 1900 federal census Of pop*Gertrude Nerland later married a man named Hansen and moved to
tion and Homestead Application No.
Suttons Bay. She died in 1916. John and Ildri Anderson remained on
9377 indicate that Anderson came to the
the island, residing in the house built by Ildri's father in 1889.69
united states
in ,882. ?hemanus&pt
schedules for the 1920federal census of
John Olaf Anderson was born in Norway during February
population show that Anderson
1860." He probably immigrated to the United States around 1882.7'
immigrated in 1879; Fritz ("Histor).
On 6 May 1890, he submitted his application for a 160-acre homeData Report," 85) states that Anderson
stead claim located in the W% NW% and W'h SW% of Section 22,
inmjgated in 1878.
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Ildri and John Anderson were the parents of twelve children:
Albert @. 1891), Eda @. 1893), Martin @. 1896), George @. 1898),
Eleanor (b. 1901), Arthur, Hans, John, Gertrude, Gladys, Margaret,
and Mable.7?According to Gladys (Anderson) Dustin, the family
farmed at their homestead until 1909, when John Anderson moved
the famdy to Crescent. There, Anderson was employed by the A. J.
White and Son sawmill and continued to work at Crescent until the
Smith and Hull lumbering operation ceased?' Rusco states that the
Anderson family also was engaged in farming at Crescent, taking up
residency at the Peter Swanson farm?5
After lumber milling at Crescent ceased in 1915, the Anderson family returned to the home site built by Mads and Gemude
Nerland. At the time of the 1920 federal population census, John
Anderson gave his occupation as a salaried farm laborer. He may
have worked for the Manitou Island Syndicate, although it is also
possible that he was employed as caretaker of the Bournique farm
in 1920, since the Andersons performed this function for the
Bourniques for many years during the 1920s and 1930~.'~
John and
Ildri Anderson's sons Martin and George were lifesavers for the U. S.
Coast Guard. Their daughter, Eleanor, was a "servant for a private
family: and son Arthux was a farm laborer "working out." "John
Anderson was a full-time employee of the Manitou Island Association duxing 1925-27. Albert and Henry Anderson also were full-time
MIA employees during this time, and the assodadon's account
records indicate that payments occasionally were made to Ildri
Anderson and "Mrs. Henry Anderson" for "boarding men" during
the summer and early fall harvest seasons. Although they relied on
outside emplojment for most of their income, John and Ildd Anderson continued some subsistence agricultural activities at their home.
The Andersons maintained a farm garden during the 1920s, and
records from the Manitou Island Association indicate that John
Anderson sold a cow to the Manitou Island Association in 1928.
suggesting that he also was farming on his own account during this
time.78John Anderson died in Leland in 1955; the family sold its
island property to the Angell Foundation in 1963.

LocatiaandhzndswpeSetting
The Anderson farmstead is located in the southeastern section of the
island. The house built in 1889 by mads Nerland is located approximately three and a half miles south of the village, and one-half-mile
west of the road that leads past the cemetery from the eastern shore
road. The house is situated south of the island cemetery and west of
the Bournique farmstead, in close proximity to the Bournique barn
site (*re
4.41). Visually;.the Nerland-Anderson house appears to
"belong" to the Bournique farm complex. Several large sugar maple
trees surround the Nerland-Anderson house and line the former
roadway that connects the site to the Boumique buildings to the east
(tigure 4.59). The site is bounded on the west by a wall of dense, sugar

" Alan Green to Kim Maan; U.S.
Census Office, "Twelfth P900] Census
of the United States-Population." The
Andersons are not included in the I910
federal census of North Manitou
Island. Tne 1920 federal population
census gives the ages o f h u r , Hans,
Gemude, Gladys, Margaret and hiable
as 16,11,10,8,5, and3,respeoively.
North Manitou cemetery records
indicate that John Anderson died
prematurely in 1907. He is buried in the
island cemetery.

"Fritz, "History Data Report," 85;
Rusco, North Manitou Isbnd, 103.
'5

Rusco, No& Manitou I s h d , 74.

'Tritz states that Anderson worked "in
behalf of the Syndicate under Mr.
Newhall's direction." His somce was
Gladys (Anderson) Dustin. See Fritz,
"History Data Report," 85.

"U. S. Depawent of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, "Fousteenth [I9201
Census of the United States-Popdation," microfilm copy of manuscript
schedules, State HistoricalSociety of
Wisconsin, Madison.
Fritz, "&story Data Repoa," 28;
ManitouIsland Association Accounts
Journal. Fritz ("astory Data Report,"
78) states &atJohn Anderson was
employed at the M U s a d during
thelate 1920s.
'B
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Drawing by Eric MacDonald and Katie Franks
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maple-beech forest. To the south and east are clearings associated with
the Boumique horse ranch. The area has an open, grove-like character; colonization by new, woody speaes appears to be minimal. A
large hemlock (Tmga cazadwiis) tree is located northwest of the house.
Other cultural landscape elements at the Nerland-Anderson house
site include a well and a wooden platform for a cistern, both of which
are situated along the southern elevation of the building.
The site of John Anderson's 1890 homestead house is located
approximately one-half-mile south of the Nerland residence, not far
from the former lie.hthouse
site on the southeastern tip of the island.
"
This house apparently disappeared from the North M&tou landscape
quite rapidly.
related that little remained of the
- Anderson's grandson
house when his mother and grandmother visited the site during an
outing in the mid-1920~.~~
According to Rusco, the site was marked
only by "surface remains of a barn or stable and a hillside fruir cellar.
A group of apple trees mark the center of the clearing and there is an
old trail leadmg to the south end hghthouse point."S0

Figure 4.60. Mads and Gertrude
~~~l~~~
John and lldfip,,,derson
house, 1996. ~h~ originalone-room, or
single pen, unit of this log structure may
have been built by North Manitou
pioneer Mads llerland, making this
house one of the oldest architectural
on the island,Unfortunately,
the house is in an advanced state of
decay.

A

Of the buildings associated with John 0.and Ildri Anderson's homestead on North Manitou Island, only the house built in 1889 by Mads
Nerland remains standing. This structure is currently in an advanced
state of decay (figure 4.60). The house was structurally intact, albeit
deteriorated, when Shunichi Hagiwara surveyed the property in
1979." However, by 1996 much of the front (eastern) elevation had

'' Akn Green to Kun biann.
Rusco,~~rth
Ma~itouIsland, 82.
8'

ShUNchl Hagiwara, 'Yiuilding-

Structure Inventory."
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collapsed inward, and the second floor of the dwelling had fallen onto
the first, which itself was caving into the cellar below A lean-to
woodshed addition on the rear of the house had completely collapsed.82
The Nerland-Anderson house was a one-and-a-half-stoq,
cross-gable dwelling. A map-around porch extended across the
entire eastern facade and much of the southern facade. The house
was constructed of hewn, squared logs and clad with wood shingles.
Internal evidence suggests that the structure was built in m o stages:
the eastern rectangular section was built first, and another rectangular unit was added to the rear sometime later (figure 4.61). A deteriorated staircase along the southern wall suggests that the older,
eastern section had a loft above. The rear addition, which was used
as a kitchen, has a wood frame and wood shingle cladding. An old
iron cook-stove and a sink remain inside the kitchen. A box window
used for cool storage is positioned above the sink; it opens into the
remains of the lean-to woodshed.

well

hemlock tree

roadway

lawn

sugar maple trees

cistern stand

House (ruin):
Structure Number: 553122890
Dimensions: approx. 32'-8"x 27'-7"
Foundation: stone
Walls: log; wood frame; wood shingle cladding
Roof: wood shingle

"

Heater, ''Recollections." A photograph pubfished with this article shows
this lean-to addition and the rest of the
structure to be intact.
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Adam andMaryMaleskiFarm
NE 'h,NW %, & NW %, NE %,, Section 28, T-32N R-15W
History andA@cuhrdData
The Maleski family's residency on North Manitou Island spanned
three generations and nearly seventy years. Adam Maleslu@. ca.
1850) emigrated &om Ocwiecirn in Polish Prussia around 1868. He
Sources provide conQicting data
settled first in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, then traveled with his brother
regar&tng the birth, immigration, and
to North Manitou Island, where he found employment as a wood
marriage dates of Adam and L h q
chopper. He married Mary Leterske in Mdwaukee sometime duiing
Maleski. On page eight of his 'Historp
1870-1873. Their f i s t child, Mary,was born in Milwaukee in 1873.
Data Report," Fritz notes that Adam
Shortly
thereafter, the Maleskis moved to Noah Manitou Island,
andhis brother Frank traveled from
arriving, perhaps, in 1875 or 1878.8) The 1880 federal census of
Wisconsin to the eastern side ofLake
MicIuganin 1874.On page 21,Rusco
North Manitou Island lists "Adam Malshiska," a fisherman, and his
(NorthManima Iskna) states that the
wife Mary,both enugrants from Prussia. They had five cluldren in
Maleskis moved to North Manitou ca.
their household: Mary, Anastasia, Elizabeth, Josephine, and
1875.Accoxding to the manuscript
M
~ t h a . Four
8 ~ more children were born to Adam and Mary after
schedules of the 1900 federal popula1880, but two of them died in infancy!'
tion census, Adam was born in 1848,
and Mary was born in 1849. Both
immigrated in 1878, an impossibility
since tbeL daughter Mary,who had been
born in Wisconsin, was age seven in
1880.Perhaps the Maleskis moved to
Noah ~ManitouIsland in 1878.
However, the manuscdpt schedules of
the 1880 federal population census
indicate that Maleski's second-oldest
daughter, Anastasia (age 5), was born in
Mchigm. This suggests that the
Maleskis may have been on North
Manitou by sometime during 1875. The
manuscript schedules for the 19%
federal population census indicate that
Adam had imrmgrated to the United
States in 1868, M q i n 1872, and that
both had been nahlralized in 1910.

Sometime dudng the late 1880s Adam acquired land in the
northern half of Section 28, T32N, R14W where the family engaged
in subsistence a g n ~ u l t u t eThe
. ~ Maleskts later sold surplus fatm
commodities, especially pork and beef, to the families of men
employed by the U. S. life Saving Service. The Maleskis eventually
built up a large herd of beef cattle. Instead of fencing their property, and c o n h g the cattle to their land, the family used the openrange system. In addition to farming, the Maleskis relied on fishing
for a slgDlficant portion of their livelihood throughout the late
nineteenth and easly twentieth centuries. The family maintained a
substantial fishing camp and dock situated on the island's northeastetn shore near a location called 'Vessel Point" (figure 4.62).

At the t h e of the 1910 federal census, Adam Maleska [sic]
and his wife, Mary, lived on the farm home with sons Paul, age 26, a
mail carrier, and John, age 24, a fisherman. Adam Maleski was
idendfied
as one of only two farmers on North Manitou Island in
U. S. Census Office, "Ted [I8801
2910.8' Paul Maleski eventually took over management of the
Census of the United States-Pop&don," microfilm copy of manuscript
Maleski farm, which had evolved into a large-scale beef operation
schedules, Library of Muhgan, Lansing. by the end of the nineteenth century. The Maleskis' herd consisted
8j Fritz, "Wstoq DataReport," 8.
of up to two hundred head of beef cattle, which roamed the island.
Fritz, "History DataReport," 70.
The cattle were branded to distinguish them from the free-ranging
cattle of other island farmers. However, the Maleskis' practice of
U.S.Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, "Tbineenrh [I9101
allowing their cattle herd to roam freely on the island conflicted
Census of the United States--Popula- with the aspirations of the Newhall family, who acquired large tracts
tion." ?he other fazmer was John L.
of land on North Manitou in the 1890s.John Newhall, who manJohnson, who lived in the sourhwestaged the family's island farming operation, owned two stallions,
e m part of the island. Paul 'Weski was
which
he gave free reign over his extensive land holdings. Eventuone of two mad e~merson N o d
ally, the Maleskis were forced to discontinue their beef cattie
WdtouIsland in 1910; the other was
Johnnie Paetschow.
operation. Like most of the island farmers, they managed to keep
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only as many cattle as they could maintain on the acreage that they
0wned.8~
After they were forced to abandon fiee-range canle ranchin& the Maleskis concentrated on truck farminx, cateting to the
s & m a resort population and the families of t i e island S. M e
Saving Service In their one-acre garden plot the Maleskis grew
carrots, cucumbers, sweet corn, onions, beans, rutabagas, peas,
beets, potatoes, and parsnips8' To protect their crops from the wild
hogs that roamed the island, the Maleski famdy was forced to
enclose their property with a cedar rail fence. The hogs had been
released on the island during the 1910s by Peter Stormer, who
intended to use them to feed his l o g p g crews. The wild hogs
eventually were eliminated, but the white tailed deer released by the
Manitou Island Association in 1926 quickly became an even bigger
problem for the Maleskis. They were forced to construct a tall wire
fence around the garden plot in order to exclude the voracious
deer?'

Figure 4.62. Adam Maleski fishing
camp, ca, 1910. situated on ~~k~
~ichiaanat the base of a steep bluff, the
ales ski family continued to use these
fish shanties and dock into the 1920s.

6.

In the 1920 census, Paul Maleski is listed as a farm laborer
working on his own account. He lived with his wife Josephine, age
23, daughter Helen @. 1915), son Chester @. 1918), father Adam,
and mother Mary."'.Three more children-Paul Jr. @. 1921), Edward
@. 1922), and Pamcia (b.1931)-were born to Paul and Josephine
Maleski after 1920."' Paul Males4 who delivered mail between
Crescent and the eastern side of the island during the lumber boom

" Paul Maleski, Jr., interview with
Betq L. h h n ,6 February 1996, audio
recording On file at Leelamu
Historical Museum, Leland. Michgan.
F"st, fi Pointd
(n.P., 1992),
54; Rusco, North Manitou Iskand, 71-72.
"Paul Male* Jr., interview by the
authors, 26 July 1997,notes 6led at
sle+gBearDunesNadonal
Lakeshore,Empire,Mich,

, U,S,Depaament of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, '‘Fouaeenth [I9201
Census of the United States-Population."
"Paul Maleski,Jr., intervim by Eric
at
"'iacDona1d~28Jdy1997,notes
SleepingBear Dunes National
Lakeshore,Empire
aulhMeski,
J,, audio tape recording, z9
1984, Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore,Empire,Mich.
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of the early 1910s, inherited the family farm after Adam Maleski's
death in 1921.93The Maleski farm encompassed approximately forty
acres at this time.
The farmstead included a diverse array of structures, typical
of a small, divers&ed farming enterprise. Adam and Mary Maleski
occupied a one-and-a-half-story "pioneer" house that Adam had
built when he settled on the propeny. It was constructed of pine
and hemlock lumber that had washed ashore from shipwrecks, and
consisted of three rooms and an upper loft that was accessed by an
external stair. The pioneer house faced east, and had flower gardens
in fiont near the entrance (figure 4.63). A vegetable garden was
located a few yards southeast of the pioneer house. Paul Maleski
built a second house for his family around 1913 (Fgure 4.64). This
building also was constructed primarily of found materials, as well
as from "reject" lumber from the mill at Crescent.
There were three large barns on the farmstead. The largest
barn accommodated more than &my cattle; another barn housed
four horses, thuteen head of cattle, and three calves; a small barn
located behind the Paul Maleski house accommodated horses. Like
the Maleski houses, most of the materials for the barns consisted of
drift lumber that was hauled up the bluff to the farm. Other outbuildings included two corn cribs and a garage, the latter built to
house a 1921 Ford hlodel-T that the family acquired in 1929. The
Maleski garage was constructed on the site of the early vegetable
ga~den."~
Giles Merritt recalled that during the mid-1920s the Maleski
family farmed primarily for their own consumption (figure 4.65).
Memtt estimated that Paul Maleski and his brother John, who
owned a small homestead near the northeastern shore of the island,
cultivated a total of about 20 acres of land.95Paul Maleski, Jr.,
recounted that his father utilized a three-year rotation in his fields.
Figure 4.63. Mary Maleski in her flower
garden in front of Re Maleski 'pioneer"
house. ca. 1920s.

"

Fritz, ''Histo7 Data Report:' 70.
According to Rusco (Nod Munitnu
Ixbnd, 70-71),Adam died in 1922.

Paul Maleski, Jr., interview with the
authors, 26 July 1997; Paul Maleslu,Jr.,
audro rape recording, 29 August 1984.

94

95

Fritz, "History Data Repon," 24; 28.
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Figure4.64. Pauland Josephine Maleski family, ca. 1920s, posed in fmnt of the hame house
builtby Paul Maleskiduringthe previousdecade. Standing, lefltoright: Paul, Jr., Josephine, an
unidentifiedrelativefmm Milwaukee, Edward. Seated, lefl to right: Paul, Sr.,Chester, Mary.

Figure 4.65. Paul Maleski and draft horse, "Prince," plowing a field on the Maleski
fain, ca. 1920s,

Tending a Contforioble W i h e ~ ~

One yew consisted of a cover crop that was plowed under the following year. Potatoes were planted the second year, followed by com
during the thud year. Part of the cleared land was used for pasture for
the farmly's small d a q herd. According to the junior Maleski, his
father kept approximately five dairy cows, one of which was reserved
smctly for family use?6
Paul Maleski's relationship with the island's large property
owner, the Manitou Island Syndicate, was somewhat adversatial.
Like the Newhall family, the syndicate opposed Paul Maleski's
efforts to keep large herds of beef cattle on the island, pamally
because the syndicate intended to do the same on its propeay. The
MIA deer herd also posed a sigdcant nuisance to rhe Maleskis'
efforts to earn income through market gardening. Nonetheless, the
association also represented a significant source of monetary income in the cash-poor local island economy, and the Maleskis
occasionally engaged in business transactions with the association.
For example, MIA records indicate that Paul Maleski sold one cow
and one steer to the association during 1924-1929, and that the
Maleski children were employed by the association dming the cherry
hawest seasons?' Paul, Jr., worked for the MIA for two summers.
His dudes included m U n g the association's nine dairy cows, caring
for calves, cleaning the barn, and hoeing corn. He also worked at
the MLA s a d at North Manitou Vdlage?e
Mary Maleski continued to live in the "pioneer" home until
her death in 1930. Paul Malesb Jr., left North Manitou Island in
1938. Two years later, Paul, Sr., and Josephine Maleski retired from
theit island fzm, and moved to the mainland, leaving behind home
bnishings, farm equipment, and their Model-T Ford. Paul Maleski,
Jr., returned to the island periodically during 1946 and 1947, but
after experiencing life on the mainland he decided "there was no
future in rutabagges." After working for the Traverse City Police
Department for several years, he established a mink farm on the
mainland, which he later developed into a successful hog farm. The
Angel1 Foundation paid Paul and Josephine Maleski $4,500 for their
island property in 1955. The foundation acquired other lands nearby
at about the same time.99Paul Maleski, Sr., died in 1976, at age 93,
and is butied on the mainland.
Paul Maleski Jr., interview with the
authors, 26 July 1997.

9'

*' ManitoulstandAssociatioo
Journal.

Location andLandsape Setting

The Adam and Mary Maleski farm is located in the northeastern
portion of North Manitou Island, approximately one-half mile west
" Paul Maleski,Jr., interview with the of the Lake Micban shore, and about three miles northwest of the
authors, 26 July 1997.
village. It is reached via one of two roads thar extend northward
Memorandum,
Craig Keith to
from the village, one of which follows the crest of the bluff along
poard of Trustees, W5am R. Angell
Foundadon], 31 December 1976;Rusco, the eastem shore; the other runs parallel to it approximately onein
N
~
~
~21; ~M ~' c ~~i sit o q ~~ half-mile
~~ , ~farther
~ inland.
~
IThe ~farmstead
~
~is located
~
, the southwestem
comer
of
a
clearing
of
approximately
forty
acres
(iigure 4.66).
Data Report," 21.35.
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-

Drawing by Eric Mac~onadand Katie Franks
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Figure 4.67. Adam and Mary Maleski
farm dearing, 1996.Allhough notlarge in
extent, the clearing bears the imprint of
approximatelyseventy years of
subsistence agriculture. he size and
shape of theclearing appeartohave
changedl i e since it was recordedby
aerial photograph in 1938.

Smounded by a forest of sugar maple, beech, and hemlock the
clearing was once used for agricultural crops, livestock pasture, and
orchard.
Although the Maleski farm was abandoned nearly sixty years
ago, the edges of the clearing remain sharply d e h e d , and the space
remains relatively free of invasive woody vegetation (4.67). Only a
few individuals of Juniperis communis have managed to colonize the
opening. This hgh degree of spatial integrity is probably due to the
herbivory of the island's substantial deer herd, which the Maleskis
valiantly battled during the 1930s and early 1940s. A small duster
of apple trees is located along the eastem edge of the clearing, and
a rock pile marks the northeastern comer where the trail enters the
space. Farther east, near the center of the clearing, is the site of the
Maleski's vegetable garden. The former extent of the garden area is
roughly demarcated by several tall wooden poles, which once served
as fence posts to exclude the island deer.
Viewed from within the clearing, the farmstead structures
are almost completely screened by a re&mant apple orchard ( w e
4.68). The orchard, which is situated east and northwest of the
house, consists of numerous dead and living apple trees and a pear
tree. At least two grave sites are located in the orchard, both of
which recently were marked by the Manitou Island Memorial Society. The burial site of Adam Maleski is indicated by a concrete cross
near a dead apple tree that is located several yards east of the
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Figure 4.68. Apple trees, Adam and
Mary Maleski farm, 1996. Aside from
the vast commercial fruit plantation at the
former Frederic Beuham homestead,
the apple and pear trees at the maleski
farm constitute the largest farmstead
orchard on the island. From several
vantage points the trees effectively
screen views of the house ruin.

house. Farther northeast, beside a pear tree, the grave of Frank
Maleski is slnularly marked (figure 4.69). Near the center of the
orchard, a sugar maple, a white cedar tree, and two cultivated rose
shrubs are located beside a deep hole that may have been a well.
The farmstead site is marked by a pair of large hemlock
trees located near the house. Also near the house are several sugar
maple trees, which certainly must have been present when the
Maleskis lived at the farm. Other relict ornamental vegetation in the
vicinity of the house include a large dump of lilacs north of the
structure, and a small clump of sedum south of the house. In fxont
(east) of the house, near the entrance, there is a cultivated rose
shrub that has shghtly kagrant, double pink blooms in mid-summer.

Buildings atldst?%mWws
As of 1997, the Paul Maleski house was the only structure standing
at the farmstead. However, it was in ruinous condition-the roof
failing, and the entire structure caving inward (figure 4.70). The
house is a one-and-a-half story, wood-frame dwelling with a side
gable roof and wood lap siding. The terrain slopes downward from
the house toward the west. Located downhill, several yards northwest of the house, is a barn ruin, now merely a mass of wooden
debris that is completely engulfed in a thicket of raspbemes ( h b m
sp.) and other vegetation. The barn, surrounded only by dense,
herbaceous vegetation, was collapsing when Shunich Hagiwara
inventoried the property in 1979. Only the house and the garage
were standing when Fritz completed his inspection of the site in
September 1985. The garage was badly deteriorated, the roof of the
barn had collapsed, and the building was considered a ruin.'@@
The
garage, currently a heap of wooden debris, is located east of the
house amidst the orchard. Another small pile of debris is located
downslope a few yards west of the house.

~iam
and Mary Maleski fa&, 1996.
The pear tree marks the grave of one of
two Maleskis buried on the family's
former North Manitou farm. The
Manitou Island Memorial Society has
cummemorated each grave with a small
concrete cross.

IM

Fritz, "History Data Report," 72.

Figure 4.70. Paul Maleski house ruin,
1996.The Maleski house was builtduring
the early- or mid-l910sfor the growing
family of Paul, Sr.,and Josephine Maleski.
An earlier "pioneer house," whichAdam
Maleskibuilt during b e late 1870s using driR
lumber salvased from Lake Michigan,
formerlywasiocated several yards to the
norheast.

-mwPeamres
barn ruin

apple trees (orchard remnant)

m a z e ruin

white cedar tree

shed ruin
earthen depression

pear tree
lilacs

fence posts

spirea shrubs

grave markers

rose shrubs

hemlock trees

sedum

0

0

sugar maple trees

House (ruin)
Structure Number: 58100867
Dimensions: 21'-5" x 23'-0"
Foundation: None
Walls: wood lap siding
Roof: side gable, shingle
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Lats ChristSanAhtromHomestead/ PeterStormer
Farm
E

';z

SW 1/4 & W % SE 1/4 Section 21, T31N R14W

On 19 December 1884, Lars Christian Alstrom filed a homestead
application for 160 acres of land in the E?4 SW1hand W% SEX of
Section 21, T31N, R14W, North Maoitou Island. Alstrom, a Swedish immigrant, indicated on his application that he had previously
worked on the island as a farm hand. His claim consisted of land
that had been logged by Nicholas Pickard "years ago." After clearing
some iand, Alstrom constructed a house on 1 April 1885, with the
assistance of seven men. He took up residence there fonr days later.
The house was a log structure 14' x 21', furnishedwith a stove, chairs,
bed, and a table. By 1887, Alstrom had acquired a plow, wagon, drag,
hoe, and rakes.

Final testimony on Alstrom's homestead daim was p e n at
Grayltng, Miclugan, on 15 November 1890. At that time Alstrom
lived on the property with his wife, son, and daughter. He had six
acres under cultivation, which had yielded a total of 200-300
bushels of potatoes, corn, rye, oats and turnips during each of six
seasons Alstrom also had a frame barn that measured 20' x 30'. He
owned four cows, two caIves, two horses, two pigs, and two sheep.
Alstrom reported that he worked two or t h e e days at a time for
neighbors "in the spring and harvest time" but otherwise "staid [sic]
to home." The propeq was patented by Alstrom on 2 November
1891, and approved on 9 September 1891. The witnesses were
Andrew Anderson, 67 years old, a North Manitou resident at Section 20, T31N R14W, and Johan Oscar Peterson Anderson, a farmer
and a fisherman. Alstrom's neighbors were August Anderson, and
John Anderson, who resided in sections 21 and 22 re~pectively.'~'
The 1900 federal census of Leland Township (which encompassed Noah hiIanitou Island) lists Christian Olestrom [sic], who
was born in July 1851, and his wife N d a [sic?], born in September
1854. Both were Swedish mznqyants. They had been married for
sixteen years, and had immigrated to the United States in 1884.
They had three children, two of whom were living, although neither
was residing in the household at the time. Alstrom claimed that he
owned hls farm free.'" According to Rusto, the Alstroms sold their
farm to Milton Armstrong in 1901.Io3 Armstrong's ownership of the
property ended sometime before 1909, and the farm subsequently
became the home of Peter St~rmer."~
Peter Stormer's parents, Henry and Anna (Lewis) Stormer,
along with their daughter Greta, emgrated from Prussia in 1857.
The family settled first in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. They moved to
North Manitou Island during the fall of 1859, where they "carried
on agricultural pursuits for several years." '05 Peter Stormer was born

'O' Homestead Appkation #8745,
Final Application #6590, National
Archives and Records Administration,
Washington, D.C.

'" US. Census Office, ''Twlfrh [I 9001
Census of the United States-Populadon."
'" Rusco, North Maniiou ishnd, 52.
'"Fritz, "History Data Report," 86-87.

'" Elvin Sprague, The Grand Traverse
Region, HirtoricnlondDesm$n'ue (Cbcago:

H . R. Page & Co., 1884), 466-467.
A c c o r b g to Josephine Alford HoUister
("Summer Resod'), Henry and Anna
Stormer's North Manitou farm was pan
of the series of clearings now associated
with the "Carlson place."

Tending a Co@ottab(e Wi(dcrnesr

Figure 4.71. Peter Stormer and sled
loaded with logs cut on North Manitou
Island, m. 1910s.

Figure 4.72. Peter Stormer family on North Manitou Island during the mid-1910s
on the island in 1860?'% 1864 the Stormers moved to the Michgan
mainland, settlingin Empire Township.
Around 1908, Peter Stormer secured a contract for logging
on North Manitou Island (£@re 4.71). This probably was with
Benjamin Newhall. The timber that Stormer harvested was &st sent
to mills on the mainland. Around 1917 Stormer constructed a large
dock at the southern end of the island, near the location of Nicholas Pickard's first woodmg station and not far from the Bournique
homestead. He constructed a s a d to which logs were hauled
from camps at the northern and southern ends of the island.'07
Somedme after 1913, Stormet moved his family to the
Alstrom farm (figure 4.72). It is not clear whether Stormer actually
purchased the property from Armsaong, as Fritz suggests, or
I" U.S. Census Office, 'T"ghth (18601
whether Armstrong sold the propeay to Benjamin Newhall who in
Census of the United States-Populaturn leased it to Stormer as part of their business arrangement.'0a
tion:' microfilm copy of manuscript
Stormer used the farm to sustain his family, as well as the men and
schedules,Libraryof Michigan, Lancing;
animals
workmg in his two lumber camps on North Manitou (+e
HoUister, "Summer Resort";Fritz,
4.73). Ethel Stormer recalled that the family raised "a great many
"History DataRepon," 86. The
cattle and had to keep about 40 to 45 horses for the lumber camps.
manuscript schedules of the 1860
federal population census suggest that
Consequently they needed a great deal of grain and hay-some of
Peter Storrnerwas born fiveyears earlier. which they raised on the island, but large quantities had to be
'" Fritz, "History Data Repon," 86-87; hauled from the mainland, sometimes across the frozen lake during
Rusco, North Manitmi Idand, 52;
the inter."'^' Glenn Furst recalled that the Stormer family's diet
HolLster, "Summer Resort."
included potatoes, beef, fresh n-&, and homemade cottage cheese.
' O B The 1920 Eederal censusmanuscript
The Stormer farmstead had a horse barn, a cow barn, a place for
indicates that Stormer lived on a rented
pigs and dxckens, a blacksmith shop, and a slaughter house. One of
farm, suggestingthat the property
the
bunkhouses was located "some distance away" from the farm."'
remained in the possession of the
Newhalls or the f i t o u Island
Syndcate dudng his tenure there.

At the time of the 1920 census, Peter Stormer, Sr., was
living on a rented farm with his wife Helen, and their children
'OVriu,"History Data Report," 86-87. Joseph (20), Henry (IT), Lewis (16), John (15), Harold (9) and
L ' V@\I ~ Point
, of V i c , 60.61.
Benjamin (7). Peter's occupation was loggmg, and he was an em-
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Figure 4.73. Peter Stormer farm, ca. mid-1910s. North Manitoursearliest farms were
large-scale agricultural enterpiises that primarily supported wood-cutting crews.
During the mid-1800s these farms came and went on the island with the logging
ventures that they served. The Peter Stonner farm was a twentieth-century version of
such operations, supplying Stormer's various island logging camps with fresh meat,
grain, and hay.
ployer. Joseph was a life saver for the U.S. Coast Guard, and Henry
was a farm laborer who probably worked for his father. Peter
Stormq Jr., age 27, also was living on North Manitou Island in a
separate household with his wife. He was a salaried laborer in a
lumber mill-certainly the one owned by his father since no other
mills were operating on North Manitou Island during this time."'
The Stormer family left the island in 1923 after the
harvestable timber supply was depleted."' Peter Stormer, Jr., then
dismantled the sawmill and sold some of the mill machinery to the
Manitou Island Ass~ciation."~
Harold Stormer returned to the island
as a U.S. Coast Guard employee in 1927."' The Alstrom homestead,
however, has remained urunhabited since the depatture of Peter
Stormer. The property eventually was incorporated into the land
holdings of William Angell and the kfanitou Island Asso~iation."~
The MLA utilized the large clearing at the site for hay production to
feed the ishd's deer herd."6 Jean Lundquist recalled that by the
1940s and 1950s the only buildings at the site were the house and a
small barn."'

'I' U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, "Fourteenth [I9201
Census of the United States-Population." The fact that Peter Stonner, Sr. is
listed as residing on a rented farm,
Mplies that he may not have purchased
the property from Armstrong as Fritz
("History Data Report'' 86) suggests.
Perhaps Stormer leased the farm from
Armstlong or a different owner such as
Benjamin Newhall, and merely took
possession of the property sometime
aroundl913.

'" Furst, Point 4 View,77.
"'Fritz, "History Data Report:'
"4

25.

Fritz, "History Data Repoc" 24.

' ' I Map showing parcel ownership on
North ManitouIsland, n.d. (ca. 1925),
MIA Collection, Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, Empire, Mch. The
map does not indicate the owner of the
pmpeay.
GGil E, Merrin, untitled manuscript
11 F e b r u q 1986. Merlinwas hued by
the bhutou Island Syndicate in autumn
1925.

"'Lundquia, interview.

Figure 4.74. Peter Stoner f a n
clearing, viewed from the edge of the
wwds, 1996. The large clearing of the
Peter Stoner f a n mnbasts sharply
with the dense, shady rnaple-beech
woodland that surrounds it. The low,
open-community vegetation of the
clearing emphasizes the site's rolling
topography and dramatic landforms,
including a vale that follows the
southeastern edge of the dearing and
parallels an esker located several yards
into the wwds. Relict agriculturalclearings
such as this add to thediversity of
landscapesfound on North Manitou Island,
and increase the varietyof aesthetic
experiencesavailable to visitors. The large
clearing at this site also representsa type of
farming enterprisethat played an important
role in the history of agriculture on Norh
Manitou Island.

hcutzkm&Landscape

Setting

The Alstrom homestead is located in the ememe southern end of the
island, approximately four miles south of the village, and approximately one mile southwest of the Bournique farm. Like many of the
former farms on North Manitou Island, the clearing at the Alsuom
homestead retains remarkable spa& intepity. A formex farmstead is
located near the south-central pomon of an oblong-shaped clearing
that is approximately one-half-mile long by nearly a quarter-mile wide
(figure 4.74). The clearing is situated atop a plateau that is bounded by
a large esker that extends across the southern end of the island in a
northeast/southwest ahgnment The terrain is slightly undulating, but
drops off shasply at the southeastern edge of the clearing, forming a
that Lars Alstrom
valley near the base of the esker. Since it is &ely
ever cultivated much more than the modest acreage indicated in his
homestead application, &s sizable dearing probably reflects the
extensive agricultural venture operated by Peter Stormer to support
his loggmg camps. The northern portion of the clearing extends
beyond the boundary of the claim tiled by Alstrom, further suggesting that its current size and shape more reflects Stormer's tenancy.
The farmstead structures have an upland site, overlooking the valley
and relict apple orchard below, and the densely-wooded esker (figure
4.75). A natural spring is located below the house, at the base of the
esker.
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Lars Christian Alstrom Homestead I Peter Stormer
Farmstead Site Plan
FIGURE 4.75

Cxaw<wby Enc MacDonald and Kate Franks

Tendig n Comfortable V'ihkmess

S i c a n t cultural landscape features associated with the
Alstrom homestead include a relict apple orchard northeast of, and
below, the house site. In the clearing above the orchard, several
yards east of the house, is a single, large sugar maple ttee. The
house ruin is shaded by a massive willow tree growing next to the
south facade of the structure. The north entrance to the house is
flanked by two large boulders and an expansive, monotypic patch of
lily-of-the-valley. A portion of the spring located in the valley
directly east of the house appears to have been formerly lined with
logs. Located several yards south of the house, in a clump of trees
and raspberries, are the re&s
of a log barn. Some of the intact
logs are thirteen inches in b e t e r . It is now merely a pile of
wooden debris; however, the footprint of the stfucture is still
discernible. Amidst the barn ruins is an unidentified piece of farm
machinery?'' The large size of the logs and the severely deteriorated
condition of the structure suggest that this structure may predate
the Stormer lumber camp era.

Bddings and Srmturns
A roofless log house and a collapsed barn are the sole remnants of

'I8 12115 machme, manufactured by
Heebner & Sons, bears the
oqmoronic name "Lmlc Giant"

"'

According to the homestead
documentation, Alsuomb house was
considerably smaller than the present
suucture, whch measures roughly 22' x
32'.

farm structures at the farmstead (figures 4.76 and 4.77). The roof
and floor of the house have collapsed inward, leaving only the four
side walls of the structure sanding. The shingle-dad log walls of
the house rest on a dry-laid, fieldstone foundation that is three-anda-half feet thick.The cellar is built into the hillside, exposing the
entire eastern wall of the foundation. There is an entrance to the
ceUar in the eastern foundation wall, and a curious brick-lined
compartment in the northern foundation wall just below the sill
level. Enaances to the main floor of the house face north and
south. The walls of the house display sawed, squared logs dad with
wood shingles. The logs are joined by an unusual and exquisitely
detailed square notching system. A niangular section cut from the
top and bottom horizontal surfaces of each notch eliminated the
need for peggmg and made the corners self-binding ( w e 4.78).
The design of this notching system, as well as the precision with
which it was executed,
an incredibly stable joint. The
notching system is not a typical of Nordic log construction technique, suggesting that the present budding is not the original homestead house built by Lars Christian Alstrom in 1885. That structure
reportedly was smaller than the present house ruin, and it seems
unlikely that large,circular-sawn timbers would have been locally
available to Alstrom during the mid-1880s."' If any of the relict
cultural features at the site are associated with Alsttom, the most
likely candidate may be the adjacent log barn ruin. The present
house structure may have been built by lumbermen associated with
Peter Stormer's logging camps during the early 1900s. Regardless of
its provenance, the fact that the log walls of this house remain
intact, after more than seventy years of abandonment and neglect, is
a testament to the skill of the builders.
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Lars Christian Alstrom / Peter Stormer House Ruin
Sketch Plan
FIGURE 4.76

Drawing by Eric MacDonald and Katle Franks

lo'

Tending a Camjrtabii W(erness

Figure 4.77. Lars Christian Alstrorn I Peter Storrner house min, 1996. The ruin is
perched along the brow of an upland plain, with one of the basement walls integrated
into the slope. Ornamental vegetation indudes an extensive patch of lily-of-theualley
and a towering willow tree.

Figure 4.78. Comer notching detail, Lars
ChristianAlstrorn /Peter Stoner house
ruin, 1996.Althoughthe Peter Stoner
family abandonedthe house morethan
seventy years ago, alllour of its side walls
remain standing and remarkablyintact.
Such longevity attests& the durabilityofthe
solid comer-joints and exquisite
craftsmanshipthat are evident in the wall
mnsbudbn.
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Structure Number: 53122895

Structure Number:

Dimensions: 32'-5" x 22'-3"
Foundation: stone

Dimensions: 4-0" x 4'4"
Walls: wood board-and-batten
ROOE gable

Walls: log with wood shingles
RooE none

Nelson and Sophia CarlsonHomestead/ Carlson

Place
SEX Section 9, T3lN R14W

/ NE% Section 4, T31N R14W

lZD
List of Classified Structures, field
notes. The authors did not observe a
privy at the site. Perhaps the field notes
refer to a small ruinthat cwsently exists
noah of the house.

"' U. S. Census Office, "Tenth [I 8801
Census of the United States-Populadon;" U.S. Deparrment of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, 'Tlmteenth [1910]
Census of the United States--Populadon." The enumerator of the 1880
federal census spelled the surname
"Charlson," indicated that Nelson had
been born in 1854, and that his wife's
name was Johanna.

Nelson Carlson @. 1857?) and his wife Sophia @. 1857) ermgrated
from Sweden in 1876.'" By 1880, the Carlsons were living on North
Manitou Island. The couple lived with their son William, age 2, and
daughter Amanda Pauline, an infant. Nelson Carlson listed his
occupation as fisherman.'* According to the land tract records for
North Manitou Island, Carlson homesteaded 160 acres of land in
the SEN of Section 9, T31N, R14W. Carlson's application was
made on 14 March 1896, his proof was made on 9 July 1903, and
laU. S. Census Ofhce, "Tenth [1880]
the patent received on 20 March 1905.'23No additional information Census of the United States-Populais available regarding this homestead claim. The clearing currently
don."
associated with the "Carlson Place" is located in the eastern portion "'U.S. Land Office, 'Tract Books:' vol.
of Section 4, approximately one mile north of the Carlson's home45 (LeelanauCounty), State Archives of
stead claim (figure 4.80). There are no known buildings or cultural
Wchigan, Lansing. For a transcription,
see Fritz, "Appendix A: First Purchasers
landscape features associated with the Carlsons at their homestead
of
Land on Xorth 1CIanitou Island" in
property in Section 9.
"History Data Report," 52-66.

Tending o Codombh WiLimeesr

Figure 4.79. Nels and Sophia Carlson
farm house on North Manitou Island, ca.
1900.

Rusco suggests that Nels Carlson engaged in a free-range
cattle venture with Silas Boardman. However, this endeavor eventually proved to be unprofitable. The Carlsons primarily were subsistence farmers who raised pigs, sheep, cattle, horses, and crops to
feed their family and livestock. Nels Carlson worked in lumber
camps, fished, and farmed, while MIS. Carlson sewed, catded and
spun yam, helped in the fields, and canned about a thousand jars of
fruts and vegetables each year. The family employed three hired
men in.1900.~'"Active members of the North ~ a n i t o ucommunity,
the Carlsons built the island school in 1895. Nels Carlson was
named director of the school, and also sewed as a volunteer in the
U.S. Life Saving S e ~ c e . ' ~ ~
The Carlson family included twelve children, ten of whom
were living on the island at the time of the 1910 census: William @.
1878), Oscar @. 1883), Hilda @. 1885), Jered @. 1887), Alfred @.
l889), Millie @. 1891), Adam @. 1893), Esther @. 1896), Inring @.
1898), and a baby born in May 1900. William was employed as a
farm laborer. The Carlsons held free tirle to their farm.'" Ed
Carlson, the ninth child, was born on North Manitou Island in 1894.

'"Made Avenll, "Fisherman Finds
Contenment in Retirement from the
Lake,'' Leehnau Enteptise-Tribune p], 26
November 1970.
'li Rusco, North Mm'to!.~
I ~ h n d54.
,

U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, 'Thirteenth [I9101
Census of the United States-Population."
ln A v d , "Fisherman Finds Contenrment;" Rusco, No& Monitor*Ishnd, 55.

Fritz, "ffistory Data Report," 86.

lZB

In 1903, the Carlsons sold their farm to Benjamin Newhall,
and moved to Leland. Dunng March of that year, three teams of
horses pulled sleds loaded with the family's possessions across the
frozen Manitou Passage. The Carlsons then settled on a 217-acre
farm next to the cemetery in Leland. On their mainland farm, the
Carlsons raised potatoes and general crops, which they transported
to market in Lake Leelanau or Suttons &. Later. their son..Ed..
became a successful commercial fi~herman.'~'
A handwritten note
on a historic photograph in the Betty h e r Collection of the
Leelanau Historical Museum indicates that the Carlson farmstead
was occupied by one of Peter Stormer's lumber camps during 1908.
Fritz states that that when Stormel moved his family to the island in
1913, they inidaUy settled at the Carlson place.'''
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Figure 4.80. Neis and Sophia Carlson
farm clearing, 1996. The clearing
appears to retain a remarkable degree
of spatia! integriw, which no doubt is due
to the herbivory of the island's nonnative white tailed deer population.

By the mid-1920s, Roger Sherman and George M c C o ~ e u
owned all of Section 4, with the exception of a twenty-acre parcel
s
included a portion of the
owned by Alvar Boumique. T h ~ holding
Carlson clearing in Seciion 4. The klanitou Island Association later
utilized the Carlson place and the two adjoining clearings as hay
f i d d ~ . 'Giles
~ ~ Merritt recalled that the Carlson place was abandoned
during the 1920s. Thereafter the Manitou Island Association used
the Carlson barn to store corn and hay. Merrin also remembered
Fruit trees at the farm, although these were neglected by the associati~n.'~'

A series of three connected, irregularly-shaped clearings is located
in the east-central portion of Noah Manitou Island. The eastemmost clearing is the "Carlson place;" at least one of the other rwo
openings may have been the former H e q Storrner f m . It is also
possible that one or all three of the clearings date from Nicholas
Pickard's tenure on the island, since he purchased all of the northeast quarter of Section 4 in 1857, and his partner Joseph Stringham
purchased the northeast quarter of the southeast quaner that same
year. The remainder of the section was purchased by Albert W
Bacon in 1862."'
All of the clearings retain exceptional spatial integity, with
distinct edges and relatively little invasive woody vegetation in the
interior (figure 4.80). The terrain is gently rolling The only remaining struc&al feature of the Carlson place, an ice house ruin, is
situated at the base of a small hill in the southeastem comer of the
easternmost clearing (tigure 4.81). Accordmg to Fritz, this structure
was built around 1900. After the Carlsons' departure it was utilized
as an ice house by the Manitou Island Syndicate and the Manitou
Island As~ociation.'~~
The structure was still standing when Shunichi
Hagiwara surveyed the site in 1979.'33Aconsiderable distance

'" Giles E. Merritt, untitled manuscript,
11February 1986.Merun was hued by
the Manitou Island Syndicate in autumn
1925.

'"Frirz, "History Data Repoa" 28.

'':U.S. Land Oflice, "Tract Books."
'*Fritz, ''Histoly Data Report:'

"'

82.

S h d c h i H a m r a , '%uildingSrrucRue Inventory:'

Figure 4.81. Nels and Sophia Carlson
shed win, 1996. This dilapidated
structure may have been used last by
the Manitou Island Association to store
ice, which the association annually
harvested from Lake Manitou.
upland, near the edge of the clearing, is an intact fencerow consisting of large sugar maple trees.

fXn&&&ngLands~pe Featurns
ice house(ruin)

sugar maple fencerow

John(and Anna) Maleski Homestead
SW Ih, SE %, Section 21, T32N, Rl5W

Histovy and&ria&ural Data

'" U.S. Depamnent of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, 'Thirteenth [I9101
Census of the
States-Popula.
tion."

John Maleski @. 1886) was the youngest son born to Adam and
Mary Maleski. At the time of the 1910 federal census, he was
working as a fisherman, and living on the Maleski farm with his
parents and his brother Paul.n4 During this t h e he may have been
using the fishing shanties oripally constructed by his father on the
northeastern shore of the island. In May 1912, John tiled a homestead applicaaon for SW% SE'A and Lot 1 of Section 21, T32N,
R14W. The 96.30-acre parcel was perched h g h on a bluff overlooking the coastal site of the Maleski fishing shanties, and the Manitou
Passage to the east. When John Maleski tiled his application, he was
unmarried.
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Maleski began buildjng a house on the property duting March
1913, and took up residence there on 10June of that year. At that
time he had ten acres of cleared land in the SW% SE% of Section 21.
Five years later, when he filed his proof, he and his wife, and their
three children, were living on the property in a one-and-a-half-story,
three-room frame house. The homestead proof noted that the
Maleskis had more than 82 acres of timber land, and fourteen acres of
cleared land that were enclosed by a wire fence; they were, however,
culeivating only three acres of their farmland. The property also
included a frame barn measuring 20' x 30' on Lot No. 1, as well as a
hen house and possibly a hog house. Wimesses to John Maleski's 1918
testimony were Herman Prause and Paul Maleski, of North Manitou
Island, i d Harold E. Voice and John L. Paetschow of Leland. The
final patent for the homestead was awarded on 24 June 1919.'35

-

According to the manuscript schedules for the 1920 federal
census, John and Anna Maleski's household included four children:
Gertrude (age 5), Raymond (age 3), Ellis (age 23 mos.), and John
(age 3 mos.). The Maleskis resided on a farm, which they owned;
John Maleski was listed as a farm laborer, working on his oyn
account.136John also probably continued to fish during this time. A
few years later, however, he was employed as the orchard manager
for the Manitou Island Association. kccording to his nephew, Paul
Maleslu, Jr., John Maleski r e c e ~ e dtraining in orchard management
from Michgan Agricultural College in East Lansing.13' A news item
in the 25 March 1926 issue of the LeLnau Enterprise reported that
"Paul Maleski of North Manitou is in town waiting for a chance to
cross. He is employed by the island Syndicate in their orchards and
spent the winter studying at the Michtgan State College." The paper
probably confused Paul Maleski with his brother John, since according to the MIA accounts journal, John Maleski received $83.08 in
March 1926 for "Feb. pay while at school," and also incurred travelThe MIA also paid Ann Maleski
ing expenses during that
915.50 in 1927 for "farmhouse washing."'39
Unlike his brother P a 4 John Maleski seems to have engaged
only in subsistence agriculture at his homestead. His primary source
of income was employment with the Manitou Island Association,
which he supplemented by fishing. He and his f d y left North
Manitou Island in 1928 or 1929, and thek island homestead subseAcquently was purchased by the Manitou Island Asso~iation.'~~
cording to Paul Males@ Jr., the MIA utilized the John and AM
Maleski residence as an ice hou~e.'~'
~

~

Location andLandscapeSdting
The John Maleski homestead site is located approximately two miles
north of North Makitou Village. All that remains of the site is a
s m d clearing located near the edge of the bluff, which drops off
sharply toward the shore of Lake mchgan. The Maleski family's
fish shanties were located below the bluff, along the shore. From the

'"Homestead Application Serial
Number 02852; Receipt No. 640995/
2186167;FinalPatentNo. 690135,
Nationalkchives andRecords Admiistration, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Land
I
&
Books" The Leelanau
Office, '
County tract hook lists the date of
application as 1 OMay 1912. The name is
spelled "hlaleske" on the homestead
applicaaon.
lJ6 US. Deparment of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, 'Fourteenth [1920)
Census of the United States-Populadon."

'"Paul Males!& Jr., interviewwith the
authors, 26 July 1997.
Manitou Island Association
Accounts Journal.

Ibid
'"Some of the sources con5ct with
regard to dates. Accordq to Rusco
(NorthManitoK Island, 19.71-72), the
family sold their North Manitou
property in 1928, and moved to the
madand in 1929;However, Fritz
("Bstor).Data report," 71) states that
the LWAacquired the property sometime around 1940.

"' Paul hhyialeski, Jr., inteniew with the
authors, 26 July 1997.
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Figure 4.82. John and Anna Maleski
homesteadsite,1996.Because itoffers
spectacularviews of South Fox Island and
he Manitou Passage,thesmall clearingof
he former John and Anna Maleski
homestead is apopular campsite for North
Manitou visitors,Theaestheticqualiiofthe
dearing,and the presence of severalnonnative plants, identifiesthe site as an
anthropogenic landscape.
edge of the bluff, which is lined with paper birch and hemlock trees,
one can glimpse spectacular views of the Michigan mainland and, in
the distance toward the north, South Fox Island. The clearing is a
popular camping site.
Completely surrounded by forest, the clearing is less than ten
acres in extent. It is occupied by a scattering of four apple trees,
three sugar maples, and one black cherry tree ( m e 4.82). There is
a patch of Kentucky bluegrass (Poa sp.) near one of the apple trees,
and large colonies of black and red raspberries. Black raspbemes
appear to be e s p e d y invasive in the northwestern comer of the
cleadng, where there also is a group of black locust trees along the
edge of the forest. Nearby is an apple tree and two sugar maple
trees. The clearing is being invaded by a few woody species, includmg smped mapie (Acerpen$vanimvz), sugar maple, and black cheq.

Fritz reported that the John Maleski house was standing in
autumn 1985, although it was then "in an advanced state of decomposition." Fritz also stated, curiously, that "several of the John
Maleski outbuildings have fallen nearly flat from decrepitlde."
Fritz's description of the John Maleski property is puzzling because,
according to Maleski's nephew, there were no other outbddings at
the site.'" Fritz may have confused this location with the farm of
Adam Maleski, which is located less than one mile inland from the
John Maleski homestead site.
GmWbuthgLandscape Features

'"

Fritz, ''History Data Report," 72;
PauiMaleski, Jr,interviewwith the
authors, 26 Juiy 1997.

Sugar maple ttees

Apple trees

Black locust trees

Kentucky bluegrass
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Frederic Beuham / StarkBros. Orchard
N %, NE %, & S %, NW %, Section 33, T-32N R-15W

Frederic M. Beuham introduced large-scale commercial ftuit farming to No& Manitou Island during the 1880s. An unmarried,
native-born citizen, Beuham moved from Olivet, Micban, to
North Manitou Island in 1881. He homesteaded 160 acres of land
in the N%NW%, SE% NWX and the NE% SW% of Section 33,
T31N, R14W. Information on Beuham's homestead application
suggests that he was a war veteran, and that he had a-physical
disabiliq stemming from his military service. Beuham testified that
he spent summers on the island improving his daim,and winters on
the mainland, boarding with his brother at either Petoskey or Olivet,
Mi&gan. In Petoskey, Beuham sold fruit trees during the winter
months. He was absent from the island &om December until May,
"the homestead being on an island and, and [sic] not fit for residence, winter's for invalid soldier." '43

In May 1890, Beuham tesdfied that his claim was mostly
second-growth maple forest that had been "cut off by N. ~ i & d so
the reports, about 15 or 20 years ago." He stated that the property
was "ordinary agricultural land" that was most valuable for fruit
raising. In 1881, with the assistance of a person named "Clare he
built a house measuring 18' x 18,' with one window and one door. He
cleared one acre of land that year, and set out ftuit trees the following
spring. He later built a second house that measured 14' x 24,' one-anda-half stories high, with two doors and five windows.As of 1890,
Beuham had cleared twelve acres of land. During each of the previous fous seasons he had produced 300 bushels of potatoes and three
tons of hay on ten acres of farmland. In addition, Beuham had 500
fruit trees and vines growing on his homestead. His houses were
furnished with the "usual Bachelor's outfit," and he owned two horses,
two plows, one wagon, hoes, axes, and other farm equipment. He also
had purchased three heifers, which were being boarded at Bay Springs,
Michigan. Beuham's witnesses were North Manitou residents John
Peterson, a fisherman, and Aron Swenson, a fisherman and farmer.'*
Frederic Beuham later acquired additional acreage in sections
29,32, and 33, perhaps to expand his fruit o p e r a t i ~ n On
? ~ ~10 May
1894, however, Beuham transferred his land to the well-known fruit
nursery, Stark Bros. Nursery & Orchard Co. of Louisiia, Missouri,
for f 120 dollars. This transaction involved 922.9 acres of land in the
following areas of T32N, R14W: the W1/z of Section 28; the N% of
the SEN, the N% of the SW% ,and lots 1 and 2 in Section 29; the
E% of the NE% and lots 1,2: 3 and 5 in Section 32; the SW% of the
NX'% of Secdon 33; and the NW1hof the SW% in Section 33.'46
Seven days later, Beuham, who listed his address as Wheaton, Illinois,
entered into a legal agreement with Swk Bros. The nursery firm

'"Homestead Application No. 8188,
National Archives and Records Admioi s d o n , Washington, D. C. Beuham's
applicationwas made on 4 June 1881,
the h a l p r o o f was made on 6 June
1890, and his claim was patented on 4
February 1891.
"

Ibid.

Fritz, "Histoxy Data Report," 10.
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agreed to ship, by railroad and lake steamer, a total of 1,500 pear and
2,500 apple trees to Beuham on North Manitou. The shipments were
to be made sometime during the fall of 1894 or spring of 1895. In
addition, Stark Bros. were to carefully plant and care for the trees on
the 645-acre farm, which consisted of the following parcels in T32N
R14W: lots 1 and 5, and the E% of the NE% of Section 32; the SW%
of the NW% and the NWt/4 of the SW% of Section 33; the SE'h of
the SEN of Section 29; lots 1 and 2 of Section 29, and the W% of
Section 28. Beuham, along with S. R. Boardman of North Manitou
Island, and "Mann Bros." of Two Rivers, Wisconsin, agreed not to
dispose of the farm without first obtaining the written consent of
Stark Bros. Beuham agreed to deliver to Stark Bros. any three pear or
two apple crops yielded by the trees, to be selected by Stark Bros.,
within H period of 15 years after planting the trees. Beuham also
agreed that he would send St& Bros. a written assessment of the
condition of the crop 30 days before the harvest.14' The arrangement
between Stark Bros. Nursery Co. and Beuham apparently was not
unusual during the late nineteenth cennuy. According to Denice
Lucas, a current spokesperson for the Stark Bros. hrm, "it was common practice during that time for the company to sell trees to a
c o m m e r d orchardist, and accept the orchardist's land as a binder,
with the land used as collateral until the trees were paid off." The
company, however, no longer has any records dating from the
1890s.'"

14' Leelanau Deeds, Liber 23, 168-169.
The agreementwas received for record
on 18 August 1894.

'48DeniceLucas,SfatkBros. Nursq
Co., telephone interviewby Eric
bfacDonaI423 February 1998.

'* LeelanauDeeds,Liber 24,318.
Ftia,"History Data Report," 28.

Beuham apparently defaulted on his agreement with Stark
Bros., for on 31 January 1899 the company sold the North Manitou
Island fruit farm and other land comprising 922.91 acres to Franb%l
and Benjamin Newhall of Chicago for $1,200. The sale included the
NYz of the SEX and the N% of the SW% and lots 1 and 2 of
Section 29 (243 acres); the SW% of the NW% and the NW% of the
SW'h of Section 33 (80 acres); Lot 2 of Section 29 and lots 2 and 3
of Section 32 (1 16.1 acres); the E% of the NE% and lots 1 and 5
of Section 32 (163.81 acres); the W% of Section 28 (320 acres),
T32N, R14XPd9Perhaps Beuham's Financial difficulties were tied to
those of his business pamer, Silas Boardman, who also was forced
to sell his island property to the Newhalls at approximately the same
time. The Newhalls, who were Chicago-based wholesale fruit
dealers, continued to operate the North Manitou orchards until
ownership and management of the property was assumed by the
Manitou Island Syndicate during the early 1920s. William Stark may
have maintained an interest in the orchard through a personal
connection with the Newhalls (figure 4.83). The Stark family
purchased one of the Cottage Row houses and vacationed on the
island during the Newhall era.
Giles Memtt recalled that two varieties of apples, 'wealthy'
and 'spy,' Few in the huge orchard, which was known as the "Frank
Farm." Apples of both varieties ripened later than the apples
growing near the village.'50 Vera Crites Goos, who lived on the island
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Figure 4.83. Nationally prominent
nurserymen J. H. Hale and Wlliiam
Stark pose in the North Manitou Island
apple orchard formerly owned by
Frederic Beuham, ca. 1900. Most of the
orchard's fruit trees were planted by
Stark Bros. Nursery & Orchard Co.
during the 1890s. For several summers
during the early twentieth century,
Wlliam Stark and his family vacationed
in one of the Cottage Row summer
houses.

during the 1930s, recalled that the apples grown on North hfanitou
Island were special, the result of experimental g r a h g . Her daughter,
Lomime, recalled:

.. . we'd walk out in these beautiful orchards and we'd see
three or four kinds of apples growing on one treeyellow apples on one side, green on another and red on
another. That was part of the attraction of North
Manitou. And sometimes, if I'm not mistaken, when
anybody had company. .. we'd walk out into these
beautiful orchards to show them trees that had several
kinds of apples growing on one tree.'jl
The M U may have continued commerdal harvesting apples from
the orchard into the 1930s. By the late 1930s, however, the annual
apple crop was left in place for the MLA deer herd.'''

Lnmtion and LandscapeSating
The Frederic M. Beuharn h i t farm, popularly known as the "Frank
Farm," is located in the northeastern portion of the island, about
one-half-mile west of North Manitou village.'j3 The orchard is
reached via a road that leads from the historic d a g e dock location
to Lake Manitou. The road crosses a small meadow-like clearing
that extends northward into the much Iarger orchard clearing ( m e
4.84). A few large trees are scattered throqhout this smaller clearing, which is otherwise open, suggesting that it once may have been
a pasture, or the location of Beuham's homestead. A small grove of
American chesmut (Casienea Bntata) trees is located a short distance
west of the trail that leads southward from this area of the Beuham
clearing. The nine chesmut trees, some of which have multiple
trunks, are situated in the woods, and are surrounded by overstory
trees of big-tooth aspen (Pqulusgrandidentata),sugar maple, black

Vera Crites GOOS,
intemiew with
Betty L. hlann, 15 and 18June 1993,
audio tape iiled at Leelanau Bstoncal
Museum, Leland, Mich.
'sI

Lundquisc interview

'"How the name "Frank" became
attached to the orchardis not known.
Perhaps the name refers to Fr&
Newhall.
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cherry, beech, and ironwood (Ostya ui'giniana). American chestnut
trees are not native to this pomon of North America, and probably
were planted by Be~ham.'~'
Approximately 180 acres in extent, the Beuham orchard is
the hgestdearing on the island, rivaled only by the Crescent
townsite, North Manitou Village and its adjacent orchards, and the
Bournique/cemetery area ( w e 4.85). The clearing is jsregularly
shaped. The terrain is gently undulating in the northern, upland
pomon, and relatively flat in the southern pomon ( w e 4.86).
Within the clearing are several large patches of sandy, eroded soil,
now mostly vegetated with drought-tolerant grasses and lichens.
Land patterns discernible in aerial photographs dating from 1938 to
the early 1970s suggest that the vast clearing historically was
divided into several smaller areas devoted to fruit trees and other
crops. Approximately 60 per cent of the clearing was devoted to
orchards in the 1938 photograph, and the land patterns suggest that
as much as 75 per cent previously had been used for this purpose. A
large section of orchard in the low, southern part of the clearing
appears to have been removed sometime after 1938.'55The remaining orchards seem to be divided into three sections that were separated by areas of open land in the north-central and extreme northeastern portions of the cleating.
Using the 1938 aerial photograph as a baseline, the Beuharn
orchard appears to retain remarkable spatial integrity. The size and
shape of &e clearing have changed little during the past sixty years,
and the forest/cleating edge remains distinct. There are, perhaps,
700-1,000 living fruit trees in the orchards. Most of the relict
specimens appear to be apple trees, many of which remain robust
and healthy-looking (figure 4.87). The particular varieties represented in the orchard have not been iden&ed. Most of the trees
probably date from the Stark Bros. plantation, although others may
have been added by the Newhalls, or by the Manitou Island Syndicate.

Figure 4.85. Aerial view of the Frederic
Beuharn orchard (Lake Manitou in the
distance),looking westward, winter 1994.
The Beuham orchard is one ofthe largest
agricultural clearings on North Manitou
Island.

'"

Bdan T. Hazlen and Robert J.
Vande Kopple, The Tmertrrai Vqefation
oad Flora of North mid Sonth Manitou
Irbndi, Skping Bear Duner Nniiona/
Lakpshor~,Lebnax CounQ, Michigan
(Douglas Lake, Nch.: University of
Michigan Biological Srafion, 1983), 5758.
Ii5 U.S. Department of Agriculnue,
aerial photographs, 1938, Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
~Mich.
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Figure 4.86. Frederic Beuham orchard,
1996. The orchard is one of the most
visually dramaliccuhral landscapesof
North Manitou Island. The aesthetic
experienceofthis vast clearing, which is
punctuated by regularly-spacedrows of
several hundred fruit trees, is
heightened by the dense forest that
encloses the space.

northeastern quadrant of the Beuham orchard are large, robust specimens.
Unfoltunately, the orchard has not been inventoried to determine whether any
important historic apple varieties exist at the site. The character-defining features of
this orchard-its immense size, monotypic plantings, and highly regimented planting
pattem-identify it as a landscape of commercial, or paleotechnic, agriculture.
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Figure 4.88. National Park Service radio
tower, Frederic Beuham orchard, 1996.
Mough the Beuham orchard is located withi
a'potentialwilderness"area,the NPS
recently cunsbucted a modern radio tower
amidst the mws of historic apple trees
located in the northeastern comer of the
clearing.
Induding the southern orchard, which was intentionally removed
after 1938, as many as 2,500 trees may have been planted in the
clearing. The remainhg orchards consisted of approximately 1,800
nees. The edges of the cleating appear to have changed very little
since the late 1 9 3 0 ~ . ' ~ ~
There are no visible, historic building or structural remains
on the property. Beuham's houses may have been removed by
subsequent owners, since neither Stark Bros. nor the Newhalls
resided on the holding. Beuham himself may have regarded these
buildings as temporary shelters, since both of his homestead application wimesses tesufied that the houses were not habitable during
all season^.'^' Former North Manitou residents also report that a
barn once stood somewhere on the property>58A portion of this
structure may be depicted in an historic photograph featuring apple
pickers on North Manitou Island sometime between 1910-1920 (see
m e 3.5). The barn may have been built by the Newhalls, and later
utilized by the Manitou Island Syndicate and the Manitou Island
Association until fruit harvesting on the property ceased sometime
durine
" the late 1930s or earlv 1940s. In the northeastern corner of
the site, surrounded by large apple trees, is a small white metal and
'% These estimates are based on aerial
wood radio tower ( w e 4.88). This sa-ucture was erected by the
photographs from a 1976 timber survey
National Park Service in the 1980s. Although it is not large, the
com~ietedfor the Manitou Island
tower detracts from the overall aesthetic quality of the site.
Association, original photographs on

~

g
clearing

dead apple trees and stumps

apple tzees

roadway

American chesmut trees

Nom3ntrhting LandscapeFeatures
radio tower

file in the AngeU Foundation Collection,

~Sleeping Beat Dunes National
Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.

'SI Homestead ApplicationNo. 8188,
National Archives and Records A h istration, Washmgton, D. C,

Rita Hadra Rusco, interview by Eric
MacDonald, 25 July 1997, notes fled at
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.
158
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Figure 4.89. Hendrick Frederickson
house and wharf on the southwestern
shore of North Manitou island. 1897.

SW '/a, NE

'A,Section 20, T31N R15W

Hendtick Frederickson @. 1841) emigrated from Denmark in 1870.
In 1883, he purchased 68 acres near the southeastern end of North
Manitou Island, in Section 22 of T3lN, R14W He later acquired
additional land on the southwestern shore of the island in Section
20
( w e 4.89).lS9Frederickson probably engaged in fishing and
'j9 U.S. Census Office, 'Twelfth P9001
limited, subsistence farming on this land. According to Rusco, the
Census of the United StatesPopulation;" Fritz, "History data
Fredezicksons were related to another North Manitou Island f d y ,
Report" 87.
the Paetschows. Hadrick Fredezickson was a farmer and fisherman
lbo Rusco, No& Manitou I~had,
78
who owned his own boat. He later built a wharf with two fish
'" US.Census Officce,'Twelfth [I9001 houses, and employed woodchoppers.'" Fxederickson may not have
Census of the United States--Populabeen living on this property in 1900, since the federal census of that
tion;" U.S.Depanment of Commerce, year lists him as a fisherman who was living in a r a t e d house.
Bureau of Census, 'Thisteenth [I9101
Although he had been married twenty years, his wife was not
Census of the United States-Popularesidmg with him on North Manitou Island. Frederickson may have
tion." James P.Walle to Eric
moved to Bailey's Harbor, Wisconsin, shortly after the turn of the
MacDonal& 16July 1997,Department
of Landscape Architectme, University century.'" Jean Lundquist recalled that the Frederickson place was
of Wisconsii-Madison.
the favorite picnic spot of North Manitou's summer residents duting
''' Lundquis~interview.
the late 1930s through the 1 9 5 0 ~ . ' ~ ~
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Figure 4.90. Cultural vegetation at the
Hendrick Frederickson place, 1996.

The remains of the Frederickson place consist of a small, oblongshaped clearing located on the southwestern shore of the island.
The site is reached via a trail that extends northward to the Crescent
townsite and eastward toward the Boumique place and the eastern
shore road. The land rises dramatically to the east of the clearing,
which is bordered by a densely forested hillside. The clearing offers
spectacular views of Lake Michigan, South Manitou I s h d , and the
Sleeping Bear Dunes. Among campers and backpackers, the
Frederickson Place is a favorite spot for watching the setting sun on
a summer evening.

No surface evidence of buildings or structures remain at the
Frederickson place. Rusco reports that the house was built near the
edge of the dune, and eventually toppled into Lake Michigan.'63 The
primary cultural feature of the Frederickson place is the clearing
itself, the boundaries of which remain relatively disdnct, although
woody vegetation is advancing along the edges of the space. A
cluster of seven apple and pear trees located along the northern
edge of the clearing may mark the vicinity of the house site. There
also are hrge, open-grown sugar maple trees nearby, and wild grape
vines growing along the edge of the bluff. ( w e 4.90).

clearing

pear trees

apple trees

sugar maple trees

SE %, SW ?A, Section 3, T31N R14W

John Swenson and his brother, Peter Swanson, initidly settled on
the western side of North Manitou Island dudng the 1880s. John
later moved to the eastern side of the island, where he and h s wife,
Johanna, settled at a site is located along the eastern shore road
approximately one mile south of North Manitou
John
Swenson owned his own boat, which he used for fishing, and for
transponing freight between the island and Leland. In 1901,
Swenson took the concract to carry mail between Leland and N o d
Manitou Island.I6jThe Swensons' daughter, Augusta, worked in the
village hotel. In 1905 she rnanied Fred Samuelson, keeper of the
North Manitou hght from 1898 through 1909.'66 Clara, another
daughter of John and Johanna Swenson, died 18 May 1905; she was
buried in the island cemetery. Johanna Swenson died on 26 March
1911; she may be buried somewhere on the western side of the
i~1and.I~~
The Swenson home site later was occupied by Melvin and
EUen Cunningham, who lived on the island from about 1906 until
1915. They had twelve children, tyo of whom died in infancy. Their
daughter, Martha, polished silverware for Miss Katie Shepard's
tearoom at Cottage Row. Melvin Cunningham was Peter Stormex's
blacksmith. In addition, the Cunninghams took in boarders and
serviced the loggmg operation. They raised milk cows, pigs, and
chckens, and tended a large vegetable garden.'6s

The Swenson/Cunningham Place is located along the eastern shore
road, approximately one mile south of North Manitou Village and
one-half-mile south of the island school. It now consists of only a
small clearing in the woods, offering views of the Manitou Passage
and the Michgan majnland to the east. West of the Swensonl
Cunningham place is the former hlanitou Island Association's
"South Cheny Orchard," now also only a clearing that is being
invaded by small, woody vegetation.

clearing
Rusco, North Mmifou Ihnd, 661,105.

'" Leianau Enfetpnse, 25 July 1901.

JohnL- and (wanda?)JOhnsonFarmstead
NE %, SW %, & SE 'A, NW 'A, Section 18, T-31N R-15W

'" Rusco, Nodh Manitov I~bnd,61, 105.
Histmy andAg?+a&uralData
Peter Swanson also workedas 2 ad
carrier, transporiingmd the island.
Little historical information exists about the John L. Johnson family.
'" 'Fritz, ''History Data Repoc" 17.
The Johnsons, who appear in the 1910 federal population census of
RUSCO,
North Manitou Iskznd, 53.

North Manitou Island, are listed as John, age 63, and his wife
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Figure 4.91. John 1.Johnson farm

house.
(Wanda?),age 67; both had emigrated from Sweden, and had become
naturalized U S. citizens in 1887. They had thee living children,
although none were living with them in their Noah Manitou Island
household. Along with Adam Malesb John Johnson was one of only
Accordtwo North Manitou farmers idenaed in the 1910 cens~s.'~"
ing to Rusco, the Johnsons owned a boat and a
An historic
photograph of the Johnson house depicts a simple one-and-a-haIfstory, side-gable dwelling with wooden shingle dadding (figure 4.91).
The farmstead was abandoned by the time Giles Merritt lived on
North Manitou during the late 1920~?~'

The former John m d (Wanda?) Johnson farm is located on the
southwestern shore of North Manitou Island, approximately two
miles south of the townsite of Crescent, and t h t e e q w e r s of a
mile north of the Hendrick Frederickson place. Like the
Frederickson propeq, the former Johnson farm now consists of
only an oblong-shaped clearing positioned atop the bluff overlooking Lake Midugan. No visible evidence of buildings or structures
remains at the site, and there is no relict cultural vegetation."2

clearing

"Fat Annie's"Place
NE ?A, NW %, Section 21, T-31N R-15W

HistovyutadA@a&uralDa&

'LW.S.
Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Cmsus,"Thirteenth [I9101
Census of the United Smtes-Population;" Fritz, "Histo~yData Report," 16.
"O

Rusco, Ko~hManitou Lrinnd, 78.

"' Fat., "Histoty Data Report,"28.
"=

RUSCO
(North Man& Island, 78) t h a t

The identiq of "Fat Annie" is a mystery, although Rusco suggests
the remains of the house foundation
lilacs exist at the site. These feahlres
and
that she may have cooked and laundered for one of the island
were
not apparent in 199i.
loggjng camps: Accordmg to island lore, Annie's son worked for
I ~ h n d79
,
Silas Boardman during the early 1890~."~
Another legend claims that "'Rusco, North Ma~ritor~
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Figure 4.92. "Fat Annie's" place, 1996.
This small, circular clearing, which is
occupied by only three trees, represents
the modest scale that characterized
subsistence agriculture on North
Manitou Island. Most of Norlh Manitou's
immigrant farmers, many of whom
settled homesteads near the southern
end of the island during the late
nineteenth century, probably developed
clearings of no more than a few acres.
Farm sites such as the homestead of
AndrewAnderson and other pioneer
agriculturistsnow are indiscernible,or
virtually inaccessible. Due tons good spatial
integfiiyand location along a major island
trail, "FatAnnie's" place is an excellent
resource for interpreting family-based
subsistence agriculture on the island.
Fat Annie's husband was tragically killed while working in one of the
The size of the clearing at Fat h e ' s
Crescent lumber ca~nps.~'~
home site suggests that she may have engaged in subsistence agriculture.

The site known as "Fat Annie's" is located in the south-cena-al
pomon of the island. It now consists of a small, somewhat drcular
clearing that is positioned on a south-facing slope. The southern
edge of the clearing is bordered by a roadway that connects the
Fredenckson place and the west shore road with the east shore road.
Blackberries are invading the dearing along the road edge, and a
single apple tree is growing on the slope inside the cleating. Nearby,
there is a sugar maple tree and a black cherry tree. A depression
alongside the black cheny nee may mark the locaaon of the house
(figure 4.92). No buildmg foundadons were located in 1997. Jean
Lundquist recalled that a small, dilapidated lean-to structure existed
"in the side of the dearing" during the late 1930s through the
1950~.'~'
Rita Hadra Rusco once observed the remains of an old
foundation at the site, however, loggmg authorized by the Angell
Foundation during the 1970s "obliterated the old fence lines and
changed the ground surface."'76

"'Lundquist, interview
"5

Lundquist, hterviw.

"'Rusco,hrorth Monitmr Iriond, 79.

clearing

apple tree

depression

sugar maple tree
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AndrewAndersonHomestead
Lot 3, Section 20; SW% NW% and W% SW% Section 21; Lot 1,
Section 28, T31N R14W

Andrew Anderson was living on North Manitou Island at the time
of the 1870 federal population census. Accordmg to the manuscript
schedule for the census, he was 47 years old, a native of Norway,
On 6 September 1875, Anderson fled
and working as fishe~man.'~~
a homestead entry for 159.40 acres of land in Sections 20, 21 and
28 of T31N, R14W. He indicated that he was a single man, over 21
years 014 and intended to become a cidzen of the United States.
Anderson settled on his claim in March 1876. He erected a log
house measuring 17' x 24', and a frame barn with dimens~onsof 20' x
37'; by 1882, Anderson had cleared 10 acres of woodland, and
chopped an additional 5
The manuscript schedules for the 1880 federal census
iden* Andrew Anderson as a single farmet from Sweden who
owned his farm. According to the 1880 census of agriculture,
Anderson had ten acres of tilled land, and 150 acres of woodland.
His farm was valued at $1,000, while his products had a market
value of $300 in 1879-the greatest of North Manitou Island's
farmers at the dme. He had one acre planted to barley, which
yielded ten bushels, one acre of corn that yielded 50 bushels, and
one acre of oats that yielded ten bushels. Two acres of potatoes had
produced 150 bushels. Anderson also had cut 75 cords of wood,
with a market value of $150. He owned two "other cattle:' and six
poultry. During the previous year he had slaughtered four cattle, and
his poultry had provided thirty eggs. '79
When fiual testimony for his homestead proof was given in
August 1882, Anderson had five acres under cultivation, and had
raised crops on the land for five consecutive years. Anderson's
witnesses were No& Manitou residents Gustaf Olson Swan and
Daniel
In 1888, Anderson paid cash for an additional forty
acres in the SW% of the SW% of Section 15, T31N, R14W in
1888."' It appears that Anderson either died or departed Noah
Manitou Island during the 1890s, since he is not listed in the federal
census of population for 1900.

U.S. Census Office, 'With [I8701
Census of the United StatesPopulation,'' miuotilm copy of
manuscript schedules, Library of
Midugan, Lansing.
ln

Homestead E n t q #7013, Final
Ce&cate #5308, National Archives and
Records Adminismuon, Washington,
D.C. Anderson's homestead was for Lot
3 (21.4 acres), Section 20, SW% hW%
and WhSW% (77.3 acres) Section21,
andLot 1 (20.7 acres),Section28,T31N
R14Y a total of 159.4 acres of land.
The application was made on 6
September 1875, and the hnaiproof
made on 10 October 1882.

"'U. S. C a s u s Office, ''Tenth[I8801
Census of the United States-Population;" U.S. Census Office,manuscript
schedules, Federal Agricultural Census,
microfilm copy at the State .4rchives
of Michigan,Lansing.

'" Homestead Enuy #7013, Final
Cemficate #5308, National hrchmes
and Records Administration, Washington. D.C.

PeterHansen H o m d
E% NW%, Section 21, T31N R14W

Peter Hanson homesteaded 80 acres of land in the E% of the
NW% Section 21, T31N, R14W. The application was made on 4
October 1886, and the final proof was recorded on 2 February
1895."' A Danish immigrant, Hansen built a 14' x 16' log house by 29
March 1887. He also constructed a barn measuring 16' x 16.' Hansen
lived on his claim with his wife and their son and two daughters. He
cultivated approximately four acres of land during their &st year of
residence. When final testimony was given in May 1894,Hansen, then
45 years of age and a U.S. citizen for two years, had improved eight
acres. Hansen had constructed fences on his North Manitou Island
property, and had cultivated approximately eight acres of land for
seven seasons. Witnessing on Hansen's behalf were fellow Danes and
North Manitou residents, Abendrick Frederickson, age 51, and Andrew Paetschow, age 36. The final patent for Peter Hansen's homestead
was issued on 28 May 1895.'83 Peter Hansen and his f d y may have
left North Manitou Island shortly after a c q u b g tide to their land in
1895, since the 1900 manuscript schedules do not list them as island
residents.

Lars ChristopherHomestead
E% SW%, and W% SE%, Section 21, T31N R14W
18'

U.S. Land Office, 'Tract Books;"

'"U.S.Land Office, 'Tract Books."
Homestead Applccation Na 8910;
Final C e d c a t e No. 6903, National
Archives and Records Administration,
Washington, D.C.
Iffl U.S.

Land Office,'TractBooks."

'" U. S. Census Office, 'Tenth [I8801
Census of the United States-Povulatioo;" U.S. Census Office, 'Tivelfth
[I9001 Census of the United StatesPopulation."
~

~~

'= U.S. Census Office,"Twelfth [1900]
Census of the Uaited States-Populadon." Fritz ("Histoly Data Report," 84)
states that the brothers
and
John Fden were emigrants from
Germany. The 1900 census manuscript
indicates that Nicholas Feilen's parents
were born in Germany. Nicholas,
however, was born in Illinois.
18'

Accordmg to land records for North Manitou Island, Lars Christopher homesteaded 160 acres of land in the E% of the SW% and the
WYz of the SE% of Section 21 in T31N, R14W His application was
made on 19 December 1884, and the final proof was made on 5
November 1890JS4Little else is known about Christopher. His
homestead application documents have not been located, and he
does not appear in either the 1880 or 1900 federal population
cen~us."~

Rusco, North Maniton Ishnd, 76.

Nicholas Feilen Homestead
E ?hSE 'A Section 21, T31N, R14W; Lot 1 Section 27, T31N
R14W; Lot 4, Section 28

H i s b o l y a n d ~ r a l ~
At the time of the 1900 federal popularion census, Nicholas Feilen
was a boarder with Albert Firestone, a farm laborer. Feilen, born in
August 1852 in Illinois, worked as a carpenter.Ia6He is belreved to
have arrived on North Manitou Island sometime during the late
1880s or early 1890s.'87According to Josephine Hollister, Feilen and
his partner traveled to the island &om Chicago in 1894 at the behest
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Table 4.1

Crops Produced by Nicholas Feilen on His North Manitou Island
Homestead, 1904-1908
Year

Commodity
Corn (bu.)

Potatoes (bu.)

Oats (bu.)

1904

10

15

1905

20

12

-

1906

12

15

12

1907

10

12

-

Rye (bu.)

25

Source: Homestead Enby#11151; FinalCefficae#131334, Marquette, Michigan Land ORe:NationalArchivesandRecurdsAdminisbation,
Washington, D.C.

of Howard Foote. Feilen constructed the Foote family's cottage on
Lot No. 5 of Cottage Row, and also may have built the summer
home of the Trudes and other ongmal Cottage Row property
owners. Construction of the Riggs cottage, and perhaps others, can
be amibuted to Nicholas Feilen.18"
Feilen a e d his homestead application for 140.20 acres on
North Manitou Island on 28 August 1903. His daim was adjacent to
the 152.2-acre homestead ckim hled by Alvar Boumique also in
1903. Feilen testified that he had built a house in January 1904 on
the land located in sections 20,21 and 28 of T31N, R14W. When
he established residence there on 25 February 1904, Feilen was 57
years old and unmarried. The improvements to his homestead
included a one-and-a-half-story frame dwelling measwing 12' x 21'
that had two outside doors and seven windows. He also had constructed a stable measuring 12' x 20', a barn, a pig pen, a chicken coop,
and a well. In addition,John Ole Anderson testi6ed that Feilen had a
smoke house on his homestead. He had fenced five acres of land,
planted ten apple trees, and had cultivated 35 acres, all of it located in
Section 21. Feilen also reported the quantities of agricultural commodities that he had produced on his homestead during the years
1904-1908 Fable 4.1). The h a 1 proof of Feilen's homestead applica'" Hollister, "Summer Resort."
tion was dated 8 October 1909. Feilen's witnesses were Alvar L.
Boumique, Fred Samuelson, Louis G. Dustin of North Manitou
'80Homestead Entry #11151; Final
Island, and John Ole Anderson, who idendied his place of residence Cedcate #131334, Nationalkchives
and Records Administration, Washingas Suttons Bay, Michgan. The patent was issued on 19 May 1910.'89
In the manuscript schedules for the 1910 federal population
census, Nicholas Feilen's occupation was listed as "general work.""'
Sometime between 1910 and 1920, he may have moved from his
homestead, since the 1920 census reports that Feilen was rentingthe

ton, D.C.

'OD U.S. Depament of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, "Thirteenth [I9101
Census of the United States-Populadon."

Figure 4.93. Brothers Nicholas and John
home in which he resided. He was 67 years old, and working on his
Fellen making maple syrup on ND*
Manitou Island.
own account as a car~enter?~'
According to Tosevhine Hollister.
"

<

A

Nicholas lived with his brother John Feilen, a cabinet-maker, in a
house located east of the island schoolhouse (figwe 4.93):" Nicholas died during the spnng of 1938, and his brother died in Leland
the following year; both Feilen brothers are buried in the island
cemete~y.'~~
Today there is little evidence of a house at the Feilen
homestead clearing. 194

Gustaf Olson Swan and Mary Olson Swan

Homestead

'" U.S. Deoartment of Commerce.
Bureau of Census, 'Tourteenth [1920]
Census of the United States--Populadon."
Iv2

Hokster, "Summer Resort."

Rusco, No& Manitow Irkand, 76-77;
Fria, "History Data Report," 17.
'93

lM RUSCO,
North Matitau Is/a#d, 82;
Fritz, "History Data Report," 84.
'liHomestead Application-No. 7390;
Final Certificate No. 6012, National
kchives and Records hdmuustrafion,
Washington, D.C.

NE 'h, Section 21, T31N, R14W

On 22 October 1878, Gustaf Olson Swan filed a homestead applicadon for 160 acres in the noaheastem quaxter of Section 21 in
T31N, R14W. Swan settled there on 1 April 1879. He built a house,
16' x 32', a "board barn," 20' x 34, and cleared six acres of land. He
had six acres in crops for seven seasons.'" At the time of the 1880
federal census, Gustav 0 . Swan, age 58, was h n g with his wife,
Mary, age 62; both were Swedish imrnigranrs. The enumerator
reported that Swan owned his farm, valued at $500. He had two
acres of tilled land, and 158 acres of woodland. He owned one milk
cow, two other cattle, and twenty-four poultry. The Swans had pro-
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duced 100 pounds of butter from their cow. One acre of corn had

yielded 50 bushels, and an acre of potatoes had produced 75 bushels.
Another acre planted to barley did not yield a crop. The total value of
the Swan's farm products in 1879 was $200.'96
The homestead documents indicate that Gusaf Swan died
on 15 August 1884.19' While the homestead records do not indicate
the cause of his death, the federal census enumerator noted, in
1880, that Swan had a "cancer on lip."lg8 Gustaf Swan's a 3 e Mary
continued to reside on the homestead until October 1885. She Kled
the hnal proof to the holdmg on 1 April 1886. The witnesses were
Daniel L. Buss of Suttons Bay; and Charles Allard, Sr., Charles
Allard, Jr., and Louis Allard, all of Leland. Also testdjmg on Swan's
behalf were Charles J. Allard, Sr., a hsherman at Northport, and
Daniel L. Buss, a hotel supervisor in Suttons Ray, who lived on the
island until the fall of 1884.'99

IP6 US.Census Office, "Tenth [I8801
Census of the United StatesU.
Office,
Historically, most of North hlanitou Island's families were sustained
"Tenth [I8801 Census of the United
by one or a combination of five activities-logging, farming,
States-Schedule 2, Productions of
fishing, recreation, and maritime commerce and navgation. The
Agriculnue: microfilm copy of
relative importance of these activities varied over time, but each
-uscript
schedules, Stare Archmes
represents a s@cant
facet of the island's human history during
of Michigan, Lansing.

.'

the last century and a half, and each conmbuted to the making of
the cultural landscape as it exists today. Linear features, such as
roads and trails, reveal how the various activities related to one
another, and suggest the extent to which they were interconnected
and synergistic. For example, all of the main non-agnculmal endeavors were either dependent upon and/or supported farming on
the island. The visible, landscape clues left by the interplay of these
activities range from obvious to subtle.

HomesteadApplicadonNo. 7390;
Final Ce6cateNo. 6012, National
Archives and Records Administration,
Washington,D.C.
1.7

'" U.S. Census Of6ce, 'Tenth

118801

Census of the United StatesPopulation."

Homestead Application No. 7390;
Final Certificate No. 6012, National
Despite the extensive impact that it had on shaping the
Archives and Records h e s t r a t i o n ,
island landscape, few intact artifacts related to l o g q g activities still Washmgton, D.C.

Figure 4.94. One of Me logging camps
ooerated on North Manitou Island bv Me exist on the island; the Manitou Island Association saw& is the
most outstanding srmcture representing this theme. The history of
&ith 8 Hull Lumber Co.. ca. 1908:
1915.
loggmg, however, is manifest in more subtle landscape features such
as the species composition and structure of North Manitou's forest
communities, the former Crescent railroad grade, and the clearings,
earthen depressions, and clusters of apple trees found at the Crescent townsite and at sites such as the Davenport and Stormer
l o g p g camps at the northern end of the island (figures 4.94 and
4.95).
Fishing was a subsistence activity rhar supported many early
North Manitou agriculnuists. The history of fishing is less evident in
the island landscape than loggmg, partly because extensive coastal
erosion has destroyed cultural resources associated with h s activity
over time. Paul Maleski, Jr., esdmated that approximately 200 feet
of shoreline has been lost along the northeastern coast of the island
due to erosion since the late 1920s. The location of the Maleski
family's nvo fishing camps and dock, as well as the fishing camps of
other North Manitou settlers, now lies below the water level of
Lake Mi~lugan.~'~

Pad Maleslu, Jr., audio tape
recording, 29 August 1984.
2m

Fishing in Lake Michigan was an important part of a diversified subsistence strategy for many North Manitou residents. However, two other activities-recreation and maritime navigationprovided island residents with a more reliable source of cash income. Like loggmg, both of these activities sustained a small local
marker for agricultural products. During "boom" times, loggmg
operations were a substantial impetus for agricultural production on
the island. Intensive loggulg, however, occurred only in brief spurts
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Figure 4.95. Stormer logging camp site,
1996. Small clearings containing
earthen depressions, various metal
artifacts, and relict cultural vegetation are
all that remain of North Manitou Island's
numerous twentieth-century lumber
camps.
that lasted several years each, whereas recreation and maritime
namgation gave the island economy a more stable base. The island
resort community and its employees, and individuals who worked
for the U. S. Government lighthouse and Life Saving S e ~ c e ,
represented a s e c a n t local market for agnculltural commodities
(figure 4.96). In competing with mainland farms, North Manitou's
agiculmists faced a serious disadvantage due to greater transportation costs-island farmers incurred additional expenses (in terms of
monetary costs, and in terms of time spent away Lrom the farm)
conveymg theit commodities to mainland markets. Once they
reached the port, however, island farmers received no hlgher price
for their crops than mainland producers. The presence of an island
market allowed. and encoura~ed.
" . farmers to shift some of theu
production from tradcional cash crops such as wheat and corn, to
commodiues such as fresh &uits, vegetables, dm!. products, meats,
Ice, and fueuood-items
that were in demand by the local populadon, but which were expensive to s h p to the island. For North
Figure 4.96. U.S. government
Manitou's farmers. the local oo~ulationwas a "ca~tive"market.
Bghthouse
at the southeastern end of
albeit a small one.
North Manitou Island, ca. 1900. The
Slgnlficant c d t ~ r aresources
l
representing both 3Xc1eation
lighthouse station was abandoned in the
1930s, and later destroyed due to
and maritime navigation activities still remain on North Manitou
Shoreline erosion
Island. The island-ghthouse station, constructed in the 1890s at
the southeastern tip of the island, was gradually washed away
between 1942 and the 1970s due to shoreline erosion (figure
4.97).20' The North Manitou U.S. Life Saving Service Station,
however, retains a high degree of integrity. The station complex is
now considered to be a nationally-secant historic resource, and
recently was designated a National Historic Landmark.
1

L

The most sigmiicant cultural resource associated with the
island's history as a resort, is Cottage Row. The summer houses of
Cottage Row retain varying degrees of physical integrity. However,
the district as a whole contains a ndn array of structures and cul-

201

R~~,,, jvotlh MSnifouI J h d , 17,

Tending u Com$ortubb W i h e s s

cottage Row, ca. 1900.Erected along
the crest Of an ancientbeach
the
houses of Cottage Row provided their
occupants with excellent views of the
U,S, if^ saving
servicestation and the
Manitou Passage. The area between the
foot of the ridge and the shoreline
originally was resewed as parkland far
the
Of Cottage Row
residents.

tural landscape features that represent the history of recreation on
North Manitou Island and the larger regon of northwestern lower
Michigan. Considered togetheg Cottage Row and the U.S. Life
Saving Service Station constitute an important maritime landscape
(figure 4.97). Other resources assodated with the resort context
include the John Newhall Cottage, located west of North Manitou
Village, and the Boumique homestead, which also functioned as an
agricultural property (see above). Because of their intrinsic s+cance, and their important links to the island agricultural economy,
the North Manitou U.S.L.S.S., Cottage Row, and the John Newhall
Cottage are described briefly below.

North Manitou Island U. S. Life-SavingStation
The history and cultural resources of the North Manitou Island U. S.
Life Saving Service Station have been documented extensively
through a recent effort to designate the complex as a National
Historic Landmark (NHL.). The summary presented below is derived
from the 1994 draft national register nomination for the complex,
which was prepared by William Herd and Kimberly Mann of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore. The nomination is the most
thoroughly-documented assessment of the historical significance
and physical integrity of the complex to date. Herd and Mann note
that the North Manitou station "is the oldest among the three Fifesaving stations on the Manitou Passage] and spans approximately 90
years of history representing the earliest beginnings of the Life-
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Saving Servjce on the Great Lakes. The buildings illusmate the be@nings of the volunteer era, and continue through the expansion of the
Life-Saving Service into the Coast Guard era." (figure 4.98).'02
The life-saving station on North Manitou Island was founded
in September 1854 when Nicholas Pickard, operator of the island
cordwood station, and others submitted a bond to the U. S. Secretary
of the Treasury for d e l i v e ~of a Francis Metallic Surf-Boat. Apparently, Pickatd also obtained plans for a boat house that had been
des~gnedfor use at twenty-qht stations established under authority
of an 1854 appropriation. Using these plans, a small wooden structure
was built not far Erom the dock at North Manitou Village. Twenty
years later, in 1874, an official U. S. Life-Saving Service Station was
established on a 40' x 20' eact that Nicholas Pickard leased to the
government for one dollar per yeat A Life Boat Station was constructed on the island in 1877, and placed into service that same year
with an all-volunteer crew. North ~ a n i t o resident
u
Daniel L. B&S
was appointed keeper of the station. Beguznulg in the following year,
the North Manitou Station was staffed by a paid six-man crew. Members of the crew probably received housing and board from keeper
Daniel Buss, or from one of the other residents of the No&
Manitou Village area. In 1887 a separate dwelling was built at the
North Manitou station to serve as housing for the crew; a small, hiproofed supply building was added to the complex in 1895; four years
later the crew built a root cellar. Other structures subsequently were
added to the station, including a new capstan and hunch ramp,
concrete walkways, a flagpole, a windmill and water tower, and a
storage building for a generator and flammable materials constxucted
around 1914-1 916. Near the station, some crew members constructed
simple vernacular dwellings to house themselves and their families.
These buildings were often mobile, and tended to change position
with relative frequency over the course of many years.
Figure 4.98. U.S. Coast Guard Station,
ca. 1930. For nearly eighty years, the
presence of the U.S. Life Saving Service
stabon made North Manitou Village the
orimam social and economic hub of We
island.ihestabbn represented an important
source of employmentforresidents, and a
small,local market for agriculbrists.

WiUiam Herd and Kimberly ~Mann,
'North Manitou Island Life-Saving
Station," National Regtster of Historic
Places Registration Form, 26 January
1994, Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Empire, 1Mich.
?02

In 1915, the Noah Manitou Island Life-Saving Station became
The station operated until
part of the U.S. Coast Guard system.203
1933, when the crew was reduced to a skeleton force. The U. S. Coast
Guard closed the station in 1938, and subsequently sold the buildings
and associated property to the Manitou Island Association. The MIA
adapted the buildmgs to support its various ventures on the island,
including employee housing. After the MIA lodge was destroyed by
hre in 1953, the organization remodeled the Me-saving station dwelling to serve as a new lodge, where paying guests received room and
board. This use of the propetty continued after the AngeU Foundation assumed cone01 of the MIA in 1950, and &ally ended in 1979
when the island was abandoned in anticipation of National Park
Service acquisition. Since assuming ownership of the island in 1984,
the National Park Service has rehabilitated the buildings and structures of the complex to serve administrative functions, includmg
employee housing
-

Buildings, Structure$,and Cukurdlandsape Featurns
Cultural Landscaue Features

A &verse array of cultural landscape features illustrate the evoluaon of the North Manitou Island hfe-saving station complex (figure
4.99). These range from the foundation of the flammable rnateds
shed, constructed in 1914-1916 near the Generator Building, a hre
pump well, lookout tower abuments, sidewalks, a sea wall, and
ornamental vegetation. The most prominent historic vegetation
elements in the district are several large Lombardy poplar trees,
which were introduced at the site sometime during the early 1900s.
The tall, vertical trees served an aesthetic function, as well as a
navigational purpose. Lombardy poplars also were planted at the
lighthouse at the southeastern end of the island. Other ornamental
vegetation includes Oriental poppies, bridal wreath spirea, Norway
maple (Acerphntanoides) and black locust trees, and lilac shrubs,
which may dare &om the Manitou Island Association era.
Hans Halseth House and Shed
Oripally located near Nicholas Pickard's dock, the house was
relocated to its present site at the n o d e r n edge of the complex in
1910. The private residence of surfman Hans Halseth, the house is
a one-and-a-half-story: wood-frame, side-gabled structure with a
central gabled dormer (iigure 4.100). The house was constructed
circa 1890; a shed located behind the house was built around 1910.
Volunteer Rescue Station

"'The U.S. Coast Guard ms created
when the U.S.Lfe-Saving Service
combined with the Revenue Cutter
Service.

Located 50 feet southeast of the Hans Halseth house, this structure
was built in 1854 from plans obtained by Nicholas Pickard for a
volunteer rescue station on North Manitou Island. The one-and-ahalf-story, front-gabled buildmg has a heavy timber h e , and walls
sheathed with cedar boards (figure 4.101). This structure is believed to
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Figure 4.100. Hans Halseth House, U.S.
Life Sauing Service station, 1996.This
simple, vernacular house is representative
ofthe modest dwellingsthatUSLSScrew
members constructed for themselves
and their families. Like other small
structures at North Manitou Village,
these houses tended to be highly mobile
landscape features.

Figure 4.101. 1854 Volunteer Rescue Station beach cart house, north elevation, 1996.
This structure dates from the founding of the North Manitou Island volunteer rescue
station in 1854. The design of the beach cart house appears to be based on standard
plans developed for a series of 28 stations established by the U.S. Secretary of the
Treasury under a special 1854 appropriation. It is the oldest sbucture associated wilh
the USLSS on the Great Lakes.
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be the only Volunteer Rescue Station remaining in the nation that
dates from the 1854 appropriation that established such stations.
The National Park Service has restored the structure to its oqmal
design.

U.S. Life Boat Station
This structure was constructed by the North Manitou Island crew in
1877, using plans designed by Francis W. Chandler in 1876. The
structure is an open, one-story boat house with a clipped gable roof
featuring decorative brackets and barge boards. The building was
later renovated by the Manitou I s h d Association, which removed
the boat door and added a new door and new windows, including a
large picture window in place of the former boat door. The MIA
also removed a lookout tower, which originally had surmounted the
roof of the building.
-

-

U. S. Life-Savjne Service Dwelling
This structure was constructed in 1887, and is based on a plan
believed to be unique in the nation. The orignal design may be the
work of Albert B. Bibb, who designed a prototypical station for the
U.S. Life-Saving Setvice at Marquette, Mickan. The two-story
structure is roughly square in overall plan, with a steep gabled roof
and a large, central cross gable (figure 4.102). The U.S. Coast Guard
remodeled the dwelling in 1932, and the Manitou Island Assodation
further altered the building during the 1940s and 1950s to serve as
quarters for its employees, and as a lodge for its guests.
Crew Readv Room
Located a few feet southeast of the U. S. Life-Saving Service Dwelling, this buildmg was constructed in 1895 to function as a supply
budding. The small, hip-roofed structure later was adapted for use
as a place where on-duty crewmembers could wait unk called into
action for a drill or an emergency. In the 1940s the Manitou Island

Figure 4.102. U.S. Life Saving Service
dwelling and large lilac shnrb, 1996. The
largest building in the North Manitou
USLSS complex,the dwelling was
constructed in 1887,andsubsequenUy
remodeled by the U.S. Coast Guard during
the early 1930s.Afler a fire destroyed the
Manitou Island Association lodge in
1953,the MIA rehabilitated the former
USLSS dwelling to house groups of
sportsmen who traveied to the island to
hunt and fish.

Figure 4.103. Root cellar and Lombardy
poplar trees, 1996. Crew members
used this root cellar to store fruits,
vegetables, and other foods purchased
from island farmers.
Association renovated the interior for use as living quarters. The
National Park Service has partially restored the facade of the
structure, and has adapted the buildmg for use as staff housing.

Constructed in 1914-1016, the Generator Building is a nondescript,
single-story, gable-roofed shed.

Constructed in 1899 by the life-saving station crew, the root cellar
has 6eld stone and mortar walls and a gable roof clad with wood
shingles (figure 4.103). The root cellar stored carrots, onions,
cabbages, and other food items that were purchased from island
farmers.

Cottage Row

Cottage Row was a real estate development initiated by Chicago
residents Frederick H. Trude and George W Blossom, in cooperation with Blossom's father-in-law, Silas Boardman. In 1894, Trude
and Blossom paid Boardman $500 for a parcel of land located
southwest of the North Manitou Life-Saving Station. A covenant
attached to the deed stipulated that the parcel was to be divided
into ten east-frondng lots measuring 102'wide by 300' deep. Deed
restrictions on the lots permitted the construction of only cottages
and outbuildings on the lots. A slgm6cant portion of the parcel was
reserved for use as a private park, and terms of the covenant allowed
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Figure 4.104. Cottage Row boardwalk,
ca. 1900.

Figure 4.105. Women pose on the front
porch of the hotel at the norhem end of
Cottage Row, ca. 1900.

for the development of private roadways, the use of Boardman's pier
on Lake Michgan, and access to Lake M a n i t ~ u . ~
Common
'~
infrastructure included roadways, boardwalks, and gas lights (figure 1.104).
A large house located just beyond the northern end of the development was adapted to serve as a communal diung room ( w e 4.105).
It was later acquired by the Newhall family and used as a hotel.
Another cottage, a large shingle-style structure built for Mrs. William
Shepard and her daughter Katherine, later functioned as a hotel.
According to Josephine Hollister, who was a descendant of one of
the original Cottage Row property owners, the Trudes and Blossoms
planned to sell the lots to personal acquaintances and friends. In
effect, the Trudes and Blossoms aimed to create a private, exclusive
resort community on the island. Many families who purchased lots in
Cottage Row later became related through m a ~ r i a ~ e . ~ ~ ~

a ~ ~ ~ 1 , Deeds,
,
Liber 21, 326-328.
20i

Hollister, "The Summer Resort."
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Cottage Row resort colony on North
The Cottage Row summer resort colony constituted an
Ma"itou's'and~osein~ntof~eis'andimportant faction of the North Manitou Island community for more
hotel.
than &y years (figure 4.106). The colony was particularly Important
because it provided seasonal employment for year-round island
residents. in particular, the wives i d children.of North Manitou
farmers and U. S. Me-Saving Service crewmen found jobs as servants in the privately-owned summer homes of Cottage Row, in the
communal dining room, and at hotel operated by Katie Shepard
(figure 4.107). For the island's year-round residents, the Cottage
Row colony represented a @cant
source of supplemental cash
income. Although some of the cottage owners maintained small
gardens, the hotel and summer visitors also provided a much-needed
local market for fresh vegetables, fruits, meats, and dairy products.

William Angell began purchasing Cottage Row properties in
1926. Duting the remainder of the 1920s, and continuing through
the 1940s, several Cottage Row houses were occupied by shareholders of the Manitou Island Association and their associates, including
Frank Reed, Roger Sherman, and George McConnell. The hotel and
communal dmng room at the northern end of Cottage Row served
as the MIA lodge, where guests of the associadon's members wete
housed. Many of the cottages, however, apparently fell into disuse
around the time that the Angell Foundation assumed control of the
MIA during the early 1950s. The MIA lodge was destroyed by fue in
1953, and all but one of thecottages have been abandoned neglected since the MIA ceased its operations on the island in 1979.
Descendants of the Howard Foote family--one of the origjnal
members of the Cottage Row summer colony--own the only cottage
that is currently maintained and occupied.
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Figure 4.107. The Cottage Row resort
colony's "Culinary Dept.," 1900. Yearroundislandresidents took jobs cooking,
cleaning, and doing other domestic chores
for Cottage Row residents. Given the
island's remote, isolated economy, the
cottage dwellers and hotels presented
residentswith rare opportunities for wage
labor.

L4zndscape-g
The Cottage Row district is a linear duster of small, wood-frame
houses and other landscape elements situated along the crest of the
beach.ridge that overlooks the North Manitou Life-saving Service
The builbgs are oriented eastward to
complex (figure 4.109).206
take advantage of off-shore breezes, as weU as superb views of the
Manitou Passage and the Michqyn mainland (figute 4.108). From
this prime vantage point, the summer residents could monitor
activities of the life-saving service station, as well as steamship
traffic through the passage. A board walk, shaded by sugar maple
and Norway maple txees, once extended along this area. Parallel
rows of small field stones, which may have been part of the boardwalk construction, are visible on the ground surface at several
locations.

Figure 4.08. The second Howard Foote
cottage, viewed from below the beach
ridge, ca. 1901.The configuration of the
Cottage Row parcels and accompanying
deed resldctions ensured that each
y
properly owner would have an
The large, one-and-a-half-story, shingle-style house was constructed unobstructedview ofthe beach and the
Manitou Passage.
in 1895 or 1896 for Mrs. W i m Shepard and her daughter

Katherine, who was popularly known on the island as "Miss Katie."
The house was allegedly deslgned in the style of the Shepards'
residence in New Orleans (figures 4.1 10-112). A detached kitchen
and dining room was located behind the house. Miss Katie is believed to have opened the house as a hotel known as "The Beeches"
around the time that the Newhall family commenced l o g p g on its
North Manitou lands, ca. 1908. At that time, the NewhaUs discontinued meal service at the communal b g haU located at the northern
end of Cottage Row Thereafter, residents took their meals at Kame '

The "Monte Carlo" cottage and the
site of the former dining hall/MW
lodge, which are located just beyond
the northernmost Cottage Row lot, are
considered to be paa of the proposed
distljct because these propertiesare
continuous with the other cottages in
terms of proximity, design, historical
associauons,and general character.
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Figure 4.111. Chet Maleski on the porch
of Miss Katie Shepard's hotel, ca. 1925.
In addition to providing wage jobs, North
Manitou's summer residents and hotels
gave the Maleski familywith an important
market for fresh produce.
Shepard's clang room. Shepard continued to operate the hotel and
dining room und poor health forced her to discontinue the business
sometime in the early 1930s.
After Katie Shepard's death, ownership of the property
passed to her niece, Edna Shepard Dean. Jean Lundquist recalled
that for several summers during the late 1930s and 1940s the house
was rented by "Captain and Mts. Saxton." Captain Saxton apparently was a veteran of the Spanish American War, and often entertained the Londergans and other Cottage Row residents with ston e ~ . Continental
~~'
Motors Corporation purchased the property from
Dean sometime around 1950, and the AngeU Foundation acquired
the lot and buildings from the Teledyne ~&poration(successor to
Continental Motors Corporation) in 1969.208

2m

Lundquis~i n t e d .

Fritz,"Histo~yDataReport," 20;
Hollister,'The Summer Resort."

Although currently in urgent need of repair, the hotel
remains in sound structural condition. The dining room appeared to
be in stable structural condition in 1979 when Shunichi Hagwara
inventoried the site. The building had a front porch that was entirely
screened by wooden lattice, and covered by a shingle-clad gable
containing a single square-shaped window Subsequent neglect has
reduced the former dmng room to a heap of rubble and wooden
debris. Cultural landscape features include a concrete terrace and a
ruined water cistetn located behind the hotel, a concrete walkway
and a metal rose trellis in front of the hotel, and a stairway that leads
down the slope of the bluff to a ruined gazebo/well house. Orna-
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mental vegetation includes a large lilac shrub, and an ornamental
ground cover in front of the hotel.
Lot No. 2
In 1895 or 1896 a solid-looking shingle-style cottage was constructed in Lot #2 by a couple known as "Mr. and Mrs. Hewitt"
( w e 4.113). Shirley Foote Alford described the Hewitts' Cottage
Row house, furnished in "burlap and calico," as "the premest
[cottage] of all."209A few years later the Hewitts, who were immigrants from England, sold the cottage to Dr. John Edwin and Louise
Rhoades. In a wooded area adjacent to the cottage, the Rhoades
built a small play house for their daughter, Margaret. Shortly after
Margaret married Rod&ck Peattie, a lower floor was added to the
play house, transforming it into a smal!., two-story, private cottage
for Margaret and Roderick called "the treehouse." In 1927, soon
after inheriting her parent's cottage, Margaret Peame sold the
property to William Angell. Jean Lundquist recalled that sometime
during 1937-1950s the treehouse was occupied by an American
Indian man named ''Raphael.""o The cottage eventually fell into
disuse, and was tom down by the Manitou Island Assodation.
However, Margaret and Roderick Peame's "treehouse" remains
standing on the site. The structure was intact when it was inventoried in 1979 by Shunichi Hagiwara, but it is now severely deteriorated and in urgent need of stabilization (figure 4.114).'" The
treehouse is completely surrounded by trees and dense herbaceous

Figure 4.112. Katie Shepard hotel, 1996.
One of two resort hotels that operated on
the island, The Beeches" began as the
private summer home of Mrs. William
Shepard and her daughter, Katherine.

Shirley Foote Alford, untitled
manuscript ca. 17205, typed by
JosepiuneHollister,n.d. (Betty Kramer
Collection,Leelanau County Historical
Museum,Leland, hfich.).
ZOq

""

Lundqlust, interview.

Figure 4.113. Hewitt cottage, 1904.

Figure 4.114. Margaret and Roderick Peattie treehouse, 1996. The twostory cottage
built for Margaret and Roderick Peattie is one of the most curious structures on North
Manitou island. Unfortunately, the treehouse is deteriorating rapidly due to several
decades of deferred maintenance.
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and woody undergrowth. A small slate patio remains along the
western side of the structure, as does a clump of yarrow planted
along the eastern foundation.

Oripally located in the "farmhouse yard" of Silas Boardman's
farm, George and Carrie Blossom moved this small house to their
Cottage Row lot in 1894. The one-and-a-half-story front-gable-andeU structure had a k h t wood frame, gabled dormers, and a full
verandah across the front (east) elevation (figure 4.1 15). The
Blossoms later sold the cottage to the Burdick family, who called it
"Tanglewood." The house was occupied by Frank Reed when the
Manitou Island Syndicate began consolidating its island property
holdings during the late 1910s and early 1920s. In 1937, William
AngeU purchased the property from Vincent Reed, who was residing
in Wpnnewood, Penn~~lvania?'~
Although its front porch was missing, the house appeared to
be structurally sound when Shunichi Hagiwara surveyed Cottage
Row in 1979.213After decades of neglect, however, the Blossom
cottage is now a ruin ( w e 4.116). The structure is becoming
engulfed in vegetation. A small cluster of bridal wreath spirea
shrubs is located along the north elevation of the house, and another cluster of spirea is located in front of the house, along the
edge of the bluff. Nearby, is a large patch of ornamental roses. A
well house ruin is located at the base of the bluff.

Figure 4.115. George and Carrie
Blossom cottage, ca. 1900. The
Blossom cottage is historically significant
as the summer residence of one of
Cottage Row's founding families, and as
the first cottage to occupy a site in the
private, quasi-communal resort
development. Unfoltunately, the severely
dilapidatedcottage slowly is disappearing
from the Cottage Row landscape.

'"Shunichi Hagjwara, "BuildingStructureInventory."
2UFritz,"Histoq Data report," 20;
HoUister, 'The Summer Resort."
Shunichi Hagiwara, '3uildingStructure Inventory."
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Figure 4.116. George and Came
Blossom mttage in, 2996.The mown
pathway approximates the route of the
former Cottage Row boardwalk, which
followed the crest of the beach ridge.
Although the wooden walkway has long
since disappeared, large maple trees,
ornamental shrubs, and rows of
fieldstones delineate its former location
and alignment.

The cottage on Lot No. 4 was built by Nicholas Feden in 1894 for
Frederick H. and Mary Trude, one of the developers of the Cottage
Row resort colony (figure 4.117).214The Trude house is one of three
Cottage Row houses based on a vernacJar "dog-trot" architectural
plan-that is, rooms are arranged along each side of a covered
breezeway, with the doors opening into the central passage. The
o w s of the dog-trot plan are traced to the gulf coast area of
Mississippi, where it later evolved into a bungalow house type, with
a breezeway that was enclosed to form a central room, one or two
heplaces, and a gallery or verandah that extended across the front
of the house ( w e 4.118). The verandah was positioned to capture
on-shore/off-shore breezes to cool the house nat~1rally.2'~

How the dog-trot bungalow house type was transported to a
remote comer of northern hllchigan, far removed &om coastal
Mississippi, is a mystery that has prompted considerable speculadon
2" Alford, untitled manuscript.
among architectural historians. Much of the speculation rwolves
"j Wiam AUin Storm, 'What's in a
around George Blossom's connection with Chicago architects Louis
Pkn?The Blossom/Fike Cottage:'
mUpdnte9(1):
1-2, (June 1989).
Sullivan and Wright. Sometime between 1892 and 1895, George
2'6 InLandArchited undNews Rpcord 23(2),
Blossom commissioned Frank Lloyd Wright to design a summer
n.p. ( I v h c b 1894). Thenotice reads:
house for him and his wife on North Manitou Island.2" Blossom may
"Architect EL. Wright ....Also for
have become acquainted with Wnght while the architect was workGeorge W Blossom, a summer cottage,
ing in the office of Louis Sullivan, since Sullivan had recently
to be built at Manitou."
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he trude cottage is one of three cottage Row h&;s thaiappea;to be influenced by
vernacular dog-trot bungalows, a common house type in Golf Coast resort
communities. The broad front gallery of the Tmde cottage fakes advantage of the
building's orientation toward the Manitou Passage.

----

-----A

S o u r c e Dertved from Allen G Node, Wood, Bnck, and Stone T h e North Arnencan
Settlement Landscape (Amherst, Mass Unlverslty of Massachusetts Press 1884)Fig 10-37

Typical Dog-trot House Floor Plan
FIGURE 4.118
Drawing by Eric Macoonaid and Katse FranW
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designed a new house for George and Carrie Blossom in Chicago.
While no records of Wright's connact with Blossom have been
located, it is possible that the famed architect produced a design
based on the dog-trot bungalow plan, a house type with which he
may have been familiar through his work in Sullivan's office.
Sullivan was f a m i h with the dog-trot house type, as demonstrated
by cottage designs he prepared for himself and others at Ocean
Springs, Mississippi, during the early 1890s. Architectural hstorian
Paul Sprague has questioned W%ht's authorship of the Trude
cottage design, but it is possible that the Trudes based the design of
their cottage on plans that Wnght had developed for theix close
personal &ends, the Blossoms. Yet another possibility is that the
cottage now known as "Monte Carlo:' which may have been built by
the Blossoms, is the desgn produced by Wright. The sense of
proportion and scale reflected in the Monte Carlo cottage plan
seems to represent a more refined architectural sensibility?17

William A h Storrer, What's in a
Ph?," 1-2.

2"

"'Hollister, ''The Summer Resort.''

Figure 4.119. Frederick H. and Mary
Tmde cottage, rear (western)elevation,
1996.Because residents and guests took
meals at the communaldining room located
at the northern end of Cottage Row,
individual cottages originallylacked
kitchens.Afterthe Cottage Row dining room
closed around 1908,Katie Shepard
opened herhomeasa hotel, and offered
meals to summer residentsin a detached
dining pavilion. Rearrichen ells later were
added to several Cottage Row houses,
includingthecottage built by theTrudes.
Most of the additions probably were
canstnrcted during the early 1930s,shortly
after Katie Shepard dosed her hotel and
dining room.

The provenance of the Trude cottage remains unclear.
Josephine Hollister notes that it, as well as the neighboring Howard
Foote cottage, was constructed of materials reused from dismantled
exhibition booths of the Manufactuters' Building at the 1893
Chicago World's Columbian E ~ p o s i t i o nBoth
. ~ ~ cottages are lightwood frame buildings sheathed with clapboard siding, and both
have similar dog-trot floor plans: a fuil-width verandah across the
eastern elevation connected to a central living room flanked by two
bedrooms on either side. The Trude cottage, like all of the other
Cottage Row houses, onpally did not have a dining room or
kitchen, as residents took meals at the communal dining hall located
at the northern end of the row As with the other Cottage Row
houses, a lutchen was added to the Trude cottage after the closing
of Katie Shepard's dining room during the 1930s ( w e 4.119). The
addition also bcluded an-indoor bathroom, although the cottage
remained without electxical se~vice.~"
Unlike the other two North
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Manit,ou dog-uot bungalows, thc! Trude cottage was not built on a
raised foundationI wall. Instead, the structure rests on a stone and
concrete foundation that rises only a few inches above grade. The
interior walls of the cottage were not plastered; rather, decorative
moldings were added in the spaces benveen structural members, and
all of the exposed wood surfaces were varnished.

A few years after buildmg the cottage, the Trudes sold theit
Cottage Row property to George and Mary Fiske. The Fiskes also
purchased Lot No. 8, and an additional parcel of island land, whch
they later exchanged for watetftont acreage on the eastern side of
Lake Manitou. The Cottage Row property remained in the Fiske
family until 1979.m

Figure 4.120. Frederick H. and Mary
Trude water cistern and outbuildings,
1996. The Trude cottage water cistern is
an intact example of once-common
feature on North Manitou Island.
Evidence of similar cisterns exists at
several sites, including the Katie
Shepard hotel, the Bournique summer
residence, and the Mads and Gertrude
Nerland I John and lldri Anderson
house.

a

Located behind the Trude cottage are a water cistern, an
automobile garage, a storage shed, and a privy (figure 4.120).
Ornamental vegetation includes a lilac shrub located south of the
house, and a duster of lilacs growing in front of the house, at the
edge of the bluff.

The cottage on Lot No. 5 was b d t for the Howard W Foote family
during the summer of 1894 by two Chicago carpenters, one of
whom was Nicholas Feilen, who later settled a homestead on North
Manitou Island. The plan of the Foote cottage is similar to that of
the Trude cottage (Figure 4.121). Unlike the other North Manitou
dog-trot cottages, however, the Foote cottage has a gable-roofed
porch that extends across only three-quarters of the width of the
front elevation (figure 4.122).
In 1900, Foote sold the cottage to S. W McMunn, the father
of Mary McMunn Bournique. Later, the property was purchased by
William Stark, a parmer in the Stark Bros. Nursery Co. of Louisiana, 220 Fritz, ''&story Data Repoq" 74;
Missouri. The cottage subsequently was purchased by Katie
Hollister, "The Summer Resort"

KEY
AP = apple
BC = black cherry
BS = black spruce
LP = Lombardy poplar
RM = red mapie

SM 3 sugar maple
R = ornamental rose
S =spirea
L = lilac
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Figure 4.122. Howard W. Foote cottage,
1996. Like other Cottage Row houses,
the Foote cottage originally fronted onto
a boardwalk that extended along the
edge of the beach ridge.
Shepard, who then sold it to W&
Angell in 1928. According to
Jean Lundquist, Angel1 purchased the cottage for his wife, although
~ ' cottage later was used by
she rarely, if ever, visited the i ~ l a n d .The
Avery Wing, who owned a 1/20th share of the Manitou Island
Association from the late 1940s until the association was liquidated
following National Pa& Senice acquisition of the island. Wing
claimed ownership of the Cottage ROW lot, although he apparently
never received the deed from Angelm Ornamental vegetation
includes a lilac shrub and a cultivated rose planted near the northern
lot line. A cluster of apple trees is located northwest of the cottage.
A cluster of lilacs and a ruinous well house is located below the
house, at the base of the bluff.

Lot No. 6, one of the first Cottage Row parcels sold by Blossom and
Trude, was purchased in November 1894 by John H. Keanng (figure
4.21). During the following summer, Nicholas Feilen built a cottage
on the lot for Keating, his wife Ellen, and their daughter Ethel.
During the early 1940s the Keating cottage was relocated to a site
north of the "Campbell" house. Lacking a stable foundation at its
new site, the seucture collapsed and was subsequently rerno~ed.~'

No structure was built on Lot No. 7, which was owned by Cottage
Row property owners S. W McMuan, and subsequently, by Dr. John
Rhoades. The Angell Foundation acquired the lot in 1958.
Lot No. 8. Mamaret Rims Cottaze
The parcel initiaLIy was purchased by G. A. M. Liljencrantz. It subsequently was owned by George Fiske, who later sold the lot to Margaret Riggs, a frequent guest at Katie Shepard's hotel. In 1924, Nicholas
Feilen constructed a cottage on the property for Ibggs (figure 4.123).
Margaret Londergan, who was William Angers personal secretary,

Lundquist, interview.
Fritz, "History Data Repon," 20,
74-75: Hollister, "The Summer
[W] crq
~ r to hp o a r d of Trusrees, William
R. Angel1 Foundation], 31 December
1976; -Word, untitled manuscript.

=' hlford, untitled manuscript.
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Figure 4.123. Margaret Riggs cottage, 1996. The floor plan of the Riggs house
resembles a modified version of the dog-tot-inspired plans of the Trude, Foote, and
Monte Carlo cottages-a trait that may reflect the influence of its builder, Nicholas
Feilen. Feilen also constructed the Alvar and Mary Boumique residence, another
summer home with apparent ties lo the vernacular architeclural traditions of the Gulf
Coast region Perhaps Feilen was at least partly responsible for introducing southern
vernacular architectural forms to this remote comer of the upper Midwest.

Fritz, "History Data Report," 20,
75; Hollister, 'The Summer Resoq"
rJtl1 Craig Keith to poard of
Trustees, W h R Angell Foundapurchased Margaret Riggs' cottage in 1947. Londergan and her
don], 31 December 1976; Rusco, North
daughter, Jean, had spent summers on the island since 1937. Each
Manitou Island, 1415; Lundquist,
summer, Londergan traveled to the island with Angel in order to
interview.
Ub

"'The lesembhce of the Riggs cottage
floor plan to the room arrangement of
the other Nonh Manitou "dog-trot"
cotrages suggests that Felienmay have
been xsponsible for promulgating the
dog-tlot p h on the island. Feilen was
brought to the island spedcaUy to
huiid cottages for Cottage ROW'S&st
residents Perhaps Feilen came to the
island after gaining &st-hand experience
of such architecture in the Gulf Coast
region. Perhaps it was there that Feilen
also observed thepotemx rur soNe
construction technique that he used at
the hlvar and Mary Bounjque
residence.

assist him in the management of the MIA and other business matters.
In 1956, Londergan agreed to sell the property to the Angell Foundation, however the sale was not completed until 1958. A garage and a
privy were located behind the house. The house lacked an indoor
bathroom until shortly before it was sold to the f o u n d a ~ i o n . ~ ~
Although the exterior form of the Qgs cottage resembles a
small, one-story, front-gable and-eU dwelling, its interior room
arrangement mimics that of the Cottage Row dog-trot houses."'
Instead of a full front verandah, however, the Qgs cottage has
only a small, arch-roofed hood that projects over the stoop ( w e
4.124). Ornamental vegetation includes two large spruce trees in
front of the house, a clump of snowberry at the edge of the bluff,
and a ruinous well house below. A duster of fruit trees extends
across the western pomon of the lot.
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Figure 4.124. Margaret Riggs cottage,
entrance detail, 1996. Although the
interior room arrangement of the Riggs
cotlage is similar to that of the T~de,
Foote, and Monte Carlo cottages, the
exterior form of the house bears little
resemblance to those earlier dwellings.
The most obvious departures are the
asymmetrical front elevation of the Riggs
cottage, and the lack of a broad gallery,
which has been replaced by a small
covered stoop.

Howard Foote built his second Cottage Row house on this lot in
1901. Following the death of his wife, ownership of the property
passed to Foote's children. The house was destroyed by hre in 1935.
In its place, Foote's daughter, Shirley Foote Alford, erected a small
house purchased as a kit from Sears & Roebuck (Figure 4.125)."6 The
house and lot currently are owned and maintained by Alford's grandchildren.
The Alford cottage is a small, one-story side-gabled structure
with a full-width front verandah (figure 4.126). One of the cabins
built by the MIA during the 1930s to house migrant orchard workers
is located behind the Alford cottage (figute 4.127). Like the cotmge,
this structure is in excellent condition. A duster of fruit trees is
located at the rear of the lot, behind the cabin.
Lot No. 10

"' Hollister, "Summer Resort;" Fritz,

This lot was never built upon. Initially purchased by a man named
Fox, W
h Angell bought the property from John N. Ka.3, who
owned the lot in 1926. Lot No. 10 was ilngell's first Cottage Row
acquisition. During the 1930s and 1940s, Angell utilized the lot as a
small alfalfa field, which was intended to entice deer to the area.
Angell appaendy took great pleasure in observing the deer that he
helped establish on the island.='

"History Data rep or^" 75. Fna
states that the original cottage burned
in 1934.

='

Fritz, "History Data Report," 20,
76; Lundquist, interview. Fritz states
that the Monte Carlo cottage was
erected on Lot No. 10. However, that
cottage was built on an adjacent parcel
north of Lot No. 10.
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A "mail-orde? house, the Alford cottage
represents a practical solution to the dilemma
of wnsbuclng a building in a remote setting that, during the late 19305,IarAed both
~

modem materials and a skilled labor force.

Figure 4.127. Migrant orchard workers' cabin, 1996. The design of this former
orchard workers' cabin, which is located behind the Alford cottages, is nearly identical
to that of the three structures standing north of the village. This cabin, however, is in
superior physical condition.

Tending o Co~ortobkWilderness

Figure 4.128. Monte Carlo cottage and
the Conage Row hotel and dining room,
ca. 1900. The Monte Carlo is one of
lhree
Cottage Row hwsesthat may be
based on a design prepared by Frank
Uoyd Wright for George and Came

Blossom.

"Monte Carlo" Cottape
The cottage known as "Monte Carlo" was constructed "between the
iime the summer people left in 1893 and returned in 1894" by
"relatives of the Boardman family."22sIt is situated on a three-acre
parcel of property located directly north of the Cottage Row plat.
The Monte Carlo cottage shared this parcel with the former home
of U.S. Life-Saving Service keeper Daniel Buss, which Sdas
Boardman moved &om its onginal location near the Me-saving
station (figure 4.128). The Buss house was remodeled to serve as a
communal &g
facility for Cottage Row property owners. Dining
service for Cottage Row residents apparently was discontinued during
the Newhall era, when the buildmg functioned as a hotel.
The Monte Carlo is the third dog-trot bungalow cottage on
North Manitou Island. It predates the other Cottage Row houses,
and may have been built by George and Carrie Blossom. Its architectural design, as well as the possibility that the house was constructed by the Blossoms, suggests that it may be the cottage
designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. The Foote family stayed at the
"Monte Carlo" while carpenters completed th& cottage in 1894.
The design of both the Foote and Trude cottages may be based on
that of the Monte Carlo. Regardless of their provenance, the Trude,
Foote, and Monte Carlo cottages represent a disdnctive house type
that is exceedingly rare in the northern Great Lakes regon.

A 1919 survey of the North Manitou Village area indicates

U s hlford,
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untitled manuscript.

that the dining hall and Monte Carlo parcel were owned then by M. T.
Bacon. The propeq eventually was acquired by William Angell, who
occupied the Monte Carlo during his visits to the island. The dining
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hall/hotel was converted into a lodge for guests of the Manitou
Island Association. The structure was desttoyed by fire in 1953.
The Monte Carlo cottage remains in stable structural condition (figure 4.129). Ornamental vegetation at the site includes several
Norway maple trees scattered around the house, two bridal wreath
spirea shrubs flanking the front entrance, and a third spirea shrub
across the walkway that runs along the crest of the beach ridge. North
of the cottage, the site of the former MIA lodge is marked by a shght
earthen depression and a single spirea shrub growing near the walkway.

Co-g-~Pe
concrete walkways

Components
boardwalk field stones

Norway maple trees

sugar maple trees

spirea shrubs

rose shrubs

Figure 4.129. Monte Carlo cottage,
1996. William Angell used the Monte
Carlo cottage as his island residence
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Figure 4.130. The cottage built for John
JohnNewhallCottage
Newhall near the edge of the North
Manitou Village clearing, ca 1900. The
cottage served as Newhall's residence tfislory
while he was On the "land managing me In 1902, shortly after he and his father acquired large tracts of North
family's extensive agricultural and resoll
Manitou Island, Benjamin Newhall constructed two houses north of
business.
the east-west dock road leading from the N o d Mamtou dock. The
smaller of the two, located near the western edge of the village
clearing, was occupied by John Newhall, who managed the family's
various island business ventures (figure 4.130). By 1919, N. E. Degan
had purchased the 250' by 700' parcel containing the two houses. The
Degans are credited with introducing Lombardy poplars to the North
Manitou Island landscape. According to island lore, Mrs. Degan
allegedly brought several trees from France to her island property. The
offspring of these trees apparently were planted elsewhere in the
village area, where they continue to be prominent features of the
landscape.
The Degans and their children used both houses as summer
cottages until 1946, when they sold their property to the Manitou
Island Association. The southern end of the landing saip developed
by the MIA later traversed the property, passing between the two
houses. The MIA utilized the easternmost house, the largest of the
Fritz, "History Data Report," 76;
two, as a school und it was destroyed by fire in 1956. That same
Rusco, North Munitow I r h d , 14;
year, Jurica and Day, owners of the Lake Midvgan Hardwoods
Hollisrer, "The Summer Reson;" Ti! 0. Company, began utilizing the John Newhall cottage as the headquarGreme, surveyor, "Subdivisions of
ters for their timber cutting operations on the island. The cottage
Section 34, T32K R14K N: W t o u
Id.," 3 October 1919, lMLi Collection, may have continued to serve this function until the MIA's last
contract with the Lake Michigan Hardwoods Company expired in the
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore,Emphe, Mich.
late 1 9 7 0 ~ . ~ ~ ~
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The surviving Newhall cottage is located directly west of the North
Manitou Village along the road that leads from the village dock to
Lake Manitou. The cottage is situated north of the road on land that
slopes gently upward toward the edge of the woods to the west. The
site of die other cottage is marked by a dense c1uster of Lombardy
poplar trees located several yards east of the remaining cottage
Figure 4.131. Lombardy poplar trees at
(figure 4.131).

ZundscapeSetting
Located near the western edge of the huge clearing formerly devoted
to orchards and agticulmal fields, the John NewhaU cottage is ir~a
relatively open setting that offers sweeping views of the abandoned
MIA landing smp, North ManitouVdage, and Lake Michgan (figures 4.132 and 4.133). The road in front of the cottage is lined with
large, more-or-less evenly-spaced sugar maple trees. Directly west of
the cottage is a small square-plan, hip-roofed structure that was a
wash house. A concrete walkway leads &om the backdoor to this
small outbuilding. The wash house is surrounded on the south and

Figure 4.132. John Newhall cottage, 1996. Removed from the other residences of
North Manitou Wage, the former John Newhall cottage occupies a site within the large
agricultural clearing that surrounds the village, perhaps reffecting the inifial agricultural
focus of the Newhdl'sNorth Manitou business enterprise. The site offers a
commanding view of the village, the Manitou Passage, and the Michigan mainland,
which forms the eastern horizon.

the site of the former Newhall cottage,
1996. The Degan family, subsequent
owners of the two Newhall cottages,
allegedly planted the first Lombardy
poplar trees on No* Manitcu Island at
this site. Lombardy poplars were later
planted at other locations in !he village
vicinity, where they remain prominent
In some
the original
Dlantlnss have ewanded to become
dense,-monotypic groves,

John Newhall Cottage
FIGURE 4.133
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east by ornamental shrubs, including a Wac, pink spirea, and rose. It is Figure 4.134. John Newha"
western elevation,1996.
shaded by a large black cherry tree located west of the wash house.
Other ornamental vegetation includes a latge clump of Wacs located
along the eastern side of the house, and a large spirea shrub at the
southwestern comer of the front porch. A butternut tree and several
apple trees still are found behhd the house to the north. Another
cluster of apple trees is situated west of the house, in front (south) of
the large gzrage/shed. Located farther out to the northwest are poles
that appea to have been set up for clothes lines.
~ g s c n r d S ~ ? 7 ? s

The John Newhall cottage is a one-and-a-half-story, hip-roofed
dweiiing with hip-roofed dormers (figure 4.134). Roughly square in
plan, the structure rests on a stone foundation. A porch extends
along much of the southern and eastern elevations. The house is
currently in ruinous condition. There is a large lilac shrub on the
eastern side of the house, and a large bridal wreath spirea at the
southwestern corner. A few feet west of the house is a smaa oncstory, hip-roofed wash house with two doors that face east. A
concrete walkway leads from the rear door of the cottage to the
wash house. The wash house is surrounded on the southern and
eastern sides by ornamental shrubs: pink spirea, two lilacs, and a
rose. Several yards northwest of the cottage is a large one-story, gablefront shed. It is dad with asphalt sheathing and wooden battens.
Several apple trees are clustered north of the cottage, as well as

northwest of the cottage in front of the gable-roofed shed. Large
sugar maple trees line the roadway in front of the house, and also are
found in the yard, along with a rose, a stump, and an oldudlity pole.

--apeclotheshe poles

butternut tree

utility poles

apple trees

concretewalkway

lilac shrubs

septic tank (?)

spirea shrubs

s-P
sugar maple trees

rose shrubs

Cottage

Garage / shed

Structure Number: 53122870

Structure Number: 53122872

Dimensions: 35'-7" x 34'-8"

Dimensions: 16'-6" x 29'4"

Foundation: Stone

Foundation: none

Walls: wood clapboard
Roof: hip, asphalt shingles
Wash House
Structure Number: 53122871

'4"
Dimensions: 9'-4" x 9
Foundation: None
Walls: wood drop lap sidmg
RooE hlp

Walls: asphalt roll siding with
wood battens
Roo6 asphalt roll
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Cha~terFive

National Register of
Historic Places
Eligibility
Evaluations
Cultural landscapes represent a complex set of challenges and
opportunities for historic preservationists and cultural resource
managers. A number of problems stem from one very bas~cattribute: landscapes are generally much bgger, more complex, and
more dynamic than any single building or structure. Both the spatial
and temporal boundaries of a landscape are hequently inbtinct.
Deckions about where a particular landscape begins or ends, or
when a landscape's history begms or ends, are inescapably arbitrary
judgments. This does not mean that landscape are wholly unknowable, however. One concept that is often evoked in describing
cultural landscapes is that of the palitapsest. Borrowed &om the
juridcal tcadition of ancient Rome, the term originally referred to a
document that had been created, erased, reworked, erased again,
and so forth, so that vesages of all the previous versions remained
visible, however faint. Likewise, cultural landscapes may be conceived as palimpsests consisting of layers of history that leave
b e h d discedle, physical attributes thaf together, may be understood and "read" like a document.
In addiaon to a tendency for spatial and temporal arnbigulty,
landscapes are dynamic resources that are constantly changmg.
Landscapes incorporate living, biotic systems that both embody and
transform them to an extent not typical of architectural resources or
other artifacts. Furthermore, because cultural landscapes often are
the creations of many individuals over several generations, they
incorporate successive layers of history and cultural meaning.
Uncovering the ambiguous (and sometimes conflictind material and
emotional connections that people have with the land can be a

complicated task. Because they are less tangible than other types of
artifacts, considerable effort is required to understand a cultural
landscape, and any single perspective is almost always too narrow to
provide a comprehensive assessment. Landscape simply encompasses more stuff-more tangible
material, more associative quali.
ties, more organic and physical processes, more time, more substance. The expansive scale of a cultural landscape must be accommodated in terms of both historical scholarship and interpretation,
as well as resource stewardship.

In the United States, the National Park Service (NPS) has
played a leading role in developing approaches to documenting and
analyzing bstoric cultural landscapes. In particular, the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) program has developed gwdelines and methodologies for inventorying and evaluaang several
distinct types of cultural landscapes, including designed landscapes,
rural landscapes, cemeteries, and mining pro~erties,~among
othss.
In evaluating the historical s@cance of a cultural landscape, NPS
resource managers and other historic presemation professionals
throughout the countq generally u&e the evaluation criteria of
the National Register of Historic Places. The National Register is
regarded as the nation's official list of historic properties that are
worthy of preservation. National Register-listed properties may
possess national-, state,- or local-level squficance. However, all
properties included in, or determined e b b l e for inclusion in the
NRHP, are subject to a rigorous process of research, documentation, and evaluation.
The evaluation criteria utilized by the National Register of
Historic Places represent a well-established, and widely-accepted
conceptual framework for assessing the s e c a n c e of historic sites
and determining their worthiness for preservation treatments. With
few exceptions, only properties that are at least f 3 y years old are
considered potentially eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. A
property's sjgmficance is conceived as a combination of its assodative value(s) and historical integrity. Four NRHP criteria, summarized below, per& to a property's associative aspects. These may
be applicable at a number of levels, rangmg from national to local
history.

A property's associative values are weighed in relation to its
historical context. The term "contexf" in this case, refers to the
combination of a property's geographical locarion, area(.) 4 sfngcmce, and its period of~zgnzficance.An "area of significance" is
analagous to a general historical theme, such as "transportation" or
"agnculture." The NRHP curcently recognizes 29 distinct areas of
slgmficance, some of which may be further dehned accorhg to
sub-themes. A property's "period of signficance" is considered to be
the span of time during which the property was associated with
important events, activities, or persons, or when it acquired sigmficant physical or artistic qualities. Information about a property's
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historical context facilitates comparisons with other, similar properties. Contemporary data also are useful in developing historical
contexts. For example, a resource that iuustrates a once "commonplace" event, or represents an "ordinary" work of design or construction may nonetheless possess historical value if few of its kind
survive today. Such research ultimately d o w s resource managers to
make informed judgments about the cultural value of a particular

In addition to associative values. the NRHP evaluation
ptossess considers the historical integnty of the resource in making
determinations about the property's significance. Historical integrity
is defined to be the degree to which a property retains and exhibits
those characteristics that it possessed when it achieved significance.
Historical integrity is not equivalent to a resource's physical condition. A property may retain a hgh degree of historical integrity if all
or most of its historic mateds, features and form are exGgeven
though its overall current condition may be poor.' Integnty is assessed in terms of seven qualities: location, design, setdng, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association? A n integrity assessment
results from a process of comparing what is known about a
property's past form, physical characteristics, and associative
properties with its current condition. A property's period of s i g g cance becomes the "benchmark" for measuhg such changes. Such
comparison reveals how a property has evolved thtough time.
Although the retention of some characteristics may be more crucial
than others, a full analysis of a property's historical integnty always
depends upon the availability of reliable historical documentation.
This may take the form of written descriptions, historic photographs, or extant, physical evidence.
-

~

' Charles A. B i b a u m , ed., with
Christine Capella Peters, The Secretory of
the interior? Standardcjor the Treatment oj
Hirton'~PmperfiP~,wifh Guidehesfor the
Treafment o f C u l ' ! Lrmdrcq?er
(Waslungton, D.C.: U.S. Secretary of the
Interior, National Park Service, 1996), 7 .

D e p a m e n t of the Interior, National
Park Service, NotionalRe$s8erBulletin
16A: How to Caqbte the National
Although the NRHP evaluation criteria and methodology
Regiiter Registration Form Washington,
may be applied to "places" of vatying scales, until twenty or thtay
D.C.: U.S. Deoartmmt of the Interior,
years ago it most often was applied only to buildings, structures, and NationalParkSemcs 1991)

objects. Even when unltzed to evaluate and designate districts, most
of the historical scholarship and analysis was directed toward
architectural resources rather than other landscape elements. During
the 1980s, however, the NRHP initiated an effort to better document and protect historic landscapes. One sgm5cant step in this
direction was the development of guidelines that specifically interpret the NRHP inventory and evaluation process in terms of landscape resources. Documentation of historic vernacular landscapes
was aided by the publication of Robert 2. Melnidt's CulduralLandscaps: Rural Historic Districts in the NationaL Park System in 1984, and
National' Register Bzl'l'etin 30: Guzdelinsfor Evaluating and Dommenting
Rural Historic Landscapes six years latet3 BuLLetin 30 outlines eleven
landscape characteristics that may be used as a schema for reading
and understandmg rutal cultural landscapes. Four of the characteristics refer to processes: (1) Land Uses and Activities, (2) Patterns
Spatial Organization; (3) Response to the Natural' Enuironment; (4)
Cul'ttcral traditions. The remaming seven characteristics are physical
elements: (5) CirmZation Networks, (6) Bounday Demarcahonr, (7)
Vegetakon Rebed to Lnnd Use; (8) Buih$tgs, Stmctzires, and O&ects, (9)
Clusters (i.e., groups of buildmgs or other features); (10) Anheological
Sites, (11) SmaZl-~caLeELerzents. Thus, the bulletin not only outlines a
classification system and a means for collecting and organizing data;
it also presents a methodology for understanGg a complex G d scape by conceptually reducing it into comprehensible elements, and
then considering the landscape as a unified whole by linlung various
on-going processes with physical components.
The NRHP evaluation guidelines, as given in Bulletin 30,
may be applied to landscapes of varying spanal scales. For example,
the entire North Manitou Island landscape may be analyzed using
the eleven characteristics hsted above. In fact, analysis at a larger
geographical scale is essential to understanding smaller, more
discrete landscapes. In gaining a larger, macro view, however, h e grain details are incomprehensible or altogether lost. To obtain a
more complete understanding of the landscape, it is necessary to
conceptualize the island as a composite of many smaller, more-orless distinct landscapes. These could be conceived as "component
landscapes"-integral
pieces of the larger cultural landscape of
'Roben 2. Melnick,vith Daniel Spom North Manitou Island. For example, one might consider the Adam
and Emma Jane Saxe, Cu/hlra/Landand Mary Maleski farm or the area around "Old Baldy" to be
scrrpex Rural Historic Districf~in the
landscapes that possess physical and associative qualities that
NationalPmk $sfem (Washington, D.C.:
distinguish them from other parts of the island. Many of these
U.S. D e p a m e n t of the Interior,
National Park Service, 1984);h d a Flint component landscapes could, in turn, be broken down into even
smaller landscape units, undl, &ally we are left with individual
M c C l h d , J. Timorhy Keller,
Genevieve P. W e & and Robert 2.
landscape elements, such as a dune, a garden space, a building, or a
MeLlelnick, National &@terBu//etrti 30:
fence post.
GmJeLne~JorEualuatiing and Documenting
RuroiHi~fonic~ n d s c q (Waslungton,
e~
D.C.: U.S.Department of the Interior,
,
National Park S e ~ c e1990).

Although every cultural landscape has a history, not every
landscape possesses a hlgh degree of historical sigmficance. Histodcal research performed in tandem with landscape documentation
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and evaluation, in the manner desuibed in Bdletin 30, aim to
idennfj those landscapes that represent ceftain cultural values and
retain historical integrity. Ultimatela however, determining a
landscape's historical significance is a matter of interpretation.
Because our view of history is constantly changmg, as is the material world in which we live, our assessment of a resource's historical
significance can never be uuly objective, free of cultural bias and
independent of the current political and social climate. The dynamic, malleable nature of historical interpretation is a pamcularly
vexing problem for resource managers who often seek objective,
conclusive decisions about the treatment of a property. Given the
subjective nature of historical interpretation, however, this quandary seems unavoidable. Methodological frameworks such as those
represented by the National Register of Historic Places provide a
basis for consensus. Nonetheless, historical scholarship must remain
an on-going component of resource management, and treatment
pians must be flexible enough to accommodate future changes in
historical interpretation and dtural resource management philosophy. Complex resources, such as the cultural landscapes of North
Manitou Island, accommodate, and often demand, more expansive,
more inclusive histories, and more liberal treatment approaches.
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Figure 5.1. The island shorelinehas
Evaluation ofNorth Maaitou bland
influenced att terns ofculturenature
interactions,which are expressed inthe
In terms of the classic dehition atticulated by geographer Carl 0.
environment as coastal prehistoric
occupasonsites,clea"ngs,
relictdo&sand Sauer, all of Noah Manitou Island 1s indeed a cultural landscape.
wharves,andremnantfishingcamps.The Even the wildest, most remote parts of the island have been mmargin be!ween land and water is both a
pacted in some fashion by past human activities. In some places, the
physical and a perceptual boundary
imptint of humanity may be slight, while in other instances the
evidence may be masked by the passage of h e . All of the island's
landscapes have a history that includes both human and non-human
nature.
Because it is relatively small and geographically isolated, the
entire landscape of North Manitou Island easily can be conceptualized as a totality. The shoreline of the island-the line where water
and land meet-represents a distinct boundaq that is both physical
and perceptual, demarcating both geographic space and human
comprehension of the landscape as a distant place ( w e 5.1). The
shoreline likewise circumscribes a aghtly-bounded setting for human
acdvities and social interactions. Landscape and community in such
a setting are so intertwined that they must be considered in tandem,
as equal components of a locality chat has a potent and unique
identity. Consequently, any evaluation of the island's history and its
historic landscapes must be lughly self-referential, perhaps more so
than in other geographic contexts. In other words, individual events
must be considered &st in relation to rhe context of the island5
history, as well as in relation to the historical context of the larger
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Figure 5.2.Manitou Island Association map
of North Manitou Island,ca. 19405,
showingthe geographical relationship
bebeen natural and cultural features.The
photo basemap emphasizestheshoreline
as a spatial boundary
Sleeping Bear Dunes region. The island itseIf becomes the primary,
or most basic, geographic scale for assessing the impoaance of
persons and events in the history of the island as a human community and as a landscape. Essentdly, the island serves as the basis for
determining "local" i i c a n c e .
As suggested above, the shoreline of North Manitou Island
is, perhaps, its most important physical feature (figure 5.2). Some of
the island's most distinctive plant and wildlife habitats occur along
the shoreline ecotone. In addidon to functioning as a natural boundary or verge, the shoreline was the single physical feature that most
influenced human settlement on North Manitou. As the interface
between land and water, nodes of connection between the island
were necessady located along this line.
and the Michigan &&d
As a result, human settlement and development were most intensive
around the perimeter of the island, where island settlers at various
times constructed docks, wharves, wooding stations, fishing shan-
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ties, and navigation aids. Settlement was concentrated in three
general areas: North Manitou Village on the eastern side of the
island, the Crescent viciniq on the western side of the island, and
the southeastern tip, which was the initial locus of Euro-American
settlement, and subsequently the location of the U.S. government
hghthouse and the area where most of the island's agricultural
homesteads were clustered. These shoreline nodes were connected
to interior farmsteads and features such as Lake Manitou by a
nerwork of roads and trails. The primary road system was a loop
that roughly circumnavigated the island, following the shoreline and
thus reinforciug its role in organizing geographic space and directing
movement through the landscape.
The interior of the island was developed less intensively
than the shoreline nodes, although it was no less modified by human
activities. Much of the interior landscape remained as forest land,
although the woods were successively logged for over a century.
S i c a n t pomons of the island's interior were smpped intermitFigure 5.3. Narrow-gaugerail spur that
connected the lumbertown of Crescentwith tently of much of their forest vegetation, and then allowed to
recover. Historicall5 logging may have been the most important
the forested interior ofnorthemNorth
Manitou Island,ca. 1908. The historic
economic enterprise on North Manitou Island. Certainly it was the
railroadgradesu~uestoday,
util'ued as a human activity that lasted for the longest period of time: the North
foot trail by hikers and backpakers.
Manitou forests &st attracted white settlers to the island, and
sustained the Angell Foundation's operations long after a g t i c d ~ e
had been abandoned and recreation had proven unprofitable.
Loggmg may have permanently altered the composition of the
island's forest vegetation. Timber harvesting also left its impact on
the island's landscape in the remains of the Crescent lumber camp, a
relict railroad grade, several smaller camps, and an extensive network of logging trails, much of which is now f a h g as small trees
and saplings fill m the h e a r gaps that wend through the woods
(figures 5.3 and 5.4). Today, most of the island landscape remams
densely forested, a spectacular expanse of sugar maple and Amen
Figure 5.4.Atfirst glance,the vast
hardwoods forests of North Manitou Island
appearto be "untouched"by pasthuman
activities.However,dose examination of the
forestvegetation suggests the relative youth
of many of the island's wooded areas.Less
subtle clues also abound, such as the large
stumpsfound in someareas ofthe forests,
which eloquentlyattestto the island'slegacy
of intensive Smber hawsting.
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Figure 5.5. The provenance of this large
log barn is unknown.Astwcture ofthis size
would have been beyondthe means and
requirementsof the island's immigrant
homesteaden. The scale offhe barn, as
well as the massive timbenthatmake up
In contrast to South Manitou Island and the mainland,
the lower podion ofthe structure, suggest
agnculture on North Manitou was characteristically large-scale and thatthis building may havebeen builtby
hghly-organized. In the case of Nicholas Pickard's large farm on the one of the logging camp operators, perhaps
even Nicholas Pickard.The bam may
eastern side, the Crescent farm, and Peter Stormer's farm, agnculture was undertaken primarily to sustain lumbering activities ( w e have been on the island during the late
1890s,however its former location is
5.5). Frederic Beuham's apple orchard and the Manitou Island
unknown. Likemanyofthe myriad
Association's cherry orchards near North Manitou Village represent agriwlturalstructures built on North Manitou
large-scale, commercial ventures. A different pattern characterized
island over a period of nearly a century,
farming at the southeastern tip of the island. The homesteads
this immensebuildinghas vanished torn the
clustered there were mostly small-scale farms that were owned and island IandscaDe.

can beech forest that stretches over "pleasantly rolling" terrain. This
shady, park-like woodland is interrupted only infrequently by a few
large, sunny cleatings-the remnant landscapes of agnculture on
North Manitou.

worked by single men or individual families. None of these homesteads, it seems, progressed much beyond subsistence agriculture.
The largest and most extensively developed farm at the southern
end of the island, that of Alvar and Mary Boumique, functioned
primarily as a private resort ranch. At the opposite end of the island,
however, the Maleski family managed to survive on the production
of their small farm and the income they received from s e h g a few
commodities to other North Manitou families and summer reson
residents.
~~

~
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Figure 5.6. In addition to the deer herd
itself,several ramshackle blinds scattered
throughout theisland'sforests represent the
island's history as a commercial "deer
ranch and a recreational landscape for an
elite dassof sportsmen.Many of the blinds,
like this one,were former privies that the
Manitou Island Assodation moved from
abandoned home sitesto various locales in
thewoods.

Although it was less extensive, the impact of farming on the
Noah Manitou landscape may be more obvious to the casual
observer than that of logging. The ecological effects of logging
were drastic and long-lasting. Intensive logging was cyclical, and
periodically altered the vegetation composition in ways that eventually were masked after relict saplings and pioneer tree species
reclaimed the cut-over areas. Following a period of intensive timber
harvesting, logged lands were abandoned and allowed to return to
deciduous forest, assuming a spatial and visual character similax to
that which had existed previously. Farming, however, not only
altered the vegetation composition of once-forested areas, but also
transformed the spatial qualities of the landscape, neatly defining
spaces and creating distinct edges and boundary demarcations with
land uses, vegetation, fences, and buildings.
Today, large clearings remain scattered throughout the
forests that cover most of the island. Generally, these clearings are
clustered in the vicinity of North Manitou Village, at the southern
end of the island, and near the Crescent townsite. Three large,
distinct clearings rema& in the east-central pomon of the island,
h k e d by a former road segment that connects with roadways
leading to the eastern shore and Lake Manitou. The former fields of
the Maleski f d y are the only relict agricultural landscapes in the
northern pomon of the island. In a sense, even the dense forest that
encloses these spaces is part of an agricultural landscape, since
several island farmers, including Silas Boardman, the Newhalls, the
Manitou Island Syndicate, and the Maleskis, used the woods for
grazing cattle. Later, the island's second- and third-growth forests,
as well as its abandoned agricultural clearings, served a vital function in the MLA's "deer ranching" venture (figure 5.6).
Management of North Manitou Island as a recreational
wilderness, a process that began during the 1920s with the formation of the Manitou Island Association, purposefully erased much
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evidence of past agricultural acniities from the landscape. Howevcr, many subtle clues-and a fe\v tangblc reminders--do remain.
Many of the island's relict agricultural landscapes are b h l y flagmented and spatially scattered. The vestiges range in scale from vast
clearings of more than a hundred acres, to small elements such as a
wooden fence post and a length of barbed wire. Between these
extremes are huge barns, house foundations, orchards, and windbreaks.
The clearings are, perhaps, the most striking relict agricultural features on the island (figure 5.7). Their s p a d integrity is, a
bit ironically, meticulously ma.tained by the North Manitou deer
herd. The clearings serve a vital function in maintaining diversity
and interest in the h g e r island landscape. Scattered throughout the
patchwork of clearings and woodland edges, is remnant cultural
vegetation, such as apple and pear trees. The most extensive historic
vegetation Feature is the huge relict apple orchard planted by
Frederic Beuham and the Stark Bros. Nursery and Orchard Co.
around the end of the nineteenth century. Another noteworthy
utilitarian vegetation feature is the cottonwood windbreak at the
Bournique farm. Examples of ornamental vegetation remain as
well-roses and spirea at the Maleski farm, and lilacs (9ringa
utl&an>,var.) and sugar maples (Acer sacchamm) at the Bournique
residence. Most of the structures no longer exist or are in ruinous
condition, the Manitou Island Association farm being the most
intact complex of farm structures remaining on the island. With the

Figdre 5.7.Agricultural clearing associate0
with the town of Crescent and the west-side
farmof,,,eManfiou
~ ~ l ~ ~ ~
Nthoughmostoftheagriculturaldearings

that exkted on the island when the MIAintroduced whiietailed deerretain good
spatial integrity,trees and shrubs are slowly
gaining afoothold in some areas.

~

~
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exception of the Alvar and Mary Bournique residence, none of the
houses built by homesteaders remain intact, and none of the barns
built by homesteaders survive. In fact, the only intact, agricultural
structure owned by an individual, private farmer is a small corncrib
on the Bournique farm. This makes the island's surviving, intact
farm structures all the more valuable.
The following text represents a National Register of Historic
Places evaluation of the remnant agricultural properties on North
Manitou I ~ l a n dNoah
.~
Manitou Village is presented as a composite
of three disdnct disaicts. Following a brief overview, each district is
discussed individually. Subsequent sections deal with the island's
other agricultural and agriculture-related dismcts and resource. The
applicable pexiod(s) of s w c a n c e , level(s) of s w c a n c e , and
NRHP critena and historical context(s) are ated at the beginning of
each section. The discussion generally follows the evaluation
framework outlined in the be@g
of this chapter. Management
recommendations for several of the followmg properties are presented in chapter six.

For more detailed historical and
descriptive infomation, see Chapter
Four.
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Figure 5.8. Aerial view of North Manitou
Village, winter 1994.

North Manitou Village
Situated near the center of Section 34, T32N R14W, the North
Manitou Village area is the location of the most intensive and
contiDuous human settlement on the island *(e
5.8). The site
was the location of one of Nicholas Pickard's wooding stations, and
probably served as the headquarters of his wood cutting operation
during the 1860s and early 1870s. At least a portion of the large
clearing that currently surrounds the village may date f ~ o mthe
extensive farm that supported Pickard's wooding enterprise? Ever
since the construction of Pickard's wooding dock, the village has
functioned as the center of North Manitou Island's economic and
social life. In terms of its longeviq and historical associations, it is
the most itnportant node of human setdement on the island.
The centtality of N o d Manitou village was reinforced by
the consauction of a life-boat station there in 1877. The U.S. Lifesaving Service station subsequently expanded and evolved into a
U.S. Coast Guard station, an entity that formed the nucleus of the
village ( w e 5.9). The station played an important role in the
economic and social life of the island &om the late nineteenth
century into the 1930s.
During the mid-1880s, Silas Boardman established a large
stock farm not far from the life-saving seMce station, once again
making the village an important center of a g r i c u l ~ a activity.
l
Boardman maintained the village dock, and later was instrumental
in developing the island as a resort. Friends and members of the
Boardman family organized Cottage Row in 1894, and a flourishing
resort culture developed at the village during late 1890s and early
1900s. After the Newhall family took possession of Boardman's

Pickard operated a 400-acre farm in
1860.Pickard's first dock and whart
established in the 1840s. were located at
the southeastern end of the island. It is
not known when he built the northern
dock, although he purchased the land in
Section 34, T3m, R14W in 1849. It is
reasonable to assume that the timber
supply at the southeasternup may have
been depleted by 1860, and that Pickard
may have moved his headquarters to the
northern site by then. Pickad's farm was
still fuoctioningin 1870. When the U.S.
Life SavingSerpice was established seven
years later, itwas located at the vdlage,
not at the southeastern slte, suggesting
that the village site was then the hub of
activity on the island; it seems likely that
P~ckard'sfarm also was locatednearby
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Figure 5.9. The U.S. Life Saving Station
complex, which expandedsignificantly
during the second halfofthenineteenth
century,formed the axe of North Manitw
Vlllage.

North Manitou property, they also used the village as their headquarters, promoting the island as an exclusive resort, and engaging
in large-scale fruit production (figure 5.10). When the Manitou
Island Syndicate emerged in the early 1920s, it too was headquartered at the village. A few years later, as the Manitou Island Association (MIA), this organization of Chicago businessmen constructed a new cluster of farm buildmgs and established extensive
cheny orchards in the cleared lands surrounding the village. The
MIA eventually acquired most of the Cottage Row properties and
the buildings of the U.S. Coast Guard station, thus tlansforming the
village into a small "company town."
Each of the four principal themes that explain the growth of
North Manitou Village-loggmg, agriculture, maritime commerce,
and recreation--are represented by elements that persist in the
cultural landscape. Considered together, these resources portray the
evolution of the village from the mid-1850s through the present.
The current landscape, like those that preceded it, reveals its history
as a remote maritime outpost, as a source of dmber and lumber, as a
commercial farming center, and as a quiet, exclusive resort cornmunity. Yet the juxtaposition of these elements, which tepresented
different themes and times, presents a narrative of the landscape's
evolution. This narrative is expressed through traces of former
roadways, relict vegetation, and buildings and structures, including
both those that are sinking in ruin and others that remain standing.
Previous land uses and historical associations, such as the farms of
Nicholas Pickard and Silas Boardman, have been almost completely
obliterated and replaced with newer, more recent landscapes. The
landscape today is never exactly as it was at any time in the past,
and the transformative processes of nature guarantee that it is now
as it never will be in the future.
-
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Figure 5.10. Perhaps since the mid.
nineteenth century,North Manitou Village
~
served as headquarters of the island's
largest agricultural operations.This view of
the normem podon of me village was taken
when Re Newhall family and their

The landscapes and F
~ of ~
Pthat ~
~
comprise the North Manitou Village area survive with varymg
degrees of historical integrity. Nonetheless, the intensity and longevity of human activity at this location-and the fact that its
history is still evident-make the narrative an important one. This is associatesmnlroUedthevillagefamand
one of the most interesting, sigmficant, and complex landscapes on muchOftheresortdevelopmentknownas
Cottage Row.
the island. The core village landscape-the area where buildings and
other cultural landscape features are concentrated--can be divided
conceptually into three more-or-less &tinct component landscapes,
or dismcts (Fig. 5.1 1). These are differentiated ptimarily in terms of
histotical associations, land uses, spatial organization, and building
types. The three dismcts are: (1) Manitou Island Association Village
Farm Complex, located north and west of the life-saving service
and Cottage Row; (2) U.S. Life-Saving Swice, located along the
lakeshore at the center of the village, and (3) Cottage Row, located
west and southwest of the life-saving service.
The boundaries of these districts are not expressed sharply
in the landscape, although they are generally suggested by the
spatial arrangement of buildings and vegetation. Precise boundaries
are provided for the overall extent of the developed land area and,
within this area, by the historic property lines that legally defined
the parcels upon which the three dismcts evolved. These component landscapes should be conceived as parts of a larger whole. As
depicted in figure 5.11, the three districts are contiguous, comprising the core of the historic village area and the expanse of cleared
land that surrounds it. Although they are distinct in terms of material
form and provenance, they nonetheless evolved in concert with one
another, and constitute a larger historic artifact
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Figure 5.12. U.S. Department of
Agriculture aerial photograph of the
North Manitou Vrllage area, 1938. The
size and shape of the agricultural
clearing surrounding the village has
changed little since this photograph was
taken.

Manitou bland Syndicate/ Manitou Island
AssociationNorth Manitou T i eFarm Complex
Period of SNcance:

1927-1950

NRHP Criteria: A, C
Level of S@cance:

Local6

The Manitou Island Association dominated island life b e p ningin the late 1920s. Following the closure of the North Manitou
U.S. Coast Guard station, the MLA was the largest employer on the
island. From its inception, the MIA controlled most of the land area
of the island, and itcontinued to expand its landholdmgs to make
North Manitou a "company island." The economy of the island
centered on the activities of the MIA, which in turn dramatically
altered the entire landscape of North Manitou Island, from the
abandoned farmsteads of nineteenth-century homesteaders, to the

' As a whole, the dismct is significant
in terms of the historical context of
North b h i t o u Island. The MM
s a m which is pan of the disvicq is
a unique resource within mchqyn, and
probably possesses st.dte-level
hstorical signcficance. In addition, the
disuict should be compared with
similar corporate farming ventures in
Michigan to determined whether it
possess a state level of significance.

flora and fauna of the island's vast forests. No other extant resource
so fully represents the nature, scale and scope of the MIA's business
ventures on North Manitou Island. Furthermore, no other district
w i h the boundaries of Sleeping Bear Dunes so well represents
corporate agnculture and large-scale h t production during the
early twentieth century. This particular context is all the more
important when one considers the s e c a n c e of this type of
agnculture to the present economy and regional identity of northwestern lower Miclugan.
The Manitou Island Syndicate / Manitou Island Association
North Manitou Vdlage Farm Complex encompasses the portion of
North Manitou Village that semed as the base of the Manitou
Island Association's agriculture, loggtng, and recreation operations-it is the "working landscape" of the village. It borders the
Cottage Row Historic District and the North Manitou Island Mesaving Station National Historic Landmark Dismct to the south and
east, and includes the vast clearing that surrounds the nucleus of
the village. It is probable that the village has been surrounded by a
large expanse of cleared land since its founding in the mid-nineteenth century. If Nicholas Pickard's North Manitou farm encompassed 200 acres of improved land, as he claimed in 1870, then
much, if not all, of the existing cleared land surrounhg the village
Wrely dates from his agdcultural operation of the mid-I 850s
through the early-1870s. Pickard's improved acreage no doubt was
udlized by its subsequent owners, Silas Boardman and the Newhalls.
During the late 1920s. the Manitou Island Association developed
much of the cleadng as its principal cherry orchards. When the
island's resident workforce declined during the 1930s, the MM built
a cluster of small wooden cabins at the northeastern edge of the
cleadng to serve as temporary housing for migrant workers during
cherry harvests. Other portions of the clearing were used for a$cultural crops, pasture, and the MIA airstrip.
The cleared land around North Manitou Village thus represents the continuity and importance of agiculture at the d a g e for
nearly a cennuy. Unfortunately, this portion of the district also
rerains a lower level of histotical integnty. Neither the precise
location of Pickard's farmstead, nor its spatial configuration is
currently known. Traces of Pichard's farm probably were obliterated
by the subsequent agnculml activities of Silas Boardman, the
Newhalls, and the MIA.
Historic aerial photographs suggest that the clearing probably retains spatial integnty (i.e., size, edges, and shape) from the
MIA era (1927-1950); however, land uses and vegetation have
changed significantly ( w e 5.12). The MIA airsmp and hangar were
removed by the National Park Service, and are only barely evident in
the landscape today. In accordancewith state regulations, the Angel1
Foundation removed the cherry trees soon after it ceased fruit production on the island. A small, remnant butternut ~tlglanstin&)
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Figure 5.13. The MIA sawmill represents
an important theme in North Manitou
Island's human history, and is arare, intact
example ofa steam-powered lumber mill in
Michigan.

grove survives north of Cottage Row along the road that connects
the former village dock with Lake Manitou. In addition, a few relict
apple trees exist at the northern edge of the clearing, along with four
of the original cherry pikers' cabins, all of which now are structural
ruins. Fences, if they existed, have been removed. Sdu, this expansive
clearing serves an important function in defimng the landscape setting
for the village. Historic land use patterns are discernible in the vicinity
of the former airsmp, where dead trees and stumps convey the
planting pattern of the old orchards. The area continues to convey a
sense of the scale of agricultural activities at the village, and retains
the general open character of cultivated land, which is an essential
characteristic of agncdtural landscapes.
The farm structures used by the MIA are clustered n o d of
the life-saving service station and cottage row. All of the structures
in the district were built by the Manitou Island Association, with the
exception of the CampbeU House, and perhaps one or two other
sheds that were moved by the MIA from nearby sites. The district's
pivotal structures are the ML4 sawmill and the large, gambrel-roofed
&ge barn (tigures 5.13 and 5.14). Although the MLA never engaged in intensive commercial lumber production at its sawmill, the
structure nonetheless represents the importance of historic l o m g
activities on North Manitou Island. No other resource associated
with timber harvesting and processing on North Manitou retains a
comparable level of historical integrity Furthermore, the structure,
which is constructed of materials salvaged from Peter Stormer's
former mill and perhaps other sources, is itself part of the island's
logpg-era legacy. The millpossesses additional s m c a n c e as the
only steam-powered sawmill in the state of Michigan that retains all
of its o r i p a l eq~iprnent.~
The Manitou Island Association b a n , built in 1927, is the
most physically impressive structure in the district. Due to its large
size, shiny metal roof, and its situation on the crest of the beach

William Herd, personal
tion.
7

communica-
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Figure 5.14. The Manitou island
Association barn is the largest and most
visually prominentstructurein North
Manitou Village.
ridge, the barn is a prominent landmark, visible from almost any
position within the village vicinity. The barn is an excellent example
of plank truss construction, a structural system common in Michiduring the early and mid-twentieth century? With the addition
of muld-level storage lofts for cherries, and a cold storage locker for
venison, the structure was adapted to accommodate the pe&ties of the MIA's commercial agriculture and recreation ventures.
Constructed mostly of local materials, the structure reflects the
singularity of its location and its lustorical context.

gan

The historical integnty of other structures in the dismct has
suffered most substantially due to purposeful neglect, as Intended in
the Noxth Manitou Island Development Concept Plan prepared by
the NF'S in 1987. The most unfortunate losses are the machine shed
and carpenter shop, both of which were structurally sound in 1979.
These structures sewed vital functions in the seasonal and daily
activities of the MIA and the village community. Xn addition, they
served an important spatial function in d e u g the edge of the
complex and delimiting the edge of the road.

&malafa C. Dmdekac, Robe*
Darvis and Eric hUeo MacDonald_
Stmcfu75/Preservation and Adrptiue Renss
$
r
Michigan Barn Fansing, Mich.:
Mrchgan Department of State, 1992).

The MIA equipment shed is another structure that plays a
vital role in d e u g outdoor spaces within the farm complex. This
structure is more visually prominent than the carpenter and machine
shops, and dehnes the barnyard and a courtyard, or "farm equipment yard." In 1996 the origmal equipment shed was removed by
the NPS and replaced by a new building. Although the original
structure is no longer extant, the exterior of the new buildmg
duplicates the appearance of the historic equipment shed. The new
structure also was erected precisely on the site of the historic shed,
thus preserving its function as the boundary between barnyard and
equipment yard,
The new equipment shed was constructed as part of an
alternative energy project on North Manitou Island. A photovoltaic
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(lJvarray was constructed in the district in 1996. Located downhill
from the beach ridge, south of the equipment shed and below the
carpenter and machine shop ruins, the PV array is a modem, utilitarian structure of concrete, metal, PVC plastic, and other synthetic
materials. The facility is visually incongruous with the historic
landscape that surrounds it. However, it is partially screened from
direct view by vegetation and topography, and its utilitarian purpose
is consistent with the historical function of the farm complex.
The resources of the Manitou Island Syndicate / Manitou
Island Association Farm Complex district, including the clearing and
cluster of utilitarian a g r i c u l d structures, represent the scope~of
the MIA's economic activities on the island. Taken as a whole, no
other resource so well represents the influence that the MLA had on
the history and landscape of the island. Although it is situated
amidst a remote island "wilderness," the MIA village farm represents an opportunity to preserve and interpret an important early
twentieth-centurv remnant of what are certainlv three of the most
s e c a n t human activities that have shaped (and continue to
shape) the landscape of the Sleeping Bear Dunes Region: lumbering,
recreation, and commercial fruit production.

North Manitou Island Life-savingStation
Period of Significance: 1854-1932

NRHP Criteria: A, C
Level of Significance: National
The life-saving service played an important role in the
economy of North ~ a n i t o kIsland. The government jobs associated
with the station represented a reliable source of cash income flowing into the island economy. Young men from several island farm
families took jobs with the U.S. Coast Guard. In addition, the crew
and their families provided a local market for agnculmal commodities produced on the island. The station also represented a small
labor market for chores traditionally undertaken by women, such as
washing, sewing, cleaning, and canning. The station crew provided
the island with fire protection, &st-aid, and police services, and also
served as a vital communication link with the mainland and the
outside world, and as a center of island social life.
The historic dismct contains the buildings and landscape
features associated with the evolution of the life-saving station on
North Manitou Island, beginning with the construction of the
volunteer rescue station in 1854, through 1932, the last year that
the station operated with a full-time crew ( m e 5.15). The pivotal
resource within the complex is the Volunteer Rescue Station, built in
1854, and now considered to be the only example of this building
type remaining in the country9The North Manitou Island U.S. Lifesaving Service Station complex was designated a National Historic
Landmark on 6 August 1998.

&'idhm Herd and
'Xorth Mmitou Isiand Life-saving
Station," National Register of Historic
Places Regstradon Form, 1994,
sleeping B~~~D~~~ ~ ~ t i ~
Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.

~

Figure 5.15. The NorUi Manitou Island
U.S. Life-saving Service Station complex
The boundaries and other s p f i c a n t features of the dismct
became a
Historic Landmark in are depicted in 6gure 5.16. The buildings are oriented toward the
1998~Because0fits~0cati0nnearthesh0re
lake, and are arranged linearly along a stretch of sandy beach.
and the NPS dock, the district is a visually
Historic photographs of the area suggest that buildings in the
prominent historic landscape.

vicinity of the stadon were highly mobile. The Hans Halseth House,
for example, ongmally was b&t a considerable distance from its
current site near the northern edge of the dismct. Nevertheless, the
existing spatial arrangement of the dismct has remained unchanged
since the early 1930s when the U.S. Coast Guard abandoned the
station.
The eastern edge of the core of the complex is bounded
spatially by a concrete retaining wall dating from the 1890s. Individual buildings are connected to one another by a network of
concrete walkways built in 1905. Small-scale elements indude
concrete lookout tower abutments, a storm tower and flag locker,
and a capstan. Several large Lombardy popkr (Populus nnigra) trees in
the district date f ~ o mthe coast guard era. Other ornamental vegetation, including copses of black locust (Fbbifiiapseudoacacia)trees,
Norway maple (Acerpliraafioides)trees, lilac and spirea shrubs, and
oriental poppies, were added to the property by the Manitou Island
Association or the Angell Foundation.
The resources that comprise this district represent the evolution of the Life-saving Service on the Great Lakes, from its earliest
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Figure 5.16. The U.S. Life Saving
Service and Cottage Row's summer
residents infused the relatively isolated
North Manitou Island economy with
cash, and linked the island with the
larger regional economy. Many yearround residents, especially women and
children, earned cash wages by
performing domestic chores such as
washing, cleaning, and cooking.

beginnings into the Coast Guard era. N o other station on the Great
Lakes represents such a broad span of maridme history. For rhis
reason, the North Manitou Island Life-saving Station recently was
designated a National Historic Landmark.

In The property's assodation with
WiUiam AngeU (&&on B) pdm*
applies to the "Monte Carlo" cottage,
Cottage Row
which Angell used as his island
residence. Criterion B applies, perhaps, Period of Slgolficance: 1894-1950
not to the entire district, but only to
Criteria: A, B,O
' C
that particular resource.

" The Cottage Row Historic Dismct
clearly appears to meet the N W
cdteria at the local level of s&cance. However, the district may be
additionally s i i c a n t within the
northern Great Lakes Region and the
nation. Such an evaluation must
consider other extant resources witbin
the redon, a task outside the scope of
this study. The 1894 cottages of
Cottage Row are pact of the National
Madtime Initiative Landscape District,
which is currently proposed by the
NPS for the national level of si&ficance. The period of significance for
the district probably would be 18?41926, prior to the ocganizadon of the
MIA. The M I A period of significance
would begin at 1926 and end circa
1950.

Level of Sgdicance: State or National"
Much like the North Manitou life-saving service station, the
resort development known as Cottage Row played a peripheral role
in the history of agriculture on the island. The cottage and hotel
owners and their guests represented a much-needed local market fox
agricultural commo&ties. The summer colony and hotels of North
Mmitou Village provided cash income to the Maleski family and
other North Manitou farm famhes who sold dauy products and
fresh fruits and vegetables to Cottage Row residents and guests. The
summer hotels also were a source of off-farm employment, especially for women and chrldren ( w e 5.16). The primary significance
of the district, however, is its association with use of the island for
recreation, its des with Chicago and Great Lakes commerce, and its
regional importance as an example of late nineteenth-century resort
cottage developments ( w e s 5.17 and 5.18).
Cottage Row was the island's only speculative resort enterprise, the h s t of subsequent efforts to turn the island into an exclu-
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sive retreat. The scheme of individually-owned cottages supported by
a communal kitchen and dining faulity exempb6es a type of resort
development that was common during the nineteenth c e n w . It
represents a broad trend in recreation on the Great Lakes region, the
history of which largely has been lost due to changes in life styles and
economics. Besides being a distinctive type of development, several of
the cottages are architecturally s@cant. Regardless of any possible
association with architect Frank Lloyd Wright, the Trude, Foote, and
"Monte Carlo" cottages are based on a vernacular plan that is extremely uncommon in the Upper Midwest. How the dog-not plan gor
from the Mississippi Delta region to northern I\fi&gan may always
remain a mystery. The fact that these buildings were constructed with
materials recycled from the Chicago World's Columbian Exposition
of 1893, adds additional regional sigdicance.
Other Cottage Row structures possess architectural distinction. The sgdicance of the Katie Shepard Hotel, a good example
of a small, shingle-style hotel building, was acknowledged in 1987.
In addition, the Alford's choice of a Sears & Roebuck cottage
represents a pragmatic solution to a situation where materials, skill,
and social connections may have been limiting factors. It also
represents the growth of mass-produced and mass-marketed housing
products, in contrast to the other carpenter-built cottages of the
dstrict. In terms of design and provenance, North Manitou Island's
Gulf Coast dog-trot cottages are architectad enigmas that should
be preserved, researched further, and made accessible to the public
through an intetpretive program, at the very least. The Monte Car10
cottage may be the besr example of this plan (figure 5.19). The

Figure 5.17. The passenger ship
Puritan docked at the North Manitou
Village pier, ca. 1900. Steamers such
as the hiifan connected the island with
Chicago and other mainland cities, and
made use of the island as a resort
feasible.

Fgure 5.18.Resorters enjoy a stroll on
the boardwalk, ca. 1900. Cottage Row
was a landscape of recreation and
pleasure. It represents a distinctive
nineteenth-century resort type, and is a
significant component of a larger historic
maritime landscape.

Figure 5.19. In addition to important
historical associations, most of the intact
structures of Cottage Row possess
architecturalsignificance.They should be
s!abilized, rehabilitated,and interpreted.

Monte Carlo cottage has additional s~gruticancedue to its association
with Wdhm Angel]. An important business man, Angel1 represents
the age of the "captains of industry," and the ascendancy of the
automobile industry in Midugan and the Midwest.
The bounda~iesof the proposed Cottage Row Historic
District correspond to those of the subdivision platted by W 0.
Greene in 1894, plus the lot occupied by the Monte Carlo cottage
and the site of the former hUA lodge ( w e 5.20). The district
includes the Katie Shepard Hotel, whichwas determined to be
individually eligble in 1987, in addition to the nine other parcels
that were part of the original development, along with their assodated cultural features. Unfortunately, the integrity of this district
also has declined since implementation of the 1987 North Manitou
Island Development Concept Plan/Interpretive Prospectus, which
calls for the removal of all of Cottage Row's buildings and smctures. The most unfortunate recent loss is the summer home that
once was owned by two of Cottage Row's developers, George and
Carrie Blossom. The oldest building in the dismct, the Blossoms'
"Tanglewood" is now a ruin that occupies a prime lot near the
center of Cottage Row. The district's most peculiar snucture, the
Margaret (Rhoades) and Roderick Peame "tree house," also is on
the verge of ruin. However, the majority of the district's remaining
buildings are in comparably good condinon. Most have suffered very
little in terms of alterations, and theu biggest threat is decay due to
neglect.

In addition to several s w c a n t buildings and srructures, the
Cottage Row district also retains a rich array of ornamental vegetation and small-scale landscape features, such as the rain water cistern
at the Foote cottage, the sole remaining example of an element that
physical evidence suggests was once nearly ubiquitous on the island.
The spatial integrity of the former Cottage Row boardwalk remains
intact, de6ned by a row of large maple trees that line the edge of the
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bluff. On individual lots, lilacs, white spirea, day Ues, and fragrant
roses persist These features evoke a sense of the past, recalling lazy
summer days spent sipping lemonade on the front porch and watching steamships ply the Manitou Passage. Cottage Row remains one of
the most important and most distinctive historic landscapes on North
Manitou Island.

ManitouIslandAssociationWest Side Barn
Period of S@cance:

1927-1950

Criterion: A, C
Level of Sigmficance: Local
The MIA West Side Barn is the only remaining, intact
resource representing the MIA's west-side operations on North
Manitou Island. Furthermore, h s structure was, and still is, the
largest barn built on North Manitou, and it is an excellent example
of a plank-truss kame structure, a type common dudng the early
20th c e n t q . It therefore meets NRHP criteria A and C. Although
the barn has not been maintained by the NPS, it remains in excellent
structural condition. The barn o w a l l y was part of a larger farm
complex utilized by the M U . Although this a g r i c u l d facility was
not as extensive as that at the village on the eastern side of the
island, it similarly consisted of a complex of fields, agriculmal
outbuildings and a house. The farm house, built by Peter Swanson
and John Swenson in the 1880s, as well as other buildings that
existed at the site duriag the MIA era, are gone. One outbuilding,
which allegedly dates from the Crescent lumber camp, remains
nearby as a ruin. The land surrounding the barn may retain spaiial
integity, but there is little physical evidence of former land-use
patterns. Small trees and shrubs are invading the cenrral portion of
pcimaty west-side clearing. Because the surrounding landscape
possesses only a marginal degree of historical integrity,only the barn
is considered ehgble for inclusion in the NRHP. It should be noted,
however, that the former Crescent townsite may represent a s+cant historical archaeological resource.

Erederic l\ZBeuham Orchard
Period of S@cance

1881-1950

NRHP Criterion: A
Level of Sign~ficance:Local
Fruit trees and small orchards were ubiquitous components
of historic agricultural landscapes. Almost every farm had at least
one fruit tree, usually to supply apples. An orchard provided the
family with apple butter, dded apples, vinegar, and ader.lz Almost
all of the abandoned farm sites on North Manitou Island are marked
" W i a m Hopkinq Nora 1. Mitchell
by fruit trees. Substantial relict orchards exist on the former farmand Ative Bojanowski, ''A Taste of
History," CONKerpecember 1986): 12. steads of Lars Cluistian Alstrom/Peter Storma, and Adam and
Mary Maleski (figure 4.21). At other former farmsteads, such as
14.
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Figure 5.21. Relict apple orchard at the
AlstromlStormer farm. Fruit trees are
common remnants of previous human
habitation, even at sites where few other
cultural resources remain.
those of John and Anna Males4 John L. Johnson, Hendrick
Frederickson, and "Fat Annie," relict fruit trees are the most obvious evidence of the sites' agricultural history. The farm of homesteader Frederic M. Beuham, however, possesses by far the most
extensive fruit orchard planted on the island by an individual
entrepreneur.
Beuham's orchard is s m c a n t in the history of agriculture
on North Manitou Island for several reasons. First, it was the initial
attempt at large-scale commercial fruit farming on the island.
Although the farm operated by Nicholas Pickard on the island
during the 1860s and early 1870s also was of a grand scale, it was
not developed primarily as a commercial venture. Most, if not all,
of the commodities produced on Pickard's farm were consumed by
the work crews and a d s associated with his wood-cutting
operation. For Pickard, who listed his occupation as 'hood merchant" in the 1870 federal census, the main purpose of the North
Manitou farm probably was to support timber extraction on the
island, not to produce commodities for external markets in exchange
for cash income. Although by regional standards Pickard's farm was
large, it was essentially a subsistence operation. In contrast, it is likely
that Frederic Beuham intended to develop a commercial farm on the
island from the very beginning. Soon after filjng his homestead
application,
Beuham established 500 fruit trees and vines on the
-property. This planting represents a much larger orchard than would
be required for the subsistence of a single man, and much larger than
the local island market would have sustained, especially when one
considers that many island settlers probably had their own fruit trees.
The scale and character of Beuham's planting suggests that he hoped
to ship large quantities of fruit from the island to external markets.
He probably hoped to take advantage of steamship ttaffic though the
Manitou Passage to transport his crops to urban markets such as
Chicago or Milwaukee.

Beuham's farm also represents another sigtllficant characteristic of commercial agriculture: a tendency toward specialization. The
commodities produced by subsistence agriculture are characteristically
diverse because the family depends directly upon them for its survival.
Such diverssed production strategies minimize risk: if one crop fails
during a particular growing season, yields of other crops may offset
the shortfall. Although riskier, a commercial operation typically
focuses production on only one or two commodities, which allow the
farmer to take advantage of economies of scale. When yields of a
particular commodity are large enough, it becomes economically
feasible to transport the crop to more distant markets. If the venture
is successful, the cash income obtained from those markets justdies
the greater production and uansponation costs associated with
comrnerual agncdture. Market-based, commercia1agriculture is
financially riskier and requires greater capital outlay. Such operations
tend to invest more heavily m capital improvements and new technologies in an effort to increase production, thereby maximizing
profits.
Frederic Beuham's orchard exemplhes these characteristics of
commercial agriculture, and hence signals the begmang of a new
phase in the island's history. As a dealer in fruit trees, he Wrely was
familiar with the latest developments in new plant cultivars and
scientific orchard management. It is dear that Beuham never intended to reside on his North Manitou farm year-round. The fruit
plantation represented a substantial capital investment. However,
he probably viewed his island orchard primarily as a production
facility-a business venture rather than a home. Unfortunately,
lacking the 1890 federal agricultural census records, the productivity
of Beuham's young orchard probably will remain unknown. However, it must have been sufficiently profitable to encourage him to
expand the orchard sigmficantly by contracting with the Stark
Brothers nursery £urn in 1894.
Beuham set a precedent for subsequent agricultural developments on North Manitou. He began developing his orchard when
subsistence farming was, perhaps, at its peak on the island. While
general, subsistence farming declined during the 1890s and early
1900s, Beuham's venture proved the feasibility of large-scale fruit
cultivation on the island. Like Beuham, the property's subsequent
Newhall, were absentee landlords, a
owners, Benjamin and Fr&
situation that later characterized agricultural production on North
Manitou during the twentieth century. The Newhalls' successor, the
Manitou Island Syndicate, continued fruit production and later, as
the Manitou Island Association, made fruit production the focus of
its farming operation. Commercial production of cherries and apples
was the principal agncultuxal activity on North Manitou Island
during the twentieth century.
Today the property consists of a clearing that is about 160
acres in extent. No structures remain on the property, nor is it
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obvious where structures formerly stood. The precise location of the
buildings built by Frederic Beuham is unknown. Due to the temporary nature of these structures, it is plausible that they were removed
by Beuham or by the orchard's subsequent owners, none of whom
intended to reside at the site. A substantial fruit storage barn, perhaps
constructed by the Newhalls, may have been removed later by the
Manitou Island Association, or the by Angel1 Foundation after apple
harvesting ceased.
Some of the orchard plantings occupying the southern
portion of the site were removed by the Manitou Island Association
sometime after 1938. Using a 1938 U.S. Department of Agriculture
aerial photograph as a basis for comparison, the remainder of the
site appears to retain a moderate level of integrity. Perhaps as many
as 700-1,000 living apple trees remain in the orchard (figure 5.22).
Many of the trees in the southern, lowland portion of the site have
died. Nevertheless, their physical remains preserve the rhythm and
spacing of the origmal planting design, and visually suggest the past
appearance of the historic landscape. In the upland portion of the
site, many of the trees appear to be in good condition; however,
invasion by rose shrubs and other woody species is beguuung to
obscure the grid-like planting pattern of the orchard. The large
caliper sizes of some trees in this area suggest the possibility that
they may date Gom the late nineteenth century, perhaps even from
Frederic Beuham's initial planting during the 1880s. The historical
integrity of the entire landscape is not hgh, but it does retain its
spa& character and enough evidence of historic land use, vegetation, and planting patterns to represent the history of commercial
orcharding at the site.
The Beuham orchard appears to be e b b l e for inclusion in
the National Register of Historic Places under criterion A, due to its
vast size, its role in the history of settlement and agriculture on
North Manitou Island, its association with an important fruit nuse q company, and its entrepreneurial nature. The site not only marks
the begmmng of commercial fruit production on the island, but it
also is the only landscape associated with this theme that survives
with more than a low level of historical integrity. In addition, the
property is the largest h i t orchard within Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, and likely is one of the largest apple orchards
found within any unit of the National Park Service system. The
Beuham orchard may posses another layer of slgruficance if any of
the surviving apple trees represent rare or unknown cultivars.
Hopkins et a/. note thaf because the NPS owns many historic
landscapes, a number of which have been relatively undisturbed by
modern development, the NPS system may be the "last reservoir"
for many historic dultivars of plants, and thus represent a sigmficant
genetic reso~rce.'~
In addition, the American Chestnut Soaety
considers the grove of American chestnut (Castenea dentata) trees,
11 ~
which is located near the southeastern edge of the Beuham clearing, 13.
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Figure 5.22. Row of apple trees,
Frederic Beuham orchard, 1996. The
Beuham orchard represents the legacy
of commercial hit cultivation on North
Manitou Island, perhaps the most
Important chapter in the island's
agricultural history. The regular rhythm
and spacing of the historic planting
design are exhibited in the pattern of
dead and living apple trees. The
landscape reflects historic patterns of
land use, vegetation, and spatial
character, and may contain rare or
historically significant apple cultivars.

to be an important botanical resource. The NPS should sponsor
additional research to determine the varieties of apples present in
the orchard, and the number of healthy trees.

Alvar and Mary Bournique Residence
Period of Slgmficance: 1903-1941
NRHP Criteria: A, C
Level of S M c a n c e : Local

In 1987, National Park Service historian David L. Fritz
prepared a draft NRHP nomination form for the Bournique residence. At that time, the proposed boundaries of the property
encompassed a fortyacre parcel that induded the house and its
associated outbuildings, although the nomination considered only the
house to be a conmbuting building. The property was considered to
be NRHP-eligible under criterion C, due to the unusual design of the
house." Current research suggests that the Bournique property
should be considered additionally significant under NRHP criterion
A, its association with historically important events. The Bournique
property was one of the last homestead claims fled on North
Manitou Island, and of all of the island homesteads, it retains the
highest degree of historical integrity. In addidon, the Bournique place
was the largest, most extensive private summer resort developed on
the island. The property thus represents additional significance in two
areas: settlement and recreation.
-

,4

wasnever

ted for cons~derationby the NRHP.

~
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Figure 5.23. Alvar and Mary Bournique
residence and ice house, 1996. The
complex retains histotical integrity,butit is
deteriorating rapidly.
The Bournique residential complex was determined eligible
for inclusion in the National Register of h t o r i c Places dwing
preparation of the North Manitou Island Development Concept
Plan in 1987. Unfortunately, the Bournique property has deteriorated substantidy during the decade that has passed since the inidal
NRHP nomination was drafted. The Bournique farmstead cluster
retains only marginal integrity, although the historic pattern of open
spaces and vegetation remains evident. With the exception of a
small corn crib, however, none of the historic farm buildings remains stanbg. Consequently, the NRHP-wble property should
encompass only the Bournique residence and its assodated outbuildings, as well as the small clearing that encloses these structures.
The residential complex is substantially more intact than the farm
cluster, but it, too, is deteriorating rapidly ( w e 5.23). The wash
house is now merely a pile of debris, and in 1997 the roof of the
Bournique house appeared to be on the verge of failing. Architecturally the Bournique house is the most important structure within the
complex. Its loss may mean that the entire Boumique prop* no
longer possesses sufficient integrity for inclusion m the NRHI?
-

-

-

Because of its visual cornplenty and aesthetic richness, its
relatively high level of integrity, and its remote location at the
southern end of the island, far kom the North Manitou Village
settlement area, the Bournique place is, perhaps, the island's most
valuable "discovery site." The homestead represents three of the
island's most important historical themes: architecture, resort
recreation and agricultural settlement.

Tending o Conlforvlble W i k h ~ s s

NorthManitouIslandDunes HistoricDistrict
Period of Sqpficance: 1897-1898
Level of S e c a n c e : National
The active dunes of North Manitou Island, along with other
dune formations along the eastern and southern shores of Lake
Michgan, were important research sites for Henry Chandler Cowles,
one of America's pioneer ecologists. The discipline flowered during
the period 1900-1920 with the publication of several important
books about ecology, the establishment of the Ecological Society of
America in 1915, and the founding of the journal Ecology in 1920.
By 1920 ecology was an established academic disciphe, and the
first textbooks on the subject appeared in the late 1920s.
North Manitou played a key role in several early ecological
studies in the upper Great Lakes. In terms of historical sgdicance,
however, none surpasses that of Henry Chandler Cowles. Duriag
the emlv twentieth centurv,
e in the
,. Cowles became the central h
"Chicago SchooP' of ecology. He was one of the most important
of
field ecologists
- and educators of the -period. The significance
Cowles' conttibutions to American ecological science has been
demonstrated by several his ton an^.'^ Kingsland notes that Cowles'
dunes research "~~elded
the &st thorough working out of a complete successional ~eries."'~
The 1898-99 publication of Cowles'
Lake Michgan dunes research was a pivotal event in the early
development of ecological snence lo the United States.

-

''

Donald Worster, iVahe5 Econoq:
A Histoty of Ecobgical Idem (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1977); Ronald C. Tobey, Saving the
Proines: The Life Cycle o f the Founding
School of Ammian Plant Ecohgy, 18951995 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981); Robert P. hlcIntosb,
The Backgmund of Eco/b&v Concept and
Theory (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1985).

Concurrent with Cowles' dunes research, Frederic Clements
developed an alternate theory of succession. The Clementsian
model of succession represented a simple, unified hamework for
" Sharon E. Kingsland, "Foundational
conceptualizing vegetation change. In Clement's view, succession
Papers: De&ning Ecology as a
was a unidirectional, linear process that always tended toward a
Science:' in Leslie A. Real and James
H. Brown, eds., Fmndafions of Ecolog: "clunax" community, which was stable and resistant to change.
Furthermore, the climax was invariably determined by climate.
C k i i r Pqerr Unth Commentm'Ps
(Chicago & London: Univecsity of
Clements also conceived the development of a plant community as
Chicago Press in assodationwith the
mirrorhg the growth of an individual plant, the c b a x plant formaEcological Sodety of America, 1991), 4.
tion being analogous to "a complex organism." His theory of suc" Frederic E. Clements, ' F h r
cession was codified in Plant Succession: A n Ana&i~ oftbe Degebpment
Succession: An Analysis of the
of Vegetation, which was published in 1916.'7
Development of Vegetation:'
Carnegie Inst. Washington Publ. No.
2421-512 (1916); Frederic E.
Clements, 'X'ame md Structure of
the Chax:' J o d of Ecohfl2425284 (1936).

In contrast to Clements, Cowles believed that succession
was not a straight-line process, and a condition of equilibrium was
never auly reached. Cowles also did not follow Clements' "organismic" conceptualization of plant associations and succession. However, the Clementsian view eventually prevailed, dominating the
Mchael G. Barbour, ''Ecolog~cal
early decades of American ecology despite subsequent challenges
Fragmentationinthe Fifdes:' in
from Henry Gleason and others. U n d the 1950s, the beliefs of
Wjlliam Cronon, ed., Uncommon Gmwnd
Clements held sway.'8 Since the 1950s, however, thinking about
Toward Reinventing Nabre @iew York:
successton has more closely resembled the dynamic model sketched
W W Norton, 1995), 233-255.
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by Cowles than the organismic conception advocated by Clements.
Although the concept of succession has undergone considerable
revision, Cowles laid a solid groundwork for one of the most central
ideas in plant ecology.
Ecologists now r e c o p e that few, if any, areas are undisturbed. The idea of a clunax community has been replaced by the
"climax landscape" concept, which represents a vegetation pattern
that cxists at a largez scale. The pathways of succession are beIieved
to be multi-directional, possibly cyclical in some cases, and probabilistic (i.e., dependent on chance), rather than deterministic. The
mechanisms driving succession are thought to involve dynamic and
contingent interactions among orgamsms and environment, in
contrast to the concept of environmentaIly-deter&ed, linear
development that characterjzed the Clementsian model. Patterns of
change unfold differently at each site. McIntosh, an ecologist and a
historian, summarized the "essence" of succession as being an
"accumulation of organic m a t e a change in nument supply and
moderation of the physical environment by organisms, as well as
changes in p~puladons."'~
The modern emphasis on ecosystems
studics also is evident in hlcIntosh's statement that succession is
"not a sequence of different systems, but a single system which
exchanges transient species and populations through time."z0
The dunes landscapes of Lake Michgan best represent the
historical s e c a n c e of Henry C. Cowles &d his con&butions to
ecological science. The dunes are most directly associated with his
ecological research and his theory of succession. Although the
North Manitou landscapes that were studied by Cowles appear to be
''natural" bearing little if any physical evldence of human use, they
are nonetheless cultural landscapes of historical sigdicance (figure
5.24). The NRHP currently includes several ''natural" landscapes
that are s@cant
as historic research sites, including those assodated with the Lewis and Clark expedition, an Iowa quarry spiiicant
" McIntosh. Backpund 4 E c o b ~203,
for paleontological discoveries and theory, and test plots at a Mid204.
western agricultutal experiment station. In each case, the boundaries
,
of the designated landscape closely correspond with the area actu- 2%cIntosh, Backgraund +r E c o h ~227
J h d a McCleUand to Sherda
ally studied.2:
-

The North hfanitou dunes and bluffs considered for NRHP
eligibility should be limited to those parts of the island studied by
Cowles, and which correspond with his theory of succession.
Cowles' 1898/99 article can serve as a basis for delimiting a NRHP
district study area. The proposed study arca for this resuurce should
roughly follows vegetation areas mapped as "dunes and shores" and
"bluffs" by BGn T. Hazlett and Robert J. Vande Kopple in 1983.
Such a boundary is consistent with the description and photographs
of North Manitou dunes that appeared in Cowles' paper.= The
boundary should encompass aU of the successional zones, or "seres"
described in Cowles' model of dunes succession, from beach to
stabilized, forested inland dunes.

Williams, copy of e-mail message
dated 2 March 1998.

* Brian T. Hazlett and Robert J. T'ande
Kopple, The Terrishini V ~ t u t i o nand
Fbm of ht%,
and Soxth Manitox Ishndr,
Sleeping Benr Dunrr National L k u b r e ,
LeiIanuu Coung, Michigan (Douglas
Lake, Mch.: Universiy of Michigan
Biological Station, 1983); Henry C.
Cowles, ''The Ecological Relations of
the Vegetation on the Sand Dunes of
Lake Midugan," BofanicuJG a p e 27:
95-117, 167-202,281-308, 361-391
(1899).
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Figure 5.24. Beach and dunes along the
The historical integrity of the dunes landscape of North
western shore of North Manitou Island,
1996.This landscapeenuxnpasses
Manitou Island should be determined after evaluadng primary
dis~n~ve~lantandanirnalmrnrnun~~~as
sources such as Cowles' Ph.D. dissertation, his held notes, and the
assignificant historicaland
collection of photographs taken by him during his research on the
values. The dunes should be evaluatedfor .
island. Historical integcity, in this case, must be conceived in terms
potential inclusionin the National Registerof

~

i

~

thedevelopmentofemlogimIscience.

of both physical
characteristics
and processes.
Certainly,
~
~
~
~ the physical p
features that attracted Cowles to the island-the dunes and the
patterns of vegetation on them--do not @pear exactly as they did
during the 1890s. The dunes landscape is d i s ~ g u s h e dby constant
change and perpetual instability. It is, in Cowles' words, "a restless
maze."23

On-going physical processes such as soil erosion and deposition, variations in lake levels and shoreline locations, and other
factors may dramatically alter the form and visual appearance of the
landscape. However, it was these very processes, not just the
physical features themselves, that attracted Cowles to the dunes.
Cowles essentially was interested in vegetation change (z.e., succession) and its relationship to natural disturbances. Indeed, the absence
of such factors in the current landscape would diminish the its
historical integrity. If the dunes were to remain physically "intact"
(i.e., unchanged in ouhvard form) since the 1890s, then, according
to Cowles' theory, the vegetation found there would today be
23 cowles,
~ ~ ~ c o ~ o~g i~c al ~~ a ~ ~completely
~ , a , different, probably maple-beech forest. In terms of its
historical associations with Cowles' research, such a landscape
Botanicai Gqefie, 194.
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would lack historical integrity. It would no longer represent the theory
of succession, and its cultual associations and s g d c a n c e would be
weakened accordingly.

A more serious issue related to the landscape's lustorical
integdty may be the impact that the non-native deer population has
had on the island's dune vegetation. Hazlett and Vande Kopple
have noted that several species of dune plants mentioned by
Cowles, such as Jzneerus communis, J. ho~onto6s,Arcdo~f@Lyphand
Prunu~pumila,are no longer present or subsist in Iow numbers on
A more d e d e d historical study is needed
North Manitou I~land.'~
to assess the impact of this loss on the dune's historical integrity.
Places where natural features and processes have been sgdcantlp
disrupted or altered by subsequent human activity, such as the
Crescent townsite, may have to be excluded &om the dismct.
Consequently, the final district may be non-contiguous.
The North Manitou dunes are a tangible, yet seldom-acknowledged reminder of how "naturat" landscapes Function as
carriers of cultural meaning. The dunes inspire us to reflect upon the
extent to which "natural" landscapes are culturally constructed, and
blur the distinctions between nature and amfice. The "artifact" of
importance at the North Manitou dunes is conceptual rather than
physical: it is an idea, or theory, about nature. Yet it is even more
than that The dunes helped inspire not just a scientif7c theory, but a
new way of looking at the landscape--a way of seeing that emphasized not only the tangible, material amibutes of a scene, but also
the invisiblr. pmcesses and systems underlying landscape change.
The entire Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore is a
testament to the power of this new, "ecological" way of viewing the
world. Indeed, the management of North Manitou Island as a
"wilderness," with its explicit respect for the integrity of natural
systems and processes, is in no small part derived from contemporary ecological thinking. What was a nascent science during the late
1890s, developed into a mature disapline with a pronounced
managerial focus by the lare 1960s. The dunes remind us that the
mat& and conceptual dunensions of landscapes are bound
together in a reciprocal relationshlpthey inspire one another in a
constant, circular process of invention and reinvention. The ability
to see the dunes landscape of North Manitou as both natural
(existing outside of us) and d m a l @own to us only as perceived
through our senses and constructed in our minds) may again change
the way we interpret and manage environmental change.
In a certain sense, the shoreline dunes and bluffs of North
Manitou may be the most ironic, yet powerful ctlItuml landscapes on
the island. \%at &st appear to be the most utterly ''naturaP' places
on the island, seemingly little touched by human enterprise, may in
fact be landscapes of national historical signrficance. In a further
twist of irony, the research carried out by Henry C. Cowles on the

d
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island foreshadowed subsequent mmagement of the entire North
Manitou landscape under policies based on ecological theories and
pdociples. The current "wilderness" landscape of North Manitou
Isknd appears ever more as a product of its own human history. It is
a landscape that has been created not only by human activities, but
more pervasively (and more subtly) by human ideas and myths, as
reflected in the writings of W i Cullen Bryant and Margaret
Fuller, the promotional literature of the Angel1 Foundation, the
physiographic ecology of Henry C. Cowles, and the rhetoric of the
Wilderness Act ofl964. Farmers, loggers and recreationists certainly
have left their marks on the landscape, but so too have poets,
propagandists, ecologists, and professional resource managers.

Several propenies related to the history of agriculture on North
Manitou Island do not appear to meet the criteria for inclusion in
the National Register of Historic Places. Many of these appear to
have marginal historical sigdcance and little or no historick integrity: John and Ildri Anderson Homestead Site, Nels and Sophia
Carlson Homestead, John and h a Maleski Homestead, Hendrick
Frederickson Farmstead, John Swenson/Cunningham Home Site,
John L. and (Wanda?) Johnson Farmstead, "Fat Annie's" Place,
Peter Hanson Homestead, Lars Christopher Homestead, Nicholas
Feilen Homestead, and the Gustaf Olson and Mary Olson Swan
Homestead. Three sites-the Andrew Anderson Homestead, Mad
and Gertrude N e h d / J o h n and Udri Anderson Farmstead, and the
Lars Chris& Alstrom/Peter Stormer Farm-possess sigmficant
historical associations, but retain little integrity.
The Andrew Anderson Homestead site is historically sigmficant as the &st farm developed on North Manitou Island under
provisions of the Homestead Act of 1864. However, no significant
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cultural features survive from Anderson's occupation of the site; it
thus fails to meet the integrity requirements for NRHP ehgbility.
Similar situations exist at the Adam and Mary Maleski Farm, Mads
and Gertrude Nerland/John and Ildri Anderson Farmstead, and the
Lars Christian Alstrom/Peter Stormer Farm. Although the Maleski
family clearly played an important role in the history of agriculture
on North Manitou, all of the numerous b u i l h g s that once stood on
this farmstead are either nonextant or in ruinous condition. Likewise,
the only structure that currently exists at the Mads and Gertrude
Nerland/John and Ildd Anderson Farmstead is a severely dilapidated
house. Historic patterns of land use, spatial organization, circulation,
and homcultural and ornamental vegetation remain evident at both
of these sites, but such relict features do not sufficiently constimte
integrity of design, materials, or workmanship for the landscape as a
whole.
The Lms Christian Alstrom/Peter Stormer Farm is the bestpreserved example of a logging "company farm", a distinctive type
of agriculnval operation that played an important role in the island's
agricultural history for nearly a century. However, this property, too,
exhibits only a rnarpal level of historical integrity-nly
two
ruinous sauctures, a few apple trees, and some ornamental vegetation remain. Although the properties listed above do not appear to
be %ble for inclusion in the NRHP, they may possess interpretive
and aesthetic value as "discovery sites."

Cultural Landscape Maoagment Recommendations

Few landscapes within Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore
reveal the extent to which natural and cultural resources management are interrelated as clearly as North Manitou Island. A detailed
analysis of natural resources management on North Manitou is
beyond the scope of this report. Any discussion of the island
landscape, however, must address the issue of natural resources
management, because nature provides the basis for cultural landscapes. As stated by Sauer, "The natural landscape is ... of fundamental importance, for it supplies the materials out of which the
cultural landscape is formed."' Fuxthermore, resource managers
often perceive the goals of natural and cultural resources management to be incompatible. This is especially true in the case of North
Manitou Island, where documentation, evaluation, and management
of cultural resources appear to have been constrained by wilderness
management objectives. Nonetheless, natural processes are integral
to cultural landscapes, and management and intervention in those
processes are not in themselves antithetical to cultural resource
management The treatment and management of n a d and culm a 1 landscapes should be conceived in tandem.
Before describing treatment recommendations for specific
cultural resources, this chapter will examine the historical and
administrative contexts of resource management on the island. The
first part of this chapter offers a brief administrative history of
North Manitou Island. The second pan places the history of resource management on the island within the context of agency-wide
policies and legslated mandates, and includes a critique of some of

'

Sauer, ''The Motpho'ogJ' Of
Landscape," in LondandLYe:A Jeiecrion
f i the writ in^^ of Car/ OrCwitl Sauer,
ed, JohnLeighly(8erkeley,Ch:

U~vcrsi~ofCalifomiaPress,
1963),
343.
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the assumptions underlymg these strategies. The concluding section
describes recommended treatment approaches for specitic resources
on North Mamtou Island.

Creation ofSleepingBear Dunes National
Public interest in environmental conservation grew markedly during
the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s. The popularity of books
such as Rachel Carson's Silent Spring and Aldo Leopold's A Sand
Cozn&uAlmanac during this period reflected intense public concern
for the degrading effects that modern technology and development
were having on non-human nature. Leopold, in particular, made an
eloquent plea for the conservation of wild areas, and even identified
shorelines as especially endangered wilderness habitats. "One of the
fastest-shrinking categories of wdderness is coastlines," wrote
Leopold in A Sand Coznp Almanac. "No single kind of wilderness is
more intimately interwoven with history, and none nearer the point
of complete disappearan~e."~
Among other factors, interest in protecting endangered wild
areas, such as those evoked by Leopold, inspired the expansion of
the National Park Service (NPS) during the 1960s and early 1970s.
During the 1950s, administrators recognized that the agenq needed
to increase the environmental diversity of the national park system,
achieve better geographic dismbution, and improve secreation
opporomities in areas located proximate to metropolitan centers.
One result of the interest in protecting natural and recreational
lands along shorelines was a study of the Great Lakes region undertaken during the late 1950s. When the study was initiated, the only
significant NPS unit in the Great Lakes region was Isle Royde
National
Park in Lake Superior. The NPS study focused on the
' Aldo Leopold, A Sand Cow9
Almotiac; with E~igxon Commationfmm Great Lakes as recreation resources, and evaluated sites for potential national park deslgnation relative to their proximity to large
Rnmd Rim FjewYork: Ballantine
Books, 1966),266-267.
population centers, and the presence of outstanding natural features. The project culminated in a report published in 1960, Our
'Department of the Interior, National
Park Service, OurFourfhCoat: Great
Fourth Court: Great L k s Shoreline Recreation Area Sur~ey.~
Lokr Shoreke Reneation Ana Sum9
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Deparmenr of
the Interio~National Park Service,
1960).

Among many recommendations, Our Foutfh Coast recommended the consideration of five areas with 118 miles of shoreline
for possible inclusion in the NPS system. Sleeping Bear Dunes, one
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of the five areas endorsed by the report, was described as "one of the
outstanding recreation and natural areas on the Great Lakes," a
landscape of ". .. magnificent dunes, combined with the forestcovered Empire Dunes, the miles of excellent sand beaches, the old
beach h e s and pine and oak forests of the Platte P h s , the giant
cedars, dunes and gull colony of South Manitou Island, the bogs,
marches, lakes and streams of the area and the variety of birds and
wildlife . . .""
After more than a decade of study, Congress authorized the
establishment of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore on 21
October 1970. The legislation created a 71,000-acre preserve along
the northeastern shore of Lake Michgan to protect:

... certain outstanding natural features, includmg forests,
beaches, dune formations, and ancient g l a d phenomena ... along the mainland shore of Lake Michigan and
on certain nearby islands in Benzie and Leelanau Coun...
ties, Mic+
The 1970 legislation stated rhat such features "ought to be preserved in their natural setting and protected from developments and
uses which would destroy the scenic beauty and natural character of
the area . .. for the benefi\ inspiration, education, recreation, and
enjoyment of the public . .."6 The recreational emphasis of the
legislation reflected the perspective of the study from which it grew.
While protection of natural features was a primary goal of the
national lakeshore, accommodating recreation also was a prime
component of the management mandate. Establishment of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore thus reflected the dual purposes
of the National Park Service as defined in the Organic Act of 25
August 1916, which directs the agency to "conserve the scenery and
the natural and histonc objects and the wild life therein and to
provide for the enjoyment of the same in such a manner and by
such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of
future genemtions.'"
Consistent with the larger NPS mission, the Sleeping Bear
Dunes act contained provisions for specific types of active recreation, such as hunting and fishing, and instructed the N P S to
provide "scenic overlooks for public enjoyment and interpretation
of the national lakeshore and related features." The Act instructed
the National Park Senice to prepare a "land use and water use
management plan" to contain, among other items, speufic provisions for ''protection of scenic, scientitic, and historic features
conmbudng to public enjoyment" of the lakeshore. In addition,
within four years the Secretary of the Interior was instructed to
report to the president on the suitability of areas for wilderness or
potential wilderness designation! The agency's subsequent efforts to
identify and protect wilderness areas have profoundly influenced both
natural and cultural resources management w i t h the lakeshore.

"Ibi, 13.
j Sleeping Beer Duner NationalLnkerhon,
US. Code, vol. 4, sec 450~-1(1970).

' Ibid.
'?&fiona[PnrkSenice, U S . Code, vol. 4,
title 16, sec. 1 (1970).

Sleeping Beer Dlrne~NationalLakeshore,
Code,vol,4,sec,460x(1970), The
last mandatenoted above was
accordancewththe requl.ementsof the
Wilderness Act of 1964.
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Early NationalParkServicePlanning
The NPS complied with the admmistmtive mandates contained in
the enabling legislation by producing a Wildemess Study in 1974, a
Wildemess Recommendation in 1975, and a Scenic Road Study in
1977. An initial master plan, which had been prepared before
Sleeping Bear Dunes was offidally established in 1970, deiined
areas within the lakeshore that mexited consideration as potential
wilderness. The 1974 wilderness study was based on the recommendations in that plan. After a public hearing, the wilderness proposal
was revised and hnalized in 1975, in accordance with NPS "Depaxtmental Guidehnes for Wildemess Proposals," which had been
developed to ensure agency-wide compliance with the Wildemess
Act of 1964.9 The 1975 recommendation concluded that none of
the lands of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore was eQble
for designation as wilderness. Howmer, the report stated that
"nearly all of North and South Manitou Islands and four areas on
the mainland will quallfy for wilderness desgnation if and when
they become federal lands and nonconforming uses are terminated."
On North Manitou Island, the 1975 "potential wilderness" recommendation encompassed 14,400 acres, excluding 52 acres for the
future development of visitor fad line^!^

'Department of the Interior, National
Pnrk Service, ''Departmental Guidelines
for Wddemess Proposals" 24June
1972.

In 1977 the NPS determined.that the initial master plan
developed for the kkeshore was obsolete because most of the land
within the lakeshore boundaries had been acquired and because
"more was known about the area's resources, and the public's
perception of the national lakeshore's role in the region had
changed."" Consequently, the agency began preparing a new general
management plan (GMP) for the lakeshore, a process that was
completed in 1979. The GMP set the course for all future planning
and development activities within the lakeshore. The plan was
orgamzed into four topical sections: visitor use, natural and cultural
resources management, management zoning, and general development. The management zoning and general development components of the GMP were presented in maps.

Although North Manitou Island had not been acquired by
~ ,future development and management
the National Park S ~ M Cits
was integrated into the GMP planning process. The island played a
'' Depamnent of the Interior, National
Park Service, Fiml W&ierness hammenah- prominent role in the GMP's visitor use concept, which distinguished between two basic types of visitor experiences: isolated,
t i n s Shping Bear Dunes Nabnal
Lokerhore, Michigm (Empire, Mich.:
seasonal use, and more diverse, intensive uses focused on year~ l e e p i n ~ ~~e ua nr e s ~ a d o n a l
round interpretive and recreational facilities. Development of the
L*eshore,September 1975),
31.
Manitou islands was oriented toward the "seasonal use" end of the
" Depanment of theinterior,National
continu-. As summarized in the GMp:
'3

3''

Park Service, GnreralManagementPhn:
S(e@i~g
Bear Dunes NrrtronalLokeshon,
,Vlich&n (Denver:Department of the
Interior,NationalPark Service, October
1979), 1.

The islands will be managed as isolated, seasonal use
areas, with access by boat (the islands are inaccessible
December through March); hiking will be the primary
means of esploring and discovering their resources; and
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solitude, remoteness, and self-reliancewill be the principal
elements of the visitor experience."
The Sleeping Bear Dunes GMP assumed that most visitors
would be attracted to the lakeshore primarily by its recreational
resources. Visitors would come "to camp, clunb the dunes, hike and
ski the trails, boat and fish, and dnve through the picturesque
countryside to scenic over100ks."'~ In accordance &th the presumed
recreational focus of park visitors, the NPS proposed a program
based on broad interpretive concepts such as "the glacial origins of
the land and lakes." l4 Beyond a general focus on geologic history,
the interpretive program was to emphasize the interlinkage of
natural and human history:
Nawal history and human history are inseparable parts
of the interpretive story: The story of the many landforms and natural environments, which combine to
make a scenically diverse and interesting terrain, are
compiemented by the history of settlement and the use
of the land and water. Together these elements make up
a story of human adaptation to and influence on the
natural environment.. .. The linking of past, present and
future should be stressed ...I5
Counter to this interpretive approach, and in contrast to other areas
of the lakeshore, the interpretive program for North Manitou Island
was to be much more subdued and substantially limited in scope.
The GMP stated:
The primitive character of this island-its inaccessibility, lack of development, and relatively large size
(14,753 acres)-will be emphasized. Essential aspects
of the visitor experience will be a h@ degree of solitude, a feeling of self-reliance, and a sense of exploration.. .. Limited orientation and interpretive aids will be
provided to encourage a different type of experience for
visitors, one that will be based on an individual's skills at
getting around."
The GMP proposed little development on the island, which was to
encompass only a minimal trail system, a docking fadlity at the
village, and adaptive use of the life saving station for basic a
h
trative functions.
On nearby South Manitou Island, "a sense of discovery and a
feeling of solitude" also was intended to be "integral to the visitor
experience." In contrast to the situation on North Manitou Island,
however, South Manitou was thought to possess "well-preserved
examples of man's [sic] former presence that have withstood the
" Ibid., 3.
forces of nature." On South Manitou, such "examples of man's
')
Ibid., 5.
former presence" were thought to enhance the overall visitor
experience, and justified an interpretive program that was somewhat '"bid, 6 .
"Ibid., 5.
more intensive. The development of interpretive aids was considered appropriate on South Manitou Island, where " the sense of
l6
Ibid, 7.
-

-
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exploration should increase as visitors move inland through the fallow

farmlands."
While much of South Manitou also was designated as
"potential wilderness," the GMP excluded a corridor through the
wildemess areas for public transportation. The plan proposed a
museum to interpret the history of fishing, logging, and agriculture
on the island, a public transportation system using horse-drawn
wagons, a conducted tour, and reuse of existing farm structures for
NPS seasonal housing." The GMP called for some of the former
agricultural fields on South Manitou I s h d to be maintained, a
management approach that was more akin to proposals for certain
areas on the mainland.'s
During the GMP planning process the NPS also reviewed
the 1975 Wilderness Recommendation, and consequently determined that one of the five areas origvlally recommended for "potential wilderness" was unsuitable due to its small area, nearby activities, and potential use. The GMP recommended that the 1975
Wilderness Recommendation be updated and submitted to Congress. Accordingly, a revised wilderness recommendation for the
lakeshore was 6nalwed in 1981. Among other changes, the 1981
" Ibid., 7-8.
Wilderness Recommendation increased the area of "potential.
'' Ibid., 11, 13. Although the majority of wilderness" on Noah Manitou Island to 14,726 acres. Whereas the
agricultural lands on the maiokad were 1975 recommendation had proposed a 52-acre wilderness exclusion,
slated to be "returned to a nahual
the revised 2981 recommendation stated that 27 acres would be
condition andmanagedin accordance
''sufficient for a docking facility, limited [visitor] orientation, and
with National Park Servlcewilderness
S
ww consistent with the "primitive
interpretive aids."" T ~ I change
policies," the "interesting farmsteads
character"
and
"lack
of
development"
that the General Manageand pastoral scenes" of c&
drsmns
were to be maintained "to enhance the
ment Plan emphasized in regard to N o d Manitou Island. Likewise,
sceiic dnving opportunities and to
the potential wildemess area on South Manitou I s h d was manipuallow for the iaterpretation of agricdlated to achieve the intended visitor experience of "a sense of
malpractices."
discovery and a fee& of solitude" amidst "well-preserved exI 9 Depamnmt of the Interior, National
amples of man's former presence" in the landscape. Until Congress
Park Service, Wi~iiernersRPcommendatiorr:
formally acted on the revised recommendation, however, all potenSbping Bear Dwnei Notional Ldeshore
tial wilderness areas in the lakeshore were to be managed as desig(Empire, ivlich. Sleeping Bear Duaes
nated
wilderness.
National Lakeshore,Januaq 1981),8.
Most of the reduction in the wilderness
exclusiun acreagewas achieved because
the 1975 had considered a group
campground facility to be part of the
future development on No& Manitou
Island. By the time the G W was
completedin 1979, this campground
f a d t y was no longer considered
necessary or desirable.

During its public review period, the revised wilderness
recommendation received support from many regional and state
conservation orgamzations. Most groups, like the Mackinac Chapter
of the Sierra Club, supported the NPS proposal to maintain the
lakeshore's wilderness areas, including the islands, in a "wild and
natural state." In her comments, the chapter's field representative
added that "we also recognize the unique cultural and historical
features such as the village on South Manitou Island and the various
Jane E. Elder, Field Represmtatme,
maritime and agricultural sites within the Lakeshore. Preservation
Sierra Club, ivkckinac Chapter, to
and interpreration of these features in a manner which is nonSuperintendent, Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, 13 September 1979, commercial and has minimal impact on surrounding natural features
is appr~priate."'~
Preservation of South M d t o u Island's cultural
inNational ParkService, W i h e s s
Recommdo!zon, Januaq 1981,123-124. resources also garnered support from the Benzie Audubon Club, and
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the Miclugan United Conservation Clubs (MUCC), which characterized the island as "a storehouse of Midugan's history, from the tiny
village of South Manitou on its eastern shore to the now abandoned
farms located in the interior." On South Manitou, the MUCC
supported a "balance between interpretation and wilderness experience.""
The North Manitou Island recommendations inspired
considerably less attention from reviewers. The MUCC objected to
the proposed NPS wildemess management philosophy, instead
c h g for the island to be managed as "semi-wilderness." The
AIUCC advocated greater manipulation of island wildlife populations in order to preserve it as "a truly wild place" open to sportsmen for hunting and hshing. However, conservation organizations
generally suppo&ed wilderness management for all but i 7 acres of
the island. In a more general comment, the Detroit Audubon Society
suggested that "man-made [sic] structures .. . be permitted to
deteriorate rather than be removed unless they represent an attractive nuisance or potential hazard to park visitors .. ." With this
notable exception, "examples of man's former presence" on North
Manitou Island, went largely ignored by cornmentors.
The Wilderness Recommendation &ahzed by the NPS in
1981 consisted of five potential wildemess units totaling approximately 24,000 acres. North Manieou Island was the largest unit
within the lakeshore, followed by the 4,186-acre Otter Creek unit.u
The U.S. House Subcommittee on Public Lands and National Parks
reviewed the entire Sleeping Bear Dunes wilderness recommendation in 1982. Later that year the subcommittee accepted the Wilderness Recommendation and incorporated it into an amendment to
Although
the Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore
Congress did not formally act upon the 1981 Wilderness Recommendation, the amendment stipulated that the areas described in the
1981 report were to be maintained in their "presently existing
wilderness character and potential for inclusion in the National
Wilderness System," untd Congress determined 0thenvise.2~
Two
years later, the NPS assumed management of North iL1anitou Island
in accordance with this congxessional rnandate.z5

DevebpmentandhterprM0n Ckmxpts for
North W~OU
Island
Shortly after taking possession of North Manitou Island, the National
Park Service began developing specific development and interpretive
plans for the island. National Park Service historian David L. Fritz
compiled a "&tory Data Report" for the island in 1987, the same
year that the NPS completed a draft Development Concept Plan/
Interpretive Prospicms (DCPIIP) for North Manitou. The DCPIIP
described in greater detail the facilities, trail system disposition of
buildmgs, campsite managemenL and wilderness boundaries outlined

Wihes,
~ m m m e ~ ~ ~ o n , J a n u a117;
ry~98~,
Raymond Rustem, Northem Mclugan
F i e l d R e ~ r e s e n m t i v e ~ MUnited
w
to
Supedntendent,
Consenmion
Sleepmg Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, 12December 1978,in
National Pa& S e ~ c eWifderness
,
RecomnrenLrion,January 1981,127-129.
2, NationalParkSeroice,

nNadonalparkS-cg

~

i

Re~wmmenLhon,
January1981.O n South

Manitou Island, 145 aues were excluded
from wilderness designation.

Sbing Bear Danes NalionalLkeshon,
US. Code,vol. 4, title 16,sec.460x-15
(i982).

" Ibid
on No*
The last
land
and South Mamcou Islands sold their
properdes totheNationalPark
1984,~here
remained one
"seasonal residentid retention" on each
island
21
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in the lakeshore's GMP.The DCP/IP also induded more-detailed
descriptions of the island's resources.
As part of previous planning efforts, the NPS had completed
an inventory of structures and buildings on North Manitou Island in
1979. This s w e y data, along with the "History Data Report"
prepared by David L. Fritz, served as the basis for evaluating the
historical stgDlhcance of cultural resources on the island. As reflected in the DCP/IP, however, the fate of most of these resources
appeared to be predetermined by the 1981 Wilderness Recommendation. The NPS viewed the congressionally-mandated wilderness
management of all but 27 acres of the island as "sgmficantly
limiting the options for historic structures management."26Such a
constraint seemed unimuortant however. because the island's
history was viewed as unremarkable, and inconsequential in its
i m p ~on
t the landscape. "Except for previous logging and some
agricultural use," remarked the DCP/IP in a self-contradictory
statement, "North Manitou Island is predominantly undisturbed,
with an extensive beech/maple forest, wave-cut and shorehe
bluffs, perched dunes, lakes, cedar trees, and an introduced whitetailed deer population.'"
Comparison with South Man~touIsland served as a primary
basis for jusafying the North Manitou development and interpretive
concept outlined in the DCP/IP:
The natural and cultural resources and lustory story are
largely similar on North and South hlanitou islands.
Rather than provide similar experiences on both islands,
the GMP emphasizes interpretive and day use activities
on South Manitou Island and primitive ovenught use on
North Manitou Island.''
Most certainly, this statement neither reflected the chronicle of
human history presented in David L. Fritz's "History Data Report,"
nor did it acknowledge
" that the GMPs Noah Manitou Island
interpretive concept was generated several years before Fritz's
report had been written. Instead, the DCP/IP uncritically reiterated
the GMP's visitor use concept for North Manitou Island, of "a
primitive experience emphasizing solitude, a feeling of self-reliance,
and a sense of exploration." No on-site interpretive center was
proposed, and no more than three wayside exhibits were to be
Department of thelntenor, National
installed on the island. Minimal interpretation was to be offered
Park Ser~ce,Dmbpment ConceptP/nH/
through publications that would provide backcountry etiquette and
Interpretiwe Prorpechrr, N o d M d o u
safety information, and a more comprehensive gulde to include
Irhd,Sheping Bcm DunesNutio~nl
Lzkeibore, Michid# (Empire, Mich.
"interpretation of natural history and some mention of the island's
SleepingBear Dunes Nahonal
human hstory."" Only the buildings of the lifesaving station, the
Lakeshore, 5 November 1987),2.
s a w and the village barn-all of which were considered both
" Ibid.,7.
historically significantt and useful--were to be preserved. The plan
lbid.,20
considered the other structures on the island to be "visual intru" Ibid.
sions," and called for them to "deteriorate naturally: or to be
rem~ved.)~
'0 Ibid.. 30.
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During preparation of the North Manitou Island DCP/IP,
the National Park Senrice determined that six properties appeared
to be e b b l e for inclusion in the National Register of Historic
Places: the lifesaving station complex; the Katie Shepard summer
hotel and cottage; the MIA sawmill; the MIA village barn; the MIA
west-side barn, and the Bournique place. The trea&ents of removal
or neglect proposed in the DCP/lP for the Katie Shepard Hotel,
MLA west-side barn, and the Boumique Place clearly conficted with
the U.S. Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Historic Preservation Projects. Consequently, the NPS consulted with the Michtgan
State Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation. They developed a Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement (PMOA) that W e d the agency's legal requirement under the NHPA, and allowed the structures to become
mold&g ruins after they were documented according to Historic
American Buildmgs Survey (HABS) guidelines. The PMOA was
executed in July 1987."
The North Manitou Island DCP/IP was presented for public
review in 1987, along with similar plans for Glen Haven on the
mainland. The ~ l e n ~ a v propobals
en
amacted considerable public
interest, whereas the North Manitou plan drew comparably fewer
comments. Rita Hadra Rusco, who arguably knew the North
Manitou landscape and its histoty better than any other constituent,
advocated preservation and interpretation of the island's cultural
resources. Rusco protested the overt neglect of human history on
North Manitou ~sland,and instead recommended a gulded vehicle
tour, similar to that intended for South Manitou Island. Rusco
suggested that the interpretive tour should extend along a "historic
corridor" from the village to the island cemetery, the Bournique
place, Nerknd/Anderson house, the Alstrom homestead, and the
More typical, however, were the
west-side locatim of Cre~cent.~'
comments of the Mackinac Chapter of the Sierra Club, which
supported the draft DCP/IP and urged the National Park Service to
quickly implement wilderness management techniques on the
island?' The DCP/IP for North Manitou Island was formally approved by the NPS in November 1987.
Although the NPS had been implementingwilderness management techniques since it assumed control of the island in 1984,
strict enforcement of these restrictions did not begin until 1987.94
Thereafter, management of the island's resources has remained
consistent with techniques mandated in Chapter 6, 'Wilderness
Preservation and Management," in NPS Managemerit Po(icees (1988). In
accordance with NPS policies, management techniques in wilderness
areas must comply with the "minimum tool" principle, which dictates
that only minimal jnterventions may be undertaken, and these must be
implemented by the least intrusive method, regardless of whether or
not it is the most economical method.)' For example, the use of
mechanized equipment in the potential wildemess area of North

Ibid., 28-29. Since they initially were
developed in 1976, the "US. Secretary of
the interior's Standards for Historic
PreservationProjectS'have constituted
the primary code of professional ethics
and working prinaples for preservation
activities in thr United States. In 1992
the standards were revised and re-titled
'TleSecretary of thelntenois Standards for the Treatment of Hxtoric
Properdes."
Rita Hadra Rusco to Superintendent,
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, 23 June 1987,inDepartment
of the Intedor,National Park Senice,
Tublic ResponseReport for theDraft
Noah Manitou Island Development
Concepr Plan and the Draft Glen Haven
development Concept Plan/Interpretive
Prospectus!Environmental Assessme* SleepingBear DunesNational
Lakeshoore" (Denver. National Park
Service, September 1987),n.p.
'2

"Ann Wiowode, Maddnac Chapter.

Sierra Club, to Supedntenden~Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore, 21 July
1987,in NadonalParkSeroice, "Public
Response Report:' n.p.
Acdng Director, NationalParkSerolce,
'Xotice: Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, Implementation of
Wddemess Management," signed 11
March 1987,on tiie at SleepingBear
Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire,
Mich. Implementation of wilderness
management techniques on South
lllanitou Island began in 1982.

" Depamnent of the Interior, National
Park Service, Muna~eementPodcies:
Muno~ementof the NationaI Park system
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
the Jnterior,National Park S e ~ c e ,
1988),6:4-5.
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Manitou is prohibited, "except as necessary to meet minimum National Park Service admimstrative requirements and/or emergency
situations." 36 Administrative facilities are likewise k t e d to the
"types and minimum number essential to preserve wiIderness character or values or essential to ensure public safety.""
The year 1994 represents an important turning point in the
history of the cultural resources management on North Manitou
Island. An NPS proposal to install a photovoltaic (PV) array on the
island sparked controversy about the design and location of such a
facility, and refocused public attention on the island's cultural
resources. After considering additional historical information, the
Michgan State Historic Preservation Officer determined that the
buildings comprising the MIA farm complex and Cottage Row
appeared be e b b l e for inclusion in the National Register of Historic PlacesP8Also in 1994, a reevaluation of the U.S. Life Saving
Service (USLSS) complex occurred when historical research determined that the beach can house on North Manitou Island was an
1854 volunteer rescue s t a t i o n 4 nationally s e c a n t resource.
The USLSS complex was determined to be elqble for designation
as a National Historic Landmark.
As noted in the North Manitou DCP/IP, smct interpretation
of, and adherence to, NDS wilderness management poliaes would
seem to "sigdtcantly limit" the treatment options for c u l d
resources on the island. However, it is important to recognize that
such limitations, whether they be statutory or conceptual, are
artifacts of the presumed opposition of wilderness and cultural
landscapes. Such limitations thus reflect a fundamental assumption
of NPS management philosophy: the disjuncture of human and
non-human nature. "Limitations" are a consequence of this disjuncture, and are accordingly mamfest in both wilderness and cultural
landscape management strategies. Indeed, depending on the context,
cultural landscape management techniques may be every bit as
"limiting" when in reference to wilderness management options. The
following sections explore these issues further.

-

)'Acdng Director. "Notice: .. .Lnplementation of Wilderness m management."
" National

Park Service,Manugement

PoIcies, 6:s.
Michigan State Wstoric Presemation
Officer to RegMnal Historian, ~Wdwest
Region, NadonalPark Service, 7 October
1994,SLBE;Mic*
State Historic
Preservation Officer to Superintendent,
SleepingBear Dunes National
Lakeshore, 1December 1994, SLBE.
j8
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NPS C t z m LANDSCAPES
MANAGEMENT
Statutory and Policy Framework
In 1966, Congress enacted the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA), which established most of the nation's federal preservation programs and policies. Passage of the NHPA was, in part, a
reaction to widespread loss and destruction of historic sites across
the United States. Most current National Park Service policies for
managing cultural resources stem from mandates contained in the
NHPA of 1966, and as revised by subsequent amadrnents. The
keystone of federal cultural resources management polides is the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) program, which was
described in Chapter Five. The NRHP provides managers with a
framework for idenufying and evaluating s~gruticantcultural properties. Once identitied, the treatment of resources is gulded by approaches established by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior, as mandated by the NHPA of 1966, as amended.39
First published in 1976, the Secretary of the Interior's
professional standards for historic preservation projects have been
utilized extensively for public and private sector preservation
activities throughout the country. In 1992 the standards were
revised and republished as the "Secretary of the Interior's Standards
for the Treatment of Historic Properties." The standards are organized accordmg to four levels of treatment-preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction. Each treatment approach is
desrgned to be applicable to all of the various types of historic
properties recognized by the National Register of Historic Places:
buildings, sttuctures, sites, objects, districts, and landscapes.

Culturd ResourcesManagement: Conventions of
Interpretationand Practice
Of the four treatment levels defined by the Secretary of the Interior,
"preservation" is the most conservative approach, emphasizing the
retention of the greatest amount of historic material. Properties that
retain an exceptionally h ~ g hdegree of historical integrity are often
assigned this level of treatment. A "preservation" treatment also may
be applied when there is insufficient documentation to support
restoration or reconstruction, or when more intensive treatments
would damage the integrity of the resource or h s h its interprelive value. Today, restoration and reconstruction typically are undertaken only when extensive documentation of the resource's past form
exists, and when the replacement of missing elements or the loss of
features from other periods in the property's history is absolutely
essential to interpreting the historical sigrdicance of the property.
Rehabilitation, a treatment that occupies a middle ground between
preservation and restoration, is probably the most common treatment
approach. Rehabilitation allows the retention (and in some cases,
-
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restoration) of a property's character-definingfeatures, while making
the property functional for contemporary uses. Although each treatment-approach is distinctive in putpose and methods, all share an
underlying goal of not arresting change altogether, but rather directing change so as to maintain conthuity of a historic property's
physicalintegrity and associativevalue(s). The four approaches simply
differ in the manner in which they seek to manage change.

In determining an appropriate treamnt for a historic resource, managers balance many factors, including a property's relative
historical sipiicance, its hstorical integrity and current physical
condition, its geographical context, the extent and reliability of
historical documentation, and the property's interpretive potential. A
number of technical and functional issues also are taken into account,
such as the property's use, management and maintenance requirements,
accessibility constraints,health and safety considerations,
* Charles A. B i b a u m , ed., with
.~
Chdstine Capeta Peters, The Secretary oj environmental protection requirements, and energy e f f i ~ e n e yFor
the Izterior'r Standardrfbr Hisforic
complex resources, like cultural landscapes, a combination of more
keremction Pmjetctr wfh Gui2eL:neiforthe than one treatment approach may be employed. Treaunent approaches
Treatment $ Cullural L~ldrcoper
may ddfer according to the integrity of various landscape elements, or
(Washington, D.C.: U.S.Department of
the contemporary function of the landscape as a whole or its compothe Interior,NationalParkService,
nent
landscapes. In each case, however, cultural resource managers
1996),6-11.
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must address the fundamental problem of how to best achieve a
balance between continuity and change.
Treatment of cultural resources within units of the National
Park Service is directed by guidehes contained in chapter 5 of NPS
Mana~meentPoliie~(1988) and NPS-28, Cz(Ltz(ra1Refourre Maitagement
Guideline, Release No. 4, 1994, National Park Ser~ice.4~
In strildng a
sustainable equilibrium between historical continuity and change,
one of the key issues that cultural landscape managers must consider is the role played by natural processes. Although such considerations typically are associated with "natural resources management,'' maintaining the functional integrity of natural systems and
protecting natural resources from degradation or loss are important
factors in cultural landscape managemenf as well.

NPS WILDERNESS
MANAGEMENT
Statutory and Policy Framework
In the United States, one of the most important accomplishments in
the realm of environmental conservation a-as enactment of the
Wilderness Act of 1964. The intent of the Wilderness Act was to
"assure that an increasing population, accompanied by expanding
settlement and growing mechanization, does not occupy and mod$
all areas within the United States and its possessions, leaving no
lands designated for preservation and protection in theit natural
~ o n d i t i o n . ' 'accomplish
~~~
this end, the Act established a National
Wilderness Preservation System, which was to consist of federdyowned areas that were designated by Congress as "wilderness areas."
Among other criteria, wilderness areas were required to be roadless
areas of at least five thousand conttguous acres. The Act instructed
the Secretaq of the Interior to review all such areas within the NPS
system and report to the President on the suitability for preservation
as wilderne~s.4~

' NadondParkService~Mma~ement
Pohn'es, 51-15; Department of the
Interior, h'ationd Park Service,NPS-28,
Cult*rd Resoune MM(Igeme,lf Guidesne,
&lea, No. 4 w s b g t o n , D.c.:
US.
Depanment of theInterior,National
ParkSefice, 1994).
" Wih'ernesiAdof 1964, US.Codr, vol.
4,titlelG. sec. 1131(a) (1970).
I&d.,secs.ll3l(cj,1132(cj.

Treatment of wildemess areas in the national park system is
currently guided by Chapter 6 of the NPS Managemmt Pofin'e~(1988)
and by directives such as NPS-77: NatlsraL ~esozrcesMasagement
Guidefine (1991), which interpret the management and accountability
mandates imposed by the 1964 Wilderness Act. The NPS Management Poficies "constitutes the basic Servicewide policy document and,
as such provides the overall foundation for management actions
within the Service." The N P S gtudelines are intended to provide
more detailed interpretation of the management policies, and to
help NPS managers "implement policy consistently on a
Servicewide basis." 44

" Department of the Interior, National
Park Service,NPS-77: NufwuIResoums
Managemmt GwihLne (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior,
NationalParkSemice, 1991), 1:4. Toe
National Pa& Service currently ir,
reviewing and updatingits wilderness
managementpolides. This effort is
being coordinatedby the National
Wilderness Steedng Committee, and
wiU result in the implementation of
new agency-wideWddemess Guidelines.
A draft of the revised guidelines, which
was ckculatedfor review duriog mmmer
1997,identified cultural resources as a
"cridcal issue," and may ~ aa change
l
in direction in terms of dhlral
resources and wilderness management
philosophy. SeeNational Wilderness
Stewjng Committee, 'Draft N P S
Wdderness Guidelines," 14 May 1997.

National park units typically are divided into distinct,
standardized management districts that relate to the predominant or
most hghly-valued character of a particular area, e.g., natural,
c
u
l
w or s p e d use zones. In natural zones, "the pnmary objective of management is to protect the natural resources and values in
as natural a condition as possible, while allowing for their enjoyment
by current generations and ensuring their availability for future
generations." To this end, natural resources management may
"maintain, restore, and perpetuate" the "inherent inte@ty" of
namal environments "which are evolving through natural processes
minimally influenced by humans."45The NPS defmcs "natural
resources" to include physical elements such as "native plants and
animals, water, air, so&, topographic features, geologic features,
paleontologc resources:' and also less tangible qualities as "natural
quiet, and clear night skies." NPS management policies further
d e h e "natural conditions" to mean "those that would have existed
today in the absence of the effects of European man [~ic].""~

The NPS partitions natural resource management into six
major activities: (1) research; (2) miagation of potential and realized
adverse effects of humans (which encompasses preservation and
restoration activities); (3) monitoring; (4) protection; (5) interpretadon, and (6) adrmnistration. The cunent NPS-77: Natural Resoarces
Management Gdcidefine notes that wilderness generally occurs in areas
designated, for management purposes, as "natural" zones, although
h t e d acreage may exist in cultural or s p e d use zones." NPS
management emphasizes the "scientific value" of wilderness areas,
which presumably is derived "from their undisturbed natural condition and from the wealth of biological diversity they c ~ n t a i n . " ~
*National Padr Service, hPS-77,l:l-2.
Each unit of the national park system is mandated to develop a
* Ibid., 1:1,3.
wilderness management plan, and to appoint a wilderness manage" Ibid., 4:lO.
ment coordinator who is responsible for developing and Lnplement"[bid., 4:lO.
ing the plan. The park superintendent is ultimately accountable for
"A separate plan is not required for
ensuring that the plan complies with the Wilderness Act. In addiareas where wilderness designation is
tion, all plans must be reviewed and approved by the regonal and
pending in Congress. In such situations
Washington, D.C., offices of the
the recommendatiooprovides the
management duection. This is the case
at Sleepiug Bear Dunes.
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Wdderness Management:Conventionsof

InterpretationandPractice
Consideration of cu1tura.I resources, as implied in the language of
the 1964 Wilderness Act and, consequently, as considered in NPS
wilderness management policies, is ambiguous. The NTS wilderness
management approach seems to leave little room for cultural resource preservation, stating unequivocally that "only those practices
compatible with preservation of wilderness values are permissible"
within wilderness areas, and allowing for the maintenance of "only
those structures necessary for meeting the putposes of maintaining
the enduing resource of wilderness."jOHuman-made structures are
permitted within wilderness areas only if they meet the "minimum
tool" requirement, i.e., the "minimum necessary for health and
safety" of wilderness visitors or the protection of resources. Fa&ties that exceed the "minimum tool" uitezia are to be removed, and
the site "restored to its natural state."s1 The gmdelines make some
accommodation of "small boat docks, water guzzlers and primitive
shelters," however, a specific provision for the retention of these
elements must be included in the proposed legslation for the
wilderness area. Landscape management practices such as controlled buming also must be spea6caUy mentioned." The NPS
Management Policies advise that if the preservation of a historic
feature "would result in the imprint of man's work being substantially noticeable, . . . the feature should not be included in wildernes~."~~
Although the pdelines recommend that areas containing
s@cant cultural resources should not be des~gnatedas wilderness
areas, the practice of designating "altered lands" (i.e., cultural
landscapes) as "potential wilderness," increases the likeLhood that
s@cant
cultural resources may be subjected to wilderness management policies. For management purposes, "altered lands" are
defined as "lands that have been logged, farmed, grazed, or otherwise utilized in ways not involving extensive development or
alteration of the landscape." Such lands may be "considered for
wilderness if at the time of study the effects of these activities are
substantially unnoticeable or their wilderness character could be
restored through appropriate management actions."s4
The p r i m q management goal in "potential dderness"
areas is the eluntnation of the conditions that preclude wilderness
designation. Strict adherence to &s approach would seem to doom
many cultural resources within wilderness and potential wilderness
areas. However, the NPS Management Polibes states that:

... an area that amacts visitors primarily for the enjoyment of sotinide and unconhed recreation in a ptimirive setting may also contain historic features and still be
included in wilderness. Typical histotic features that may
be included are archaeological sites, historic trails, travel

N~auonalPark Service,NPS-77,4:10.

jQ

5'

Ibid., 415.

"Ibid.,4:16.
'j

Ibid, 6:2-3.

"Ib;d, 6:2.

routes, battle sites, and minor structures. Historic trails
may serve and be maintained as part of the wilderness
trail system. However, if the planned scope and standard
of maintenance would result in the imprint of man's
work being substantially noticeable, the trail or other
feature should not be included in wildernes~.~~
The current policies assert that the maintenance of historic features
in wilderness areas shall "comply with cultural resource protection
policies," and that cultural resource protection objectives may
legitimize the maintenance of an elrisdng shelter.i6Furthermore,
wilderness management plans, which are mandatory for all wilderness units within the NPS system, are required to contain ". ..
measurable management oblecuves that address the preservation of
wilderness-dependent mlbral and natural resources and values .
Most s@cantly,
the policies state that historic resources within
wilderness areas shall be "protected and maintained using methods
that are consistent with the preservation of wilderness character
and values and cultural resource protection
The content and tone of most wilderness management
policies and guidelines indeed suggest that wilderness designation
limts culmal resource management (CRh.I) in wilderness areas. As
the above citations demonstrate, however, the existing policies do
not oumght preclude the protection and management of cultural
resources within wilderness areas. A directive in the revised NF'S
wilderness guidelines, which currently are in draft form, provides an
even stronger impetus for cultural resources management within
wilderness areas:

NPS managers shall maintam an affirmative cultural
resource management program in wilderness.. .. The
cultural resource management tasks within wilderness
are the same as those elsewhere, but these sites must
additionally be treated in a manner sensitive to wilderness resources and characteti9
Rather than "s@cantly
limiting" cultural resource management,
the guidelines imply that preservation interventions should be
limited in scope by the minimum tool principle, and that spedhc
treatment techniques should respect wilderness values. Therefore,
resource managers q h t strive accordingly for a compromise
treatment between wilderness and cultural resource management
objectives.

5'

Ibid.,6:2-3.
Ibid.., 6:5,7.

j'

Ibid.., 6:4. Text italicizedby authors.

js

Ibid., 6:5.

j5

National Wilderness Steering
Committee, "DraftkTS Wilderness
Guidelines," 141% 1997,lj.

I'

The extent to which cultural resoutce management is limited
in wilderness areas may derive more from the ways in which wilderness management polides are customarily interpreted, than from the
actual content of the polices themselves. Such management policies, after all, provide only guidance, and are necessarily open to
interpretation as specific circumstances warrant. One might reasonably suggest, therefore, that cultural resource management within
wilderness areas should take into account the sqgdicance, condi-
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tion, interpretive value, and research potential of individual cultural
resources, as well as the distinctive wilderness values of the area.
Certainly. management decisions should not be made before all
available data about the impacted resources have been considered.

Some Ideological Dimensions ofCurrent

Management C o d c t s
The fate of North Manitou Island's cultural landscapes is bound up
in questions of appropliate management strategies for resources in
wilderness areas. Nl'S wilderness management policies reflect an
ambiguous, if not ambivalent or hostile, atdtude toward cultural
resources, or "examples of man's presence" in the landscape. At the
other end of the management spectrum, the legislated mechanisms
for historic preservation seem to provide little accommodation of
wild nature and wilderness values. The central dilemma encountered
in places like North Manitou Island is that the current institutional
and legal framework for both wilderness preservation and historic
preservation are predicated on landscape ideals that do not exist in
reality. The 1964 Wilderness Act posits an imaginary, wild landscape
that is totally free of human influence, and represents wilderness as
something that exists completely outside of, and forever separate
from, humanity. In contrast, the policies and regulations promulgated by the National Park Service under the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 r e c o p e only those parts of the world
that, to borrow the terminology of the Wilderness Act, bear the
"imprint of man [sic]." The conventional approach to cultural
resource management has emphasized human works to an extent
that leaves little room for those elements of the landscape that exist
outside the human realm. Both viewpoints essentially deny that
humans are part of nature.
The presumed alienation of humanity from the rest of
nature is evident in the language of the 1964 Wilderness Act,
whereby "natural condition" is dehned in opposition to human
civilization. The Act states that a wilderness area is:

.. . in contrast with those areas where man [sic] and his
own works dominate the landscape, . .. an area where
the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by
man, where man himself is a visitor who does not
remain.''
As this passage demonstrate, there is a strong aesthetic basis to the
Wilderness Act. An area that has been utilized or modified by
humans (i.e., a cultural landscape) may be considered for wilderness
designation if it ". . . generally appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's [sic] work
substantially unnoticeable ..."" The definition thus emphasizes how a
landscape is perceived by a viewer, rather than inuinsic qualities of
wildness. This definition also is essentially anti-historical because it
effectively denies that such landscapes have a human history. As

Code,vol,
a Wi(dme,,Acto/ 1964,
4, title 16, ,,,. 1131(c)
. . (1970).
.
,

WiyCme,,Artof 1964, US,~ ~
4, tide 16, s e ~11
. jI(c) (1970).Text
italtclzedby authors.

~
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noted by environmental historian William Cronon and others, the
popular conception of wilderness, which is reflected in the language
of the Wilderness Act, incorporates a kind of m y h c timelessness,
and a denial of human history."
This ahistorical quality of the wildemess definition is not
just an ideological issue, for it also is incorporated into National
Park Service wilderness policies. For example, NPS-77: Nattral
Resotlrces Management Gtn'hine (1991), deftnes "natural conditions" as
"those that would have existed today in the absence of the effects
of European man
Landscapes that have been utilized by
Euro-Americans, according to this d e m o n , exhibit "unnatural"
conditions. In practice, such a defmition essendy entails a
reconceptualization of the landscape's history to exclude the actmities and impacts of Euro-Americans. Thus, landscapes that were
created by humans are interpreted as embodying non-human nature.
Yet the viewpoint reflected in historic preservation practice
is nearly as static and, ironically, as ahistorical as that of the Wilderness Act. The objective of many cultural resource management
interventions is to reverse deterioration caused by natural processes
and prevent further decay. However, in preserving, restoring, or
recreating the appearance of an earlier era, the passage of dme and
the effects of natural processes are denied. The management goal is
to perpetuate the resource in a particular "historical" state for as
long as possible. Taken to the extreme, resources are represented as
existing in a state of timelessness, reflecting the era and cultural
milieu in which they were produced, rather than the current moment. Other treatments, such as rehabilitation, allow for m a t e d
alterations in order to accommodate change, but nonetheless seek to
perpetuate certain physical characteristics, and remain hostile to the
deteriorating processes of nature.

"

W i Cronon, 'The Trouble with
Wddemess," in W ~ a m
Cronon, ed.,
Uncommon Gmund Toward &inventing
Nature (NewYork: W W Norton,
1995), 76-80.

When one considers both of these resource management
strategies, other commonalties become apparent. Enacted within
only two years of each other, both acts express a pessimistic outlook on the environmental effects of human activities in a modem
technological society. Both wilderness and cultural resource preservation effectively employ the " h u m impact" concept: preservation of the resource is of the utmost imortance.
and measures are
L
undertaken to ensure that human actions have minimal adverse
impact on the resource. Finally, both wilderness and cultural resource preservation are fundamentally concerned with the perpetuation of associative values that have a strong aesthetic dimension.
At a basic level, it must be adnutted that preservation of

"Nl~ationalPark Service, NiDS-77,1:3.
both wilderness and historic resources serve human purposes.
The basic reference for NPS policy is the
Although the Wildemess Act mentions "the earth and its commuagency's Munugemenf Po@ (1988).The
nity of life," its purpose is essentially anthropocenaic. The Act
"Guidelines" provide more speciiic
guidance relative to specialmanagement implies that wilderness is a "resource" to be utilized by humans.
Indeed, "wilderness areas," according to the Act, "shall be administopics.
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tered for the use and enjoyment of the American people in such a
manner as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment
as wilderness, and so as to provide for the protection of these areas,
the preservation of their wilderness character, and for the gathering
and dissemination of information regardmg their use and enjoyment
as wilderness."" Wilderness areas are to possess "outstandmg
opportunities for solitude or a pzimitive and unconhned type of
recreation," and may "contain ecological, geological, or other
features of sciendc, educational, scenic, or historical value."65
The two approaches differ most s~gtllficantlyin what they
define as a "resource." The National Register of Historic Places
emphasizes human beings and, in a larger sense, human culture as
the generator of the most %My-valued aesthetic qualities of the
environment. In contrast, the Wilderness Act values non-human
nature as the generator of similar, if not entirely parallek environmental qualities. The conceptual dichotomy underlying the segregation of "cultural" and "natural" management policies masks the
extent to which human and non-human systems are intertwined, and
is most clearly apparent in the contrast between cultural landscape
and wilderness management approaches. Cultural landscape and
wilderness management philosophy essentially &er according to
the ways natural and cultural systems are dehned.
Both wilderness and c u l t d resource management policies
are developed for landscapes that exist at opposing ends of a
landscape continuum. Although examples may exist which nearly
exemphfy these two extremes, the vast majority of landscapes in the
public realm exist somewhere between the two poles, and those that
most nearly represent the middle of the continuum are truly problematic for landscape managers. Currently, the typical management
strategy under both wilderness and cultural resources rubrics is to
deny the "middleness" of such landscapes and nominally designate
them as one or the other-that is, as either cultural or wilderness
landscapes. Specific management techniques are then prescribed
accordmg to this nominal designation. Such an approach suggests
that these middle landscapes are of lesser value than the "pure"
examples that define either end of the continuum. The consequence
of this saategy is that the mythical depth and the metaphorical
richness of the natural and cultural worlds has been neutralized in
such places.
The problem with basing landscape-level management dedsions on such a bipolar conception is that neither ideal exists. Landscapes are neither completely wild, nor completely anthropogenic.
Thus, in the real world, the two landscape management philosophies
are unavoidably cast in opposition to one another. Wilderness management assumes human activities to be universally harmful to non* W i / h K r A t t o f 1964,US.code,
V~I.
human nature, and therefore seeks to eluninate or minimize the
4,dtle 16,sec. lljl(a) (1970).
influence of humans on natural systems. In contrast, cultural resource
WjIderners~cr
g 1964, IJ.S. codp,vo~.
management considers both nature and humans to be partners in the 4, title 16, sec. 1131(c) (1970).
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creation and maintenance of the landscape. Yet cultural resource
management p r d c e s place utmost value w those elements that
possess "significance" relative to an interpretation of the landscape's
human history, and acknowledge non-human processes only when
they do not conflict or intetfere with that interpretation. Management
interventions often seek to inhibit and minimize the effects of dme
and natural processes.
Current agency policies provide no dear direction for resolving apparent conflicts that arise between these two realms of
landscape management philosophy, other than to suggest that one
approach must take precedence over the other. For example, the
NPS Majtagemdnt Pofn'es for cultural resources concede that
"achievement of other park purposes map somedmes conflict with
and outweigh the value of cultural resource preservation." In such
cases, "the resource will .. . be permitted to deteriorate naturally,
unless its destruction or direct removal is necessary for public safety
or to eliminate an unacceptable intrusi~n."~~
Such a black-or-white
approach may work in landscapes that lie closer to the two ideals,
but it is 3-suited to the landscapes that fall in between-the "potential wilderness" areas, the scores of "natural-looking" landscapes
that are the creations of human imagination and toil.
Perhaps no category of landscapes is as suited to a compromise management strategy as "middle landscapes" such as North
Manitou Island-landscapes that possess both a rich human history
and spectacular qualities of non-human nature. The overlap of
cultural and natural, or wilderness landscape is expressed profoundly
in the forests, clearings, and dune landscapes of Noah Manitou
Island. North Manitou could be managed and interpreted as a
landscape for probing the cusp between lived human experience and
the reality of the non-human world. This prospect, however, can be
realized only if the island is understood as a cultural landscape, a
place created and defined by human actions and ideas.
Such a shift in orientation does not call for a repeal of the
island's wilderness designation, but it .does imply a greater appredadon of the island's human history, and recognition of the landscape
as a constructed wilderness. In fact, acknowledgment and interpretation of North Manitou Island as a cultural landscape is wholly
consistent with the interpretive program that was d e h e d for Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore nearly thirty years ago. That
strategy, which stressed the interlinkage of natural and human
history, was somehow lost when specific plans for North Manitou
Island were developed. Perhaps no% is the time to rethink the ways
in which "the story of the many landforms and natural environments, which combine to make a scenically diverse and interesting
~~NationalParkScr~Ma~oxtmtir
terrain, are complemented by the history of settlement and the use
poi ice^, 5 5 .
of the land and water."" And perhaps North Manitou Island is a
" Nh~ationalPark Service, Gmerernl
landscape for doing just that.
Managmnt Phn, 5.
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Effective planning entails a never-ending process of reflection,
evaluation, and revision. This is especially true when the object of a
plan is an entity as complex and dynamic as a landscape. Just as a
landscape constantly changes in response to human and non-human
influences, so too do our perceptions and understanding of that
landscape. Given that the natural and cultural realms of our world
are in a endless state of flux, no plan can be expected to remain
potent in perpetuity, no matter how well-thought out, and no matter
how small a piece of the world it encompasses. Unless a plan also
changes in response to external factors, it becomes out-dated,
irrelevant, useless.
The National Park Service's 1987 Development Concept
Plan/Intetpretive Prospectus for North Manitou Island is a document that was prepared for a landscape that was, at the time, little
understood by agency planners and the public. The island was, in
many ways, a terra incognita. Moreover, the concept "cultural landscape" was only beginning to gain currency among NPS planners in
1987, and had provided a basis for planning in only a couple of
prototypical cases.68This is not to suggest that the North Manitou
DCP/IP resulted from an entirely arbitrary and flawed process. On
the contrary, the DCP/IP was derived from the best available data
about the island's natural and cultural resources, and it was consistent with the island's popular image as a remote wilderness landscape. However, a scheme that "fit" the predominant perception
and understanding of North Manitou in 1987, seems less well-suited
to the island landscape that we behold and experience today.
The current visitor experience of North Manitou Island is
d e h e d by its human history, not by abstract, arbitrarily applied
concepts of wilderness. Although it is hoped, and expected, that
visitors develop a greater appreciation of the beauty and intrinsic
value of non-human nature on North Manitou, they inevitably
experience the nature within a mltzral landscape setting. Indeed, the
cultural landscape provides the framework, the orientation points,
the pathways, that structure visitors' encounters with nature. Once
they arrive on the islands, visitors do not roam the island aimlessly.
Rather, visitors inevitably structure their island adventures as time
spent at, or travehng between, a series of destinations (figure 6.1).
The 1994 camping experience of journalist Mark Stone may
be typical. After landing at North Manitou Village, Stone "had big
ideas that litst aftemoon of striking out across the middle of the
island to the site of an old settlement on the western shore called
Crescent City." Instead, Stone set up camp at the campground near
the northern edge of the village clearing, and from there "made

A deliberate attempt to develop an
NPS resource planningprocess based on
the cultural landscape concept began in
1980, and culminated in a manual
authored by Robea Z. Melnick with
Daniel Sponn and Emma Jane Saxe,
titled Cu/tura/L?ndcqes:RNTa/Hirtoric
D2i'rictr in the National Park Qstm
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
the h t e d o National
~
Parkservice,
1984). This report outlined the scope
and purpose of a culhlrallandscape
report (CLR), and provided the basis for
the CLRguidelines that were incorporatedinto NPSZ in 1985. The &st
National Register of Historic Places
bulletin to focus spedcally on rural
vernacular landscapes didnot appear
undl1990. See Linda Flint McClelland, J.
Timothy Kellq Genevieve P. Kellq
and Robert Z. Melnick, Nationa/Register
Bulbfin 30: Guidelinesfor Euah~atingand
Dommmding Rural Historic Lndrcape~
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
thehtedor, National Park Semite,
1990). Some of the early attempts to
apply the Melaick etaL culhlral landscape
model to speaficNPS units during the
late 1980s include Cumberland Island
National Seashore, Georgia; Buffalo
National River, Arkansas, and Ebey's
Landmg National Historical Reserve,
Washngton. See Katherine Ahem,
Cu/furalLondrcapeBzbiiograph: A n
Annotated Bib60grqby on Resources in fhe
Nationa/Pork Syrtm, Leslie H. Blythe
and Robert R. Page, eds. (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior,
National Park Service, 1992).
68
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Figure 6.1. The relict cubral landscapesof
NoM1 Manitou Island provide contemporary
visitors with diverse aestheticexperiences,
and represent intriguing destinations for
exploration and temporary inhabitation.
several hiking excursions to distant points on the island."6qHe hiked
northward along the shoreline to the former site of the Maleski
family fishmg camp, then traveled on one of the triuls to the Adam
and Mary Maleski farmstead, and then returned to his camp site in
"an old apple orchard." Before departing for the mainland, Stone
"wandered around the buildmgs maintained by the Park Service for
rangers."70 Freelance writer Colleen Kalchik recorded a similar
experience. After arriving at North Manitou Village, she and her
companion enjoyed a walk through the fields behind the village.
Kalchik's party then hiked through the woods until they entered a
clearing where they lingered, eating wild strawberries. They camped
"on a ridge at the edge of a vast meadow that was once the site of
Crescent City." The next day they hiked to Tamarack Lake, and then
continued to the beach.71

'"ak
Stone, "Sweet Isolation: The
Pristine Quietude of North M a t o y "
The Gaqette (E.lk Rapids, Mich.), 24 June
1994,l.
'O

Ibid., 21,22.

" Colleen K
a
w
l "Manitou: You Cao
Feel theEnergy on Lake Midugan's
Spirit Islands," N o r t h Expns~
(Traverse City, Mich.), 12J d y 1995,4-5.

As these accounts illustrate, island visitors structure their
experiences in relation to the existing cultural landscape, which
includes both cultural and natural features. Places such as the
former Crescent townsite, and the Frederickson, Johnson, and John
Maleski places, represent important landmarks that function as both
waymarkers and destinations. The edges of these clearings are
among the island's most popular camping sites. Ironically, the
current DCP/IP calls for the eventual elimination of many feat u r e s 4 t u r a l landmarks and destinations-that island visitors hnd
most interesting. If fully implemented, the NPS vision would
transform most of the island into a vast expanse of deciduous
hardwood forest.
When the NPS developed the North Manitou Island DCP/
IP, relatively few people expressed either support or opposition to
the agency's proposals. Perhaps this was because the island's natural
beauty, its human history, and its emgmatic cultural landscapes were
all but unknown to the general public. The island had been closed
from the public for more than half a century, accessible only to a
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select group of individuals (figure 6.2). Most of these people, almost
all of them socially privileged white males, knew the island only as a
playground. Some of these men had mar@ connections with the
island to begin with, and by the mid-1980s many were deceased, or
had little interest in future plans for the island. North Manitou was a
place without a past. It was also a place without a vocal constituency.
Rita Hadra Rusco, one of only a few people who had a long-standing
relationship with the island landscape, was a lonely voice calling
attention to the North Manitou's rich and varied human history and
its notable cultural features. She provided the agency with extensive
comments, but her pleas for preservation and interpretation of the
island's dtural landscapes went unheeded.
More than a decade after the North Manitou Island DCP/IP
was approved, the island now has many advocates who share
Rusco's deep-seated understanding and affection for North
Manitou's human history and cultural landscapes. The island has
slowly gained a larger constituency, both within the NPS and among
countless park visitors-people who are familiar with the island's
distinctive sense of place and who care deeply about its future.
Although Noah Manitou Island c d y has evolved during the
years since the DCP/IP was approved, the landscape may have
changed sigmficantly less than our abiliq to see and interpret it. The
following general recommendations apply to the island as a whole:

*:*Update and Revise the North Manitou Island
DCP/IP
The NPS should reconsider the appropriateness of the 1987 N o h
Manitou DCP/IP in hght of the sh6t that has occurred in our
understanding of the island's history and its resources, as well as the
greater public awareness and appreciation of these resources that
have accrued since the plan was developed. Recent NPS activides
Figure 6.2. For several decades, North

Manilou Island was accessible primarily to
an elite class of men, most of whom used
the island far recreation during brief periods
oftime.Until the NPSopened the island to
the public in the mid-1980%North Manitou
remained a landscape of'mysteryand
tremendoussilences."
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and projects (e.g., the North Manitou Island photovoltaic array system)
have departed from specific elements of the plan. Furthermore,
comments conmbuted by park visitors sincethe late 1980s consistently have questioned the NPS treatment of cultural resources and
the minimal interpretation of human history on the island.72The
Micban State Historic Preservation Office has called for a thorough
revision of the North Manitou Island DCP/IP.'3

C+Developan Interpretive Program for North
Manitou Island that Fully IntegratesHuman
-ry
In reevaluating the North Manitou DCP/IP, the NPS should sttive
to understand the island as a cultural landscape that has both
historical and contemporary cultural dimensions. Specifically, the
NPS should undertake assessments of the island's place in American Indian and Euro-American folklore and literature, its history as
a recreational landscape (e.g., the historical development of private
summer cottages, the Manitou Island Association's sport hunting
business), its history as a site for ecological experimentation and
research (e.g., vegetation research carried out by H. N. Whitford,
Henry C. Cowles and the NPS, and wildlife studies undertaken by
Robert T. Hat> I. H. Bartlett, and the NPS), and the island's role as
part of a larger historic maritime landscape. Interpretation focus on
the cultural landscapes, rather than an idealized wilderness landscape. The approach should offer visitors an accurate portrayal of
the North Manitou Island's human history, and it should embrace
the evocative power of the island's ruins (figures 6.3 and 6.4).
Effective interpretation of the island's human history need
not compromise the qualities of primitiveness and solitude that
formed the basis of the original NPS development concept for
North Manitou Island. Extensive signage, trail markers, and other
physical or visually inausive interpretive aids are not necessary.
Rather, the NPS should ensure that the island's human history and
its cultural landscape are interpreted to the public through publications, maps, and occasional presentations and demonstrations. The
NPS should establish a small interpretive center at North Manitou
Village, pmhaps in one of the Cottage Row structures. The center
should include exhibits of historic island artifacts and photographs,
and might be staffed by volunteers on an as-available basis. A small
interpretive facility could be accommodated in one of the existing
72 See the following chapter for an
historic structures of the village, and should not be considered to
assessment of recent public opinion
exceed the "minimum tool" required for proper interpretation of
regarding cultural resources manageNorth Manitou Island's natural and cultural resources. The NPS or
ment and intqretadon on North
park volunteers periodically might offer slide presentations dealing
Manitou Island.
with an overview, or specific aspects, of the island's natural and
" Midugan State Historic Preservation
human history. In addition, two village structures-the 1854 VolunOfficerto Supelintenden<SleepingBear
teer
Rescue Station and the MIA sawmiU--should be restored and
Dunes NationalLalreshore,1December
regularly opened to the public. As part of the National Matitime
1994.
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Figure 6.3. John Newhall cottage shortly
after itsconsfructionin the early 1900s.

Figure6.4. John Newhall conage interior, 1997. "Discovery sites" such as this encourage
visitors to pose questions aboutthe human history associatedwith the landscape around
them. Insteadof ignoringthesesilent, enigmaticvestigesofthepast, the NPS should provide
interpelve aids that help visitors understandthe island's human history, and prompt additional
questions aboutthe presentrelafionshipof history to nature.

Initiative Landscape District study, the NPS also should consider the
potential restoration and interpretation of one of the Cottage Row
summer houses.

*:*Review Wilderness Management Techniquesin
Relation to Visitors' Experiences and Expectations
Lastly, the NPS should examine the cultural basis of the wilderness
concept, and determine how well suited certain d e r n e s s management techniques are to the North Manitou landscape and the
expectations and desires of island visitors. In attempting to delineate common ground between the cultural landscape and wilderness
ideals, the NPS should idenufy the attn'bute~and qua&tiesof the
No& Manitou landscape that are most k h l y cherished by island
visitors. This evaluation could indude responses from visitors
obtained through a systematic ~urvey.7~
It seems likely that desired
landscape experiences, such as a "sense of mystery," a "feeling of
discoverf or a picturesque view, are c o ~ e c t e dto both natural (i.e.,
wilderness) and cultural resources on the island. The planning effort
should focus foremost on these intangble qualities and, by extension, deal with speckic landscape elements. Such an approach may
serve to h~ghllghtwhch wilderness values are particularly appropriate for management on North Manitou Island, and may suggest
points of convergence between natural and cultural resources
management objectives. For example, preservation of a sense of
"isolation" is htghly compatible with the cultural resource recommendations presented in this report.7i

'' Stakeholder soups also should be
identified and incorporatedintothe
pknning process. Some of these groups
may enter into formal. partner relationships with the NPS to assist in achieving
plan objectives. Giving such groups an
active role in the planningprocess
Increases the likelihood of successful
partnerships in the fume. Several
Preserve
organizations,indu*
Histodc SleepingBear, the Timber
Framers Guild, Mchjgan Bam Preservation Network, and Sierra Club chapters,
alteady have expressedinterest in
assistingtheNPS with culmral Iesource
preservationprojects on the island.
'j The authors gratefdly acknowledge
NPS reviewers Kim Mann, Marla
McEnaney, Theora McVay, c d Sherda
Williams for encouraging this approach,
and suggesting this example.

76 National Park Service, G e n d
Management Phn, 5.

Focused scrutiny of the intangible qualities of North
Manitou's landscape also may inspire new directions for interpretstionapproaches that more fully express the island's genzij Ioci and
come closer to the national lakeshore's stated objective of presenting natural history and human history as "inseparable parts of the
interpretive story.'"6 Again, it seems likely that this approach would
khlight the extent to which nature and culture are intertwined in
landscapes like North Manitou. NPS interpretation might build
upon points of convergence, and emphasize histodcal continuities.
For example, the environmental ataibutes of "primitive character,"
"reladvely large size" the cultural value of "solitude"-which
were
r e c o p e d by the Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore GMP
and the North Manitou Island DCP/IP--are not recent discoveries.
These qualities have been appreciated by the region's native inhabitants, by nineteenth-century travelers, poets, and recreationists, and
by early-twentieth-century industtialists, ecologists, and sportsmen.
The "wilderness" landscapes of North Manitou Island
indeed may inspire an appreciation of the island's natural beauty
and isolation, but the historical depth and cultural roots of such
perceptions are revealed in landscapes like Cottage Row and the
Bownique summer residence-mIturd lat~dsc@esthat were, in paa,
inspired by aesthetic ideals that remain potent today. Likewise,
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visitors may encounter "a feeling of self-reliance" not only in landscapes where "the imptint of man's [sic] work is substandally unnoticeab1e:'but also at the abandoned subsistence farmsteads of the
Nerland-Anderson or Maleski families. If visitors come to such sites
with an awareness of the difficulties encountered by the island's
vnmigrant farmers dudng the nineteenth century, they may leave with
a new and deeper appreciation of what "self-reliance" means in an
"inaccessible" landscape like No& Manitou Island.
Experiences of the kind described above can be encouraged
only if resource managers r e c o p e the expressive power of the
North Manitou landscape as it m e n t h emjts, not as it might exist if
it more closely approximated a wilderness or cultural landscape
ideal. The DCP/IP revision process should strive to respectfully
integrate
- current understandipg of the island's human and nonhuman history into a unified landscape management and interpretation strategy. Because they are interrelated, resource management
and
interpretat& must be considered in tandem.j7

-

The remainder of this chapter outlines some specific treatment and
resources
management recommendations for historically s@cant
on North Manitou Island, with s p e d attention given to those
elements associated with the island's agricultural history. In each
case, the recommended approach takes into account the historical
signtficance and the interpretive p o t e n d of the resource, as well as
the preservation of wilderness values. Several of the recommended
treatments represent a d e p a m e from current management practices
on N o h Manitou Island. Although some of the proposed measures
are not typical practices in wilderness areas, neither are they incom- ,,
One possible interpeiwe strategy,
patible with wilderness values or wholly inconsistent with N P S
includmgimplications for resource
wilderness management polices. mewise, a few of the recommanagement, is sketched in Chapter
mended treatments represent unconventional CRM practices.
Seven.

-
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However, such proposed changes are consistent with the duection
that management philosophy has taken in recent years. They represent
neither a radical departure from, nor maintenance of, the status quo.
Rather, they simply express changes in perspective brought about by
the discovery of new information, and changes in the ways in which
we interpret and value the island's resources, both natural and cultural.
As discussed in the previous chapter, six resources currently
are included, or appear to meet the criteria for inclusion, in the
National Register of Historic Places. These include four districts,
one structure, and one site. In addition, one disaict-the "Manitou
Island Dunes Historic District"-was identified for addidonal
research and NRHP evaluation. Treatment and management recommendations for each of these resources are outlined below In each
case, the suggested treatments take into account the historical
integrity of the resource, its level of sflcance, interpretive
potenaal, and, where applicable, compatibility with current wilderness management objectives.
Although spe&c management suategies are suggested for
each of the three proposed historic dismcts of North Manitou
Village, treatments should be applied in a manner that is mutually
consistent among the three, as these districts together comprise a
larger whole,. and provide visitors with their &st impressions of the
island. The cunent management scheme, which arbitrarily places
Cottage Row and portions of the MIA farm complex outside of a
"wilderness exclusion" area, and which subjects certain structures to
museumquality restoration while others collapse due to neglect,
reflects neither the visual and spa& unity of the area, nor its
historical role an impoaant locus of human activities rangmg &om
prehistoric-era hunting and fishing, to Euro-American agriculture,
maritime commerce, logging, and recreation.

Manitou Island Syndicate/ Manitou Island
Association North Manitou Village Farm Complex
The MIS/MIA North Manitou Village Farm Complex should be
nominated for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places
together with the MIA West Side Barn as part of a thematic,
Manitou Island Association multiple-resource despation. The
resources of the Manitou Island Syndicate/Manitou Island Association Farm Complex district possess varying levels of integrity. The
proposed treatments generally correlate with the level of integrity,
and range from stabiIiration to restoration. The necessaq invesanents
related to treatments thus reflect the complexity of the individual
resources and the role they play in the overall district.
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MIA Farm Structures
The extant structures of the dismct should be rehabilitated and
reused to accommodate NPS maintenance and storage needs. The
village barn, equipment shed, and gasoline shed are currently in use.
Other structures should be stabilred until an appropriate use is
identified. Ruinous structures should be left in place, and the
immediate vicinity cleared of woody vegetation. If additional
equipment storage or maintenance space is required in the vicinity
of the MIA farm complex, the NPS should reconsdnrct either the
carpenter or machine shop, or both. The reconstructed sheds
should, as closely as possible, recreate the external appeamnce of
the o v a l structures. In the meantime, the ruins of these structures should be left in place.

Because of its exceptional integrix and its statewide level of
historical s@cance, the MLA sawmill should receive a hgher level
of treatment than other structures in the district. The sawmill
should be restored and interpreted to the public. The structure
occasionally should be opened to the public for historical demonstrations. A museum-quality restoration would be appropriate.
NPS Photovoltaic Anap
The photovoltaic array constructed by the National Park Service in
1996 is a modem, visually intrusive structure. The array should be
screened by plantings of low, native shrubs. In addition, an interpretive panel should be added to the site. The panel should explain the
function of the array, and provide some historical interpretation of
the MIA and the surrounding viUage farm complex.

5

-

The treatment of the former fields and orchards should bepre~emtion, with the goal of maintaining the current level of spatial definition in the large clearing surrounding the village. If the historic
dismct is to remain within the wilderness designation, mechanical
mowing is precluded as a viable maintenance technique. Management by h e also is probably not feasible. Cutting invasive woody
vegetation by hand is the method most consistent with the "minimum tool" requirement of NPS wilderness pdelmes. Hand cutting
is labor intensive. Fortunately, invasion of the cleating by woody
species has not been rampant. Nonetheless, this management
intervention wouldrepresent a cyclical labor commitment that
would have to be repeated every three to five years. The clearing
could be divided into treatment zones, so that only a portion of the
entite area would demand attention during any one year. Because
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hand-cutting does not require s p e d skill, the N P S should attempt to
recruit volunteer labor for this task.

Historic photographs suggest that vegetation in the vicinity of the
MIA farm complex was never hghly manipulated for the sake of
appearance. In the fields and orchards, patterns of vegetation
primarily reflected functional and utilitarian considerations. In the
marps, and around buildmgs and structures, native disturbanceadapted vegetation predominated. The most s@cant historic
vegetation features remaining in the MIA farm vicinity are a row of
large sugar maple trees (Acer sacchamm) that lines the old dock road
near the stone MIA office building, a double row, or alke, of butternut trees Ogians &erea) flanking the road near the generator building, and several large clumps of Lombardy poplar (Populus nigra)
trees, which may have been planted among the buildings for omamental purposes. These rows of maple and butternut trees are
visually prominent features, and represent an attempt to use vegetation for~estheticeffect. Both of these features should be main'
tained andpresewed. The full aLLie of butternuts should be re-established at the same location after more than half of the original
planting have died. Likewise, the row of sugar maples should be
replanted after it has lost more than half of its constituent members.
The Lombardy poplar trees have a distinctive columnar form
and silvery green fohage that shimmers in the breeze on sunny
summer days. Most of the Lombardy poplars are located south of
the farm building duster, and in the vicinity of the MIA sawmill
(figure 6.5). Historic photographs suggest that the vegetative cover
of Lombardy poplars in the vicinity of the Farm complex may be
s~golticantlymore dense now than at any previous time. It may be
desirable to thin the existing stands to make them more closely
Figure 6.5. Lombardy poplar grove near
the Manilou IslandAssodation sawmill. Due
totheir peculiaruprightgrowthhabit, silvery
green foliage, and tendency to propagate
vegetatively, Lombardy poplar trees are the
most disfindivefeaturesofthe Nolth
Manitou Village area. In some areas, the
poplar groves probably are larger and
more dense than they were during the
early twentieth centuly.
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approximate the landscape of the late 1920s. Reducing the densities
of the Lombardy poplar groves would retain them as characterdefimng landscape elements, while also opening up views toward
the lake, and allowing glimpses of the historic structures by visitors
who arrive by ferry.
Historic photographs should serve as a guide for any plan to
thin the Lombardy poplar stands. In addition, care should be taken
to leave trees in place where they serve to screen the view of the
modem PV array. Lombardy poplar spleads vegetatively by toot
sprouts, often forming dense clonal stands. Because the species
propagates readily from root sprouts, simply cutting individual stems
will not, in the long xun, substantially reduce the density of the
stands. In fact, cutting alone may stimulate increased sprout producdon. To prevent this, the cut surface of the stump should be treated
with a topical, bio-degradable herbicide, such as glyphosate. This
treatment should be implemented on a limited, experimental basis at
£kt. Only a very few individuals of a pamcular stand should be
treated initjallf: and the effect monitored over a two-year period.

North Manitou IslandLife-savingStation
The treatment and management needs of the Noah Manitou Island
Life-saving Station historic district lie outside the scope of this
report. The lustorical sqpficance of these resources is derived
primarily from theit association uith maritime navigation on the
Great Lakes. Interpretation of the island's maritime history should
be centered on the Me-saving service district. The district's later
association with the Manitou Island Association and the Angel1
Foundation also should be considered, however. The dxmct's
current period of sigdicance, 1854-1932, reflects its national-level
of importance in U.S. maritime history. On the other hand, the
dismct's overall stgruticance may extend beyond 1932 when the
Manitou Island Association's activities were based there. Before
considering interpretation and treatment alternatives for the
dismct's resources, the NPS should document and evaluate the
s@cance
of the station's evolution during the MIA and Angell
Foundation era. Critical cultural resource management issues include the potential exterior restoration of the U.S. Lifeboat Station
and the Crew Ready Room, and aeaanent of post-Coast-Guard-era
vegetation, such as the ornamental trees and shrubs planted by the
MIA and the Angell Foundation.

Cottage Row Historic District
Detailed management recommendations for the individual resources
of Cottage Row are beyond the scope of this report. However,
Cottage Row is certainly a resource that warrants immediate attention. Additional historical research, focusing on the resources of the
district and on the recreation context for the Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakesbore in general, is warranted. Specifically, additional
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research should strive to determine the s@cance of the structures
as examples of late-nineteenth-century resort architecture, the historical prevalence of communal cottage developments in the upper Great
Lakes region, and the extent to which well-preserved examples of
such developments sunive in the regon today. Cottage Row should
be incorporated into the National Maritime Initiative Landscape
Dismct, which currently is proposed by the NPS.
Several Cottage Row structures require immediate stabilixation before they suffer the same fate as the Blossom Cottage. Appropriate interventions may involve clearing imasive, non-cultural
vegetation from around the foundations of buildings, and making
tempo-repairs to the roofs of structures. Serious consideration
should be given to the rehabidtafon and adaptive reuse of the
dismct's habitable structures. Potential uses might include a visitor
contact station and/or interpretive center, youth or elder hostels,
and seasonal artist residences. In addition, a Cultural Landscape
Report should be prepared for the district.

M d t o u IslandAssociationWest Side Barn
The MIA West Side Barn is the only @cant
structure remaining
on the western side of North Manitou Island. Because of its large
size, its picturesque situation near the edge of a large deanng that
provides spectacular views of Lake Michigan, and its pleasing
architectural design, the barn is an extremely valuable "discovery
site." The s~guficantaesthedc q d t i e s and historical associations
of the site should be recognized and preserved.
The MIA West Side Barn should be nominated for inclusion
in the National Register of Historic Places together with the North
Manitou V h g e Farm as part of a thematic, Manitou Island Association multiple-resource designation. Because this structure remains in excellent structural condtion, rehabi&tafonand adaptive
use is the most appropriate treatment Until a suitable use (e.g., a
back-country ranger station) is idendfied, the barn should be stabilized and preserved.
- -

-

Frederic M. Beuham Orchard
The Frederic M. Beuham Orchard's local level of sig,oniance,
moderate level of historical integrity, immense size, and its position
within a proposed wilderness area, suggest that intensive treatment
of this landscape is impractical. Restoration and rehabilitation of
the landscape would entail replanting hundreds of fruit trees, as
well as intensive maintenance practices, such as fertilizing, pruning,
and pest management. Given the landscape's current context, either
presematioa or stabi6ration represent more appropriate treatment
schemes.
As a treatment strategy, preservation would aim to maintain
the landscape's current level of integrity, while not attempting to
replicate its historic composition or appearance. Preservation would
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entail haldng the further deche of the orchard, while also propagating historic plant materials for replanring after the onginal trees die.
The goal of stabilization, a less intensive treatment approach, would
be to extend the life of the orchard for as long as possible. Ultimately, however, the landscape could not be stabilized permanently.
The remnant trees eventually would die and, if not replaced, the
historical integrity of the entire landscape would be lost.
Visually and aesthetically, the Beuham Orchard is one of
North Manitou Island's most s~gtllficantcultural landscapes. Upon
first sight, the vast s u e of the clearing, especially when contrasted
with the dense forest surrounding it, is awe-inspiring. The orchard is
an unexpected and refreshing contrast to the expanse of maplebeech forest surrounding it, and adds to the complexity, diversity,
and richness of the larger North Manitou landscape. The regular,
monotypic plandags of nearly uniform-size trees immedately
idenofy the site as a cultural landscape. Furthermore, the Beuham
orchard is the most intact landscape on the North Manitou Island
of commercial fruit
that represents the historical s@cance
cultivauon on the island and $thin the Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore region. The landscape possesses important historical assodations and, in terms of visitor experience, functions as a
unique "discovery site."
The aesthetic qualities of the landscape should be retained.
Therefore, a presemation approach is recommended. Treatment
interventions should include a minimal maintenance program of
fertilizing and liming (if determined necessary by a soil analysis),
and the removal of dead wood from livmg trees. The various cultivars represented in the orchard should be identified. As existing
trees die, new plants, propagated from living specimens on the site,
should be planted. New trees should occupy the positions of those
trees that axe most completely decayed, leaving recently-deceased
individuals in place, thereby maintaining the characteristic order and
structure of the planting pattern. The planting pattern and spatial
integrity of the landscape also should be maintained by periodic
removal of invasive woody vegetation. This should be done by hand
curdng woody invasives and then, if necessary, treating the cut
surfaces of stems with a non-persistent herbicide, such as
glyphosate.

Ahar and Mary Bournique Residence
The North Manitou Island DCP/IP specified no use for the
Bournique property; the srmctures were slated to become "moldering ruins." The PMOA developed in consultadon with the Michgan
State Historic Preservation Office s p e d e d that the property would
be recorded by HABS Level 111 documentation in order to mitigate
the adverse effect of the DCP/IP on this historic property. As
stipulated in the DCP/IP, treatment of the Bournique property by
the NPS has been "general neglect." The property is remote from

the village, and currently there appears to be no practical use for the
structures. Rehabilitation is an appropriate treatment for the
Bournique property, provided a compatible use can be identified.
U n d then, the management goal for the Bournique property should
be to preserve the landscape in its current state, and thereby sustain
its historical associations and extend its evocative power as a ruin into
the future.
Continuing to allow the structures to deteriorate would lead
to the loss of historical integrity and, eventually, the loss of the
property's evocative power as a discovery site. Because of the
Bournique property's evocative power as a ruin, and due to its
importmce in illustrating broad patterns in the history of North
Manitou Island, the Bournique property should be stabili~edand
retained as a ruin. The structures should be minimally repaired in
order to preseserve and maintain their current level of physical integrity. Historic building debris should remain at the site. Only potentially hazardous elements such as glass or sharp metal objects should
be removed. The landscape and its history should be interpreted to
visitors through literature, or exhibits at North Manitou Vjllage.

North Manaou Island Dunes Historic District
If determined e b b l e , the North Manitou Island Dunes Historic
Dismct should be nominated to the National Register of Historic
Places as a part of a thematic, multiple resource designation that
includes the other, historically intact, research sites that were cenual
to the development of plant ecologist Henry C. Cowles' theory of
succession. Within Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore, the
potential districts include portions of North Manitou Island and the
shoreline in the Glen Haven vicinity, where Cowles cartied out
ecological invesagations. The dunes at Dune Park, Indiana, served
as one of Cowles' primary research sites, and are thus key to the
overall integrity of the collection of landscapes representing
Cowles' research.78Since some of the northern Indiana sites now are
protected by Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, it would be appropriate for the NPS to initiate NRHP-designation of the remaining,
intact research sites of Henry C. Cowles. This could be a cooperative project of Sleeping Bear Dunes and Indiana Dunes national
lakeshores.
The Dune Park, Indiana, locauon later
became I n b Dunes State Park.
and
I
~ sand ~
~ industrial
*
~
development during the twentieth
century ndicdy changed thephyicd
geography of much of the Indiana
dunes area. The multiple resource
nomination should address the extent
to whch mining activities have impacted
the
--- historical intepnm
,~ dues and
interdual wetlands that Cowles
studied.
'8
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The most appropriate management of the potential North
Manitou
Island Dunes Historic Dismct landscape is preservation of
~
the characteristics associated with Cowles' ground-breaking ecological research-specifically, the on-going natural processes of dune
formation and dunal vegetation
succession. In other words, the goal
of cultural landscape management should be to foster continuance
of "naturai" shifdng landforms, and patterns of vegetational composition and distribution. The dunes landscape should remain a
"restless maze" much as it was when Henry C. Cowles studied the
area, and much as it currently exists today. If considered appropriate
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and consistent with wilderness management techniques, the NPS
should consider methods for restoring species that have been ex&pated horn the North Manitou dunes since the arrival of white-tailed
deer (e.g.,Jun+ertls mmmunis,]. hori~ontalis,Arctost@h$os and Drainus
pumlilh) .
The proposed preservation treatment approach is entirely
consistent with NPS management policies for natural zones, which
state that "natural shoreline processes (erosion, deposition, dune
Formation, inlet formation, and shoreline migration) that are not
influenced by human actions will be allowed to continue without
abatement except where control measures are required by law."79
Regarding the dunes, natural resources and cultural resources
management converge, united by a common purpose and shared
goals.

Treatmentof Other
SmrdartdWcape
Ruins on North Manitou
Island
Several resources on North Manicou Island function as sigmicant
reminders of past human habitation and important cultural landscape elements, even though they do not meet the criteria for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. These elements conmbute to the aesthetic complexity and richness of the
North Manitou landscape (figure 6.6). They test our abiity to
surmise the past structure of a landscape or a building, and challenge us mentally to "reconstruct" the building or the scene. The)
force us to contemplate the passage of time. When these cultural
features disappear, their power as carriers of meaning and their
capaaty to provoke the imagmation of visitors will fade as well.
The expressive value of these sites should not be casually discounted. Rather, the management of these landscapes should
recognize the evocative power and interpretive potential of such
"non-historic" cultural features.

79NadonalPark Service, Management
Podcies, 420.

Fioure 6.6. The uniaue and omfound
as"sociativevalues df ruins, b"discovery
sites,"likethenedandIhdersonhouse
largely havegone unacknowledged and
under-appreciated by resource managers.
Ruins are cultural resourcesthat allow

Certain non-NRHP-eliRible
- cultural resources on North
Manitou Island should be managed as didactic landscapes. These
landscapes neither would be targeted for preservation treatment, nor
would they be subjects of intensive historical interpretation. Inthe salient character-detining features would be allowed to
~ s ~ o r s ~ o e m ~ o r e ~ anon-human
c e ~ O f ~ o ~stead,
~
remain in place, and the on-going processes of natural decay would
nature and human histo;
be acknowledged and documented. This is essentially a "moldering
ruin" policy. However, the proposed approach differs from prwious
N P S policy in that it is not pamanly an attempt to erase evidence of
past human habitation from the landscape. Rather, it reflects a
purposeful effort to use such landscapes as mediums for learning
about the past, about the passage of m e , and about the processes
of nature. The didactic power of such environments might be best
exploited through documentation of changes in the landscape, and
through an interpredve strategy that encourages visitors to explore
and contemplate these sites in innovative ways.
Interpretation of these landscapes, for example, mtght focus
on patterns of vegetational succession, or the oppormnity to observe historic construction techniques that a naturally
"deconstructed" house so well affords. The processes of architectural deconstruction could be documented by establishing a series
of danun points for annual rephotography of the various sites and
structures. In this way, the ability of these landscapes to express the
passage of time may be captured in a collection of photographs that
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could be used in interpretive programs. Perhaps the best candidates
for such interpretation are the landscapes that include the ruins of
the houses bukt by Paul Maleski, ~ a r s - ~ l s t r o m
and
, Mads Nerland,
the spectacular series of connected clearings associated with the
Nelson and Sophia Carlson farm, and the vast clearing that encompasses the former lumber town of Crescent and the MIA west side
farm. Much of the value of a National Park landscape like North
Manitou Island is its ability to be seen and understood as a record of
human and natural history. The remainder of this report is an
attempt to uncover the nuances and power of the landscape's
interpretive potential.
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Some of our history can be found in books and oldphotos, a
legacy that is more or less enduring. . . . There is another histov
though. It is a history that one cannot gleanfrom extensive reading. This history requires more effort. It is the silent legacy of an
abandoned but still producing apple orchavd, the testimony of a
weathered but still standing home, the puzzle of an unidentifiable
plant or piece of metal or bone, the w a y gaze of an unbroken
window made before the time when windows were perfect and
alike. Most of all, it is that most ephemeral of histories: the
history that resides within the people who have lived it. -Andrew
McFarlanet

.hdrew McFarlane, "Great Spirits:
The Living History of Manitou:' The
Gn:m (FikRapids, Mich.) 5(2):21 (24

June 1994).
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Chapter Seven

It is impossible to represent the landscape of North Manitou Island,
or any landscape, with detached objectivity. Our sense of the world
around us is constrained by the proficiencies and limitations of our
human sensoq apparatus, atered by broader cultural traditions, and
contextualized individual, personal experiences. Without even
realizing it, we select pieces of information from the surrounding
scene, and ignore other facets. From the selected componentry, we
construct "reasonable explanations" of how an environment works,
usually based on a set of famiIiar narratives-well-known "stock
plots" derived from paradgms of causal relationships and seemingly
universal axioms. Such narratives provide us not only with a means
to comprehend the world around us; they also are instructive,
suggesdng appropriate or advantageous ways to interact with the
envixonments we encounter. They help us make the wilderness
around us comprehensible, livable, comjrtabfe.
We cannot separate landscapes of reality from the mythlc
iandscapes that exist in our minds. This does not mean that we
cannot uncover truths about the landscapes that we exploit, inhabit,
or cherish. Rather, it means that our knowledge of landscapes arises
from a uniquely human perspective. Our landscape experiences, and
understanding, have biological, cultural, and personal bases.
Through personal experiences, our knowledge of landscapes (the
world around us) is always evolving, but it is doing so in accord with
our physiology, and within cultural traditions.
One of the thmgs we know is that the landscapes around us
are constantly changing in ways that are both predictable and
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unexpected. North Manitou Island is shaped incessantly by processes of non-human nature-by dnfttng sand and eroding waves,
by growing trees, by rain falling from torrential cloudbursts. Yet the
island landscape also is constructed through species protection
legislation, recreational use policies, poetry and postcards, stories,
memories, and myth. This landscape is inescapably a product of
both nature and culture, and it changes continually in response to
both. Acknowledging the role of human ideas in creating places
such as North Manitou Island is a fixst step toward more fully
understanding the complexities of these landscapes. Furthermore, it
is an important step toward situadng humans and human actions
within nature.
Few places speak so powerfully about the ability of human
values to shape landscapes @oth material and coptive) as island
environments such as North Manitou Island. The island dearly
played an important role in the mythology of the native Americans
who inhabited the region before the a r d of European settlers.
Never used intensively as a hunting and fishing ground, the island
to the native population as a place of
was much more s@cant
symbolic power. It occupied a s@cant node in the landscape
cosmology of the region's indgenous people. The island expressed
the people's relationship to spirit beings-the Manitotlkand to the
rest of the non-human world. Euro-Americans also viewed the island
landscape as a place of symbolic meaning, but through a different
cultural lens.

In both Eastern and Western traditions, islands have been
associated with images of Eden. The idea of a geographically
isolated, island paradise is recurrent in Western mythology and
literature. The "Isles of the Blessed," ancient islands with perfectly
supportive natural environments,were part of Greek mythology since
at least the eighth century BC. The island paradise is often represented as a lost world. The lost utopian civilization of the fabled
island Atlantis, the history of which Plato recorded in his dialogue
Cntias, is perhaps best known. But tales of other lost islands long
have captured our imagination. For example, the myth of the Fortunate Islands, contained in the romantic medieval epic, The Vyage
Saint Bre~dan,remained popular through the Middle Ages. Accounts
of the Fortunate Islands became so important in Western tradition
that they influenced early European explorers. When Christopher
Columbus recorded his initial impressions of the islands of the
Bahamas, Cuba, and Hispaniola (Haiti), his description bore a striking
resemblance to the centuries-oldaccount of the Fortunate Islands.'
Needing a way to comprehend of the unfamiliar landscapes that he
encountered, the Italian explorer instinctively resorted to the familiar
narrative of St. Brendan and the western European tradition of
paradise.
Nineteenth-century Euro-American settlers did not mistake
North Manitou for an island paradise in the sense of the Isles of the

~

' Yi-Fu Tuan, The GoodLifP (Madison,
Wisc.: Universitr of Wisconsin Press.
1986), 27.
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Blessed or the Fortunate Islands. They did, however, vest it with a
special meaning that was rooted in a uniquely American conception
of paradise called dderness. Historian Roderick Nash has concluded
that wilderness has always been a "basic ingredient of American
~ivilization."~
During
" late nineteenth and much of the twentieth
centuries, much of American history has been portrayed as the
transformation of the wilderness into settled communities. In 1893,
this narrative of progress was sketched definitively in historian
Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis. Wilderness eventually came
to represent a lost world-the source of American institutions,
culture, and values. During the late nineteenth century such cultural
associations were combined with Romantic aesthetic traditions, which
associated wild landscapes with ideais of "picturesque" beauty and
the "sublime"--embodying the sacred. Together, these notions
inspired efforts to reclaim and preserve wild or "native" landscapes.
Wilderness became an important symbol of American nationalism
during the nineteenth century, and wilderness landscapes continue to
be sources of national pride and identity.'
As Nash has noted, an appreciation of wilderness was latent
in American culture from very early on. Indeed, the wilderness
narrative appears to undergird Euro-American perceptions of, and
interactions with, North Manitou Island even during the early
decades of white settlement in the region. From the early 1800s
onward, the North Manitou landscape has been shaped by two
countervailing attitudes toward nature--one which views the island
as a kind of wilderness Eden, and another which conceptualizes it
as a treasure trove of natural resources to he exploited. These two
themes run concurr~ntlythtough the history of the island, and
represent two conflicting traditions. The landscape has been modified in response to both.

This conflicted attirude is expressed in one of the earliest
written accounts of the Manitou islands. In lyrical prose, Margaret
Fuller praised the natural beauty of the Manitou islands. Writing in
1843, Fuller remarked:
No one lives here except woodcutters for the steamboats. I had thought of such a position, from its mixture
of profound solitude with service to the great world, as
possessing an ideal beauty. I think so still, even after
seeing the wood-cutters and their slovenly huts:
For Fuller, the natural splendor of the island's beaches and forests
transcended the marring effects of human habitation. Fuller viewed
the taming of an island wilderness by human uvilization as inevitable, yet she nonetheless lamented that ". .. centuries cannot again
adorn the land with such [noble tree^]."^ Three years later poet
W
h Cullen ~ r ~ &
alsot marveled at the natural beauty of the
island when his steamer stopped there to take on wood. After
reflecting on the "htllocks and hollows of sand" along the island's

Roderick Nash, Wiidrne~rand the
M i a n Mind, 3rd ed. p e w Haven:
Yale University Press, 1973), xi.

' See Nash, WiUernerr and the American
Mind William Cronon, 'The Trouble
with Wilderness," in William Cronon,
ed., Uncommon Gronnd. Toward Reinuentinz N a t m (New York: W W Norton,
1995), 69-90.
U~argaretFuller, Summer on the Lakes,
in 1843 (Urbana and Chicago:
University of Illinois Press [I8441
1991), 17-18.

Ibid., 18.

shore, and "an enormous growth of trees which must have stood for
centuries," Bryant wrote:
We admired the astonishing transparency of the water on
this shore, the clean sands, without any intermixture of
mud, the pebbles of almost chalky whiteness, and the
stones in the edge of the lake, to which adhered no
slime, nor green moss, nor aquatic weed. In the IIghtgreen depths, far down, but distinctly seen, shoals of
h h , some of them of large size, came quietly playing
about the huge hull of our ~teamer.~
As the writings of Fuller and Bryant attest, early nineteenthcentury observers were not unmoved by the island's natural beauty.
The Arcadian aesthetic sensibility of Fuller and Bryant, however,
coexisted with an attitude that perceived the island as a store of
natural commodities awaiting exploitation. Intensive timber harvesting left hundreds of acres of cleared land on North Manitou Island,
and forever altered the composition and aesthetic character of the
island's forests, as did both small-scale subsistence farms and large,
corporate agricultural enterprises. No longer an island wilderness,
North Manitou was a human-engineered landscape that, during the
early twentieth century, supported a diverse community of up to
400 men, women, and children engaged in extracting sustenance and
aesthetic pleasure from the island's soils, forests, waters, and golden
sandy beaches. Yet even while trees fell and plows turned the
island's sandy soils, North Manitou retained a sense of "profound
solitude" and "ideal beauty" that amacted naturalists and
recreationists from Chicago and other midwestern cities.
-

The island landscape, and public perception of it, changed
with the displacement of the island community by the Manitou
Island Association. During the 1920s the MIA intensified its farming and forestry activities, and at the same time began cultivating
the island's image as a natural paradise. Under William Angell's
direction, the Manitou Island Association bulldozed many of the
abandoned farmsteads, thereby erasing vesages of human history.
Although he actively reshaped the North Manitou landscape, Angell
apparently did not contemplate its restoration in ecological terms.
Instead, he sought a more anthropocenmc vision of wilderness. He
set about to perfect nature, to correct some perceived deficiencies,
by introducing non-native wildlife species, including pheasants,
Guinea hens, chukar pamidge, ruffed grouse, fox squirrels, raccoons, and white-tailed deer (figure 7.1). Later, the association
stocked Lake Manitou with brown trout, rainbow trout, and small
mouth bass. North Manitou's "wilderness mystique" crystallized
during the 1950s, when the last vesages of the traditional community disintegrated and the island came under control of the Angell
~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ t i ~ ~ .

'William Cullen Bryant, T b e . h m !f
Wil6am Callen B'ymf. Vol. 2. Edited
by W&am Cullen Bryant Il and
As North Manitou Island evolved into a private enclave, its
Thomas G. Voss (New York: Fordham
University Press, 1977), 444.
status as a wilderness paradise grew. The landscape became un-
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Figure 7.1. Manitou Island Association
placemat, ca. 1950.The Manitou island
Association represented North Manifou
Island as asporkman'sparadise-a place
hatteemed with wildlife, and alandscape
littletouched by human@.
known to area residents, and its human history faded from collective
memory. North Manitou became more isolated, not just geographically, but experientially and c o n c e p d y as well, becoming en+matic and unknown. Local histo*
Julia D~ckinsonwrote in 1951:
North Manitou Island seems a place of mystery and
tremendous silences to the infrequent visitor. The tallest
hardwood trees in the county are found on North
Manitou, and they seem as primeval today as they must
have seemed to those people who were the island's first
visitors.'
Reflecting popular perception of the island, Dickinson described an
image of the island that perfectly reflected the Angell Foundation's
marketing strategy during the 1950s through the 1970s.
Throughout this petiod the Association's promotional litera, Terry D,ckinson, TheStory
ture portrayed the island as a sportsman's Eden (figure 7.2). the
(Omens, uvlich.:
SoUe's
1970s that theme was more overt-North Manitou Island had become ~ookshop,1951), 45.
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a place where time stood s d . One brochure proclaimed that a trip to
the island is
as it was 100 years
a journey into the past, into Micago. Wild deer and turkeys are abundant.. .. Game fish
s d rise, as in the days of you great granddad.. .. N.
Manitou Island has 15,000 acres of natural forest teeming with wildlife in the unspoiled beauty of early Michigan. The deer, the game, the forest, the cover, the
shore-just like it used to be. No bars, no stores, no
dn've-ins, no highways. At North Manitou, you are back
to the land and all its beauty.. .. [enjoy] one of the most
comfortable, relaxjng times of your life where you can
was just
experience the total escape.. .. Early Mic+
like this?
W e not denying the island's human history, the MIA's literature
implied that the contemporary landscape was superior to that of
past eras because it was more wild, more rugged and untamed. The
power of the island's image as a timeless, natural paradise is reflected in an account by travel writer who, in the late.1970s, described the island as
the rarest of jewels-+ true escape from the tenslons of
modem living. As soon as the plane .. . puts down on the
grass airsmp on the privately-owned island, you feel you
have slipped back into the calm and grace of life in
northern Mickan a half-centmy ago?
History and memory had become almost completely displaced by
Figure7.2.The Manitou Island
Association's '%omfortablewildeme~~"was myth.
a landscape engineered to be 'Wild in a
The AngeU Foundation cultivated North Manitou's image as
way that was wndudve to human
a secluded wildemess retrea--an image that suppressed the island's
recreation and enjoyment. It wasa
human
history, and foreshadowed subsequent National Park Service
concepson that stemmed from a peculiar set
planning. In manipulating the island's ecosystem, W i AngeU and
of human values, and reflected a way of
thinking as much as a landscape of reality. the AngeU Foundation aimed to reshape the landscape according to
an ideal, much as farmers and other island residents had attempted
to do dudng the nineteenth century. However, instead of attempting
to cultivate the island as a garden, AngeU and his successors manipulated the landscape and its biotic communities to more closely
approximate an ideal of wild nature-the "unspoiled beauty of early
Michigg." They erased elements that did not "fit" the ideal, and
added other components that appeared to be conspicuously "missing." They altered the landscape to make it more famihar, more
aesthetically pleasing, more commodious-to make it a "comfortBrochure, 'Welcome to North
able" wilderness.
-

Manitou Island:' ca. 1970s, MIA
Collection, Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, Empire, Mich.
Hamish Ogdvle, 'iMichig& 'Secret'
Island, North Manitou," MichIRatti
Liying Motor News 60(4): 24-25
(October 1077).

When the National Park Service (NPS) finally acquired
North Manitou in the autumn of 1984, the island seemed like an
obvious candidate for wildemess management. Relatively little
effort was put forth toward understanding the island's cultural
resources, perhaps because it was assumed to be unnecessary: North
Manitou was thought to be a primitive landscape that reflected little
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in the way of human history. North Manitou's buildings and structures were inventoried in 1979, providmg a rudimentary level of
documentation. After reviewing a report on the history of the
island, one of the park's cultural resources interpretive staff was
"impressed by how little actually took place on the island." In a
1986 memo he concluded that
except for p&ods of loggmg activity and the government lghthouse and life saving station, relatively little
human activity took place.. .. The question of a museum
on the island is moot. There is nothing to exhibit except

photograph^.'^
Because North Manitou's human history was judged to be
mundane and uneventll, historical interpretation was not an
important part of the Development Concept Plan/Interpretive
Prospectus (DCPfIP). In fact, the plan suggested that the island's
human history should be intentionally downplayed in order to
"preserve the primitive, wilderness character of North Manitou
Island."" Most of the buildings were scheduled to become moldering ruins, the island's cultural landscapes slated to return to their
"natural" state. The island's human history could be ignored, and
eventually forgotten. Since nature would reclaim North Manitou
Island, visitors would £ind a primitive landscape experience "emphasizing solitude, a feeling of self-reliance, and a sense of exploration." l2 The NPS vision eerily resonated with Margaret Fuller's
portxayal of the island landscape of a century and a half ago. Its
emphasis on qualities like "solitude" and concepts like "self-reliance" echoed core cultural values that Americans have long associated with wddemess environments. It is thus possible to see wilderness management of North Manitou as a continuation of a longstanding interpretive tradition that has roots extending well back
'"Park Ranger Herd to Chief Naturalinto the nineteenth century.
ist, "Review of Smctures and Clutter
on North Mamtou Island," 6 October
Today, visitors to North Manitou encounter an enigmatic
design. 1986, Sleeping BearDunes National
landscape-a "place of mystery and tremendous silences"
Lakeshore, Empire, hlich.
No wayside exhibits are provided to guide visitors in their explora'' Ibid
tion of the island. A brochure developed by the NPS contains two
brief paragraphs about the island's human history and a map noting " Depamnent of the Interior,
National Park Service, Devebpment
historic place names and features. The brochure advises island
Concept Plan/Interprefive P ~ O ~ C Noeb
~III,
visitors to "use your imagination to interpret their meaning.""
Manitou Islnnd, Sleepin2 Bear D N ~ ~ J
Visitors arriving at the v&age are geeted by several glistening,
hTationalLakeshore. Michzgan (Empire,
Mch.: Sleeping Bear Dunes Nauonal
white U.S. Coast Guard buildings ringed by the abandoned and
Lakeshore, November 1987), 20. This
crumbling structures of Cottage Row and the former Manitou
document references the Sleeping Bear
Island Association farm. Campers heading south along the island's
Dunes General Management Plan.
eastern shoreline encounter the island cemetery and the ruinous
"Depament ofthe Interior, Nationai
structures of the Boumique famdy's formex summer retreat. Those
Park Service, 'North Manitou Island,
heading inland into the dense forest interior travel upon roads that
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
pass through abandoned homesteads and farm fields, all kept
Lakeshore," brochure, (Washington,
immaculately clear of invasive woody vegetation by the island's
D. C.: Government Plincing Office,
deer herd-nature's custodians of cultural landscapes. East of Lake 1987).

Manitou, visitors see the vast 160-acre apple orchard planted in 1894
by Frederic Beuham and the Stark Bros. Nursery and Orchard Co. In
the northwestern portion of the island, the &.follows the grade of
the former crescent railroad. The trait continues eastward t i the
Maleski farmstead, the former home of the last independent farm
family to leave the island. In sum, visitors encounter a patchwork
landscape of dunes, thousands of acres of dense, maple-beech deaduous forest, and endangered wildlife habitat, as well as a diverse array
of vernacular buildmgs and cultural landscapes that record past and
present uses of, and attitudes toward, nature and the land.
Nevertheless, the wilderness image promoted by the Manitou
Island Association and the National Park Service remains potent. A
1999 article published m a popular Midugan travel magazine conveys
to readers the now-tladitional characterization of the Manitou islands.
Although both islands "are popular with hikers and canpers," the
author notes that South Manitou "is home to a restored 1871 hghthouse, shipwrecks and a virgin cedar forest." North Manitou, on the
other hand, "features 15,000 acres of wilderness with great views of
the dunes and Pyramid Point."I4 In summary, South Manitou offers a
cultural landscape rich in both human history and natural features,
whereas the primary attraction on North Manitou is wild, scenic
name, pure and simple.
As more people have become familiar with the actual
landscape of North Manitou, public Interest in the island's history
has grown. Visitors' curiosity about the island's cultural features and
human history has been satisfied by Rita Hadra Rusco's book and
map of the island's cultural geography.'' The popuhity of Ms.
Rusco's book and map demonstrates that there is a void, albeit
intentional, in the NPS planned visitor experience. Park staff also
have developed a deeper appreaation for the island's history. On
their own accord, North Manitou rangers and Sleeping Bear staff
" Roben Brodbeck, "Dune Dreams:
began offering informal w h g tours of the village area in 1993.
Northern Michigan's National
Reports of these activities prompted the assistant superintendent to
Lakeshore Creates Memories that Last a
issue a memorandum rernindmg employees about the limits placed
Lifehe:' Mich&anLiuinglS(10): 18
on interpretation by official park planning documents. The assistant
(1999).
supedntendent stated
E t a Hadra Rusco, North Mani>ot(
Irbnd Beflveen Snn& andSwnjet (n.p.:
Book Crafterr, 1991).

''

Assistant Superintendent, to Chief,
Intetpreration and Visitor Services;
Chef, Resources Management and
T,'lsitorProtection;Island District
Ranger, Assistant Chief Naturalisr,
HistoticArchitec~13August 1993,
Sleeping Bear Dunes Nadond
Lal;eshore,Empire,Mcb.
" Jbid.

... we ask that you plan your 'tour' to avoid a 'planned
tour' or 'guided tour' atmosphere.. .. we can still provide
historical information to individuals and/or groups as
long as we keep it informal, we do not advertise, and we
do so on a random basis.'"
Also in 1993, the operators of the island ferry service requested
permission to conduct guided tours of the village historic dsttict.
The NPS advised them that they were to provide only "limited,
informal, non-advertised, non-scheduled, historical information on
the boat .. ."I7
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These instances suggest that the intended visitor experience
neither reflects the character of the island landscape, nor the natural
curiosity that is aroused in visitors when they experience it. The
island's historic buildings and other structures provide visitors with
emotionally meaningful aesthetic experiences. Consequently, the
park has received offers of volunteer labor, materials, and money
from groups and individuals. One man offered to stabilize the
Swenson barn located on the west side of the island. He wrote:
-

... I look at this as an opportunity to give to my sons the
same sense of discovery and connection with the past
that I had the &st time I came upon the old barn.I8
The park refused his offer, stating that "while the sense of discovery
at finding a foundation wiU not be the same as findng the entire
barn, this is what is intended for Swenson's for future generation^."'^
Clearly, many visitors are confounded by the nature/culture
dichotomy reflected in the North Manitou DCP/IP, and the agency's
neglect of the island's cultural resources and human history. For
many visitors, evidence of former human habitation is not incompatible with wilderness values. Wrote a visitor from Wayne, Pennsylvania: "Preserving these buildings and their history is as important
as establishing the islands as wilderness areas. Furthermore, I do not
think these two goals are mutually in~onsistent."~'
A couple horn
Chicago echoed these sentiments:
The island is full of natural beauty and fascinating
architecture. The history of the island was particularly
interesting, especially the logging era. Someone told us
that many or all of the homes on the island are targeted
for demolition. If this is true it will be a tragic loss for
the island and the people who visit North Manitou.. ..
We believe that many people like us would find the
buildings as i n t s e s ~ as
g the environment in which they
are sit~ated."~'

John Hiben to Supetintendent,
Sleeping Beard Dunes National
Lakeshore,23 July 1993, correspondence
aes, Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore,Empire, Mich.

l q SupeIjntendent, SleepingBear Dunes
National Lakeshore, toJohn Hiben, 28
Another visitor went even further, suggesting that cultural resources July 1993, correspondence files, Sleeping
were not only compatible, but integral to the wilderness experience BearDunes NationalLakeshore,
Empire, Wch.

on the island: "I can't help but wonder why these buildmgs are not
being preserved.. .. ~ h e s buildings
e
are part of the wildetness that is " George Wellman to [Supelintendentl.
SleepingBear Dunes National
North Manitou!""

Comments such as these express a conception of wilderness
that differs markedly from that articulated in the Wilderness Act of
1964 and related hP.5 management policies. In places like North
Manitou Island, where the landscape discloses a rich legacy of
human history, traditional NPS wilderness management policies fail
to account for the reality of the landscape, and fad to correspond
with visitors' experiences, perceptions and values. More importantly,
the suppression of the island's human history, an implicit goal of
NPS wilderness management policies, has obscured the connections
between natural and cultural systems. This tendency neither adequately acknowledges the value of cultural resources, nor reflects

Lakeshore, 27 August 1993, conespondence Bes, SleepingBear Dunes
National Lakeshore,Empire, Mich.

Joan and John Herron to Superintendent, Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore, 25 August 1993, conespondence files, Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore. Empire, Mich.

ZL

"Kim Beak to Superintendent,
Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore,26 October 1993,corespondence mes, SeepingBear Dunes
NationalLakeshore, Empire, Nuch.
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the ways in which visitors experience the island's landscape. Perhaps
wilderness is a more vague idea that the policies assume.

What kind of wildemess landscape is North Manitou Island?
If one employs the dehnition of the Wilderness Act of 196Lthat
is, a place where "the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man [sic]" and where "the imprint of man's [sic] work is
substandally unnodceable,"--then it is dear that North Manitou is
not a pristine example.* Returning to Carl Sauer's definition of a
cultural landscape as a natural area modified by human culture over
time, it is apparent that even the description of a "potenual wilderness" contained in the Wilderness Act of 1964 describes a mLkt(raL
landscape. Furthermore, we have pointed out how wilderness itself
is a cultural construcuon.
Today, North Manitou Island is no less a cultural landscape
than it was eighty years ago when its forests, farm fields, and fisheries supported a population of several hundred residents. However,
North Manitou is now a cultural landscape that is managed as f i t
were wilderness. In our minds, it occupies an ambiguous middle
ground between humans and wild nature. In mediadng between
humans and nonhuman nature, it is akin to a garden, but a garden
that is tended in a peculiar manner. It is a wild landscape that has
been transformed by human activities and ideas-made to fit within
prrvaihg attitudes about the human relation to nature, made
"comfortable."
-

If interpretation of North Manitou Island as an untouched
wilderness is delusive, how should we instead perceive it? North
Manitou Island is not an ideal wilderness, but neither is it a stable,
intact cultural landscape that is being maintained through traditional
human activities. Many of its cultural features are in decline, slowly
disappearing due to decades of abandonment and neglect. This is
hardly a museum landscape. Rather, North Manitou Island is a
cultural landscape undergoing a peculiar yet familiar form of narisformation; indeed, it might be considered a rainscape.
Most the island's "cultural resources"-namely, its buildings
and landscapes-exist in a physical condition that is deteriorated
beyond the point of restoration. As the historic landscapes of rhe
past decay, a different sort of cultural landscape emerges. This new
landscape is no less a product of human values and attitudes toward
nature and the land. In this respect a wilderness such as North
Manitou Island is no different from other types of cultural landscapes. It does, however, certainly possess p e c k characteristics
and
idiosyncrasies. As a ruin, the landscape embodies aesthetic
z3 ~ i i d e o~~1964,
~ U.J.
~ ~code,
~ ~ t
701.4, utle 16, sec. 1131(c) (1970).
qualities that are capable of inspiring varied emotional and intellec-

Figure7.3. Ruins betraythe extent to which
landscapesare dynamicsettings, endlessly
modified by forcesof non-humannature acting
through time. Ruins show both human
endeavors and non-human processes to be
powerfulagents of environmental change.

tual responses. Ruins stand for the binary opposites of life, growth,
and progress. By embodying rqresssive change, ruins resist attempts at

preservation. They make the aansformative power of nature and
time visible and palpable (figure 7.3). This may be why we find
ruins to be both disconcerting and fascinating at the same time.
Like ''dderness" landscapes, ruins are complex amfacts that
possess meaning on multiple levels and evoke emotions that are both
personal and bounded by long-standing cultural aaditions. Ruins may
be valued simultaneously for their associative, aesthetic, and didactic
attributes. InteUecd interest in ruins extends back to the Enhghtenment, and the rediscovery of surviving veshges of ancient Roman
and Greek civilizations during the Renaissance. Ruins represented
tangible evidence for understanding past cultures. Engaged in a
process of intuitive analysis, scholars examined ruins for clues to the
history and character of vanished civilizations. By the late seventeenth

century the study of ruins and other antiquities was being approached
as an empirical, scienntic discipline.24The ability of ruins to reveal
information about the past through standardized, objective observation conmbuted to the development of the disapline of archaeology.
Ruins, however, are not merely documents of the past for detached,
empirical study. Over many centuries they have become &My
charged with subjective, associative, and aestheticmeanings as well.
Landscapes feanuring architectural ruins were a common
theme in painting, literame, aesthetics, and landscape architecture
d
~ the gqhteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Fascination
with the processes and effects of architec~raldecay was so pervasive during this time that several historians have referred to the
phenomenon as the "cult of the ruin."2i Artists and poets celebrated
the accumulated effects of the gradual destruction of buildings by
nature in time. Landscape historian John Dixon Hunt states that
ruins were considered to be a "prime ingredient" of any picturesque
view, especially duriog the last half of the eighteenth centqZ'
Ruins represented a harmonious integration of human artifice.and
nature, and the processes of time and nature provided it with the
desired aesthetic properties of roughness and irregularity (e.g.,
broken and rough surfaces).
In England, garden designers sought to "improve" landscapes by incorporating ruins into views. Where no ruins existed,
they were sometimes purchased and moved onto a property. In other
24 Stuatt Piggon, Ruim in a Landr~qe:
cases, artificial ruins were constructed, along with artificial, "ruEssays in Antiquan'animt @dmburgh:
ined" elements of nature--dead trees and kagments of tree
University Press, 1976),20.
''SeeJohn Dixon Hunt, Gmdenr and the trunks.27William Gilpin, an &st and critic of landscapes and
Picturesque: Studies in the Hirtory of
landscape art, valued ruins as "sacred" things possessing "a sort of
Landrape Anhitectun (Cambridge,
melancholy pleasure.'"* Gilpin preferred ruins, especially ruined
Mass.: MT Press, 1992); David
castles, to cottages, Greek temples, and other embodiments of
Lowenthal, The P& Ir a Foreign CGF<Z@
human artifice because, through time, ruins had become merged
(Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1985); David Watkin, TheEngLsh with the landscape. They had become "naturalized." Furthermore,
the process of natural decay imparted to ruins the characteristics of
Virion:The Pirttrerpe in Architecture,
Landrcape and GardenDeign (New York: roughness and irregularity. The picturesque tradition thus bonded
Harper and Row, 1982).
the ruin with aesthetic pleasure
Z%~\

Gardcnr and the Pidwesqgue, 179.

Beyond aesthetic considerations, ruins possessed important
assodative qualities. Ruins were thought to stir the imagination. The
" Ibid., 64.
viewer was invited to imagine the former inhabitants and to ponder
events that took place in the past. Probing even deeper, the
Megan E. Soske, Scenic Views:
E;ghteenth-centuy Londrcapes, Ruinrcaper, ruinscape invited the observer to "explore ideas concerning the
and Cityrcaper: SeLctions/mm the Indiana
transience of time and its decaymg effects on man's greatest accomUniuersig Arl Collection (Bloomington, plishment~."~'
Contemplation of ancient ruins inspired Constantin
Lad.: Indiana University, 1996), 14.
Frangois Chasseboeuf Volney's b i n $ , or Meditatioon~on the Renolt(tion
' O C.-F. [Constantin-Franqois) Volney,
of Empzres, whlch elevated ruins into universal symbols of the
The hens;or, Meditation on the Reuofuphilosophy
of history. "Do thus perish then the works of mentiom ofEmpins: and The Law oJNoh,re, .
. .. (NewYork, Peter Eckler Publishing thus vanish empires and nations?" asked Volney after pondering the
ruins of ancient ci&ations.jO Volney's survey of human history led
Co., 1926 [1791]),7.
Watkin, EngLsh Vihi,48.
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Figure 7.4.Awoman poses near a ~ i n e d
log shcture, possibly a former
hornesteadeiscabin, on North Manitou
Island, ca. 1900.

him to conclude that "man is made the architect of his own destiny:'
and to warn that the lessons of dmes past may be repeated in the
present."
Landscape archaeologistJulia King has shown that American
attitudes toward ruins during the nineteenth century mirrored those
that prevailed in Europe. Although the American landscape possessed
no ruins on a scale of those that abounded in Europe, Americans
nonetheless valued architectural ruins for historical associations, as
embodying "lessons of history." King found that during the nineteenth century, inhabitants of southern Maryland retained certain
architectural ruins in the local landscape as visible links with the
past." Archaeological and documentary evidence revealed that many
architectural ruins were left standing largely because they served as
palpable, mnemonic landmarks. Ruins gave a tangble quality to the
abstract concept of the past?3Historic photographs suggest that a
similar situation existed on North Manitou. Even a century ago, island
visitors were atracted to evidence of previous human habitation and
enterprise (figure 7.4).
During the eighteenth century and throughout much of the
nineteenth century, ruins represented the harmonious fusion of the
works of humans with natural processes. Although romantic attitudes persist, a countervailing perspective is apparent today. The
contrasting view sterns from a recognition that humans are not
always agents of progressive change, that our relationship with nonhuman nature is not always harmonious. This notion has been
espeually potent during the later half of the twentieth century.
Thus, a ruin that exists as part of a "natural" or "wild" setting may
be viewed not as a harmonious integration of humans and nature,
but as evidence of the destructive effects of past human endeavors.
The latter point of view is evident in the language of the Wilderness
Act of 1964, whereby "natural condition" is detined in opposition
to human civilizadon: a wilderness area "generally appears to have
been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the i m p ~ of
t

Ibid., 21.
A. King, ' ' m e Transient
Name of M Things Sublunary:'
Romanticism, History, and Ruins in
Nineteenth-century Southern Maryland," in R. Yamin and K. B. Metheny,
:
and
eds., h d r c q e A h e o h ~ Rending
Interpretitg the American Hirtorical
Londrcnpc (Knoxville: Universiq of
Tennessee Press, 1996), 249-72.
"Juiia

3'Ibid., 250-253.
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man's [sic] work is substandally ~nnoticeable."~~
The ruin, or other
"imprint of man's work," becomes a bhght that must be removed if
the aesthetic ideal of wilderness is to be restored.

Figure 7.5 (oppositePage). Front Porch of
Ihe farm house
by
and Josephine
Maleski, 1997.

It is dear that both aesthetic traditions coexist today. NPS
wilderness,management policies clearly reflect a conflicted, if not
wholly ambivalent, amtude toward cultural elements, or "examples
of man's presence." On North Manitou Island, cultural landscapes
such as the Boumique place inidly were considered to be inconsistent with "wilderness values." They were desuibed not as picturesque ruinscapes, but as "visual inrrusions." Accordingly, the NPS
proposed to remove all of the structures and other human-made
features from the site. The agency later determined that removal of
the structures would severely disrupt natural systems, and subsequently revised its plan to allow the structures to remain in place
and deteriorate "naturally."
Most of the other extant structures on the island also were
proposed to remain as part of the wilderness as "moldering ruins."
Although this management decision was made primarily because of
economic and logistical constraints, it was justified, in part, on
aesthetic grounds. The NPS conceded that retaining "visual intrusions" in a wildemess area allowed them to function as "&covery
sites" for pazk visitors. This apparent compromise of "wilderness
values" acknowledged the aesthetic legacy of eighteenth-century
picturesque landscapes, in which "moldering ruins" are valued for
their aesthetic and associative amibutes-their ability to stix the
imagination
The comprormse solution adopted by the NPS suggests the
extent to which both aesthetics-wilderness and the picturesquecoexist. So, too, do the experiences of visitors who come upon the
"discovery sites" of North Manitou Island. Both aesthetic attitudes
ate expressed eloquently in this account of journalist Mark Stone's
encounter with the ruins of the Adam and Mary Maleski farm on
the northern end of the island (Egure 7.5):
With little effort, it was easy to piece together what had
once been: the approximate extent of the fields and
pastures, the rise of an old barn foundation, all posts
that once fenced the garden from deer, and, at the other
end of the clearing behind a row of blooming lilacs and
scattered bcuit trees, the once-upon-a-time Maleski
home.
The buildrng had lost some of its glory in decay, but not
its character. I could see the Maleski's sitting on the now
rotted and broken porch. Through the broken panes,
Mrs. Maleski's kitchen was now lit by the gaping holes iu
the caved-in roof. Around the home, a few outbuildings
tilted into thickets of overgrowth and vines. Here and
there were the rusted horse-drawn implements of the
farm operation.

"

Wiiderneu Ad of 1764,US.Code,
"01. 4, utle 16, sec. 1131(c) (1970).

Figure 7.6. Ruins like the dilapidated Katie
Shepard dining room inspire reAection
about processes of nature and time, and the
place of human history in "wilderness"
landscapes.In Westerncubre,ruins draw
on both modem and centuries-oldaesthefc
and assoaafvetadiions

How long, I wondered as I headed bad; into the trees at
the other end of the clearing, would it take for nature to
remove all traces of the Maleskis fiom this spot-10
years, 20 years, 50 years? What do the Maleski descendants feel when they visit this place?
They d return to find the beauty of their homestead
replaced with a beauty of another sort."35

Stone's interpretation of the Maleski house ruin reflects the
"sort of melancholy pleasure" that is the aesthetic legacy of the
eighteenth-century ruinscape. Competing with this romantic view,
however, is Stone's antiupation of a "beauty of another sort,"
which is, of course, the beauty of wild nature-the equally romandc aesthetic of wilderness, where "the implint of man's [sic] work is
substannally unnoticeable." In Stone's account we encounter the
central paradox of "wilderness" landscapes such as North Manitou
Island-that one's appreciation of non-human nature actually is
heightened by the obvious presence of human-made artifacts in the
landscape. Rather than spoiling the view, "imprints of mankind"
indeed may make one more aware of the transformative and, in
some cases, regenerative power of nature (figure 7.6). To do so, of
ruinscapes make ise of (and depend~upon)the conceptual
" Mark Stone, "Sweet Isoladm: T h e course,
dichotomy
between humans and nature, but in so doing they also
Pristine Quietude of North ~Manitou,"
point toward the connections and the extent to which the two
The Gazene (Elk Rapids, Mich.) S(2):
concepts are interconnected.
21-22 (June 24,1994).
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Figure7.7. Eastern shoreof LakeManitou,
1997.In many environments,kaces of
human historyare easily obscured. In such
places it is easy to forgetthateven
landscapes that appear utterly wild are,to a
certain extent, cultural wns6udons.

In settings such as North Manitou Island it is easy to forget
that we inhabit a dace that has a human historv, (hpures
7.7 and
,"
7.8). Amidst such natural beauty and solitude it is easy to believe
that the island is a place that has remained little-touched and
unsullied by human enterprise. It is easy to imagine this place as a
mythic, timeless, island wilderness. The presence of ruins, however,
dispels the myth of timelessness, and the myth of stability. From
the day a building is constructed, nature b e p s to transform it.
Surface materials are weathered and eroded, and the process of
returning the edifice to the earth begins. The same can be said of
the elements of non-human nature-plants and animals and rocks.
The weathered buildings of abandoned North Manitou
farmsteads, the overgrown shrubs, and the rows of old wooden
fenceposts and twisted wire, now partially buried by dunes of
shifting sand, all speak eloquently of the passage of time, cycles of
nature, and the transience of human habitation on the island. Ruins
and other evidence of past human habitation provide visitors with a
extraordnary vantage point from which to consider the world
around them and their place in it. Situated on a cusp of space and
time, these elements solicit contemplation of one's relationship to
place, history, and nature. Tlus sort of evocative power is characteristic not of wilderness, but of ruinscapes. We cannot deny that there
is spiritual power in name. We can marvel at a world that humans
did not create. But we also must recognize that we are part of that
world.
The interpretive agenda codified in the North Manitou Island
DCP/IP, and rooted in the NPS conception of wilderness, portlays
North Manitou as a place that exists largely outside the human

Fiaure 7.8. One oftwo now-vanished
bosthousesthat stood along the easlern
shoreofLakeManitou duringtheearly
1900s.
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Figure 7.9. Dock and wharf, north Manitou
Wllage, ca. 191Os.Althoughitisapiaceoi
spectacular natural beauv,North Manitou
Island is not awilderness landscape that
has remained untouched by human
activities.The extenttowhich past human
endeavors have "spoiled"the island
depends on one's understanding of such
places as cultural landscapes.

realm-a resource that is inspirational precisely because it has remained unspoiled by human endeavors and because it now is set aside
and forever protected fiom damaging human influences. This report
presents an alternative view: a portrait of North Manitou Island as a
landscape that bears marks of a rich and varied human history (ftgures 7.9 and 7.10). Rather than discounting NPS conceptions of the
island as inaccurate or misinformed, we might instead see them as a
reification of North Manitou's reputation as a timeless, primeval
wilderness landscape. The NPS vision reflects a long-standing interpretive tradition, and a familiar 0utl001i that did not onginate with
the agency. As a continuation of a cultural tradition, the "wilderness"
interpretation of the island landscape is no less v&d, no less "true:'
than our alternadve view. Indeed, reification of the wilderness myththe island's reputation as a place where "nothing happened'--also is
an important facet of its human history. It reflects an important
dimension of our cultural heritage, but more importantly the wilderness myth also explains the North Manitou landscape as it exists
Figure 7.10. Aformerlogging road that now
today. It is an essential part of the island's human history, and perhaps
functionsasa hiking trail, North Manitou
the very idea of wilderness has been the most powerful cultural force
laland 1997
to affect the North Manitou landscape during the twentieth century.
Should interpretation of the North Manitou Island landscape
continue as planned in the DCP/IP? The current interpretive
approach denies the extent to which the island's natural history is
interwoven with human history. Furthermore, it does not reflect the
experiences of many island visitors. The mltural Landscape of North
Manitou Island provides a richer, more interesting, visitor experience than the "primitive experience" described in the current DCP/
IP. By fully acknowledgmg the island as a cultural landscape that
possesses spectacular natural features and beauty andvestiges of a rich
and unique human history, the NPS may actually enhance the quality
of visitors' experiences and foster encounters that emphasize "sohtude, a feeling of self-reliance,and a sense of exploration."
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Unfortunately, traditional NPS planning procedures and
management strategies seem il-equipped to acknowledge cultural
landscapes of the sort that predominate on North Manitou (i.e.,
"ruinscapes"). Compared with other types of resources, current
NPS management policies have little to say about the treatment of
ruins, espeually ruins associated with hstoric-era, non-native (e.g.,
Euro-American) cultures. Most of the common treatment interventions are aimed at preserving archaeologcal information that may
be contained in a ruin, rather than exploiting its aesthetic and
didactic potential as a landscape element. Ruins, perhaps more than
other types of artifacts, resist preservation. By embodying regrestive
change, ruins make transition visible, tangible, palpable. Ruinscapes
are inherently transitory environments.
Conventional management and interpretation schemes
cannot be applied readily to the kinds of ruinous vernacular landscapes that now characterize North Manitou Island. Such landscapes cannot be "restored" to earlier, historic forms. Furthermore,
they cannot be interpreted in the manner that is typical of rescored,
museum environments. Spdicant pieces of the dominant historical
narrative (e.g., nineteenth-century subsistence farming) have been
lost in tuinscape environments, replaced by competing storylines
(eg., ecological succession). The ruin amidst wddemess invites an
observer to invent her own narrative, t o create her own plausible
explanation and story. Yet the themes and plot line are suggested
best by the environment itself. And the themes certainly have to do
with nature, time, and humanity.
Landscape ruins suggest that all envitonrnents are inherently
transitory, and they are so because we arepart of fbem. They exist
outside of us, and within us--embedded in stories, postcard snapshots, scientific theories, personal memories, and poems ( w e
7.11). Our landscapes change us as surely as we change them. In
looking at landscapes like Noah Manitou, we may adopt a more
"biocenmc" point of view, but it is sull a human view. Ln labeling
such places as nataral, largely devoid of cultural s g d c a n c e and
meaning, we fail to fully acknowledge, and take responsibility for,
our place in them. A heightened sense of environmental awareness,
then, is the largely untapped inrerpretive potential of North
Manitou Island. Indeed, it is the interpretive potenrial of much of
the Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore.
The recommendations presented in &us report are aimed at
moving landscape management and understanding on N o a h
Manitou closer to the approach articulated in the Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore GMP, which emphasizes "human adaptation to and influence on the natural environment" and "the linking
of past, present and future"-themes that were cenrral to Cad
Sauer's initial conceptualization of the cultural landscape.'The NPS
commitment to a wilderness ideal has unnecessarily constrained
management options for both cultural and natural resources on North
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Figure 7.11. Postcard image of a painting of
landscape sceneryat Lake Manitou, ca.
1900. Such renderings betray a landscape
as both object and subject shaped by
human actions and defined by human
ideas.
Manitou Island. An alternative approach rmght treat the island as a
m~deemsspark,a place that is purposefully celebrated as a setting for
interacting wirh elements of non-human nature and vestiges of past
human culture. Instead of regarding the island as a wilderness landscape that is marred by "visual intrusions," the NPS might present it
as a cultural landscape that offers visitors a unique oppommity to
explore the human relationship to nature.
What are the practical implications of this shift in perspective? To begm with, the island's human history should be acknowledged, not ignored or downplayed. Ruins and other cultural resources, whether structures or landscapes, are important elements
of the visitor esqxn'ence on North Manitou. Ruined farmsteads and
other elements should be unapologetically "interpreted" as part of
the visitor experience. This does not mean that human history
should be the focus of the visitor experience, however. Rather, the
human history embodied in the island's dunes, forests, lakes, and
wildlife should be added to rhe picture. Accurate historical information should be accessible to visitors, but the interpretive program
need not depend upon intrusive wayside exhibits or museum displays. Visitors should be encouraged to explore the island's cultural
landscapes on their own.
The approach advocated here does not invalidate the restoration of cultural elements, or the conservation of natural systems
on the island. Resources like the U.S. Life-Saving Station and
Cottage Row clearly possess a cultural s e c a n c e that jusafies
more intensive (i.e., traditional) preservation and interpretation.
Likewise, protection of piping plover and pitcher's thistle, and
l6 Department of the Interior,
vi@t preservation of sensitive habitats, are worthwhile manageNational Park Service, General
m a t objectives. While not abandoning our obhgation to respect and
Ahnagement Pbn: SIPcp*ng Be& Dunei
conserve non-human nature, this report recommends a shift in
NntionalLPkeshom, MiCh;gali(Denver:
isl most~ clearly
Department of the ~
~~ ~ ~ t amtudes
i~ ~ d
~ that
~ ~
, manifest in the way the island landscape
is conceptualized, and the way in which it is interpreted to the public.
Park Service, October 1979), 5.

An island can easily become a place of escape, a world apart,
sealed off from the enervating influences of modern, human civilization. Many people long to feel as though they are the &st human
beings to hike along a certain stretch of beach, or to cross a coldrunning stream, or to ponder a bloom of milkweed slowly swaying in
a late summer breeze. Many of us struggle to come to terms with our
respect for wild, non-human nature, and our felt connection to human
history, our yearning for understanding about times and lives past. A
landscape like North Manitou Island could be a place for doing
that--aplace for questioning, and reconciling, oG own conflicted
relationships with our past, with each other and the natural world.
How do we tend a "comfortable wilderness"? Perhaps we
could begin by recogninng that wilderness needs ruins. It depends
upon them, and other evidences of human habitation, for much of
its meaning, for we can only dehne wilderness in relation to human
Vestiges of human habitation
culture-in relation to our~e~ves.
prompt us to ask questions about our place in nature--questions
about how the natural world has shaped patterns of human life in
the past and the present. They reveal shlfdng attitudes toward
nature-how people have perceived non-human nature and attached complex meanings and values to elements of the world
around us. Finally, they help us contemplate the penJiar ways in
which humans reshape landscapes, and how those landscapes in
turn inspire us. Preserving vesdges of human culture on a remote
island like North Manitou may be a step toward coming to terms
with our past, and envisioning possible futures-a step toward
achieving the kind of adaptation to environment that Sauer defined
as "the feeling of harmony between the human habitation and the
landscape into which it so fittingly blend^."^'
'

" Carl Sauer, "The Morphology of
Landscape," in Lond and Li/k: A Selection
fmm the Wtzfinggrof Cur/ 0-n Sauer,
ed. John Leighly (Berkeley, CA:

The findings and interpretations presented in this report were drawn
from a diverse array of sources, encompassingpersonal memoirs,
historic photographs and maps, government reports and planning
documents, census records, legal documents, oral history interviews,
and secondary historical accounts, as well as the island's relict material
culture. Most of the primary archival repositories were located in
Mich_lgan,and included the collections of the Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore in Empire, the Leelanau County Historical
Museum in Leland, the Library of Michigan and the State Archives
of Michgan in Lansing, and the Bentley Historical Library in Ann
Arbor. Other repositories included the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin, and the Chicago Maritime Society. In addition, the private
collections of two former North Manitou residents, Rita Hadra
Rusco and Paul Maleski, Jr., were consulted. Field investigations were
carried out during the summers of 1996 and 1997. A few key types
of manusuipt sources are discussed individually below, followed by
general remarks on other unpublished documents. These are followed by notes on other primary and secondary sources.

CensusRecords
Manuscript census schedules are available for certain years during the
nineteenth and early twentieth century. The decennial censuses
c e r d y do not fully capture the island's "boom-or-bust" development pattern, hut they nonetheless provide pattial, periodic glimpses
of the demographic composition of the island's human population.
For the years 1860,1870, and 1880 the federal census of agriculture
provides specific data on North Manitou farms. Unfortunately, much
of the 1890 U.S. Census data was destroyed by fze. Aggregate
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(township) population data from the 1890 census are available in
published form, but there are no separate population statistics for
North Manitou Island. For the 1900 census the Island was incorporated into the Leland Township manuscripts, and it is difficult to
identify North Manitou residents with absolute certainty. Ln contrast,
the 1910 and 1920 manuscripts clearly distinguish the island's inhabitants from other township residents.
The state of Michgan collected its own statistics on agnculture and industry throughout much of the nineteenth century for
years ending in four. However, it is not possible to exaapolate specific information about North Manitou Island until the 1894 census,
and after that census North Manitou statistics were incorporated into
aggregate numbers for LeLeelanau County. Most of the statistics &om
the 1894 state census apply to both North and South Manitou islands
together. For example, s&tistics for cultivated land, poulay, cereal
crops, garden vegetables, and fruits were combined for both islands.
Separate data are given for livestock and fisheries. Still?it is possible
to conceptualize the general context of North Manitou Island
agriculture from these data. The tables in Appendices C and E
summarize the federal population and state agriculture censuses for
which North Manitou-specific data can be discerned.

HomesteadReUdS
Enacted in 1864, the Homestead Act legislatively established a
mechanism for the efficient dispensation of public lands to aspiring
agriculturists. Individuals who acquired land under provisions of the
Homestead Act were required to file various documents with regional
federal land offices, which functioned under the auspices of the U.S.
Treasury Department. The original documentation filed by claimants
subsequently was transferred into the National Archives and Record
Service in Waslungton, D.C. where it currently is available to the
public. Although the level of detail varies, these documents ohen
provide detailed information about a claimant's ethnic or cultural
heritage, his (or, inftequently, her) age and familial status, and the
various "improvements," such as builhgs or cultivated land, that
had been made on the property. Perhaps the most useful homestead
data pertains to buildings, the amount of deared land, and personal
information about the c h a n t , the kinds of crops cultivated, and
animals, because few other sources exist that provide this data with
such specificity. In addition, such information may allow insights into
general agricultural activities and practices within the larger cornmuSty.Appendix D summarizes the characteristics of North Manitou's
homestead farms, as described by claimants in official homestead
documents. Homestead records were located for nine claimants on
North Manitou Island. Documents for two homesteaders, Nels
Carlson and Lars Christian, were not located.

Records indicating the b s t purchasers of land within the surveyed
public domain are held in the State Archives of Michgan in Lansing.
The authors utilized rnicrotilm copies of these records, which for
each parcel gave the name of the purchaser, and the method of
acquisition (e.g. homestead, military bounty, etc.). In addition, this
information is found in table form in the "History Data Report"
written by NPS histosian David L. Fritz. The official Leelanau
County deeds records held at the courthouse in Leland, Midugan,
also were utilized to document key land transactions.
Manuscript materials were utilized from three repositories: the
archives of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore, the Bentley
Historical Library, and the Leelanau County Historical Museum. The
SBDNL archive contains several linear feet of manuscript materials
that o v a t e from the Manitou Island Association and the W h r n
R Angell Foundation. Most of these materials were donated to the
lakeshore by a former Angell Foundation trustee. The documents
include official Angell Foundation memorandums and correspondence, copies of reports about the MIA deer herd and archaeological
resources on the island, and an MIA general accounts ledger for the
period autumn 1924 through 1929. In addition to this important
collection of historic materials, the administrative files of the
SBDNL include copies of court documentation rehdng to NPS
condemnation proceedings, reports on natural and culnrral resources,
official public comment documents, and unsolicited comments from
park visitors.
The papers of Arthur J. Lacy, W
h R. Angers personal
attorney, are located at the Bentley Historical Library. The Lacy
papers contain documents rehting to the establishment of the Angell
Foundation, minutes from foundation meetings, and copies of the
two trust instruments that Angell created to hold the assets of the
Manitou Island Association. Other items in the Lacy Collection
corroborated evidence drawn from the MIA Collection at SBDNL.
Lastly, the Betty Kramer Collection of the Leelanau Historical
Museum contains several useful sources, including personal recollections of Shirley Foote Alford and Josephine HoUister, newspaper
clippings, and miscellaneous items relating to the Newhall, Manitou
Island Association, and Angell Foundation eras.
Photographic documentation of agriculture on No& Manitou
Island is scant. The authors located useful images in the personal
photograph collections of former North Manitou Island residents
Rita Hadra Rusco aid Paul Maleski, Jr., and in the archival collections
of the Bentley Historical Library, the Chicago Maddme Society,
Leelanau Historical Museum, and Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore (SBDNL). Probably the best assemblage of North

Manitou Island photographs, in terms of historical themes, physical
condition, and image quality, is the collection of Newhall family
photographs held by the Chicago Matitime Society. The photographs
were donated to the society by descendants of John Newhall. They
are contained in five bound sclapbooks, and represent views taken
during the Newhall family's tenure on the island, roughly 1897
through the early 1920s. The collection includes images of Newhall
family members, friends, employees, farm scenes, and views of
Cottage Row, logging activities, and natural features. In addition to a
small number of photographs depicting the Newhalls' agdcultural
activities, the collection contains several images of other North
Manitou farms.

Certainly in terms of chronologica1breadth, range of subject
matter, and historical themes, the best overall assemblage of island
photographs is the personal collection of Rira Hadra Rusco. Rusco
assembled her collection during many years of residency on the
island, and as part of her effort to document the island's h i s t o ~The
.
photograph collection represents her love for the island and her deep
appreciation
of those who resided on the island before her. Rusco
-graciously shared her collection with the authors on several occasions. Rusco's collection was espeually valuable for this study because
it contains several images depicting agricultural practices and landscapes on North Manitou Island (which are themselves few), including some that are not represented in other collections. Another
former island resident, Paul Malesb Jr., also loaned his collection of
family photographs. These were useful in understanding the history
of one of the island's most important farm f a d e s .
A

In addition to the personal collections noted above, the
archive of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore includes an
assortment of over ninety photographic images of North Manitou
Island. The NPS has gathered these images from various sources,
including donations from former island residents. Compared with
other areas of the lakeshore, North Manitou Island agndture is not
well represented in the SBDNL collection, and many of the images
that exist are of poor quality The Randa Frederickson Collection of
the Bentley Historical Library includes a small set of historic photographs, most of which depict various logging activities on the island
during the early twentieth century. The Bentley's postcard collection
also includes North Manitou scenes that depict logging, the village
post office and store, the lighthouse, and the maiden voyage of the
island's mail boat. A hnal archival source of photographic images is
the Leelanau Historical Museum in Leland., which holds a small
collection of photographs depicting a range of activities on the
island. Several of these are not represented in other collections. The
museum's Betty Kramer Collection of also contains a few views of
North Manitou dating from the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.

In addition to historic photographs of island scenes, several
sets of aerial photographs of the island, or pomons thereof, were
utilized. The oldest and most useful set of historic aerial images was
produced by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1938. Largeformat black-and-white ptints of these photographs were acquired
from the National Archives and Record Service. Although the resolution of many of these photographs is not optimal, they provide a
historical baseline for assessing macro-level landscape change (e.g.,
changes in general patterns of vegetation, the sue and shape of
clearings, etc.; the scale and clarity of the photos generally does not
permit the identiftcation of s p e d c buildings or small landscape
features). Sirnilat information was drawn from a set of twenty blackand-white aerial photographs dating from 1952, a series of aerials
from 1971, eight infrared aerial photo color transparencies from the
1980s, and a 1995 series of color slides depicting aerial views of
North and South Manitou islands.
Few detailed b t o r i c maps of the island were located. The
MIA Collection at Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore included
a plat map of the North Manitou Vdlage area dating from the 1910s,
a ca. 1950s insurance map of the same vicinity, and several historic
plat maps of the island, most dating from the mid-1920s through the
1950s. Current cartographic information was obtained from the U.S.
Geological Survey "North Manitou Island" quadrangle map, and
from a map produced by Rita Hadra Rusco and Gina Olejarczyk.
Jean Fondergan) Lundquist shared a truly unique map of the island.
The map was created by Eleanor Lampman, wife of Dr. Harold
Lampman. The Lampmans were personal friends of William Angell
and the Londergans, and spent time on the island during the 1940s
and 1950s. Eleanor Lampman's map portrays the cultural landscape
of the island as it was expelienced by North Manitou's summer
residents during that time. The hand-painted map indudes trails,
roads, and natural and cultural landmarks, which are colorfully
denoted by small pictograms or emblems. As Jean Lundquist related,
each emblem represented a f&
island site and the "stones"
associated with it.

N v F
bficrohlm copies of Leeknau county newspapers were researched at
the Library of Midugan in Lansing. The research was not comprehensive or systematic. Rather, a reconnaissance approach concentrated on certain periods for which other documentation was scarce
(e.g., the late 1880s through the 1890s). Coverage of events on North
Manitou was not extensive in the mainland newspapers. Nevertheless,
the papers yielded anecdotal information, and con6rmed events
documented by other sources. In addidon to the collection at the
Library of Midugan, the Leelanau County Historical Museum's Betty
Kramer Collection included several noteworthy newspaper clippings,
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and the administrative files of Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore contained a number of articles pertaining to NPS acquisition and management of the island.

OralHistory~ews
The authors conducted oral history interviews with former island
residents Rita Hadra Rusco, Paul Maleski, Jr., and former summer
resident Jean (Loudergan) Lundquist. Notes from interviews witb
Rusco, Maleski, and Lundquist are on file at Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore. In addition, SBDNL loaned audio and video
tape recordings of previous interviews with Paul Maleski, Jr. The
authors also ualized the oral history collection of the Leelanau
County Historical Museum, which contained audio tape recordmgs
of a 1993 interview with former North Manitou resident Vera Crites
Goos.
North Manitou Isknd's cultural resources were documented systematically in 1979, and again in 1994. The island's buildings and snuctures were inventoried at a reconnaissance level (i.e. without intensive
historical and/or contextual research) in 1979 by Shunichi Hagiwara,
a graduate student at Midugan State University. Hagiwara's survey
was sponsored by the NPS, in cooperation with the Michgan State
Historic Preservation Office, and was intended to record all of the
extant structures on the island at that time. Although the Hagiwara's
inventory somehow omitted the MIA sawmill, most of the island's
buildings were photographed, and basic location and materials data
were noted on small inventory cards. The 1979 survey data provide a
baseline for evaluating envixonmental change over the ensuing two
decades. The NPS List of Class6ed Structures (LCS) inventory was
undertaken fifteen years later, during the summer of 1994. Onginal
LCS photographs and field notes are on file at the office of the NPS,
Midwest Field Area, in Omaha, Nebraska.

Field-ce

Surveys

Relict roads, paths, clearings, buildings, architectural ruins, and
cultivated plants, reveal the extent and character of agricultural
practices on North Manitou Island from the 1850s through the
1950s. Cultural features at former agricultural sites were documented
with black-and-white photographs and, in some cases, color slides.
Sites with s m c a n t cultural features were documented with measured drawings. Landscape features, extant buildings, and architectural remnants were located via ttiangulation.

Saondary~ricalAccounts
Because primary documents relating to the history of North Manitou
Island are scarce, this study utilized a number of secondary accounts.
Foremost of those were the memoir and island history published by
Rita Hadra Rusco, and the "History Data Report" prepared by NPS
historian David L. Fritz. Rusco's book, Betwee# Stlnrise and Stlnset,

relates not only her personal experiences of life on the island during
the 1940s, but also includes numerous descriptions of past personzties and events derived from the author's own historical research, and
images from her collection of island photographs. Between Stcnrise at&
S # n t also occupies a prominent place in the recent history of the
island-it fded a void created by the official NPS interpretive strategy, which granted only minimal acknowledgment of the island's
human history. The popularity of Rusco's book demonstrates that
island visitors are eager to learn more about the history of the cultural landscapes that they encounter on North Manitou Island.
The "History Data Report" prepared by David L. Fritz
represents the National Park Service's i n i d attempt to understand
and evaluate the human history of North Manitou Island. The
"History Data Report" does not give an integrated narrative account
of human activities on the island. Instead, the report is organized as a
series of topical vignettes derived horn vatious sources. Appendices
indude a list of first land purchasers, an historical base map, and an
inventory of the island's structures. Unfortunately, the report was
completed after the development of the national lakeshore's General
Management Plan, and seems to have inspired little serious consideration among NPS planners during the development of the North
Manitou Island Development Concept Plan/Intezpretive Prospectus.
Nonetheless, Fritz's report is a well-documented and useful resource.
Other secondary sources included a 1992 memoir by Glenn
C. Furst, and a hiking and backpacking gude written by Robert H.
Ruchhoft. Written from a child's perspective, Furst's book is a engaging collection of stories about the author's childhood while living
with his family at the hghthouse keeper's station at North Manitou
Island. Ruchhoft's guidebook, which encompasses all of the major
eastern Lake Michigan islands, contains a brief history of the island
and several historic photographs, many of which were obtained from
private individuals.
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Ap~endixB

Some PossibleIndian Uses of P W Species
CurventEyPresent onNorth Manitott Island1

' The following discussion and
accompanying list of plant species
were derived from Hazlett and Vande
Kopple's 1983 survey of North
Manitou vegeration and Yarnell's study
of vegetation use by American Indian
groups io the upper Great Lakes
Yarnell's study relies heavily on
historic-period or modem e h o graphic accounts that offer only broad
generalizations or apply only to s p e d c
c u l d groups. For thtr reason, and
because certain species that formerly
occurred on the island mq now be
missing from its flora, Appendix B
should be regarded only as a prellninary outline of possibiies. See Brian
T. Hazlett and Robert J. Vande Kopple,
The Tmestna/ Vegetation and Fhru oJ'
North and South M&IOU Ishnds, Shping
Bern Dunes NationalLnkerhore, Lee/unau
Counp, Michigan (Douglas Lake, iMich.:
University of Midugan Biological
Station, 1983);Richard Asa Yamell,
'Xboriginal Relationships between
Culture and Plant Life in the Upper
Great Lakes Region:' AnthmpologcaI
Pqers Na 23 (hnnArbor: Museum of
hnthropology, University of Wchigan,
1964).
'Yarnell, 'Xboliginal Relationships
between Culture and Plant Life," 143.

' Ibid., 98.

In an important ethnobotanical study, Richard Asa Yarnell identified
nearly 400 native plant spedes that were utilized by the American
Indian inhabitants of the upper Great Lakes. These represent approximately 20 per cent of the total number of different species that
are native to the region.' The cumulative effects of centuries of
human-plant interactions may be far-reaching. Ethnobotanists have
observed that "subspecific taxa" are two to three times more common among plant genuses that possessed economic value, than
among those that do not. Among the plants that were utilized by
American Indians, genetic variation is about twice as great as the
variation among die total flora of the upper Great lake^.^ In the case
of intensively cultivated plants, such as corn, squash, beans, sunflower, tobacco, and gourd, humans played a more powerful and
more obvious role in genetic manipulation.
With the exception of agricultural cultigens, the extent to
which human interactions are responsible for genetic divergence
remains unclear. What is more certain, is that aboriginal peoples
altered the environments that they inhabited by extending the range
of certain plants, and by intentionally and unintentionally altexing
ecosystems to favor plants and animals that were beneficial to humans. Although agriculture is the most obvious example of environmental manipulation, the landscape was altered in more subtle ways,
too. Activities such as collection of food and hrewood, disposal of
waste, and burning altered local soil conditions, increased light, and
modified humidity. The "natural" composition of plant and animal
communities in certain localities shifted in response to human interventions. Indeed, in the upper Great Lakes region, such disturbances

may have been beneficial to humans. Many valuable products (e.g.
maple sap, edible nut- and fruit-bearing trees) are relatively less
abundant in dimax forest vegetation, and many economically valuable species are less productive in dense stands. Berry bushes, for
example, produce most abundant in sunny clearings. Thus, as openings, abandoned agncultural fields may have remaioed "productive"
and economically valuable long after culdvation had cea~ed.~
In terms
of both genetic and environmental characteristics, prehistoric humans may have influenced the flora of the region to an unexpected
degree.
It is difficult to extrapolate current ethnobotanical knowledge
to a relatively small environment like North Manitou Island without
engaging in a considerable degree of speculation. Accordingly, the
information presented in this appendix merely constimtes an outline
of possibilities. Although the following list identities more than 150
NO* Manitou plant spedes that may have possessed utilitarian or
cultural value for prehistoric, abo+al people, all of the most
economically useful plants (e.g. sugar maple, paper birch, blueberry,
etc.) ate available and more abundant on the mainland. Furthermore,
the modern vegetation of the mainland includes several useful plant
species that presently are absent from both north and south Manitou
islands. Prehistoric peoples may have exerted a greater impact on the
ecosystems of the mainland, where they probably engaged in more
intensive hunting and plant collecting.
Nonetheless, prehistoric occupation may have impacted
North Manitou's native plant communities, even if the island's flora
was not extensively exploited. The most likely influence is the possible introduction and/or dispersal of native weedy species. Such
species thrive in disturbed habitats. According to Yarnel,likely
candidates for dispersal by humans include spreading dogbane
(Apogntlm androJakmifb~ium),
a mint (Mentha ahnris), bedstraw ( G a b
spp.), a chenopod (Chenopodzum album), butterfly weed (Asclepias
tuberosa), and common milkweed (Asclepiasyiaca). These species also
possess potenttal economic value, and all are represented in the
island's current flora.5All of these species produce small, winddispersed seeds that could have reached the island without assistance
from humans. However, given the absence of slgm6cant numbers of
burrowing or large, grazing mammals on the island, humans may
have been the primary agents for creating the small patches of
disturbed ground necessary for these species. All would have thrived
in the abandoned camp sites left behind by prehistoric hunting and
fishing parties.

' Ibid., 146

'Ibid., 93.
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TABLE

C-1

Culturally Significant Non-nativePlant Species on

North Manitou Island
1%
-

-

CulhmlUse

Latin Name

Norway mapic
Wclsh union
Chivcs
(;w.icn aspatagus
Amcrican chcstnut
Spottcd knapwced
Fluwcring quincc
(:urnrnon chicory
lily-uCthc-vallcy
Qucen Annc's lacc,wild carrot
Garden pink
Pin clovcr
Oranycday-lily
B~tttcnlut
Mull~i~n
pink
Alfalfa
Wlvitc swect cluvcr
(;rapchyacinth
Orients1 puppy
(;ardcn syringa
Muss-pink
Kvnmcky blucgmss
1.ombardy I'oplar
Apricot
Swcct chcrry
Plum
Pc~r

Applc
Black locust
(:abbagc Rose
Suur duck

-

-

Location
North Manitou Village, Cottagc Row
Garden patch "car Nocth Manitou Village
Lawn "car I-laosFlalscth liousc
Adam and Mary Malcski farm, and clscwhcrc
South uf Rcuham orchacd
Old ficlds
North ManituuVilIage
Airstrip, roadsidus, North Manitou Villxgc
Nocth Manitou Villagc, Alstrom homcstcad
Old ficlds
North ManbuuVillagc
North hlanitou Villagc
North Manitou Villagc
Manitou Island Association farm and orchard, North Manitou Villagc
John Malcski placc
John Malcski homcstcad and clscwhcrc
Ficlds and roadsides
Nortb hknitou Villagc
Coast Guard Station, North Maoitcm Village
Adam and Mary Mslcski farm
North Manitou Ccmetcry, Adam and Mary Malcski farm
North Manitou Villagc,John Malcskiplacc,Nerlas~d/Andcnonhousc
Coast Guard Statian,North Manituu Village
Cottage Row, bclow hcach ridgc
Manitou Island Association orchard, Nurth Manitou Villagc
Frcdcrickson place
North Manitou Villagc and clscwhcrc

AcerplnIonoi&,
AlI~~m/.rh~Io~r~rn
L
AfIi~rwschoc,,opran*m L
Aspar6,us a$ionat~ L
Castcrmlo det~fafr?
Ce~itauria
man<losn
Cbne,,orne/c~lagcatin
Cichon'~trnin!ybu~L
Co~tvallo~amq>I~

Darwr ramtd L
D i a t ~ l h u s p l dL
r~
Emdim nirton~~rn
Hem~mdIi~Ji~Iva
Jz~fs,,,n'nereaL
Lycht,ir camirarioL.
Medcdgo satis" L
Mti/ololusalbo
M~,~can'atf~t,tiinm

P)auprorier,/alr

-

L

Philnde@hz<~
r o r n ~ ~ o nL
'~,~
Phlox ~c,bt,kztn L
IJoaprdler~ii.
(1)
Pop"/", l i p L. wnr. l t 0 I i ~ ~
PW~I~II
onxenioca L

Pnmur aviun,
PWI,,,~hme~tico
P J ~ I mmmnn*
I

Pymrr mdns L

.,

Robi~~ia,b~e~(doilc~n'~~
L

Adam and Mary Maleski farm, Cottage Row
Old tiddr

Rora ariln$lir?
Rumoxmspur

-

A = agriculhml
G domestk~orchad
0 -ornamental

-

Rr weed

CulturallySignificant Non-nativePlant Species on North manitouIsland (continued)
-

p~

CommonName

lath Name

Scdum
Bladdcr campion
Billiard spirca
Spirca
Bridal wrcnth spirca
1,ilac
Common dandelion
<;oat's bcard
llop clnvcr
llairy Vctch
Common prriwi>,klc

Sedum ~pectr?bi/e(7)
Silene uu&anir
Spiraea X (Billiardi)
Spiraa ttichocqba
Spiraea X (Vawhouttei)
Synt18avuba",
Tarnuomumo@nale
Tragopogondubits
Ttifoliut~a u n m
V i i osatim
Viticamittor

Culturaluse
0
W
0
0

0
0

W

W
A
A
0

Locabon
Adam and Mary Malcaki farm
Old ficlds, roadsides
Adam and Mary Malcski farm; Ncwhall cottagc
North Manitou Villagc
Cottagc Kow
North Manitou Village, Adam and Mary Malcski farm and elscwhcre
North Manitou Villagc, raadsidcs
Old ficlds, rnadsidcs
John Malcski homcstcad
Large patches in ficlds
Cottagc Row
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Ap~endixD
Federd Census ofpopurcdion

North ManitotcIsih& 18@1920

TABLE
D-1

Federal Census ofPopulation
North ManitouIsland
ls#
Name

@e

Szx

Placeof Blrth

Occupation

(krkm, John
(;erkin, Macg~et
(:ct!&, Ded"ck
(;erkin, Catha&
Cirrbn. Ellen

36

M

F

10

M

R

F
P

Flawer
tlanover
Michigan
Micl>igan
hldugu,

Dayl.aborer

3(,

6

Value of RealEstate

Shoe Maker

Flmnvrr

Rotoham, (:arso:l
Dotohaen, Mary
Rut~haen,Cnrsun
Rotuhaen, John
Pluker, I)redlmd
I'luker, Cathain
Pluker, f m l y
Pl"ker,(:aihuul
Pluker, Andrew
Flukrr, Ma~y

w

m

vl

Pllmer

Mchigm
Michigan
Michigm

Day Laborer
Domestic

Matlar>d,]ohn
Mntlmd, I.auren Ann
Matland, Emily

32
18
1

I~lrmrror,Fredrick
Ilrmfrot, Elisabath
Hcmfrut, U'illiam
14rrnfrot, Elisabath

30
24
4
2

M

Prasbd

P

B j m Elm??

M
P

Michigan
Pmssian

Md:arthy. I lenry
McCarlhy,Mary Ann
Mc(:srthy, Jmef
Mr(:arthy,Charler

28
29
12
4

M
Y
M
M

Massarhwetts
England

Day Laborn

Day l.abborer

New York
New York

' Individual names are grouped according to household, and listed in the order that they appear on the lnanuscript schedules,
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North Manitou Island Population,1860 (continued)
Name

Age

Miller, <:arson
Mller, (:atha*
Miller, Anna
Miller, C~rhlrin
Miller, iv1;lt.z
Miller, Marpet

38

Sex

Place of Birth

Oocvpatlon

Value ofRealEstate

Value of PersonalEstate

Dav laborer

34

13

5
3
2

Ilaynes, Frrdrick
Hlynes, A m a
I laynes, llosdlz

Bade"
Badcn
Michigan
Swmlen
Sweden

nay I A ~ Q R ~

75

Sweden
S,*eden
Su,eden
Sweden

NewYork
<iulluck?,John

29

(;ulluck, Sophia

24

M
I'

I'ienayn, 'Thomas
f'lunayn, Mnnerna
Wunayn, Charles
I'lun;lyn, Dnlurl
Nunayn,(:lansa
Ilannyn. Mary
I'lunqn, William
PI",,~~n,S,lphia
Plunayn, 14elicil
Half, Martin
lialf, H m a h
Hnlf,Juhn
l+d<Henry
IIdf, Martin

Hurnes,Nickelsun
Burner, M a r p r
Bmcs,Peter
Hurnes, Mate?
Bunbe., Henry

(iermany
Ge-y

I>ay lnborr<

New York

Day Laborer

Vermont

NmvYork
New York
Nnv York
NervYurk
NewYuck
Illinois
Illkuis
hl
P

Manover
Ih o v e r

h4

Wisconsin
Wisroniin
Wisconsin

M

M

Day tnburer

Day laborer

125

NO&

Manitou &landPopulation, 1860 (continued)

Name
Droy Margrct
Drri5(:sthrrinc
Droy, Li~uisa
Dmy, Lisa
Ilruy, Emily
(:Barney,Georp,e

44
18
14
12
9
48

A&% FA?
Ackly,(:arhmne

39
34

Sex

Place of Birth

“=upation

F

hnce
France

??

P
li

Fmce

I'

t ' m

Y

Fmce
bee

M
M

P

Switzerland
Werdenburg?

Value ofRealEstate

Value of PersonalEstate
150

Dny Laborer
DgIabonr

Day Laborer

Schrer,Kandolph
Schrer, Elisabarh
Scherr,Batirh

Dry laborer

(;ray?, John
Gray, Anna
Clay, k c h a d
Gray, Catheme
Gray,Emily
fisherman

McC.uln?, l>nniel
Mc(:nn& hLvgrrt
McCsha, Man&
Mc(:m,Jrq
bla:ma, lits%

Mc(:ma, M q e t
Mc(:ana, Elira
Mc<:ar~,Dennis
Why?, Hans
Wan, Ann
Wan8 Sopha
Mny, Anna
Wmy, Mary
Wany, l l m r
Mny, (:harles
Wany, (:aroline

40
30
lo
8
6
4
5
3 months

M
I;

(:nrtphec, A m q
(:ristpher,Oceoy
Cristphrr,]olm
(:risvher, Charles
Cristpller, Anna

30

M

25
5
2
1

P

P
IJ
I:
M
M
F

M
M

Nowry
Noway
Nonvay
\Visconsin

F

hhchip

Pmcr

100

t

T
I

?
L!

U A

North ManitouIdandPopulation, 1860 (continued)
Name

*ge

Dolton, Hemy
Doltnn, A ~ ~ m m l s
Dultun, John Henry
Ddtcm, Mary
I)olton, Sophia
Dulrun, B m y

33
24
5
3
1
2 months

Setr

Place of Birth

Occupation

M

New York
Vermont
Wisconsin
Michigan
Michigan
Michiw

Day Iaborec

150

Nonvay
Nonvily
Nonvay
Illinois
btic~gan
Michigan

Day taborer

175

1;

M

F
F
F

Clyne?,Joseph
(:lyor. M q
(:lyne, M q
Clyne, Juhn
C:lynr.(:hacles
(:lyne,Juseph
(:h%rvey, George

l:~rgrreon?,(:hrtle?
C;ugmeon?.Carnibs
l:arp,eseon?, (:leeda
(:ar~rseun?,(:ameiia
(:acgcsrun?, Betsy
Witis, Elrrne

55
37
37
11
4

Pmcr
Nonvay
Noway
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Nmv York

1

27

Lompry, Prnncis
Lornpry, Ruth
Lornpry,Jerry I'
I.mnpry, E I I L ~
lumpry, Ida

35

M

n

F

7
5
3

M
I'

(4nada East
NW york
N a v York
Nnv York
NewYork

Peten, Nina
Petes, Maqranna
Petcs, k t r r
Prtes,John
Pe'efes.l . u q
Petes.Nickelur

54
34
9
6
4
3 months

M

Pmssia

Howen, Stephen
I~rank,)vhn
D<n,knn, Sirno,,
Skeiner,F.dward
'lbrnpsc,n, 'Thomas
Nlwijrs?, tloris?
I'c'rrry,J m e s
Dngon, Juhn

I'

F

I'mre

M

NmYork
New Yuck
NnuYork
R6chi~l

M
P

M

Havary [Bavma?l
Bavaty
Nnv Yuck
England
Noway
New York
Michi*
Bavary

Blacksmith

li-c
I'mLaborer

Value of Real Estate

Value of PersonalEstate

North Manitou IslandPovulation. 1860 fcondnuedl
Name

Age

SBL

Place of Birth

-patLon

Mrstlmd, Jamcs
Cnh, Michel
McDonald, Michxl
IrlcDr,nald, R i c h r d
I~~,(:hadrs

27
48

hl
M
M
M
M

CanadaEasr
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland

I'ishcrman

Nonvay

Pmec

45
46
22

30
26
4

2

M

I>enmark

P
P
P

New York
New York
New Yo&
I'mce
Pmce

New York
N w York
Nonvay

w

2
'

100
50

Farmer

Pishcrman

I>ny labomr

New York

Striclno. Charles
Striclm, Retsy
Stticlu~,Oclmdo
Stticlan, Rdwm
Striclan, Alonzo
Striclan, AliceJ.

Hronton?, Ilarrison
Rronton, Margref
Gmham, Matilda
Graham, FmUs
Graham, William 11.

250

New York
NrnYork
New York
NwYurk
Nnv York
New York

Mmllen, Joscph
Menllcn, Marget
Menlien, Joseph
Menllcn, kmnk
I r e , lidward

Rarctt, Charles I..
Rarett, IImry
Barett. Ada
Winston?, Mary

Value of PersonalEstate

Prtu>sylvmia
Prnnsylvanin

Sits, Georgc
Sitr,Retsy
Sits, George
Bts. Emuline
Sits, Elisnbnth
Sits,]"h,,
Sirs, Limnn
sits, Alminn
Curts. Christopher
Curts, Antln
Curts, Marylme
Corrs, Rlisabath

Value of Real Estate

New York
N w York
New York
New York
N a v Yurk
30
8

M

3

M
li

38

F

21

M

25

IJ

10

P
E'
M

4
3

New York
Mxhip
Mthip
N w York

Uny Inborer

New York
Pennsylvaraia
New York
NnvYork
New York

Day Iaborer

Domestic
50

?-

LC)

+a

B

E
D

w

2
k

NO& ~anitou~slandPovuIation,
1860 (continued)
Name

Sex

place of B W l

Occupation

M

England
Baw
Norway
Nonray
Nonvny

Dayhborer
Day Laborer
Day labor.%
Day Laborer
Domestic

Nunvay
Nunvay
Nonvay
Noway

Day laborer

Robertson, Ena
Ilarnrs, Jacob

28
42

Thompson, Nrlsm
Johnson,Robert

25
21

M

Anderson, Susan

18

I;

Flageson, Nelson'
<:*sun, Olry

21
26
35
22

M
M

24
21

M
M

22
22

M

Nelson, Allen

M

Nonvily
Noway
Nonvay
Notway

Ilrmld, Edwsrd
Herald, Conate

26
22

M
M

Nonvay
Nonvay

Olson, (;under
Latrun, Thomas
I.arsun, Aaron

Johsvn, 1.ewis
Wanson, 1;argus

M

M

M

M

Value of RealEstate

Value of PersonalEstate
200
75
50
50

TABLED-2

Federal Census of Population
North Manitou Island

18nY
Name

&e

sex

30
28
4
2
32
21

M
li

Johr,son, I~lans
Johnsun. Ilarumh
Johnson. Hms
Jolmson, l r v i r
Johnson, Gerhaid
Jdr8s<,o, Hans
Joh~rron,Gamena
Johnrun, Tanon,

52
33
17
16
12

M
M

2

M

6
4

F

Smlth. John
Smith, (:%therite
Smith, Margxret
Sn~ith,(:sthacine
Smith, l-ienry
Smith,hlarg.nrrt
Smith, Cstharica
Smith. llmry
Bn~th,Adam
Smith, John
Smith, S o p h a

W

Enockun?, (;udgen

El~<dam,
Carrie
Enockun,Srvert
Enockun, .fimrlis
Robinson, l l u ~ h
Seibrr, Anthony

Place of~ l r t h
Nonvay
Nonvay
Michip
Michip
lrriand
Pmssia

fwhm
Porelgt~BorW
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

P

Nonvxy
Nonvay
Noway
Nunvay
Nonvay
Numy
Nunvay
Nonvay

55

M

43

P
li
V

M
li
F

Canada
Cmada
Canndn
Canada

20
14

12
14
12
8

P
hl
M

F

M

M

M

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Ba-i

Y

Y

&den

Y

Cada
(:anada

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Butchu

labrer
Keeplngl-louse

Y

Y

Y

Y

Laborer
Keeping House

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

M
M

Carqda

Y

Canada

3

I'

Canada

Y
Y

Oleson,Peter

37

M

Olrson, Annie

25

Y

Nonvay
Nonvay

Y

(:hrirr, Andrew
Christ, h e y

24
30

hl
li

S~veden
Sweden

Andelsun, Andrew
I'nlcricks~n,l l e r y
Pnctsthurv, Prim

47

M

29
25

M

Nunvay
1l)enmark
Denmark

Y

PersonalEstate($)

3MIO

Iaboiec
Keepkg tloure
At Home
At Home
At Home
n r Home
At Iforne
At l-lome

Y
Y

Y
Y

value of

Real Estate($)

Caventer

Y

Y
Y
Y

Value OF

hbrer
Keeping House
At Hume
At 1lome

laborer
lieeping House
At Home
At Home
At Home
At Home
At Home
At Home
At Home
At Home
At Home

5

M

Osx~pation

FoRignBorn?

Y
Y
Y
Y

M

Y
Y
Y

~0the.r

Pisheman
Fisherman
Fisherman

?v

*3

e"

IIndividual names are grouped according to household, and listed in the order that they appear on the manuscript schedules.
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North Madtou blandPopulation, 1870 (continued)

P:

mtk

Name

Age

sex

place of B W ~

Olesun, lawis

M

Oleson, M a r ~ r e r
Linn. Andrew

55
52
25

Nonvay
Nonvay
Sweden

Lu~eburs,J%ob
Luneburs, Hannah
Luteburg Andrew
Lu~eburg,Ian

33
30
10
1

M

Sweden
Sweden

Y
Y
Y
Y

Swan, Prier
S w a Snrah
~
Swan, James
S w q Lucy

54
50
25
1(,

M
1'
M
F

I'ickac4 Nichula.
FicWNancy
Pickacd,Jessie
Pickacd,Humride
(:bsman, Jacob
Norris, Donna
Thumpsun, Nelson

53
50
13
8
58
76

M

I.arsun, Ole
Larson, Mnq

55
50

M

Birch, John
Birch,Nmcy

49

F
M

F

M
V

Krchipn

Michip

&patLon

ForelgnBom?

Mother
PoreIgl~Bornl

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

hborer
Keephgl-touse
Laborer

Y

I~boier
Keepingllouse
At Home
At Home

Y

Y
Y

Swedm
Sweden
Sweden
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y

li

Nonvay
Nonvay

Y
Y

(:aqxnter
Keeping House

47

M
I'

Poland
Poland

Y
Y

Laborer
Keeping House

Chickey, Rudolph
Chickey,John

35
32

M
M

Poland
Poland

Y
Y

C a d a l l , William
<:rmdnll, Snnh

37
22

M
I'

New York
New Yo&

Huss, lamder
Buss, Anna

22
20

M
12

New York
New York

N
N

Cdbulfu,e. (:h~rlir
Erickson,Alfred

25
40

M
M

Sweden
Sweden

Y
Y

29

F
M
M
M
M

N
N

N
N
N
Y
Y

Y

Y

N
N

sa

4
g$

E

WoodMerchmt
Keeping nouse
At Home
At Home
Clerkatwood dock
Fisherman
Clerk instore

Laborer
Laborer
CcalDealer
Keeping House

4000

Keeping Boarding tlouse
KeeplngMause

110

Laburec
laborer

Value of
PasonalEstate($)

i
*

Laborer
Keeping House
Jaborer
At Home

Sweden

New York
New York
Nov Yuck
New York
New Yuck
Canada
Nunvay

I'

value of
Real Estate ($1

North Manitou Island Po~ulation.1870 (continued
Name

Me

Sex

Place of Birth

Father
ForeigneOrn7

Mother
ForelgnBorn?

occupation

Creager, Malhias
Creager,Jane
Creager,John

35
33

M
P

Y
Y

N
3'

10
8
6

M

Y
Y

Y

31

F

Pulnd
Polmd
Polmd
Poland
Michip
Michigal

laborer
Keeping I louse
At llome
At llome
At Home
At llome

34
30
8
5

M

3

M

Creager,)me

(:reager, Mstthlnr
C~mgec,May
Stubengan?, Joseph
Stubengan, Elixabeth
Stuhcngan,Jnmic
Stubcngnn, May
Stubengan, Joseph

V

M

P
A4
F

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Polmd
Poland
M;chip..
Michigan
Michigan

Cu~ada
Canada
Cnnarln
Canada
Canada
Canda

Y
Y

35
30
54

M

Y
Y

42
45

P

Sweden
Sweden
I Innover
Sweden
Ravwia

40
36

I.unrborg, John
I,uneburl; Peter
I lanson, Fnnk
llnnson, Christina
'l'ramel, Hlrbis?

18

7
6
3

M

M
M

Y

At llome

laborer
Keeping l4ouse
At Ilome
At Home
At Flome
l'isheman
Hisherman
1;ishermel
Laborer

M
F
M
I;
M
M

Ihyrner,Geotge
Ihyrncr, lauisn
Il?yniei, lmvic
Ilaymer, Cattie
Ilsymer,Jam~s
Ihymer, George

Y

laborer
Keeping tlouse
At Ilume
At llome

Y
Y

Prussia
Pmsi1
ktichigan
h&ch@
i,
Michip
Sweden
Denmark
Saxony
Polmd

Crenger,)ukn
Creager, F.liaabeth
Creager, Catherule
Creager,John
Crmger, hlmy
quest?, Adam
'Trust, George
I l m n m , John
1,herko. Adam

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

P~sherman
Keeping 1.luuse
At llome
At Glome
At llome
At l lome
laborer
I~borcr
rahOier
Kee@mgIlouse
laborer

Value of
RealEstate($)

Value of
PermnaJEstake($)

TALIU!D-3

Federal Census of Population
North Manltou Island

189IY

W
4

n

Name

RdaUomhip

Sex

Age

Marital Stam

Place of Birth

FathertsPlaceof Birth

Mother's Placeof Birth

Occupation

Andmun, Andrew

Head

M

54

Sin&

Sweden

Svedrn

Swedm

P-er

Swan, (iurtav 0.
Swm, Mary

Head
Wife

M
P

58
62

Mnrncd
Married

Sweden

Sweden

Sweden
Swedcn

Sweden
Sweden

F m a
Keeping House

(:hnrlron, Nelson
(:harlron, Johanna
(:barison, William
(:)mrlion, Amanda I'auline

Head
Wife
Sun
Daughter

M
P
M
P

26
25
2
6 mos.

Manied
Mamed

Sweden
Sweden
Michigan
Michip

Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden

Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden

f'ishermn
Keeping Hausc

Nelson, John
Ericksun, Andrew

Head
Hmrdrr

M
M

40
49

Widowed
Widowed

Sweden
Sweden

Sweden
Sweden

Sweden
*<den

Fisherman
Fisherman

Johnson, Samuel

llead

M

W

Single

Denmark

Dmmark

Dcnmark

Fisherman

Plclyd, John
PloYd,Maria
Vloyd, Gcmge
Floyd, John
t'luyd, Edward
I'loyd,Mnry
(;sllaghrr,Francis

Head
Wife
Son
Sun
Son
Dnughtehbr
Step Son

EiI

38
26

Manird

Fisherman
Kceping Huuse

M

Ireland
Scotlud
Marsrcl~usetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Irelad

lreland

1
11

Massachuretts
Michip
Michip
Michigan
Michip
Michigan
Michi

Michigm
Canada

No occupation

I Imsun, Fmnk

Head

M

64

Widowed

Hmover

Hanover

I3anuver

Vmer

Lncsoo, l.arsun

Head

W

I,anon, Mary
Larsun,Josrphine
Larsun, lludulph
Lnrson, William
I m o n , Charlei

Wife
Daughter
Son
Srm
Son

F

Mnnied
Manied

Sweden
Wisconsin
Michip
Michip
Michip
Michip

Sweden
Ireland
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden

Sweden
Ireland
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin

Pmei
Keeping House

M
M
M

38
24
6
4
2
5 mos.

(;birkcr, Fcmcrs
(:hi~krc.Feu~ces
(:hickee, Mwlhn
(:htdcr, M:q

blend
Da~hwi
13aughtcr
Dau~hter

F
F
F
F

24

Widowed

Prussia
Wisconsin
Wiscon~in
Wisconsin

Pm.isi2

'Urzo~d,Baptist

Hend

M

65

Baa

&a

Barr

Fmee

F
M
M

M

F

F

Married

R
5
3

11
6
3

Single

Cannda

Michigan
Michi~an

Mu*

Prussil
Pruss'la
Pmssia

' Individual names are grouped according to household, and listed in the order that they appear on the manuscript schedules.
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North Manitou Island Po~dation,
1880 (continued)
Name

Rehdomhlp

Age

MacltalStatus

PlaceofBlrth

FatherersPlaceofBirth

Mother%Placeo f Bkth

Ormpablon

Malshiska, Adam
Malshska, Mary
M*Shiska,Mq
Malrhiskt, hnnrtacis
Malshiska, Elizabeth
k4aIshiska.Jorrphinr
Malshiskr. Marths

Ihd
Wife
I>sughtcr
Daughter
13au8htrr
D~ugltter
Daughter

M

Manied
Married

Prusria
Prussia
Wisconsin
Wsconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin

Pnlssia
Prusri.
Prussia
Prussia
Pmsiia
Prusria
Prussin

P~ssia
Prussia
Prusril
I'nrssil
Prursia
Prussia
Prussia

Fisherman
KeepingHousc

P

26
28
1
5
4
1
2 mos.

Etli, Francls
erli, A m

Flcad
Wtr

M
1:

55
48

Married
Married

S~vilrerland
Pmssia

Switzedand
Prussia

Switzerland
Pmssia

Pmer
K e q j n g House

Strang. J u b ~
S t q~ m c e r
Strang Michncl
Stiang.]ohn
Srnn&Virturia
S C ~ XFrancis
,
Stran& AEia

Had
Wife
Sun
.Son
Daughter
Son
Dsqhtrr

M
F
M
M

46
39
8
6

Married
Married

Poland
Poland
Wisconsin
Michip
hii~kgan
Wchigm
Micligm

Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
I'oland

Poland
Puland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland

I'armer
Keeping lloure

Olsm, l<ms
Olse,,, 1)ura
Olren, (:h~rics0.

llrad
Wfe
Son

Makcd
Married

Nonvay
Flamburgh
Mi.1"~

Nonvay
Ilarnburgh
Nonvay

Married
Manied
Single
Smgle
Single
Single
Matried
Manied

~ecklenbur~h
Me~klenhrr~h
Mecklenbwgh
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denrmrk
Denmnck
Denmark
Denmark
Denmmk

Mecklenbur);h
Mrcklenbqh
Mrcklent~urgh
Mecklenburgh
Mecklenburd,
Mecklenbugh
Mecklenbursh
Denmark
Denmark
Drnmark
Delmk
Denmark
Denmark
Dermk
Denmark
Denmark

Dennmrk
Llerunark
1)mlark
Demark
Denmark

N m Yuck
Michip
NemYurk
Michip

New York
NnvYurk
New Yuck
NmYork
New York

Nen, York
Can&
NevYork
Canada
Canada

Sex

li

F
1;
P

P

P

5

M
1;

3

M
F

36
30
2

hl

1

Fled
Wife
Sun
Dau&ttr
Sun
Son
Son
w;fe
Son

Married
Married

Wife
Son
Dnugl>ler
Daughter
Daughter
Slstrr

Huss, Daniel
Buss, Mary
Burs, Jemrnimn?
Buss, Leandrr
Huss, Lulu

llead
Wife
Muther
Son
Daughter

M
I;

P
M
1:

36
36
64

9
5

Mmied
ivkrried
Widowed

MLvlcsatn

Blacksmith
Kerplng House

Mecklenburgh
Mecklenburg!~
Mcckknbw<gh
Mecklenburgh
Mc~klenbucgh
Merklenburgh
Mecklenburgh
Dmmark
1)enmnrk
Denmark

Wsherman
Kerping House
Sailor
No occupation
.%lor
Hs1,erman
Cqmter
Keeping House

Dmmck

Wood Merchant
Keeping House
No Occupation

1

W

?E
n

2

2

~ o r t Manitou
h
IslandPopulation, 1880 (continued)

R

Mothefs PkceofBirth

Occupation

New York

New York

Scotland

Canada

N w York
New York

New York
N w York

Laborer
Keeping House
At Home

Name

ReWbmMp

Sex

Age

Maritalstatus

PlaceofBWl

FathePsPla~ofBirth

Wilcs, Chrrles
\Viles, !Lucy
Wiles, Sarah
Wiles, Charlotte

llead
Wife
Ilnugbter

M

35
39

Married

Nnv York

Manied

New York

F

11

~ i & i

I>nughter

V

9

Michip

V

6'
9

3

E

3

-

--

-

TABLE
D-4

Federal Census of Population
North Manitou Island
1900'
Name

Rektlonship

Sa

Age

Manl*rl

Yeus

Statlls

Malrkd

M a d
Mnrried

10 yrs
I0 yrs.

PlaceofRinh

P-s
Place of B W I

Mothes
Pkce of Bkth

Yearof

Oacupatlon

1882
1869

Pmer
Keeping llouse
AtSrhool
At School

1 lead

M

Wiic

F

Son
1)aughtcr
Sun
1)rugIlter

M
P
M
M

hkKunnan, John
Satnuelson, Fred

I-lead
Boarder

M
M

28

Single

I'redetickson, I lcnry

1 lead

M

59

M~rried

7Llyn.

Denmark

Johnson?, John
Johnson, Annisrine?
Johnson, ?
Iohnson, ?
Johnson, ?

l lead
\Vik
Child
Child
Child

M
1;

53
54

Manied
Married

29 yrs.
29 yrs.

Sweden
Sweden

1870
1R70

Fmer
Keeping llouse

Olercrarn,Christian
Olestrom,Nartha?
Olrstrom. ?
Olestn,rn, ?

Ilmd
Wife
Child
Child

M

48
45)

Married
Ma&d

26 yrs
26 yrs.

Sweden
S~veden

1884

Fmcr
Keeping I louse

38
27
7
2

Mnmed
bl*rried

3 ys.

Sweden
Nunvay
Ncmnvay
Michip

40
37
12
10
8
6

Married
M-ed

Andersoi), John
Anderson, lldn
Andmon, Albert 0.
Anderson, Ada J.?
Andennn, Martin N.
Anderson, George R

Swensun, l'rter
Swcnr<m,Mary
Swmrun. Iheubnlda
Swensun, Peter M.
Drmv, 1,hilip
D~ow,Rllenura?
Dmw, Napolian
Dcow, Joreplunc
Ilruw, Salinr?
Ilrow,Elii.rbrth
Drow, Noah

Drow, Ernest
Ilrrr~v,I.oily>

P

Head

M

Wife

P

1)sughrcr
Son

M

F

Hcad
Wife

M

Stln

M
V

Daughter
Ilauglughter
U2ughrct
Son
Sun
Dnual~ter

F
F
F
M
M
P

40
ZJi
11

Nonvay
Nonvay
Nanvay
Nonvay
Nonvay
Nonvay

8
4
I

3 yrr.

20 yn.

20 ycs.

Michigan
Illmois

Nom~y
Nonvay
Nonvay
Nonvay

Sweden

Sweden
Fmncc

5
2

w

3 mos.

W

' Individual names are grouped according to household, and listed in the order that they appear on the manuscript schedules.
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NorthManitouIsladPop&ti~1,1900 (continued)
Name
(:nilson, Nelson
('aclsun, Soptua
(:arlson, William
(:n<lswn,(kcar
Cadson, Hilda
Carlsun,Jerrd
(:nrlwn, Alfred
(;acIso~>,Millie
Cadson, Adam
(:adson, Esther
~ : ~ r l ~ Ir"i"&:
"",

(;artson, Baby

lkkdonshlp

sex

Age

Hrarl
Wife

Manltal

Years

Sfatus

lManjed

Married
Mnrried

23 yrs.
23 yrs.

Pla~eofBlrth FatheKs
maCeofBlrth

Mother's
PlaceofBlrth

Year of
occupation
Immlaablon
1876
1876

Sw&n
Sweden

Sun

Son
Daughter

A t school
A t school
Atschool
Atschool
A t school

Sun

Son
Daughter
Sun
Uaughtehter
Sun
Son
f4md
Wife

Marrid
Married

30 ya.

3iJys.

Puland/Gem?.
PolmdlOrrm.

1878
1878

Son
Son

Anderson, Christiln (>)

bread

Piresrune, Albert
Pelin, Nicholas

Head
Boarder

Vmer
Keepingnause
Rm Labricer
tkrm l,abborn?

M

M

IJisheiman
Keeping 1-louse
AtSchool
A t Schnol

PamLnborer

48

illsnois

Germany

tiennany

Cqenter

TABLE
D-5

Federal Census of Population
North ManitouIsland

1m
Name
l)ustin, Lorril?
IJustin, Anrm
llustio, George F.
Ilustin, Predic?l I .

9

Relatiomhlp
llcad
Wife
Son

Sex

M

Age

F

47
37

Son

M
M

6

Marltal

Y
p
d
l
g

Stahls

DZvrled

Married
Married

9

D

8

Married
Mnnied

I

Married

24
24

Smith, Cars?
Smith, h
a

llend

M

32

Wile

P

26

(icter, George
Carter, E m m n
Ctrter, Is%bell
Rirdsey, Mary
St. Peters, ????
Pugh, Walter
Newhall, John
Vnice, Ilarold
Johnsot,, Charles
)ohnson, ????
Ayem, Georg
Ayers, ????

llead
Wife
Ilrughter
Scwant
Roardrr
Rrlarder
Hoarder
Boarder
Ronrdrr
Roarder
Hmrder
Rnrder

Malcskn, Adam
Malrska, Mary
Malcska, Paul
Malesks, John

1lead

M

Wife
Son

F

57
511

M
M

26
24

Rercthnupt?, hrt?
Rerethaupt, Mary
Rereth~upt.l)orothed

I lead
Wife
Daughter

M

25
Married
27)
Married
5 mos.?

1
I

Sheriff, Prmk
Sheriff,Violet

llead
Wife

M

26
21

hfanied
Marricd

Miller, Fred
Millet, U.llen
Miller, Walter
Miller, l l m e l

l lead
Wife
1)aughter

1'
M
1'

Anderson, Abniham

llcad

M

Son

Son

Mamed

I

Single
Single
Widowed?
Single
Single
Single
Single

Single

V

F

M

Father3
Place ofBirth

Mother's

Year of

Pkce ofBirth

rmdgmkm

Illinois
Michip
Michigan
Michi@"

Ohio
?
Illinois
ll\inois

Ohio

Michigrn
Michip

Gcmmy
Nonvay

NnuYork
Nonvay

New Yark
Cnnadn (IT"&)
Michigat)
Michigan
Canada (K.)
Michi@"
lllinoi~
Michigrn
Sweden
Sweden
Michip
Michigso

?
Canda (F<)
New York
Nw Yotk
Canada (R.)

Grmany
Germany
Michigan
Michip

Michigan
lIli"0i~
Michigan
Sweden

Sweden
Nw York
Nw York

~nupatlon
[JSLS Station

?
Ohio

Ohio

i

Engineer

Cnnrds(Fng)
Canada (Kng)
N e w York
Cmadn (PC.)
Mxlvgan
N e w York

llotcl
Ilotel Servant
U S U Station (Captain)
USLsStltion
Pmit Farmcr
GeneralStoreManagcr
I'mLaborer
Farm I~borer

Mhip
Sweden
Sweden
N e w York

NwYah

lrbarer
laborer

Gennmy
Germany
Gtnnany
Gennany

Gennany
Germany
Gemmy
Cimany

K t l n l Route Mail Carier
Hshrnnan

Michigan
Michigan
Michigm

Michigan
Nonvny
Michigan

Michigan
Gmany
Michi@"

0
0

Michigan

&a;gan

England
Unknown

England
htichigan

26
Married
26
hLvried
3
18mos.

4

Gennany
Michigm
Michip
Michigan

Gm~
Nonvay
G e m y
Germany

Ge-y

44

1

Nonvay
. ."-"

"

Slngle
Single

F

PlaceofBirth

Married
Manied
Single
Single

Married

37
31

4

0

Noway

1884

USLS Station

1885

USLS Station

New Yock
Michip
Michigan

Noway
Gpr;ury

F
a

W

3

North Manltou Island Population, 1910 (continued)
Name
Anderson, Alfrrd
Andersmq Ethel
Anderson, Mnrpret

Rektionrhlp
Son
Daughtehter
Daughter

.Sex
M

Age

P

8
6

P

2

Marital

Years

SIahw

Maded

p.

Place of B i a h
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

Fathet's
PlaceofBiah

Mother's
PlaceofBIrth

Nonvay
Nonvay
Nonvay

Michigan
Midugan
Michigan

Year o f
bmip&m

Ormpatlon

4

$3
iz

*ii

Pastschuw,Jc>hn,hnnie
Partschuw, Hrssir
Pastschuw, Albert

13etd
Wife
Son

M
P

Flnlstead, Hans
Ilalstcad, Ida
I lalstrad, Anna
Nelsun,Becthn

tlead
Wife
Sister
Sister-in-law

M

<;orden?, William

M

2(1

19
2

Mlried
Married

3
3

Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

Germany
Indiana
h4khigan

Sweden
Nonvay
Michigm

US Mail Gamer

Mmied
Manied
Single
Single

18
18

Nunvay
Noway
Nunvay
Michigan

Nunvay
Nonvay
Noway
Nonvay

Nonvay
Noway
Noway
Nonvay

USLS Stahon

Manied
Married

13
11

Michigan
Michip
Michip
Michigan
Micllip
hlicldgm
Michip

United States
Canada (Eng.)
Micligan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
kcchip

Ohio
New York
Michigan
Michip
Michip
Michigan
Michigan

Odd Jobs

Derund

<;ermu,

(;man

P

42
39

P

SO?

P

24

tiorden, Gladys
<iordm, Ilv?
<;orden, Ernrst
C;ordcn, b y
(;orden, Minnie

Head
Wife
Daughter
Son
Son
Sun
Daughter

M
1
I'
M
M
M
1'

37
31
11
9
6

Patschow, John

Head

M

54

Sin~le

Hourniqur?, Alvai I..
Boumique, Maty
BuurNque, Elirabcth
Hr,urniquc, Maq L.

Head
Wife
Daughter
Daughter

M

44

Zi

Manied
Manied

8
8

P

3

lllinoir
Mi~sou"
Illhois
Illinois

~

1'
f?

Ohiu
Illinois
lllinuis

FMF~
Ohio
Missouri
Missouci

Johnsun, Rrinnld?
Johnson, Catherine
lalmruo, b:velyn

tlrad
Wife
Daughter

M

29
Manied
21
Manied
18mos.

3
3

Swedm
Michigm
Michigan

Sweden
Michigan
Sweden

Sweden
Pmce
Michigas

(:ornull, Edward
(:omell, Johannx
(:omcll. Hu
(:omell, Edna].
l:unrell, Wmeite
Wri#ht, Rrlss li

Plead
W8fe
Daughter
Ilaughter
Dnughtehter
Boarder

M
P

15
15

Nnv Yurk
Noway
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
New York

New York
Nonvay
Nomy
Nonvay
Nonvay
Wisconsin

leilen, Nichulas
Juhnson?, Jclhn P.
Johnson, Wandla

<;orden,Letra

P

P

4

3 mus.

7

P

P

2

F

M

6 mos.
32

Single

Illin<>is
Nonvay
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Michigan
Wisconsin

Head

M

58

Sinke

Illinois

Ge-y

Gemany

I-lead
Wife

M

63
67

Uvried

40

htmrkd

40

Sweden
Sweden

Sweden
Sweden

Sweden
Sweden

P

V

49
42
10

W-ried
bhnird

C

'l'hird Light?

Carpenter
1887

Fmer

North Manitou Island Population,1910 (continued)
Name

ReWonship

Sex

Age

Marital
Stahrs

Slvalsun, Peter

Swenson, Marie
Ssvens<m, Bnos
S\venrun, Eva I,.
While, Andrew
White,(:larah
White, C l m h
White, Esther
I lalverron, Billi?

Nurfer?,Clydel.l.
Nurfer, 1 k n a
Nurfci (:lare
Nurfrr. Karl A.

Mother's

Year of

Place of Birth

Place of Blrth

hm@aUon

Sweden
Nunvay
Michip
Michip

Sweden
Nonvay
Sweden
Sweden

Sweden
Noway
Nonvay
Nonvay

1881

Ohio
Michip
Michigan
wchigan
Michigan

Scotland
Ohio
Oh0
Ohio
Nanvay

Scutlar,d
Ohio
Michigan
Michip
Nunwy

Teacha

Co~crhCU

Saw Mill

PlaceofBirth

13
13

Occupation

M
1'
M
P

49
Mmied
37
Marri~d
12
14 mus.

Ikd
Wife
Son
Daughter
Rcder

M
I;
M

441
42
20
9
27

Married
&lamed
Single

1lead
Wife
Step Sun
Daughter
Sun
Grand-daughter

M
P
M
P
M

41

Married
Married
lrhrried
Married
Single

Ohio
Ohio
Michip
Mcih@
i,
Michip

UnitcdStares
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Ohio
Michip

Married
blarried

Indiana
Michip
Mickgan
Michip

New Ynrk
Nomrny
Indiana
Indiana

Odd Jobs

Mic11ip
Michigan

Gme~y
New York

Odd Jobs

Head
Wife
&>n

Dnu~har

I'

F

P

55
37
17

16
3 mus.
33

27

Single

2

Son

M

10 mca.

Indiana

39
22

Married
Married

htichipn
Ohio

30
30
3

Mmicd

Michip
Michip
Michigan

Sweden
Ireland
Michip

Bruther

F
M
M

Michip>
Maqland
Michip
Michip

Michigan
England
Michip
Michip

Head
Wife

M
I.'

Nun~~y
Nonvay

Mead
Wife

M

r

Ednil, Nuah
Ednil, Sussn
Ednil, Hazel
Clark, Juhn
Clark, Ads
(:lark, Anthony
Clark, i\rthur

Fafha's

Yeus
Married

Head
Wie
Sun

M

Married

Pisherman

Saw Mill ????
Saw MtU Engineer

C"imrrti','t

Ohi"
Michip
Michip,
Michigm

Odd Jobs
Odd Jobs

Odd Jobs

Unknown

Germany
Ireland
Ireland
Michigan

Nunvay
Nonvay

isal

o d d lobs

'
i

North Manitou IslandPopulaUon, 1910 (continued)
Name

IWaUomhlp

Kiddell, A J
Kiddell, Ida
Kiddell, Thelma
Kiddell, Bernice
Kiddcll, Francis
IClddcll, George

Head
Wife
Daughter
Dnughter
Daughter

Yuumsus?, Edward
Y u u m s , M~rgery
Yuumsus,Fmnk

Sex

Age

Madtal
Status

Years

Placeof Birth

Marcled

F&s
Placeof Birth

Moth@$
PJaceofBirth

Yearo f
ltnrmlgtatlon

Oceupatron

M
F
I'
F
F
M

42
Married
30
hlnrried
11
6
5
18 mos.

2
2

Michip
lndizna
Michigan
Michip
b%ch;gan
Michigan

MidUgan
Indiana
Michigan
Michigan
Michip
Michigan

Michigan
Indima
Indiana
Indiana
Indiana
Indiana

Ilead
Wife
Sun

M

33
26

Mamed
Married

4
4

Ncw York
Michip
Michip

New York
New York
N m York

Unitedstates
Canada (ldsh)
Michigan

Pualeski?, Joseph
Poalrski, Mnty
Poaleski, Fmnk
Punleski, Msty
Ponlerki,Alfred
Pr,alrrki, Agnes

Head
Wife
Son
Daugl~tcx
Sun
Daughter

M
F

hbrned
Mminl

16
16

C,a"wn

Michigan
Michjgan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

German
German
German
German
German
G e m

Geman
German
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Mkh'irpn

Snw Mill (Edger)

M
F
M
F

39
33
15
6
4
2

Brown, Manfred
Brown, l l a t i r
Bruwn, Ada

Head
Wife
Daughrer

M
F
F

60
42
17

hlarricd
hlnnied
Single

27

Ohio
Indiana
Michigan

New Ywk
Pennsylvania
Ohio

Indian,
Ohio
Indiana

Cnrpentrr

Bernard,<;eorgr
Bernard, Emma
Brrnncd, William
Bernard, l.illian
Bernard, l.wis
Bernard, Lena
Bernard, Lynn
Bemnrd, (knevive

Had
Wife
Sun
Uaughter
Sun
Daughter
Son
Daughter

M
1'
M

3')
36

20
20

F

16

Mamed
Married
Single
Sln~le

M
F
M
F

9
8
5

Canada (Eng.)
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michip

Canada (Eng)
Michip
Canada ( h g )
Cansda (Eng)
Canada (Eng)
Canada(Ew)
Canada (Eng)
1:mada (Eng)

Kimball, Fmnk
Kimball, Clara
Wse, lidward
U('isr,Nrlson

l lead
Wife
Son?
Step Son

M

blatrkd

10
10

M

I8

Pennsylvnnia
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

Pennsylvania
N w York
Ohio
Ohio

I'ennsylvania
England
Michigan
Michigan

Gibson, Lunrs
Gibson, Margnrct
(;ibsun, Ellen
Gibson, Ralph
Gibson, Earl
C;ibsun, Alice

Iqead
Wife
Ilaughter
Sun
Sun
1)xughrer

M

43
38
14
13
11
7

Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michip
Michigan
Michigan

Unknown
Ireland
MicGgan
Michip
Michigan
Michigan

Unknown
New York
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

Sun

P
M

F
M

F

F
M
M

F

4

18
11

43
42
7

M~rried
Single
Single
M-e~l
bhrricd

15
15

Canada (Scot.)

New York
Michigan
Mich'irpn
Michigan
Michigan
Michip
Michigan

Odd Jabs

Servant
1871

Niglnt Watchman (Steam En+e)
Dress Make (At Home)
Odd Jubs
Housekeeper (Atllome)

Odd Jobs
Odd lobs
Odd Jobs

%2
+2

4

9

'3
8
s

North Manitou IslandPopulation, 1910 (continued)
Name

w

Rektomhtp

Sex

I lenderson, Mirisn
I lendemon, IEva

11-d
\Vife

1

llcndersan. Kad
Ilenderson. I'eal

Sun

M

Daughter

P

Thiel?, Phillip
'lhiel, Jennie
Thiel. llonald

I-lead
Wife
Son

M
P

Johnson, Phillip
Johnson, Nellie

1,lnd
Wife

M

I n Core, Ott M.
1.a Cure, Ethel
1.a Core, Annette
l a Core,Jeiril?B.
Jones, Surrn

1lead
Wife
Ilaughter
1)mghter
Servant

h

I'ehits? Adam
Ychita, Bertha

Age

Marital
Status

Years

Place of Birth

Fatha's
PlaceofBlrth

Mothei's
PlaceofBlrth

Manied

Year of

Occupation

36

Marrid
25
Married
2
11 mos.

10
10

Michigan
Michigan
btichigan
Michigan

United States
Michigan
Michip
Michip

England
Michigan
Michigan
Michip

25
Married
21
Married
18 mos.

2
2

Michigan
Michigan
Michip

Gennany
N w York
Michip

Gnmany
Nnu York
Mirhtgan

39
31

Married
Married

6
6

Michigan
Wchip

Geman
N w Yo&

I'mce
(Can.) G e m a n

&"id
Ma"ied

4

F

35
24
2
6 mus.
66

Widawcd

Michigm
Michigan
MicWp
~ i & i ~
N w York

Michigan
Wisconsin
Michigan
Michigan
New York

New York
Michigan
whip
Michigan
Pe~lnsylvanin

I-lad
Wife

M
F

29
20

Married
Married

0

Michigan
Michigan

Scotland
Ci~many

Scotland
hkl~?gm

Night Watchmw (S.wt,"ll)

Miser, Joseph
Miser,<:xnic
Mher, \'ids
Miser,Buclah
Miser, Pearl
Andmun, Clam
blrtche5 1)ick
Klinrki, Pete
Giddnns. Ijdward
Gorden, Miles
Good, William
Brinkman, Morris
Rsrthamov,V,~ern
Mlpes, V m k
Rrook. IL?lph
Ilobbot, John
hoin?, Glen
Ask, Nels
Irdlou, Jim
Marsh, Ponnan?

1lead
Yvife
Ihughter
1)sughter
1)aughter
Servant
Rarder
Harder
Boarder
Boarder
Boarder
Rozrder
Boarder
Ro~der
Boarder
Boarder
Boarder
Boarder
Boarder
Boarder

M
V

44
35
15
13
19 mos.
21
50

Married
Married
Single

17
17

Michigan
bliclzip
Michip
Michigan
Midligan
Michigan
New York
Wisconsin

England
Michigan
Michigar,
Michip,
Michigan
Nonvay
Canada (Eng)
G r m y
Noway
Iceland
Scotland
Michip
Michigan
Ohio
Michigan
(Aust.) Polish
Pennsylvania
Nonvq
England
Canada (Enp)

Ilotel Proprietor

New York
Michigan
Michigan
Wisconsin
Michigan
Michigan
Midrigan

Gennany
Gemmy
Miaigan
Michigan
Michigan
Nonvay
Vcrmont
Gcrmvr~y
Nonvty
lreltnd
Scotland
Unknown
btichi@"
New York
Ohio
(Aust.) Polish
u a i w
Nonvay
(Cao.) German
\'e'ermont

Ibmson, Wdtcr
I<amsun,Nina
Kamsm, I linam

1 lcad
Wife
Son

Michigan
Michigm
Michigan

Michigm
Michip
Michigan

Unknown
Ohio
Michip

Y

M

F
C
F
P

F
V
1;

ht

26

M
M
M
M

M

56
W
19
21
17

M
M

24

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Married
Single
Lngle
Single
Single
Single
Single

23
19
3

Married
Manied
Single

F
M
M
M
M
M
M

M
V

M

27
35
24
31
W

20

4

U

Nonv;ly

Virginia
Michigan
Michigan
26

3
3

Odd Jobs

Grnernl Store (Proprjmr)

1)octoc

Servant

1904

flute1 Servant
Oddlobs
Odd Jobs
Odd Jobs
Odd Jobs
Saw Mill (Fireman)
Odd Jobs
Saw Mill (Fireman)
Saw Mill
Odd)oh5
Odd Jobs
Odd Jobs
Odd Jobs
Ilotel Barber
Lumber Camp (Blacksmith)
OddJabs

b
*
5

B

!n+
m

J,L

g

North ManitouIsland Population, 1910(continued)
Name
(:odi, Jcrmic?
Cadi, Murrncr

ReJathmhip

Sex

Me

Yeam
Manded

Place o f Blrth

Status

Marital

Fatha"s
PlaceofBlnh

Mother's

Year o f

PlaceofBtrtll

Imrnlgrahlon

Head

M

P

33
19

Married
Married

0
0

Wchip"
Michip

Michip
Canada (Eng)

Canada (Fr)

Wife

7

Michip"

7

llulland
Michi@
Michip
Michip1

Hulllnd
Michip,
%&ip
Mic+

Krnhlcly

Kenhlcly

Yunkris?. John

I-kad

Ilnk~.C;ertrudr
Yonkers, Dunvad
Elmwell?, Hrnrrf

Wife
Sun

M
P
M

33
24
5

Married
Married

Brother-m-Law

M

19

Single

Michip,
~ i & i w
Michii

Srrgmt, Scott

Head

M

26

Single

Kenrucly

-m
Lumber Camp Cook

&+

Lumber CarnpBuok Keeper

3
&
a,
Q

TABL~
D-6

Federal Census of Population
NorthManitou Island

1w

Rdatiomhlp

Name

Sex

Age

Father's P.O.B. /
languase

Mother's P.O.B. /

Married
Married

Michim
u
Michip
Michip
Michim
Michip
Michip

GermanPoland/Pulish
German Poland/Polish
Michigan
Michim
"
Michigan
Michip"

German Puland/Palsh
German Poland/Polish
Michi@
Michim
Michip
bfichigan

Marded
Married
Si"g1e
S",gIe
Single
Single

Michigan
Michigan
Michip
Michigan
Michip"
Michigan
btichip
Michip
Michii
Michigan
Michigan
Nunvay
Canada
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Michigan

GermanylGcmm
England/English
Michignn
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michip
Michip
Michi#,,
Michigan
England/finglirh
Nonvg/Nonvegian
Irelandlirish
Pennsylvania
Pmrylvania
Michigan

Gem~any/(;emnn
Michip
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michi&Michip"
Michip
Michip
Michigan
Nonvay/Nonve@an
Irelnndllrish
Pennsylvania
Pennrylvmin
Michip"

Michigan
England
Michigm
hkhigan
Michigan
Michip"
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

Michigan
Englnnd/English
Michip
New York
Michigan
Michip
Michigan
Michigan
Michip,

CanndalEnghsh
Ensland/English
Englsnd/Et~glish
SwedtnlSvedish
(:anada/F.ngLh
Michigm
Mid"gan
Michigan
Michi@,

Can&
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

Canada/Enghsh
Holimd/Dutch
Camda/En&rh
CanndalEngtish

(:anads/En~lish
I-loUandIDutch
Michigan
Michigan

Status
Ilad
Wife
Daughtcher
Son

Sturmrr?. Peter Sr.
Stormer, i4cknE.
Stormrc, J u ~ r p h
Stunner, Hen7
Sturmer, h i s
Stamrr, John
Stonner, Harold
Stormer.Rrojunin
Kelmskc, Agnegnes
Hall, Jurrph
(:utler, William If.
(lien, Ghuesr?
.lbbin, Mike
Ilamsey, Joseph
Rnmsey,Rohrrt
Ram, Edward

Head
Wife
Son
Son
9,"
Son
Sun
Son
Rvxrdrr
Bvanler
Boarder
Bonrdcr
Bonder
Boarder

Marsh, Joseph J.
Macsh, Ciiltiln B.
Mnmh, Joseph). J
I-luhler, Emrrt R
Hunlcc, Jella?
1lunler, Ge"r~e
Furst, Ethel
Furst, Nurman
Purst, Glen

Head
Wife
Son
Fled
Wife

Fmats?. Ralph H.
Fco'runts,Mary
Fronts, I~>,lurr
Fruxts, Luella

llead
Wife
Daughter
Daughter

~~

--

I

U

.,~

Mnlerki. lohn
Malcski. Anna
Maleski, Gertrude
Maleski.. Ravmond
,
Maleski, Ellis
Maleski,John
~~

Sun

Sun

M
F
P

M
M
M

34
22
5
3
23 mos.
3 mas.

Single
Single
Widoved
Single
Single
Widowed
Singic
Widowed

Bu%<&<

Rrnrder

Mairied
M*"icd
Married
Married

St,"

Step D~ughter
Step Son
Step Son

M

F
1'

F

48
45
4
4

--

Placeof Wrth

Mdtal

Married
Married

Year of

~ccupation
l%rm I.aborer

Life Saver, U S Coast (kard
F m laborer

1908
1866

leachec, Kuol School
Wood Chopper, Lumber Cnmp
Log Cutter, Lumber Camp
lug Cutter, Lumber Campsmp
Tnm Drivrr?
IugCutrer. I.umberCamp
Log Cuaer, Lumber Camp
Lug Cutter, lnunber Camp
Light Keeper, U.S. Iaighthousc

Unknown

Keeper, US. Lighthouse

I884

Hired Fnm Mlnager

' Individual names are grouped according to household, and listed in the order that they appear on the manuscript schedules.

+

a

a

8
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~ o r t ~anitou
h
bland Population, 1920 (continued)
Name

~-hlp

Sex

Age

Marital

Placeof Birth Father's P.O.B. /

stah5

Palmrr,Nrlr
Palmcr, A m n I:.
Palmer, Gordon
Palmur, Srmley

Head
Wife
Son
Son

M

Andcnon, r\brnhnta
Andrnon, Annn I,.
Andenon, Alex? M.
Anderson, Ethel
Andenon, Margaret L.

Head
Wxie
Sun
Daughter
Daughter

Ilustin, Louis G.
Dustin, Anna 11.
Dustin, George E
Dustin, Fledrick 1.1.
I-lueft, Louis
I-lslseth, Hans 1.'
IHzlseth, Ida N.
I<alseth, A n m M.
Nelrun, Aedm
Basch,Juhn A.
Basch, R e d ~ R.
n
Rasrh. Shrn+,o<,d!.
Laird, I'humns R.
I-aird,Jesrie Hrlle
h i d , &'clliamJ
L&4 A l ~ c
Laird. Kaymund
lnmd, lutrie
LniIdnl. k,hrrt

Hend
Wife
Son
Son
Nephew
Flead
Wife
I-lalfsister
Nephmv
lied
Wife
Sun
Head
Wife
Son
Daughter
Son
Daughter
Son

Musiec, Louir N.

Musier, Carnr I(
Mosier, Bernice!.

llead
Wife
Daughter

M
P
1'

21
I mo.

Fnlen, Nicholns

ll~ad

M

Pnstschow, John

1 lend

Olson, Charles
Olson, S i g d
Olson, I-lmry M.
Olson, John B.
Olam, Snrah K.
Olson, Carrie A.
Olson, Arthur

Head
Wife
Sun
Son
Daughter
D:tughter
Son

- m e

Mother's P.O.B. /
-guage

Year of

Occupation

6'

Keeper, U.S. <:oat Guard

%
il

ImmtgraPlon

46
18
18
15

Manied
Married
Single
Single

Sweden
Michip
Michip
Michigan

Swcden/Swedish
Michigan
Sweden/Danish
Swcden/Dnnish

Denmark/Danish
Michip
Michigan
Michip

52
47
18

Manied
Married
Single
Single

Nonvny
Michigan
Michip,
Michip,
Michigan

Nurway/Nonvegian
Gnmany/Gem
Nunvay/Nonvegian
Numray/Nonvegian
Nonvay/Nonveljan

Nonvay/Nomregian
Gennmy/Nonvegim
Michip
Michigan
Michigm

Life Snver, U.S. Coast Guard

Manied
Married
Single
Single

Illinois
Michigan
Michigan
Michip
Michigan
Nonvay
Nonvay
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Micbgan
Michip
Michigan
Michip
Michigan
Michip
Michigan
hlicligan
Michigan

Illinois
Gemy/German
Illinois
Illinois
Miehip
Numy/Nonvegim
Sweden/Swe&sh
Naway/Nonvcgian
NanvaylNonveRiv,
(;cmmy/Gcnnan
Swrtlm/Swedish
Michip
Irelaod/Englirl~
Michigan
Michip
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

Illinois
Gemany/German
Michigan
Michip
hGc1,igan
Nonvay/Nonvegian
Nonvay/Nomegian
Nonvay/Nonvegian
Nonuay/Nunvrgian
Germany/German
Nonvay/Nonvegian
Michigan
Micl"gan
Michigm
Michigan
Michigm
Michigan
Michigan
Michigm

Life Swer, U S Cuast Guacd

Married
W d

Michip
Michip
Michip

Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

Michip
NomsylNonvegian
Michigan

Life Saver. US. Coast Guard

67

Single

Illinois

Gemy/Geman

(;ennany/German

House Carpenter

hl

O

Single

Denmark

Gennany/Geman

Gennmy/Geman

1878

Fisherman

M

5(t
53

Manied
Married
Single
Single
Smgle
Single
Single

N O M ~
Nunvay
New York
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin

Nonvxy/Nonvegian
Nonvny/Nonvegian
Nonvay/Nonvegian
Nonvay/Nonvegian
Nonvay/Nonveian
Nunvay/Nonvegian
Nonvay/Nonvegian

Nonvay/Nonvegian
Nomy/Nonvch.an
Nurway/Nonvegian
Nomsy/Nomreian
Noway/Nonvegian
Nonvny/Nonvegian
Nonvay/Nonvegian

1879
1885

Steamboat Seaman

1;

M
M
M
1;

M
E'
E'

15
12

Manied
Married
Single
Married
Married
Married
Mmied
Single
Sinple

F

M
M
F

F
M

19

26

23
21
17
15

1891

9

9

fd

s

1888
unknown

Life Saver, U.S. Coast Guard

Life Saver, US. Co%r Guard

l i f e Saver, U S Coast Guard
LifcSaver, U.S. CuastGuacd

LifeSavrr, US. Coast Guard
I'amthborer
Public SchoolTeacher

NorthManitou klandpopulaiion,1920 (contitwed)
Name

Rdationship

Sex
M
1:

Age
-

Marital
Status

Place of Birth

Mamied
Married

Michip
Michip

Mnmied
Married
Su~gle
Single
Single
Single

Noway
Nonvay
Michip
Michipan
Michigan
Michip
Michip
Michiw
Michip
Mic1"p
Michigan

Father's P.O.B. /
Ia'wwe

- w e

Michigan
Nonvay/Nuwe@m

Michip
Nonuay/Nonvegian

Mother's P.O.B. /

-

Yearof

Oacumtlon

Srormer, PetrrJr
Stormer, Mxud H.

llead
Wife

Anderson, John (1.
Andernm, Eldri
Anderron, Martin
Andenon,Geurgc H.
Anderson, EleanurJ.
Andernin, Arthur L.
Andecson, l lmr J.
Andrlson, (;ertrudc D.
Andersuo,C;lildys (:.
Anderson, Mnrgret A.
Anderson, Mablc I.

Head
Wife
Son
Son
ilaughter
Son
Son
D~ughfer
Dnughwhrcr
Unughter
Daughter

\Vcaver, Flarnson
Weaver, hlnryJane

llad
Wife

M
F

64
59

Mamird
Mamied

Michip
England

Michip
EnglnndlEnglish

Michigan
Englnod/Engiish

C;rorrenur,George'l'.
Grusvenur, Della R.
(irusvmor, Shirlcy M.

Head

M

P

Mamied
Mamicd

P

26
24
3 mos.

Michigan
Michip
Mictip

Michip
Michigan
Michip

Mrhip
Numay/Nonvcgian
Michigan

Mail Carrier. U S Mail Service

Wfe
Uzughtei

Malcski, Paul
Malaslu, Josephine
Malesla, Helen
Malerlo.Chestrr
Mdeski,Adam
Mslrski, Macy

Fled
Wife
Daughter
Son
Wfhn
Mother

M
P
1'
M
M
P

36
73

Married
Mnnied

Michigan
Michigan
Midjgm
Michim
(;eman Poland
German P d m d

GermanPoland
Michip
Michigan
Michim
Germnn Poland
German Poland

Grnnnn Poland/l'olish
Michipan
Mkhip
Micllim
"
GermanPolnnd/Polish
Geman Poland/Polish

PmLlorec

27

25

4

2
69
69

Mamird
Mairied

NowaylNon~epim
Nomray/Nonve@an
Nom.ay/Nume@m
Nonvay/Nowe+m
Nonuay/Nonveim
NonvayINonvegian
NowaylNowegim
Nomy/Nunve@m
Nonvay/Nonvegim
Nonvay/Nonveljan
Numay/Nunve@an

1879
1889

I.umher Milllaborer

FarmLabarer

Life Ssver. U S C a s t Guard
Life Saver, U S Coast Guard
Servant, Private F d y
Idred PmLaborer

1879

18GR
1872

Hired Farm Managrr
Wstmistress, US. Post Office

Appendix E

FeAeralcensuS of-re
N o r t h b l h Is18601870

FederalCensus of Agriculture
North ManitouIsland

lsGo
Nwe

Unimp,ued
land(m)

VdueofFarm

land(anrs)

ImP'=d

Horses

Asss

Redfoid,Tbamm
(:ampbell,C1nrson

60

140

5M)

4

60

10

8

Pirknnl.NichuL

2W

200

600
ROW

6

0
0
0

Value of

W o ~ O x e n

Othercattle

6

2
0
24

7

8
9

Wh-NId

Rye',h)

Com (bu)

Oats (bu)

Woolflhs.)

Potatoes(bu)

BultR(lbs.)

Value of
AnlmalsSlaughtaal

200

60
1800

30
100

160
300
300

80
21)
80

8
20

Livestock
t(edfurd,'l'humas
Carnpliell,Canun
Pickar4Nicholns

450
800
1661

80

WO

Swine

MIkhCoTM

Sheep

and Mules

60

eOo

12
3
40

5

TABLEE-2

Federal Census of Agriculture
North M d t o u Island

m

Name

hpmwd

wd(-)

w

Royle, Edward
Brown, John
Mcauly,Owen
Mcauly, Owen Jr
Ruyle,l)imiel
Ilardwick, I-lenty
Campbell, Orson
Mcl)onough, lrstn
Gallagher, Morrie
Martin, Jamie
Sullivan,John
Kiltx Patric
Oonahue,Patric
Roylv, P%mc
Koddy, Andrew
Brown, John
(;ollagher, Comeline
Gollagher, Prancic
Royle, llugh
0' I>onnel,Jamie
Gillespie,John
(:only, Philip
Butter, Willinrn
Bonar, John
(;allaghec,Danirl
O' Donnel, Barney
Donahue,Timothy
O'(:nfferty,Michnei
Gallagher,Jamie
Royl+Joseph
(:orberr, John
C;alln&rr, Partic
0'DonneL Charlie
Hoyle, John
Huchan, Robert
(1'Dunnel, Johtl
Gullagher, Philip
\Varner, Joseph
Hurky Michad
Buylr, Michael

40
20
I8
15

25
20
311
20
30
40
35
28
25
30
25
40

20
20
35
20
40
18
311
25
20
15
20
20
IS
18
15
15
20
12
2(3

30
25
20

20
30

wb0&nd
(m)
40
40
22
145
135
140
130
140
130
120
125
132
135
130
135
120
140
14U
125
140
120
142
130
135
140
145
140
140
145
142
I45
145
140
148
140
130
135
140
140
130

Other

Un~~pmMd(-)

Value ofFarm
Imp160
200
200
ZW
300
300
500
300
400
400
400
400
350
300
400
800
400
400
650
3UO
400
300
400
500
400
30U
300

Value ofParm

Wages Paid

H o w

Mules

andAsses

2

2

2

21
40
I
2

50

2
4

300
200
250
200
ZOO
250
200
200
400
350
300
300
400

25

2

*

g

e

f?
0

v

N o d l Matdtoubhd Agriculture,1870 (wndnued)
Name
Gnllagher,Michrel
(;sllagher,Dumhick
Burdick,Purnam
satuth, Wilkam
Armstrang, 'l'homas
Shecidan, Aaron
Evme, Alfred
P&e,'I'humas

Rrck,(;urraff
tlazs, George
l~lurtler,<;eurge
Rubms<m,Hugh
A&d, Nickoh
Kor.lrubm

Boyle, Edwacd
Brown. John

Mcauly,Owen
Mcauly, (XvenJr.
Roylc. Dmiel
HudGrk, Henry
(:~rnpbell.Orrun

McDunough, ,h,lxsi$
<;~llaghec,Momie
Marti",,Jamie
Sullivan, John
Kitty, Rulc
Donahue, Palnc

Imomwd
&d(aoes)

%bcdhd

15
30
20
10
6
24
16
I2
15
40
300
200
75

65
60
R
60
150
74
136
144
148
145
280
100
lu)
155

420

200
200
lOD0
500
300
200
600
800
600
500
600
1500
3030
uXW

MUchCows

%rMnR(hrm

Sheep

ME

U)

1370

-

-

-

-

5

2

1

-

2
2
1
3
2
3
3

Iloddy, Aodrew
Brown, luhn
(;ollagher,(:urnebne
(;ullnghrr, Fmwe
Boylc, Hugh
(7 Donnel,Jamie
Gillespir,John
(:only, Phrlip
Ruttn; WilEsm
Buoar, John

4

C;allaghcr,Daniel
O' L>unnel,Bnmey
Donnhue,'~imunothy

Valw ofFarm
U n i m ~ < a u e s ) ImpJmxn6

Olher

3
2

2
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
3
1
2
2
1

Boyle, Pauic

C m )

2
1
2

-

-

--

-

-~
-

-

-

--

-

10

5
2

-.

10
10

-

-

10

--

-

-

2

-

-

-

1

--

5
-

-

3

10

-

1
3
2
3
2

2
2
3

2
I
4
1
1
2

-

3
2
2
2

-

Waees Pdd

Horres

20U
150

2110
300
500

6
2
R
6

Value of

s m

Rye (bur*)

Com(bughels)

WLivestock

wheat@mh&)

120
125
65
100

-

-

-

--

-

Value ofFarm

Mules
and&

75
75

50
55

p11

100
475
135
115
225
325
255
190
225
250
175
240
145
315
200
245
125
200
675
175
125
135

-

-

-

-

20
-

-~

10

-

.-

--

-

-

-

-

-..

1

.-

-

-

-

~-

-

-

-

-

XJ

.-

--

-

30

-.

-

--.

.-

-

--

-

-

-.
.. .

-

.-

-

.-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-.

-

+

LO
v

fi

@2

W

P

~ o r t~
h d t o Island
u
Agriculture, 1870 (continued)
Name

MUchCows

O' CafferIy, h1!lchd

3

C;allagher, Jac17ic
Buylc,Joseph
Crrrbrrr,John
Cdlagher, Pat.=
O'l>omrl.(:barL
Boytr, J u l u ~
Buchan, Rube6
O' Donnel, John
Gollaghec, Philip
Warner, Joseph
Burke,Michael
Huyle, Michael
<;nllaghrr, Midmel
(;allnghes Dominick
Burdick, Putnarn
Smith, William
Armstion& l'homns
Sheridan, Aamn
Evane, Alfred
Price,l'hurnas
Heck, Gtatsff
I Ims, George
Hasder. George
Robinson, Hugh
Pickad,Nickubs
Ilor. Ruben

2

1
I
2
I
I
1
2
I
1
1
2
I

%bIidngoxen

-

p~

--

3
2

-

-~
2

-

~2

2
2

p~

-~

2

2

-~
.-

2
2

4

2

Swine

5

-

2

2
3
3
2
4
4
10

Shee.p

1
2

1
2

3

-.

1
3
1

-.

4
3
5
5

Value of
AU Livestock
200
150
110
75
130
150
75
80
225
175
175
150
190
125
195
225
100
210
350
310
305

2

340

6

610
1045
1060
1230
2300

-

4
3

2

-

-

6

6

6

-

10

7

sP%

~~~)

Huyle, Edward
Brown, John

M a u k Owen
Mcauly,(hvenJr
Royle, Daniel
Hanl,,sid;,, Henry
Campbell, Orson
McUrmough, Lesra
C;allap,hec. Mor&
Mardn,Jarmc
SulRsn, John
Kjlty, l'atric
Donxhue, Patnc

B
Q
t
h
*
)

Potatoes (bu)

BuIterW.)

HayCtons)

09

W h e a,..~
tkMq1

Q
.

~

20

-

-

-

-

.--

-

-

-

-

.-

.-

-

-

-

-

p~

p~

--

-

-

-.

-

-

100
-

25

-

-

25

18
6
15

-

2A
60
150
150
125

-

-

IN)

150
25
25
20

-

Oats(bu>

,"

Can-*)

Porestpmdmcls

-

-

TotalValw ofAll
A n l m a l s S l a w h ~ PannEmducts
Value of

Appendix F

CensusofMichigaq 1834
Teracre,area and V i ofFarms, NumberofRods of
Ditches,a t of Fertihkzers andlabor, and V iof
FarmPvoducts,North G SaahMawitw Islards

-

Tilled, indudkg fallow and grass in rotation (whcthcr pasture o i meadow): ............713
Pcrmancnt mcadows,permanent pastures, orchards, vincyards,.nurscrics
and markct garden
81
Woodland and f o r e

[Avmgc E m size: 253.65 acrcs, Avcragc for Madnau County 139.51)

Ditches.

-

Ope
Tilt
FaImxdlaths(*).

Farms, indudingland, fcnccs and buiidin
Farmingimplanentsand mchm
Live stoc

......................................

C o s t o f F ~ ~ i n y e a r ~ u n e 1 , l ~

-

Amount paid for wagcs far outdoor farm labor d m g 1893, including
vduc of board: ............................................................................................................... 1,390
Amount paid for wagcs for indoor farm and d&y hbm during i893,
inciuding vduc of board: ................................................................................................... 100

'Notc avcragc f z m size for North Manitou
Island: 253.5 acrcs; avcrec farm sizc for

TABLE
G-1

Farmstead

clajnm~t

PetQlnentDates
(a) filing;
(b) initial sctdmcnt;
(c)

Lam (:hristian Alstrom

Total Iand
Area (acrcs)

TotalIandArea

Cleared (acrcs)

bmandFeahuw
(construction)

E1/2, SW1/4 & W1/2,
SR1/4, Sec. 21,
T31N, R14\V

160

6

log

Lot 3,Scc. 20; SW1/3,
NW1/4 & W1/2, SW1/4,
Scc. 21; Lot 1, Scc 28,
T31N, R14W

159.40

10,s undcr cultivation

log

W1/2, NWI /4; W1/2,
SW1/4, Scc. 22,
T31N,R14W

160

10

frarnc

@) 05/06/1890
(c) 05/29/1896

(a) 12/19/1884

(a) 09/06/1875

(b) 03/01/1876
(c) 10/10/1882

John A. Andcrson

lacation of
Wahn

patcnt acquired

(h)04/01/1885
(4 10/03/1890
Andrcw Anderson

of Homesteadchimarits
NorthManttou Island

(a) 04/22/1890

Frcdric M. Hcnlwm

(a)

06/04/1881
@) 12/1881
(c) 06/06/1890

N1/2, NW1/4; SE1/4.
NW1/4 & NE1/4, S\V1/4,
Scc. 33,'1'32N, R14W

160

12

lutnbcr

Alvar I.. Roumique

(a) 07/03/1903
(b) 10/25/1903
(c) 04/30/1909

E1/2, NW1/4; NE1/4,
SW1/4 & Lot #5, Scc. 22,
T31N,R14W

152.20

33

two llol~scs

Nicholas Rilcn

(a) 08/28/1903

E1/2, SE1/4, Scc. 21;

140.20

5 undcr cul&auon

framc

(b) 02/15/1904
(c) 09/22/1909
(tilcd on 10/08/1909)

1,ut 1, Scc. 27; I.ut 4,

(a) 05/16/1912

SW1/4, SE1/4 & Lot I,
Sec. 21,1'32N, R14W

96.36

13

frame

E1/2, NW1/4, Scc. 21,
T~~N,RI~W

80

8

I%?

John Malcskc [sic)

@) 06/10/1912
(c) 05/18/1918
Pctcr Hanscn

10/04/1886
@) 03/29/1887
(c) 05/28/1895
(a)

Scc. 28,T31N, R14W

Farmstead Characteristicsof Homestead CMmants. North Manitou Island fcontinuecn
Walnwt

Mary Olson Swan
Gustaf Ols,n Swan
(dcccascd)

Pathent Dates

Incation of

Total land

(a) filing;
(b)initid scttlcrncnt;
(c) patcnt acquircd

CWnl

Area (acres)

1 14'X 21'

John A. Andcrsan

I

I frame barn, 20' x 30'

frarnc barn

18' x 18' 1 window, 1 door;
14' x 24' 5 windows,
2 doors, 1-1/2 story

12acccs fcnccd

I

1 1 1 2 story, 12'x 21'.
2 doocs, 7 windows

John Malcskc laic]

Pcter Ilanscn

W

w

Mary Olson Swan
Gustaf Olson Swan
(deccascd)

1.112 story, 3 rooms

1 14'x 16'
16' x 32',
6 windows, 4 doors

DwellingandPeatuFes
(construction)

(a) 10/22/1878
@) 04/1879
(c) 04/01/1886

I.ars Christian Alstrom

Frcdric M. Bcnt~sm

Totd land Aren
Cleated (acres)

barn, implcmcnt shcd,
chickcn coop, laundry,
icc housc

I'

I potntocr, corn, ryc, oats:

I

I

500 fruit trccs and
vincspvtatocs hay

fruit trccs

stablc on posts 12' x 20',
wcll, pigpen, chickcn
housc, 5 acrcs fcnccd

oats, potatous, corn, ryc,
10 applc trccs

barn frame 20' x 30' on
posts, hcn housc, wlrc fcncc

bcans, hay, corn,potatocs

1 hamc barn 16'x 16', wcll. I
board barn 20' x 34'

-

-

Souncr:: (:ompiled fcom homcstcad ducumcntatiun on file at t l ~ cNational Archivcs and Record Scrvicc, Washington, DC.

4 cows, 2 calvcs, 2 hurscs,
2 pigs, 2 shecp

2 horscs 3 heifers at
Ray Spring

TABLE
H-1

~~ISlandAssociationIncomeDirectly~utableto
Sales of Commodaiesandservices,1925-1929.
MIA~cmunt

l9Zj

1W

Farm'

2069.83

5681.35

581.52

1082.15

464.90

IlsS1lo

565245

41936

61a%

Ign

l9B

W

T o w (s)
%75

Dvry
Hog
Chcrry Orchard
Apple Orchard
Sugar Bush'
FishJ
Woad
Ice'

Road
Tow Boat
TOTAL ($)

34X-73

SOURCE:b t o u Island Assocladon Farm Account Book, September 1924 - Dcccmber 1929.
Sleeping BmDuncs NationalLakeshorc, Empire, Michpn.

TABLE
H-2

.. Annual~forLabor,
ManitouISIandAsmuaWm
19251929.
MIAAccount

1925

I!% 1927

19m3

1W

Tow($)

Farm
ChcrryOrchard
Apple Orchard
Orchards
SugarBush
Firh
Wood
Icc
W/Shinglc Mill
Road
Dock
Barn
Tow Boat
Store

5586.74
392.11
1439.36
0
175.20
82.00
592.00
0
0
7.50
0
0
20.70
18.00

5773.75
1042.38
1550.85
0
219.90
537.35
855.90
207.40
0
312.75
0
0
0
0

5901.89
2294.74
1793.25
171.00
24.00
0
416.90
136.80
600.90
41.50
75.00
1190.65
0
0

6398.25
1772.88
1702.42
0
12.25

Wi60.32

TOTAL ($1

~ 1 3 6 1-1

5799.69
1556.99
700.70
81.00
0
7.20
897.82
168.20
2191.88
141.20
1199.20
0
0
303.60

m7.49

705930
7W5.58

252Ca

4335

0

626%

599.71
189.30
9.00
21.00
1044.40
0
0
22.00

356233

mmi? u r n

701.70
28(n%

52395
23ls60

lw65
20.70

3660
-21

S o u n c ~Manitou Island Assodation Farm Account Book Scptanber 1924 - Dccernbcr 1929.
S l q i n g Bear Duncs National Lakeshore, Empkc, Mc+.

' Farm incomc camc from thc sale of cattlc,
bccf, pork and potatoes, and rcntal of
pasture land, farm labor and draft animals.
'Thcrc was no sugar bush account in 1927.
Therc was no h h account in 1928 and
1929.

'No k c account in 1925.
'This is rcfcrrcd to as "moncy back;"
pcrhaps rclmbuncment from thc county?
' Payroll data foi thc month of Novcmbcr,
1929, arc missing.

k'
i?-

TABLE
H-3

Manitou IslandAssociation
Monthly Expendituresfor labor,1925-1929.
MIAAccount

Farm

Cherry Orchard
Applu Orchard
Orcliard'
Saga;lrHush9
Fiah'"
Wuud
Ico"
Mill'2
Road
Dork'l
Ham"
'liw Ruat
Sturc

~a 2 '

$
b
2E

Month

Jan

Feb.

Ma+.

w.

MaY

JUn.

Jut

AUg.

*Pt

Oct.

Nw.'

Dec.

TOTAL

1957.16
45.00
45.00
12.00
0
0
262.45
396.60
61.20
21.00
75.00
0
0
0

2144.31
0
0
0
36.30
0
600.85
247.20
228.00
0
143.00
0
0
0

1883.02
190.26
97.50
102.00
216.55
0
640.90
0
0
0
345.10
0
0
0

2312.12
526.08
166.24
138.00
178.50
0
262.80
0
335.40
7.50
0
64.80
20.70
83.70

2574.29
612.03
1212.98
0
0
11.20
19.50
0
383.60
0
103.30
244.00
0
22.00

2644.67
666.06
743.16
0
0
43.65
22.00
0
387.50
0
723.80
662.65
0
67.50

2997.89
395.00
469.90
0
0
0
0
0
472.38
20.50
667.10
114.00
0
0

3849.66
4356.95
837.79
0
0
0
37.25
0
183.50
0
186.30
69.20
0
116.40

2289.67
112.62
1609.88
0
0
3.00
47.40
0
379.50
302.85
0
0
0
0

2871.24
0
1673.28
0
0
10.50
91.17
0
347.70
125.10
0
36.00
0
36.00

1888.42
155.10
225.30
0
0
558.20
294.90
0
23.00
26.00
0
0
0
0

2047.87
0
105.55
0
0
0
1083.11
57.90
0
21.00
75.00
0
0
18.00

29%0.32
7055.10
7E6.58

S~UK(:I: Manitou Island Association Rrm Account Book, Sc1,tcmbcr 1924 - Dcccmbcr 1929. Slccping Rcar Duncs National J2akcshorc,llmpirc, Michigan.

Payroll data for thc month of November, 1929, arc missing
A gcnccll "orchard account used during thc wintcr sod carly
springs seasons of 1927 and 1928only
" l'l~eruwas ,losugar bush account in 1927.
'''l'huru was no fish account in 1928 and 1929.
" No icc account in 1925.
" N o mill account in 1925 and 1926. Must of thc wages chargcd
to the mill account acrucd during 1927,when thc mill appears to
havc becn dilc unly during thc months of March and Dcccmber.
" N o dock account in 1925 or 1926.
"'l'his is a payroll itcm during 1928 only

Z52W
f0135

62655
336233
701.70
2801.78

5Z.S

231a60
11w.6
2a70

34360

Appendices

TABLE
H-4

Per~~~l~Listedin
the M a n i t o u I s l a n d ~ o n 'Monthly
s
PayroIts,1925-1929Rima7y-CRw

+

Anderson,Alben

+

l9a

?

i

II

I

I

1
i

1

0

b

t
t

l*

1%

1

t

bderson, Hcnty
Anderson,John

6

Anderson,Mvlamn
Crkcr, C M F O ~ ~

I

Grasvenor, Tracy

i

Kinnucan,John L.,Sr

4

.

I

Leo, wm.

I

MalcskiJohn

ma,Archic

I

19.27

1%

b

b

I

i

+

i
I

Oien, Pcm

Smith,Jessic

Itinearnand

195

~~

Anderson, Abraham

0

Anderson,Albnt

i

Anderson, m e d

t

Andmon,Arthw
Andcrson,Hans

i
*
I
!

Andmon, Henry
Andcrson, Gladys
Anderson, G e a

+

hderson,Mardn
Aodenon, Mrs. Ahc
hnderson,Mrs H

19%

I

C

~

i

.

19n

19a

I

I

b

1

1

I

I

1
i

'

1

!

0

1-

:

:

!

!

I

0

1

~

0

!

!

1

I

!

i
I
I

I

1

i
I

i

*
Anderson, Mrs. John
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SOURCE:&tau Island Association Farm Account Book, Scptcmbcr 1924 - Dcccmbcr 1929.
Sleeping Bear Dunes National lakeshore, Empirc, Michigan.
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Anderson, Arthur
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I

Anderson,Ethd

I

t
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t

I
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-

-

- - -

-
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1

10, daughtcr of John and Eldn Anderson

Anduson, Gladys [C.]
Anderson, Mabie
Andcnon, Ma&

23, son of John and Eldd Anduson, lifesavu, U.S.Coast Guard

Anderson, Mrs. Abr. [AnnaL.I
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Anderson, Mrs. Albert
Anderson, Mrs. Gca

4

Bellanger,Ros&
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1
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1
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Buddmg, Mrs
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I
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1
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1
1
'' For 1927-1929,thc MIA account book kts chcrry p~ckcrsand othcr scasonal cmplovecs scparatcly
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Gilbert, Mrs. M

!
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F m t , Harold
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I
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1
1

Ruff, Gordon
Ruff, Howard
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7
I

Recd, Robert

I
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I
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1
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Smedley, Chariie

&

I
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I

Smedley, Mrs
Smith, Dawd
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Srmth, Manon
Smth, Mannn
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I
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?
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lucker, James

I
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I
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1
I
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I
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Srmth, h k

I

I

1

I
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I
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SOURCEiMamfouIsland Assodadon Farm Account Book, September 1924 - Deccmbcr 1929.Sleepkg Bear Dvnes National Lakcshorc,
Empiic, Michigan.
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